Enduring, ever-changing beauty for every bedroom...

PRINCESS REVERSIBLE BLANKET

A subtle change... yet the gracious elegance of Springfield's Princess Reversible Blanket gives silent testimony to impeccable taste.

Color—the breath of life to any decor—is dramatically captured in the dual-personality blanket. Beautiful pastels, deftly blended as perfect color companions, make the Princess Reversible Blanket a welcome addition in any of your bedrooms... and it is "correct" in every bedroom to accent white sheets, to compliment colored bed linen.

The Princess Reversible is constructed from a careful selection of fine imported fleeces for perfect warmth and the surpassing comfort of a superb, soft suede finish unmatched for elegance.

colors: Antilles Rose & Bay Blue; Cuban Gold & Seafoam, Azalea Pink & Cuban Gold, Seafoam & Azalea Pink, Leaf Green & Chartreuse

Send for your free copy of Springfield's colorful new booklet "What You Should Know About Fine Quality Blankets."

THE SPRINGFIELD WOOLEN MILLS CO. • SPRINGFIELD, TENNESSEE
Heirloom rooms—and Ottavia curtains

A setting for treasures old and new—
rare, beautiful embroideries on the finest cottons,
from our own Ottavia collection made in Switzerland.

Shown, muslin with Tambour embroidery (all tops unhemmed)
The curtains: 96 inches, 20.00 a pair—78 inches, 17.50 a pair
Valance, 72 inches wide, 5.00 each—demi-curtain, 44 by 72, 10.00 each

Others 10.00 to 500.00—Lord & Taylor, New York
Bring a new look into your home...a fresh, bright, light look...with these crisp Young Moderns by Lightolier. These are lamps that say nice things about your good taste no matter what your decorating style. You'll love their simplicity, their handsome blending of such fashion-right materials as wrought iron, brass, linen and Mindanao straw. You'll be grateful for their efficient, glare-filtered lighting. You'll delight in their flexibility...ingenious engineering that puts light where you want it. Prices? Perfect even for those whose tastes far exceed their budgets! See Lightolier's Young Moderns at your favorite furniture, department or electrical store today and give your home a new lease on light!

Young Moderns lamps by

LIGHTOLIER
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO

For a free illustrated brochure, write to Dept. HG-30, Lightolier, 11 E. 36 St., New York.
Imperial Vintage Milk Glass

Authentic reproductions of Milk Glass treasures of yesteryear, skilfully designed, proudly crafted by Imperial to brighten homes of today. As impressively perfect for every gift occasion as they are beautiful and useful for your own home; chosen, too, by discriminating collectors of authentic American Milk Glass. The Imperial hallmark, your assurance of superlative American handcraftsmanship, is moulded into each lovely piece.

THE IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION
BELLAIRE, OHIO
Introducing...

A new Group of distinguished contemporary Furniture for the living room, dining room and bedroom. Designed for Persons of true Discrimination in their Devotion to enduring Excellence in Taste. Available at selected furniture dealers everywhere.

Send 10¢ in Coin only for your Copy of the new Sequence Folder.

THE WEIMAN COMPANY • ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
Dolly Madison Slept Here

...and chances are she slept in delightful comfort under a Pearce Blanket

Ever since 1805 Pearce has been making soft, warm, wonderful all-wool blankets—and every year we've made them better—fleezier—softer—lighter—warmer—daintier—more colorful. Now, soft as a powder puff, light as a spring breeze, warm as a baby's smile—you'll love them in any of eight mouth-watering colors.

100% Wool

PEARCE
LATERBE, PENNA. EST. 1805

AMERICA'S OLDEST NAME IN BLANKETS

* Pearce Beauty Blankets—packed in a safe-storage blanket box that's a treat to your eye and a between-season protection for your blankets—About $25.00 in fine stores everywhere.

* Other Pearce 100% Wool Blankets, including the Lullaby Baby Blanket, from $9.95 to $18.50. Write for free descriptive literature and name of your nearest Pearce store. Pearce Manufacturing Company, Latrobe, Pa.
A new collection of furniture for the Living Room, Dining Room, Bedroom

Lynhurst by Tomlinson..."Today in Tradition"...is so timelessly designed that each piece is destined to become a collector's item of the future. Here Tomlinson preserves the charm and dignity of traditional...adds the verve of contemporary...presents a selection of sofas, chairs, tables, dining room and bedroom pieces that harmoniously blend with other smartly designed furniture.

The beauty of distinctive woods adds to the joy of owning Lynhurst. Rare knotty Honduras mahogany contrasts with grain and figures of rare aspen top panels and bandings. Many pieces include woven cane panels, tops in imported hand-tooled "old black" leather or Vermont marble. Post a card today to Furniture by Tomlinson, High Point, North Carolina for a beautiful brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

Here's beauty that soil can't spoil

**Glendura**
SOIL-PROOF WALLCOVERING by IMPERIAL

Now you can have the beauty of design and color on every wall of your home! **Glendura** Soil-proof Wallcovering by Imperial is truly safe from grime and stains. It can be washed more easily than you wash your woodwork! That's why it's called "Beauty in Armor." See **Glendura** at your Imperial Washable Wallpaper dealer's. Look for his name in the yellow pages of your phone book—or write us.

- **Glendura** has the soft surface and lovely patterns of finest wall decoration.
- Soil is stopped at the surface—resists even the worst stains.
- It is completely washable, with soap and water, approved cleaning fluids or bleach.
- **Glendura** is guaranteed for three years to clean according to instructions and not to fade, or it will be replaced without charge.

**Glendura** is easy to hang because it is now precision-trimmed. No tedious cutting—no messy trimmings. Accurate edges, perfect seams are assured. This means quicker, easier hanging and a better finished job.

**Glendura** is called "Beauty in Armor" because it provides unlimited beauty of design and color, yet has armor-plate protection against grime and stains. Send for a sample to test it yourself. We'll include a helpful booklet. Please send 10¢ to cover handling costs.

IMPERIAL PAPER AND COLOR CORPORATION
Dept. 5330, Glens Falls, New York

I enclose 10¢ for trial **Glendura** sample.

Name: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________

City: _______  Zone: ______  State: ______
How West Coast Hemlock is changing American kitchens

Discriminating planners of fine homes are discovering the warmth and distinctive beauty of wood for interior uses. As a result, kitchens equipped with wood cabinets acquire a unique character.

One of the woods responsible for this trend is Weyerhaeuser 4-Square West Coast Hemlock, a superb softwood found only in the mild, even climate of the Pacific Northwest. The soft, silvery sheen of this Hemlock softens the severity of gleaming modern appliances. Straight grain, uniform texture, and freedom from pitch add to the wood's attractiveness.

Fortunately, West Coast Hemlock is versatile. It may be used both inside and out. Because it is light to handle... easy to cut and shape...tough and durable, with exceptional nail-holding power, Weyerhaeuser 4-Square West Coast Hemlock is also ideal for such uses as framing and sheathing. Its outstanding capacity to take and hold paint or natural finishes makes this West Coast species excellent for many other purposes, from siding to paneling—from ceiling to flooring.

If you are planning a new home, look first at Weyerhaeuser 4-Square West Coast Hemlock.

And if you would like to know more about this Hemlock before you begin living with it, ask your Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber Dealer to show you this beautiful wood or write us for descriptive literature.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Lumber
WEYERHAEUSER SALES CO. • ST. PAUL 1, MINN.
Put yourself at ease

with this wonderful flooring!

Some beauty is only skin deep—but you'll find that a dream floor like this, even years from now, will still be as lovely as the day it was first put down in your home.

And in all that time, it will never once have required waxing!

For Goodyear Vinyl-Tile is as carefree as it is permanently beautiful—because it's made of solid vinyl—pre-polished to a natural, lasting luster.

This pre-polishing makes Goodyear Vinyl-Tile the only flooring on the market today which maintains an even, over-all sheen—showing no contrasting shiny and dull areas where traffic areas end and idle areas begin.

This, because Goodyear developed a factory pre-polishing process that gives the material its natural luster—literally "built in" forever!

A sudsy mop keeps it first-day fresh—and first-day fresh is a beautiful sight, for Goodyear Vinyl-Tile comes in a rainbow range of 18 decorator colors—4 solid hues and 14 contrasting marbleized patterns.

You won't be able to resist it; and you'll never stop thanking your lucky stars for the day you put Goodyear Vinyl-Tile in your home!

See your dealer. You'll see what we mean!

Shades of the Old West—A beautiful Indian motif achieved with tiles selected from the exclusive Vinyl-Tile range of 18 sun-drenched colors. Shown are Garland Green with White (6527), Greenwich Green with White (6616) and Gulf Gray with White (6621).


Goodyear Vinyl-Tile
by the Tile, by the Yard • for FLOORS, WALLS, COUNTER TOPS

We think you'll like THE GOODYEAR TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE—every other Sunday—NBC TV Network
Flair
for simple beauty...

Whether you're a gay romantic, or a forthright modern, today's flair for simple beauty is changing your world. These two popular Syracuse China patterns reflect this trend in strikingly different ways.

**Coralbel** pattern...smart and platinum-bright with an abstract simplicity that mirrors the new and dramatic. In a 5-piece place setting for only $9.75. West of the Rockies $10.75

**Victoria** pattern...definitely romantic with an undertone sentiment captured in the familiar beauty of a Rose. 5-piece place setting $9.75. West of the Rockies $10.75

Ask your dealer to show you other striking patterns in this fine china, ranging in price from $5.75 to $26.75 per five-piece place setting. Prices slightly higher West of the Rockies.

Send 25¢ for the full-color booklet, "You and Your China." Illustrates 8 patterns, 4 shapes and gives valuable information on the care of china. Syracuse China, Dept. HG10, Syracuse, N.Y.
This silver trade-mark seal identifies the finer, longer-lasting genuine Colorado Carnations.

There can be no doubt of complete devotion, when this vow is expressed in the dainty yet enduring beauty of long-lived, colorful Colorado Carnations. They're the one flower perfectly suited as a gift of regard for either men or women. Buy them by brand name—Colorado Carnations—insist on the little silver trademark seal that guarantees their quality. And remember, wherever you are, whatever your message...

"Ever Thine"

COLORADO CARNATIONS SAY IT BEST

COLORADO FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION
It's Beautiful!

Yes! That's what everyone is saying about the new CherryMODERN bedroom furniture by Kling. It's so smart and so entirely different! And it is genuine solid native cherry.

For only solid wood lends itself to the graceful shaping that distinguishes the drawer fronts and bed ends of the CherryMODERN suite. You'll be happy and proud to have CherryMODERN, with its polished brass drawer pulls, large bevelled mirrors and beautiful craftsmanship, in your home. See it at leading furniture and department stores.

Send 25¢ in coin (no stamps, please) for big, beautiful, full color booklet, "Your Bedroom and You." Contains a wealth of helpful suggestions on bedroom decoration and arrangement and care of furniture.

Address Dept. HG10, Kling Factories, Mayville, N. Y.

KLING MEANS

CHERRY • MAPLE • MAHOGANY
The meaning and beauty of silver have never been more wonderfully expressed than in Heirloom® Sterling. Charming, original patterns...fine rich feeling in the hand...are making it the choice of more brides every year.

And since this is solid silver, even a century of constant use only gives it a lovelier patina!

Start with two place-settings — add more each year. Six-piece place-settings begin at only $29.75, Federal tax included.

*Trade Marks. © 1953, Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N.Y.
Serene and sunny, in mellow knotty pine... the American Traditional Collection answers your wishes for authentic furniture beauty at a truly modest price! Whether you choose the pieces shown here, or others from American Traditional's selection of nearly eighty for your living room, dining room or bedroom, this popular collection is an outstanding example of Drexel's 50th Anniversary values!

For the name of your nearest Drexel dealer, see your Classified Directory or write Drexel Furniture Company.
Set a party table every day
...it's easy with lace

Tonight a gay buffet! Tomorrow "just the family." It's all in the life of your Quaker Lace Cloth.

And what a carefree life! Wrinkles smooth out, spots sponge off, washing (seldom needed) is so easy.

Quaker Cloths priced from $5.95 to $34.95.

Quaker LACE CLOTHS
Inspired by a pride of craftsmanship, adhered to by three generations of cabinet makers, the Kindels create furniture of exquisite elegance, styled for timeless beauty that is forever contemporary.

Choose KINDEL.

Fine mahogany is a treasure ... a permanent investment in distinction and beauty for your home. Traditional mahogany bedroom furniture by Kindel is recognized throughout the country as the finest obtainable.
OCTOBER, 1953

You will love the graciousness of traditional styling adapted by Kindel to modern living . . . the beauty of fine mahogany especially selected for hardness of texture and interesting figure . . . unexcelled craftsmanship . . . and the richness of hand rubbed finishes. Be sure to see this Diamond Jubilee Bedroom Group by Kindel . . . now being shown at these selected stores.
Six ways to make a proper entrance

The front door is your first introduction to a house; it should not only key the entire architectural pattern but also reflect the kind of living inside.

Wide framed panel, painted white to contrast with rest of outside walls, adds importance to simple flush entrance door of this Connecticut house. Burton A. Bugbee was the architect.

Geometric composition is attained by flanking natural finish wood door with panel of opaque glass. Wide horizontal strip which creates a modern pattern, includes conveniently located letter slot. Arthur H. Keyes, Jr. was the architect.

Tall white door, set in deep recess, acts as sharp contrast to black exterior walls, is tied into main composition of house by wide overhead band of white. Adjoining panels of translucent, ribbed glass provide light for entrance hall yet afford interior privacy for occupants. Burton A. Schutt, architect.

More entrances, page 124
This beauty

Grows

piece-by-piece

from Conant Ball

open stock

... AND THE GROWING’S ALWAYS
WITHIN YOUR BUDGET, because you
can space your buying over the years —
sometimes matching, sometimes mixing,
always blending. How? — easy! All Conant
Ball pieces are designed and finished for a
continuous unified harmony. That’s why
a long-range Conant Ball plan is so smart:
it’s wonderful to live with as you grow, and
it ends up exactly right. And their SOLID
woods mean a long and lovely life: solid
birch for the Modernmates, solid rock
maple for the Traditionals.

FOR PLANNING ROOMS
WITH A FUTURE
Go-Together Traditionals, Dept. HGT-103,
Conant Ball, Gardner, Mass. — 10¢
Match-Up Modernmates, Dept. HGM-103,
Conant Ball, Gardner, Mass. — 10¢

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR STORES.
NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE, HONEYWELL | ZONE CONTROL | HELPS YOU

Enjoy ideal climate inside your home

Today it takes more than one thermostat to provide modern comfort.

The new Los Angeles home of Mr. and Mrs. Alex E. Roithlat is ideally designed for enjoyable living during the long west coast summers.

And through the use of Honeywell Zone Control, it's equipped for real indoor comfort during the winter season of cool mornings and chilly nights.

In the Roithlat home two separate thermostat systems were installed to solve occupancy and exposure problems. One controls comfort in Zone 1—the living-dining area. The other provides healthful, even temperatures in Zone 2—the bedroom and bath area.

Homeowners in the milder U.S. areas are fast learning the value of Zone Control. Families like the Roithlats (they came from Wisconsin) are taking the idea with them when they move.

Why don't you ask your architect, heating or plumbing contractor about Honeywell Zone Control? When you have it installed, you, too, will enjoy ideal climate inside your home.

ZONE 1

The separate thermostat system for the living area which faces east, easily meets heat demands on a chilly evening in the cool season—without making the bedroom area too warm for sleeping. Honeywell Zone Control compensates, too, for heat from morning sunshine and for extra heat from the fireplace.

The Roithlat home was designed by Beverly Hills architect Dave Freedman. General contractor, John L. Rogerson, Los Angeles. Heating contractor, Coast Heating and Air Conditioning Co., Los Angeles.
ZONE 2. The individual thermostat in the sleeping area compensates for chill north winds. And yet it never allows bedroom temperatures to rise too high for comfortable, healthful sleeping. Nor does it affect the comfort level in the rest of the house.

Only with Zone Control can you
1. remove wintertime chill from rooms with large glass areas—without overheating the rest of your house.
2. maintain special areas of your home (bedrooms are a good example) at low, fuel-saving temperatures when they're not in use—without underheating living areas.

Send for our FREE booklet, "Enjoy a New Concept of Living Comfort in Your Home." It tells why Zone Control is needed in homes with picture windows, fireplaces, rambler construction and other characteristics of the modern home.

HONEYWELL
CLOCK
THERMOSTAT

Owners say the Honeywell electric or electronic clock thermostat is wonderful because it turns down the heat—automatically—when you go to bed, and gives you a nice cool room to sleep in; turns up the heat—automatically—while you're still asleep, and your home is warm when you get up. Saves you fuel, besides!

Honeywell
First in Controls

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO.
2733 Fourth Ave. South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota
In Canada: Leaside, Toronto 17, Ontario.
☐ Please send me your free Honeywell Zone Control Booklet, "Enjoy a New Concept of Living Comfort in Your Home."
☐ Please send me the name of a nearby heating dealer.

Name:
Address:
City: Zone:
State:
All furnishings available at Hathaway's, New York

Start here for carpet luxury with Spongex

New life, new luxury come to your carpets with an all rubber cushion made by Spongex. Instantly, you'll notice the Spongex difference—the richer look, the softened step—to always remind you Spongex is there.

With the natural cleanliness, the natural freshness of Spongex, you can forget forever dirt from hairs and fibers, worry of moths and vermin. You'll find there's a Spongex cushion made for every type of rug in your home.

What quality cushioning means to your carpets.

- Longer life...more than doubles life of any carpet. Lasting beauty...
- always resilient to protect original-carpet beauty. Economy...any carpet on a good cushion costs less per year than the same carpet uncushioned.
- Bring out the best in your carpets—by putting the best under your carpets—Spongex. Stop at your floor covering store or write us today for free samples.

the finest cushions underfoot...the cleanest cushions under rugs.

The Sponge Rubber Products Company
2610 Derby Place, Shelton, Conn.
CRANE'S
"WORK-FLOW" KITCHEN
makes the whole house run smoother

Here's a kitchen to save your steps, save your time, and make you feel better about the whole business of housekeeping!

It has been designed to control the "work flow"—with three basic sections where kitchen work is grouped by function.

For example, at the left of the picture, you see the food preparation and clean-up center. The gleaming Crane All-American sink and a dishwasher are set side-by-side in a colorful counter-top island of Crane cabinets to serve both kitchen and dining room.

Opposite is the cooking center, with a combination of Select-A-Range units. At the far end is the receiving and storage center, with plenty of Crane cabinets grouped within easy reach.

These centers not only control the kitchen work—but the kitchen itself is a "control room" for the house. You can see from the floor plan how the architect has provided access and supervision to dining room, play yard, laundry, carport and front door...all with an indoor-outdoor open feeling.

Like the idea? Want to know more about it—and about other exciting new room ideas like this? Then see your Crane Plumbing and Heating Dealer, before you build or remodel. Ask him to show you Crane's Sketchbook of Ideas for kitchens, bathrooms, utility rooms. Or write Crane Co., 836 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 5.

COME TO
CRANE
FOR IDEAS
Newly-wed or not... enjoy

 Trouseau Luxury
 fitted blankets by Fieldcrest

Smart wives always have every problem under control. Now even six-foot husbands can keep their toes covered up all night. Next morning, no lengthy bed-making, either. So why not have a new trouseau—with those fabulous sheets and towels and bedspreads by Fieldcrest that add luxury to living without straining your purse?

New Fieldcrest fitted blankets slip easily over foot of mattress, won't pull out, leave plenty of toe room. Sides tuck in or not as you prefer.

Fieldcrest Fitted Blankets are fancy blends of rayon, cotton and wool available in various weights. In rose, blue, gold, red, light green or dark green. Priced from approximately $5.95 to $10.95, according to weight, at your favorite department store.

Fieldcrest Mills, Division of Marshall Field & Company, Inc. 22 Worth Street, New York 13, New York
Now...new beauty for your doors.

Décor Knobs

recapturing an idea in home decoration reminiscent of an era of gracious living.

Designs and colors that harmonize with every decorating scheme.

At last—hand decorated door knobs that complete the beauty of your home... that pull your color scheme together! Décor Knobs give your rooms new elegance with the exquisite patina, the sparkling decorator colors, the richness that only porcelain can capture. And remember, Décor Knobs are made by Yale & Towne, so you can be sure of their quality and durability. See Décor Knobs today at your local gift shop or department store.

You'll find styles for every inside door... designs to complement every interior from Early American to Modern. And, you can install Décor Knobs yourself in a few minutes... simple directions show you how. The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

per knob, complete $4.95
Slightly higher in Western Markets

© Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
“My Wunda Weve Carpets are

says Arlene Francis

“I've used all the Four Wunda Weve Carpets in my home, upstairs . . . downstairs . . . even in my coat closet!”
says Arlene Francis, charming television personality.

“I first saw Wunda Weve Carpets about three years ago. Their clear colors and interesting texture were so appealing, I just had to have them everywhere! And they are just as new-looking now as the day I bought them!”

WUNDA LUXE

“I guess most people like a little extra luxury in their living room. So I selected the lush deep pile of Wunda Luxe in Muted Beige. And what glowing colors in Wunda Luxe! I could hardly decide which to buy.”

(Wunda Luxe, the most lavish of all, about $19.95 sq. yd. *)

WUNDA CREST

“Even Peter loves it! I wouldn't expect a 6-year-old boy to pay any attention to his carpet, but he was simply delighted when we put in this Cinnamon Wunda Crest! It takes his rough treatment, too!”

(Wunda Crest, produced by popular demand, about $6.95 sq. yd. *)

WUNDA LOOM

“An attractive dining room adds so much to the pleasure of entertaining. The rich pile of my Avocado Wunda Loom has a changing texture which really sets off my furniture.”

(Wunda Loom, for those who want truly fine carpeting, about $14.95 sq. yd. *)

Wunda Weve, Wunda Loom and Wunda Luxe are trademarks, Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
"I wouldn't let them take the picture with my shoes off, but I might as well admit to you that this Ancient Ivory Wunda Weve feels just wonderful under my bare feet!"

(Wunda Weve, the carpet that started a trend, about $8.95 sq. yd.*)

There aren't any other carpets like Wunda Weve Carpets!
Finest cotton for the truest colors... loom woven for extra wear and easier vacuuming... pre-shrunk and colorfast... deep pile for flattering texture!

FREE BOOKLET shows Wunda Weve Carpets in color in some of America's most famous homes. Write for your own copy today.

Belrug Mills, Inc., 203-S River Street, Greenville, South Carolina.
In Canada, Mogul Ltd., 2536 Granville St., Vancouver 9, B.C.

*Slightly higher in the West.
rosy future for this ensemble because the color is in for keeps

Celaperm is the Celanese* acetate fiber with the color sealed-in to stay. Both fabrics—the solid color acetate taffeta and the fine woven stripes—in this beautiful Sumergrade ensemble are made of Celaperm acetate. They’ll be a lifetime color match—their loveliness unchanged by sunlight, gas fumes, dry cleaning! Bedroom ensemble by Sumergrade in combinations of pink, beige, green, blue, yellow. Quilted bedspread, single or double; pillow sham; dust ruffle; vanity skirt; brise bise; panel draperies; accent pillows. At B. Altman & Co., New York; Kaufmann’s, Pittsburgh; G. Fox & Co., Hartford and Lammert Furniture Co., St. Louis. For other stores see page 246. Celanese Corporation of America, New York 16.


CELAPERM
the Acetate yarn with the "Sealed-In" color

This tag on a fabric certifies that all color components are sealed-in color acetate fiber.
large living
in small space

How to make the most of space is everybody's problem today. From expandable furniture to flexible floor plans—November House & Garden shows you how to make every inch of space in your house count—indoors and out!

featuring:

- Houses and apartments that stretch space—built-in storage, sliding walls, flexible floor plans
- Daily doubles in furniture—space-saving room dividers, sofa beds, dressing-table-desks
- Decorating magic—how to create an illusion of space with mirrors

plus:

- A Jumbo Christmas Shopping Guide
- Handpicked gifts for every room in the house, for everyone on your list
- Holidays at Home fresh ideas for parties
- Cooking at the table festive ways with holiday food

This important issue on the newsstands October 20
SHOPPING AROUND

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

Lucite door knobs make a charming accent in any room! We show here a pair with a true-to-nature rose (red, yellow, pink or white) embedded in the crystal-clear knob. However, you may order a fish design or a swan design, too. And the cost is so modest! $5 the pair. Add 25¢ postage. Bar Van, Box 626, Nyack, New York.

Delft demi-tasse. If you collect cups don’t fail to get this newly arrived little beauty. If you see it you’ll probably be tempted to buy a set to give away at Christmas. Made in Holland from the formula used for centuries. White ground with blue flowers and leaves. $3.95 each ppd. Gerald’s, 142 Fifth Avenue, New York.

For your mink stole or for your husband’s cashmere topcoat be sure to get this sterling silver identification label. A handsome and very practical device, it comes marked with the name on one side and the city and state on the other. Easy to attach. $3.50 postpaid. Tax incl. Order from Edith Chapman, Nyack, New York.
A pistol collection will look impressive and be completely safe if it is displayed in a handsome pine rack like the one shown here. Equipped with a safety device, it will hold one to eight guns (antique or modern) in locked security. 20" x 28" x 6". $19.95 exp. collect. Order from Yield House, North Conway, New Hampshire.

Handsome magazine rack. Exceptionally well made, this rack has a sturdy wood frame decorated with nostalgic prints of Uriah Heep, Mr. Micawber, Dolly Varden, and characters from "Pickwick Papers." Sections are ample and the raffia-wrapped handle is most convenient. $19.95 postpaid. Elizabeth McCaffrey, Orange, N. J.

Hand-woven apron. Beautifully loomed fabric is fashioned into a decorative and practical apron. Wear it to protect your dress but we'll wager you'll also wear it as a fashion accessory over a black sheath. Iridescent blue, brown or heather. $4.85 for 1; $12.75 for 3. Ppd. Wilderness Road Trading, Seven Mile Ford, Va.

To display with pride: a velvet-covered photograph album. This is a luxury gift which is priced so modestly! It comes in lovely colors: rose, blue, wine, and dark green. And the three initial marking is worked out in matching velvet. 11" x 9" x 2", it contains 15 pages (30 sides). $9.95 ppd. Schoenfeld, 38 E. 57th St., N. Y.

Screws in like a light bulb! No wires to connect! Think of it, now you can change a lighting fixture with a twist of the wrist. It's so easy— wherever a light bulb can be screwed in, you can hang one of these amazing lamps. Glamorize any room in seconds. They're so inexpensive . . . you'll want several for yourself and as Christmas gifts.

TOLE HANGING LAMP
Charming solution for that ugly fixture or open socket in your porch ceiling. English Coach Lantern design. Satin-black wrought iron frame with frosted glass sides. 9" high, 7 1/2" square. Takes any size replaceable bulb. No wires to connect; just screw it in! Ideal for hallway, solariums, playrooms, too.
Postpaid, only $5.75

PORCH LIGHT DELUXE
This large, handsome wall rack holds 30 magazines in upright position where each is visible for convenient selection. For living room, study or playroom . . . ideal for office and reception room. Finely hand crafted in satin smooth honey tone knotty pine or lovely mahogany finish. Size 23" x 27" high—holds 45 magazines—same style and finishes $27.50
Size 45" x 27" high—holds 60 magazines—like III, above but double width $32.50
All Express Chgs. Collected. No C.O.D.'s.

THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE TASTE OF HOME ART COLONY INDUSTRIES, INC. THE HOUSE OF GIFTS • 9 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
**Memory Box**

Commemorate The Big Event—be it a wedding, a graduation, an anniversary, a testimonial dinner. Simply send us a copy of the invitation or announcement you desire, and we'll etch it in perfect reproduction. Handwritten messages reproduced, too, for a very intimate gift. Size: 5 1/2" by 4 by 3" lid.

Handsome wrought iron legs...used by leading designers.

**E. F. Lawrence Iron Works**

79 W. Grand St., Dept. G-2, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

$8.95 postpaid

Complementing ashtrays, 4" by 3 1/2", etched with first names: $5.00 pair, postpaid

No C.O.D.'s, please

Catalogue on request

**Holiday House**

210 Bellevue Theatre Bldg., Upper Montclair, N.J.

**Large Selection... In Two Styles**

Prices are for set of four legs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Atatch Under</th>
<th>HAIRPIN</th>
<th>DIAG-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>Specity 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>or 1/2&quot; Rd.</td>
<td>3/4&quot; Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sofa</td>
<td>$5.55</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bureau</td>
<td>$5.75</td>
<td>$5.45</td>
<td>$5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coffee tbl.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$5.65</td>
<td>$5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coffee tbl.</td>
<td>$6.65</td>
<td>$6.35</td>
<td>$6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cocktail tbl.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>$6.55</td>
<td>$6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lamp, end tbls.</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV, lamp, end tbls.</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>$7.65</td>
<td>$7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dining tbl., desk</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**All Legs Sent Pre-Paid—No C.O.D.'s Please**

Dept. 108, 2911-F Whittier Blvd.

Los Angeles 23, California

**We Are Thrilled With It,**

say thousands of our customers who have bought this genuine solid mahogany wood lamp with double closet. Made with cabinet-maker's skill, hand-rubbed to rich finish, it has hilum, carved glass lamp, mirror-backed, completely glass encased, gorgeously stained, 22" high wide by 13 1/2" deep, 6" between shades. Choice of Mahogany Walnut, Antique Gold, Antique White finishes. $22.95. Express charges extra.

Larger sizes also available: 23" wide by 17 1/2" deep; 7.5" more between shades. $37.95. Express charges extra.

**Send For Catalog**

**MAYMAC COMPANY**

79 W. Grand St., Dept. G-2, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

**BOOK RADIO**

For The Finest Note In Gift Giving...

For one low base, we suggest our Custom Printed 15-683东部 DeLuxe AC-DC Back Radio. Case is better finished in beautiful Kentucky Cognac, Light-Weight. Fully identical and colorful reproduction of a test of 

BOOKS

Look-thru portfolio is designed to keep your place mats in perfect order. The front cover is clear plastic, bound in either gold or silver color; the back cover comes in chintz or grass cloth paper board (specify choice) and the elastic bands are complementary in color.

$6.95 postpaid

No C.O.D.'s, please

Catalogue on request

**BOOK RADIO**

For The Finest Note In Gift Giving...

For one low base, we suggest our Custom Printed 15-683 eastern DeLuxe AC-DC Back Radio. Case is better finished in beautiful Kentucky Cognac, Light-Weight. Fully identical and colorful reproduction of a test of

**Send For Free Catalog Of Unused Gifts**

**Lazyback Wedge Pillow**

Foam Rubber • Zipper Cover

For reading in bed or lying on floor watching TV. Will never sag or lose shape. Buoyantly soft foam rubber cushions you with solid support underneath. Light weight, practically indestructible. Fibre-lite hollow core—upholstered with molded foam rubber—zipper covered in washable rayon linens. Fire Red, Leaf Green, Yellow Chartruese, Cinnamon Brown.

Money back guarantee, immediate delivery. No C.O.D. Postpaid $9.95

Whitewater Foam Rubber Co. Box 85205, Richmond, Indiana.
AROUND

Crystal waffle set. You'll be proud to invite people in for Sunday-night supper if you use a sparkling crystal batter and syrup set like this. Each jug is marked with a three-letter monogram, each is topped with a plastic pouring lip and cover. $3.95 postpaid for both. Order from Glasscraft, 920 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

A devotional accent gives a feeling of security and well-being to almost any room. Here we show a bronze-finished plastic planter which has a niche for a religious figure. This one is the Infant of Prague but you may order a likeness of your favorite saint. 10" high. $2.95 ppd. From Partridge, 501 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

Cowboys and cowgirls will acquire good habits if you fit the nursery bathroom with accessories like these. Each piece has his or her name imprinted on it; each is made of metal finished in white enamel. $1.75 for lightswitch; $2.50 for tissue box; $4.50 for basket; $8.25 for hamper. Ppd. Wales, 540 Madison Avenue, N. Y.

A R E A L Y . . .

EVERGLAZE CHINTZ ensemble in vibrant solid decorator colors of grey, hunter green, yellow, ross dress, brown, fuchsia, pink, aqua, orchid or white. Quilted and scalloped COVERLETS... twin 13.95, double 14.95, king size 25.00. Mix-or-match it with a fully gathered chiffon DUST RUFFLE... twin 6.95, double 7.95. Ruffled "90" draperies 9.95. pillow sham 4.95, vanity skirt 7.95. Also ... quilted and ruffled BEDSPREADS in any of the solid colors above... twin 14.95, double 15.95. Color samples on request.

SEERSUCKER with EYELET embroidery on white batiste is quilted and washable. Colors: Pink, aqua, dusty rose, mist gray, pale blue, pale yellow, lime, forest green, lilac or white. Twin SPREADS 10.95, double 12.95, 90" drapes 8.95, sham 3.95. White "145," MONOGRAM, if desired, extra 4.00. Blanket cover and special size prices on request. Color samples available.

SANFORIZED DENIM ensembles sparked with stripes have a fashion-flair you'll appreciate. Choice of water green, faded blue, sunset red, charcoal grey or brown. Flounces in alternating stripes of this solid color and white. Twin SPREADS 10.95, double 11.95, 90" solid color drapes 6.95, striped valance 2.95, striped sham 2.95. Color samples on request.

Orders promptly filled. Color and fabric samples free on request. No C.O.D.'s.
The Yule Note Greeting

Completely your own! Your address on the front cover (left), your own family name as letterhead inside (below), and the first names you want an "signature" to the inside message! This completely personalized Greeting is printed in Christmas colors—red, green, brown—on a 10 x 13 sheet of white text paper French-folded to 5 ½ x 6 ½. Tell us address, family name and first names EXACTLY as you want them printed.

A decorator’s polish to restore and retain the patine of precious pieces. Special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.25 jar; $1.75 double size.

Max Use "Diatina" Jackson of London englifilj Cppc

For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and

WRITE FOR CHRISTMAS GIFT CATALOG

SAVE money on upholstery bills! Get this professional kit which includes step-by-step instructions on how to strip down and rebuild chairs and sofas. You will realize that the upholsterer’s skill is not hard to acquire. Tools are made of drop-forged steel, $6.95 postpaid. Order from Bodine’s, 444 E. Belvedere, Baltimore.

A reminder of the Provinces of France: the wine pourer. These charming hand-woven natural willow baskets are hand painted with colorful flowers. When not being used for a convivial bottle you might fill them with small pots of ivy or philodendron. About 10” long. $4.95 postpaid. Cole’s, 7 High St., Hampton, N. H.

THE SPOT REMOVER FURNITURE POLISH

REVIVA by Jackson of London

REMOVES stubborn surface spots. CLEANS dirt and grime. POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches.

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your desk. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all dark or light varnished, shellacked or lacquered surfaces.

"A Triple Action Tonic for Marred Furniture

Quart 2.75  *  Pint 1.75  *  Half Pint 1.25

Consumer tested and accepted for over 12 years.

Use "Patina" Jackson of London English Type Wax (Paste)

A decorator’s polish to restore and retain the patine of precious pieces. For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.25 jar; $1.75 double size.

PRINT YOUR OWN NAME & ADDRESS

Now you can print your own name and address (or any 3 lines of words) on envelopes, stationery, checks, records, books, greeting cards, photos. Only $1 for PRINTER, complete with compact "onyx block" case and automatic inker. Fits pocket or purse. Use at home or office—looks like printing. A useful gift. Guaranteed to please or your money back! Order PRINTER directly by mail—send $1 with $2 paid for mailing and return. Order PRINTER and return for mailing and return. Order PRINTER and return for mailing and return.

THE YULE NOTE GREETING

To You, Most Dear Ones

Yours Free! Exciting 56-page Catalog of new and unusual Greeting Cards, Gifts!

Miles Kimball

232 Bond St.

Oshkosh, Wis.

THE SPOT REMOVER FURNITURE POLISH

REVIVA by Jackson of London

REMOVES stubborn surface spots. CLEANS dirt and grime. POLISHES to high, dry lustre and covers minor scratches.

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your desk. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all dark or light varnished, shellacked or lacquered surfaces.

"A Triple Action Tonic for Marred Furniture

Quart 2.75  *  Pint 1.75  *  Half Pint 1.25

Consumer tested and accepted for over 12 years.

Use "Patina" Jackson of London English Type Wax (Paste)

A decorator’s polish to restore and retain the patine of precious pieces. For all wood and finished leather. Dark wax for all dark surfaces and special BLOND for light surfaces. $1.25 jar; $1.75 double size.

PRINT YOUR OWN NAME & ADDRESS

Now you can print your own name and address (or any 3 lines of words) on envelopes, stationery, checks, records, books, greeting cards, photos. Only $1 for PRINTER, complete with compact "onyx block" case and automatic inker. Fits pocket or purse. Use at home or office—looks like printing. A useful gift. Guaranteed to please or your money back! Order PRINTER directly by mail—send $1 with $2 paid for mailing and return.
AROUND

Fabulous luxury: Venetian glass perfume bottles. You know the beauty of this spun-sugar glass. Here you see bottles designed in the form of angels playing musical instruments. Colors: crystal or pale pink, blue, green, each trimmed with gold. $12.50 for one; $45 for six. Add 45c. Alfred Orlik, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York.

A Christmas greeting to send to friends: a cunning old-fashioned trunk filled with candied orange peel. This costs a bit more than a card but it will keep you in someone's mind all through the year. After the peel is eaten, the trunk will serve as a cigarette box. $1.95 ppd. Kettle Kove, 108 Summer St., Manchester, Mass.

ACCENT THE BEAUTY OF YOUR HOME

TFC Ornamental Iron
for charm and distinction

Ready-to-install designs give you lasting beauty at low cost

Now you can enrich the beauty of your home with versatile Ornamental Iron in faithful reproductions of traditional patterns or in modern designs. The permanent charm and individuality of TFC Ornamental Hand Wrought or Cast Iron will give you lasting pride and pleasure. The cost is surprisingly low—in fact, comparable with standard woodwork. This beautiful material, for new or old homes, is available in easy-to-install stock designs . . . or can be custom-built to specifications.

TFC brings you wonderful values in columns, railings, brackets, gates, doors, fences, friezes, balconies, grilles, mail box stands, ornaments.

Write for free literature

TENNESSEE FABRICATING COMPANY
America's Foremost Ornamental Iron Plant
1517 Grimes St., Memphis, Tenn.

Beautifl Carabao Fabric Drapes
CUSTOM MADE FOR YOUR WINDOWS
only $1.50 a yard including labor

SEND FOR FREE COLOR SWATCHES

If we charged three times this much for lovely Carabao Shantung Weave Fabric drapes, people would rush to buy because they're such outstanding quality. The new fabric is cross-dyed to prevent fading, even in brightest sun. The thread count is scientifically determined so any size drape hangs perfectly. The custom construction of these drapes is the finest; few drapery houses can duplicate it. Write for complete price information, directions for measuring, free swatches.

Make your own drapes. Carabao fabric by the yard $1

Carabao Fabric measures 44" wide. Write for free samples, complete information.

Colors: Gray, Beige, Lime, Rosedust, Turquoise, Cocoon, Gold, Mint Green, Hunter Green, Seafoam, Celadon, Red, Off White.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, DEPT. GC7, 950 COLUMBUS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Koffeemaker Kaddy
Where do you park the top of your vacuum coffeemaker when you're ready to pour? Heavily-plated Kaddy is the perfect answer. It takes metal or glass bowl with stem up to 5 1/2" long. Cup at bottom catches drip. Order No. HK-3872—Kaddy. $1 By Mail, Postpaid

Handy Sack Keeper
Loves to be left holding the bag! Attaches to wall or inside cupboard door and expands to hold dozens of paper bags neatly in place. High tensile aluminum. Has clip in front to hold milk card, recipes or coupons. Order No. HK-4066, Sack Keeper, ppd. By Mail, $1

WRITE NOW FOR FREE 104-PAGE GIFT CATALOG!

Famous Artists Course
28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO DRAW!

If you have talent, you can be trained for success and security...Find out with our FREE ART TALENT TEST

SOLID CHERRY Hanging Letter Rack
A favorite from the Forslund collection. Copied from Grandpa Lee's old wall file, solid wild cherry in hand-rubbed cherry finish. So convenient and decorative for letters, bills, shopping lists and reminders...during the holidays for your greatest Christmas cards. 22 by 7 1/2 inches. Postpaid $5.55

New! Clowns as well as Angels

Tinkling Angelabra
WITH INTERCHANGEABLE CLOWNS
One of the earliest of all mobiles was the Angelabra of Sweden. Actuated by candle's heat, angels resist around the outer tinkling bells as they went. NOW! With something new—Angels interchangeable with clowns; infants you choose may be changed out only for Christmas, but birthdays, anniversaries and other festive occasions. Complete with angels, clowns or hares and 5 envelopes, postpaid.

Send for FREE "Little Christmas Shop" Catalog

Tidy Shelf is the perfect appointment for a man's bathroom or closet. It's a sturdy pine rack which attaches to the door and provides ample space for the things he takes out of his pockets every night: keys, watch, wallet, change, eyeglasses. 12 1/2" x 4" x 3". $3.25 postpaid. Order from The Krebs, Westerly, Rhode Island.

NORMAN ROCKWELL says:
"WE'RE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO DRAW!"

If you have talent, you can be trained for success and security...Find out with our FREE ART TALENT TEST

Never before has there been such a demand for artists to fill high-paid jobs. That's why America's 12 Most Famous Artists make you this special offer: Even though thousands paid $1.00 to take our revealing Scapie Talent Test, it's yours FREE if you act at once. This is your unique-lifetime chance to find out if you have real, hidden talent—without charge or obligation of any kind. Quantity of tests is limited. You must mail coupon NOW!

Norman Rockwell, noted cover artist, founder member of the Famous Artists Course

THIS COUPON ENTITLES YOU TO FREE TESTS!

Famous Artists Course Studio 10-J, Westport, Connecticut

Send with no obligation Famous Artists Talent Test

Name
Age
Address
City, Zone, State

Famous Artists
Send remittance to:

FISCHER'S
43-67 Bowne Street Flushing, N. Y.

SHOPPING

Scrabble turn table. This convenient device will add great comfort to that all-engrossing game of letters. Made of wood, cork and synthetic rubber, it turns easily, will not scratch fine wood finishes. Finish is natural with maroon enamel trim. 21" in diameter. $3.39. Clarion, Box 255X, Highland Park, Ill.

Dressing room accessory that is usually forgotten: the shoe horn. We gave our husband this solid brass dressing aid and he now prizes it above his electric razor! Man-size (11 1/2") it is practically indestructible. Make note of this for gift giving. $3.50 postpaid. Order from Talbot-Vesthusen, 805 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

Tidy Shelf

FLIGHTS OF LIGHT
Those dazzling fountain lamps work decoratively magic for any room! Each one has 27 glass crystal prisms showering over a richly gold plated base...watch how they draw every eye as they dance and sparkle in the light! Try a pair on your mantel, console table or buffet for a dramatic decorative accent. Fully electrified, complete with bulbs.

Height overall 14 1/2"

$11.95 the pair, postpaid Please C.O.D.'s, please

MARCO'S SALES Dept. G-10
2354 Decatur Ave.
Bronx, N. Y.

HOUSE & GARDEN

- NORMAN ROCKWELL says:
"WE'RE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO DRAW!"

- FOUNTAINS OF LIGHT

- SHOPPING
Tattersall shirt. This is a fashion which is becoming to every man! Check is made of red and black lines on white, fabric is cotton flannel. Button-down collar, barrel cuffs, back pleat add to good looks and comfort. Neck size: 14½ to 16½; sleeve length: 32 to 35. $7.50 ppd. From Johnny Appleseed, Box 706, Beverly, Mass.

Life-time proposition: the Dread Knot door mat. Made of rope, it is almost indestructible. You have a choice of ropes: manila ($17.90); sisal ($15.90); coir ($12.90) or white cotton ($16.90). Postpaid. Give one to a new house owner for Christmas, 30" x 20". The Catwalk, 74 Water Street, Guilford, Connecticut.
THE FOUR SEASONS by LING-FU YANG

Ling-Fu Yang, formerly of Mukden and Peiping and now instructor of Chinese Art in California, combines an oriental feeling for delicacy of line, with an occidental approach to landscape values. In soft hues, she depicts Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. Prints are matted and measure 8" by 14". Carefully reproduced, they convey the feeling of original water colors and blend with any type of decor. We think they are among the most decorative prints we have ever seen.

Choose Your Favorite BLACK DOOR STOP

Take your pick of these handsome horse models: "Citation" the race horse; "King's Genius" the saddle horse; or the graceful "Blind Horse". All made of heavy black iron, standing on sturdy metal base with tapered legs that stay under your door, and felted bottom to protect floors or furniture. Height of each is about 10 inches, weight 5 lbs. Price each only $5.50, delivered. Money back if not delighted.

ELEGANT TOWEL CADDY

Ideal for towels in constant use! Toss 'em on—whisk 'em off. Use on slides of sink, range, refrigerator—two suction cups firmly grip on any smooth surface. In the bathroom, use a different color hook for each member of the family—raise the children's to correct height as they grow! They're wonderful for home bars, too! Colors: Yellow, Red, Frost White.

3 for $1.00 prepaid

Write for Free Catalog

There is no Expense to You in Ordering

We sincerely believe that our rugs are the best values on the market today. Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition . . . and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs . . . then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

COLONIAL KNITTING BOWL

The storied charm of Early American days lives in this quality designed knitting bowl. Fashioned by craftsmen for enduring beauty and steady-legged service, ideal, too, in den or rumpus room to hold odds and ends. Made from selected hardwoods and hand-rubbed to a rich mahogany or antique maple finish. Smooth, deep bowl is 15" in diameter; overall height, 21". Makes wonderful gift.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs . . . then make your choice. $2.59 is the minimum cost. Write for particular details. Brasher, Kent, Conn.

SHOPPING AROUND

For country living: calfskin moccasins. They come in sizes for the whole family. Women's (sizes 4 through 9) $4.95; children's (sizes 6 through 9) $3.95. Colors: white, natural, red with bead trim. Men's (sizes 6 through 12) $5.95. Untrimmed saddle brown. Ppfd. Old Pueblo Traders, Box 4035G, Tucson, Ariz.

Nylon Venise place mat for festive fall dinners. If the wood of your dining table is exceptionally fine do use place mats like the one shown here. The pattern is lovely and the cost is so little! $2.59 for the nut; $1.59 for the Venise bordered napkin; 99c for the 6" matching doily. Postpaid. Godelle's, 31 West 27th St., N. Y.
Again this Christmas you can depend on 136 year old BRECK'S to
SOLVE ALL YOUR GIFT GIVING PROBLEMS!

FREE Catalog of unusual gifts

FREE Gift Wrapping
The season's most exclusive gift wrap is yours FREE with every purchase you make from the Breck's Christmas catalog. You see the gift paper here as the cover of our jumbo gift catalog—"Christmas in New England." Four authentic colorful New England scenes, created by a top-notch artist. You can't buy this paper anywhere, but we'll GIVE you enough for every gift you buy from our catalog. We couldn't think of a nicer way to say Merry Christmas to you!

What a wonderful way to go Christmas shopping! Your presents may come from a roadside vendor in Mexico, an inventor's workshop in Prague, a loft high above New York City's 8th Avenue—when you choose them from this giant collection of truly different gifts. Our buyers have scoured the world's markets for rare and uncommon merchandise, reproduced on every catalog page in truthful full-color or black-and-white photography. A garden gadget for the green thumb, a game from Egypt, a utensil to solve a bride's culinary problems, the world's most imaginative toy—all pictured for you on these pages.

And the questions you'd want to ask before you buy—size, color and how-does-it-work—are answered beside each picture, clearly and understandably.

Our catalog is an evening of good browsing, but it's more! It's the year's most relaxed way of being a clever, original shopper and gift giver. In your own easy chair you window shop as long as you want. No crowd jostling you into buying a perfume atomizer for the aunt who doesn't use perfume! All the gifts are under one roof—yours! You merely fill out the order blank, and the postman brings your purchase right to your front door.

The name on this jumbo catalog is as solid and dependable as the catalog is gay and whimsical. Breck's of Boston has built its reputation for dependability since the year 1818. You can be certain that the merchandise is tested and reliable. Our prices are as low (often lower) as any. And, if for any reason you're not satisfied with your purchase, we guarantee a complete and immediate refund of every penny.

Whether you're merely curious about what the world's inventors have thought of now, or whether you aspire to a reputation as a giver of the unusual—write for your free jumbo gift catalog right now, before you forget!

A FEW OUTSTANDING GIFTS FROM OUR NEW CATALOG

FLEXIBLE SCREWDRIVER
The only tool in the world that bends around corners! Turns and twists to angles, tight spots and other awkward corners that can't be reached by straight or offset tools. Strong laminated spring steel shaft with shockproof handle. Eight inches overall. Screwdriver and socket drive with six hexes of varying sizes.

*W425 Flexible Screwdriver $1.50
*W426 Socket Drive Set $3.00

DRY DEFROST
Dry clean your freezer! Dry Defrost is the quickest, most efficient way to defrost your frozen food or ice cream cabinet without disconnecting it! The 6½" wide aluminum alloy Dry Defrost snaps up excess frost and ice for easy disposal. Special stainless steel cutting edge effortlessly removes frozen crust without danger of scratching or damaging freezer walls!

*G455 Dry Defrost $2.98

"EASY-TO-SEE" WINDOWPANE THERMOMETER
No more squinting to read the outside temperature! This 3½" square transparent styrene dial attaches to outside pane. Big clear numerals can be read 10 ft. away. Precision made, fully guaranteed. No screws, brackets. Weatherproof adhesive included.

G475 Easy-to-See Thermometer $2.00

CHARMING NEW PILGRIM DOLL CAN WALK!
Our very own Priscilla Breck is made of unbreakable latex, dressed in gray chambray, with white collar, cuffs, apron, hat! Finest saran hair can be washed, brushed, curled (curlers included) 3½" tall, she will walk beside you, turn her head from side to side. Complete with rake, watering can, FREE corn seeds! More than you can say for any other doll at any price.

G780 Priscilla $9.95

"GIVE HIM AN AUTHENTIC WESTERN BRONC SADDLE"
Authentic model of a real western saddle fits easily over the seat of your cowboy son's tricycle or bike! It's made of soft molded latex, real saddle-colored with a "hand-loomed" design stamped on it. Easy for even your smallest rider to slip on the bike seat himself! 14" long. A Breck's Exclusive by Mail!

Z692 Western Bronc Saddle $5.50

"DEAR MR. BRECK...
I've been married for 15 years and have developed a taste for unusual things. That's why I've been buying your gifts ever since I married. My husband has always received the priciest thing in the catalog each Christmas. But this year I won't deprive him. Please send me the following, postpaid and guaranteed:

Quan.
Ordr No.
Am't

TOTAL AMOUNT

BRECK'S, 832 Breck Building, BOSTON 10, Mass.

Please send me the following, postpaid and guaranteed:

Quan. Name Address

City Zip State

TOTAL AMOUNT

832 Breck Building, BOSTON 10, Mass.
ITALIAN CANDELABRA

Imported, hand-forged black iron. 10" tall by 8½" wide. Dynamic in traditional or modern settings. $8.50 each or $15.95 a pair, postpaid.

FRENCH DESIGNED DOOR KNOCKER

"The Kiss". Solid Bronze. They kiss and tell your guests how welcome they really are. 5½" long. Very charming. $6.25 postpaid.

CHINESE PORCELAIN RICE BOWL AND SPOON


FREE GIFT CATALOG

Muriel Duncan
HADDON HEIGHTS 15, NEW JERSEY

3-in-one value!
MODERN CERAMIC PLANTER-TV LAMP

$7.98

To judge chaste but shy or

BRASS OR COPPER WASTEPAPER BASKET

Hand crafted of heavy gauge brass or copper and trimmed with embossed bands of solid brass, it stands 11½" high, top to 9½ x 12½”. Weight 5 lb. Watertight and lacquered to prevent tarnishing. When ordered specify brass or copper. A distinctive gift. $15.95 each. $1.00 for mailing. 5 with no. 11½” plus mailing.

FREE FINDER CATALOG

Jenifer House
New Materials Dept.
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

SOLID BRASS WOOD BASKET

21" Long
15" Wide

Handcrafted genuine IVORY Earrings. Pair $4.95 pair. Plated $6.00 pair. Pansy $4.95 each. BRACELETS to match. $11.95. BRASS BASKET $29.95. Prices include federal tax.

BRASS BASKET

3½" wide; 1½" deep; 6½" high. $5.00.

FREE holder of Oriental gifts if ordered by March 15th.

THE NANKING of Waikiki
2079 Kahlo Ave., Honolulu 15, Hawaii

SHOPPING AROUND

To wash the car do try using a sponge-rubber mitt like this king-size giant. Slip it on, scoop up the detergent and water and enjoy doing a job of work you formerly detested. The mitt comes in red or green sponge-rubber and is made to fit all hands. $1.98 postpaid. Order from Novellette Sales, Box 57, Aptos, California.

Fil-R-Fats is an excellent device to use in clarifying your cooking fats, oils and shortenings. The cone-shaped utensil fits standard coffee or shortening cans. Insert a filter paper (10 come with the holder), strain the fat and it will be ready to use again. $1 ppd. 69c for 30 extra filters. Damar, 22 Treat Pl, Newark, N. J.

Kwik-Tack was designed with the home sewer in mind. If you have ever been exasperated in trying to mark a pattern you will appreciate the value of this clever device. Shaped like tongs, it's made of sturdy Styron plastic. Adjustable chalk holders are easy to fill. $1.69 ppd. From Berwalt, 812 Huron Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

PERSONALIZED PARCEL POST LABELS

Look neat, save time and effort for the sender and insure prompt return in case of non-delivery. Made of top quality gummed paper. Give name and address to be printed in the "From" section. 1½ labels 81c. 200, 82.50 ppd.

WINNIE KIDDER
23 Fayette St.
Boston 16, Mass.

Accurate reproductions of DANISH ANTIQUES

These beautifully detailed reproductions are made with all the formal skill and severity of the genuine article. They are made to order, in the same position of the original. Order in $5.00 lots.

BALANCE C.O.D.

Send $2.00.

TALBOT-VESTHUSEN CO., Inc., Dept. G
805 Lexington Ave. (N.E. Corner 62nd St.) New York 21, N. Y.
Westmoreland’s handcrafted milk glass reproductions are immediately recognized for their purity of color, fidelity to detail, and hand craftsmanship. These qualities have continuously distinguished “Authentic Westmoreland Glassware” since 1889.

Send 10¢ in coin for booklet of Westmoreland Reproductions.
Here is one of America's smartest designs teamed with the genuine quality and luxurious comfort usually found only in the most expensive furniture. Correlated pieces engineered for loungability and designed for freedom of arrangement. Of course, they are Perma-Cushioned, with deep, button-tufted, hair-filled arms and backs and trimmed with today's newest jumbo-welting. The oversized double sofa — the roomy lounge chair — the streamlined davenport — all are available in any of these beautiful fabrics and colors. They're "First In Fashion" and offered by your Authorized Rowe Dealer at unbelievably low prices.

upholstered in famous Candalon
latex back textured frieze

Candalon

"FIRST IN FABRICS"

You don't have to treat furniture with kid gloves when it is upholstered in Candalon latex-back textured frieze. These lush, beautifully-textured fabrics are woven with the finest of mohair for durability, and with acetate for beauty, plus a special latex-back that repels dust and moisture. Household dust is easily whisked off and spilled liquids find it hard to seep through. It's easy to sponge off these fabrics with any type cleaner. In short, beauty that stays beautiful, with a minimum of care. Available in seven different textures in colors that harmonize with any room —

Collins & Aikman

America's Largest Weavers of Fine Upholstery Fabrics
Lucille Ball
America's top-rated comedienne as star of television's famous "I Love Lucy"
USES MORGAN-JONES' 
Minuet BEDSPREAD

Lucille Ball says, "Can you imagine a more beautiful bedspread? Everyone admires it. In our TV studio bedroom, too, we have 'Minuet' bedspreads. They make me feel really at home!"

Charming and personable actresses who can win the affection of millions of American families, come along but once in a blue moon. By the same token, Morgan-Jones' magnificent "Minuet" bedspread is also a rarity. This authentic reproduction of a counterpane hand-loomed in 1812, possesses charm and dignity which today are indeed rare.

The "Minuet" is a classic, fitting both modern and traditional decor. You will find it adds character and beauty to any bedroom... and soon becomes one of the home's most cherished treasures.

NEW DECORATOR COLORS
"Minuet" is now available in Alpine Rose, Topaz, Moss Green and Sandalwood. In addition, see it in antique white and bleached white as well as lovely pastels.

MORGAN-JONES, INC.
58 WORTH STREET

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
In furniture, as in a Rembrandt or a Picasso, the master’s style is as distinctive as his signature. This silver mink bedroom group with gold accent is another Sieling Modern “limited edition”—distinguished by artistic design and inimitable craftsmanship. When selecting bedroom furniture, look for the SIELING MODERN signature—authentication of a masterpiece in furniture.
A new era of grace... this age of nylon when elegance becomes part of everyday living.

Take this lovely room in a city home... done in the palest hushed colors, in the most fragile-looking fabrics that ever defied city soot and hard wear! Impractical? Not with fine nylon upholstery and drapery fabrics that shed dust and sponge free of spots in seconds. Or with filmy nylon curtains that wash and need no stretching. Or with beautiful nylon carpeting—springy and deep-piled—that cleans easily and looks like new again! These are just a few of the exciting new things that are happening in Du Pont nylon. Look for them when you shop.
SHOPPING AROUND

Happy symbols: the star and the triangle. Here you see a combination of both in a most unusual plant bracket. The four stars hold white (3") flower pots which would look charming filled with trailing ivy. Bracket is wrought iron finished in black. 20" x 20". $3.95 ppd. Designs for Living, 1717 E. 75th St., Chicago, Ill.

Sandalwood has been cherished for centuries because of its delightful fragrance. We show you a handsome crystal pinch-bottle filled with sandalwood toilet water. Suitable for both men and women, this makes a distinguished gift. $9 ppd. for 5 oz. Tax incl. Mayo Galleries, 1200 E. Atlantic Ave., Delray Beach, Florida.

Twin lamps on a single base. This handsome modern accessory is a space saver as well as a decoration. Base is wood finished in ebony, maple or mahogany; swivel arms are brass; bullet shades are pierced metal finished in white, Largest 4½" high. Place your plum pudding in one and send the set as an impressive gift.

3 Dimensional BUTTERFLY PIN-UP LAMP  linen butterflies, each color is pin-mounted in the closed black-frame shadow box to give a lovely effect. This very new decorator’s item is carried out in the parchment shade as well. Gives the lamp a "twice-the-price" look. Off-white background, wrought-iron base—overall height 16½". Use two in a room or hallway to create an atmosphere of real warmth, lady charm. Perfect for contemporary or traditional decor.

$7.50 Ppd.
2 for $13.95 Ppd.

Dutch Delft CANISTER SET Attractive hand-woven table decoration to heap with fruit or foliage for the holidays ahead! Of rattan, with woven feet and a hanging loop for use on the wall! 6½" x 12" long. Order HFS508—Cornucopia Satisfaction guaranteed!

By Mail, Postpaid $125

Keep Your Dog Off Chairs, Rugs, Furniture! Just shake some Powder Chaperone on anything you want your dog to let alone—there’s no need to have dog hairs all over rugs, chairs, etc. You can tint it. This product is Harmless to pets and furniture; doesn’t smear. Hard way to clean. Stop improper damage to slipcovers, draperies, etc. Keeps may dogs away from females in season. Shaker Pkg. $1.

SEND NO MONEY

Keep Your Dog Off

Cotton, Country, and City life needs this social secret.

A Dainty Dish to put before a king is this individual ceramic Cheese Server. Decorated In full color under high glaze, it measures 3" x 4½". Doubles as butter chip or jam server. Each set boxed with vegetable handled, mirror polished stainless steel Spreader.

Ppd.
1 Set $4.95 Ppd.
4 Sets $9.50 Ppd.

CHEESE SERVER SET A Dainty Dish to put before a king is this individual ceramic Cheese Server. Decorated in full color under high glaze, it measures 3" x 4½". Doubles as butter chip or jam server. Each set boxed with vegetable handled, mirror polished stainless steel Spreader.

Send for Free Catalog Dept. HG-10

Here’s How

**“How Can A Dust Cloth Cost $2?”**

The lady is talking about us. We’re the pirates who’ve put a price of $2 on an ordinary-looking 12" x 18" dust cloth. Our customers are perfectly clear, however. When you put into a dust cloth what we have, you can ask twice $2. When you can save a woman hours of cleaning time a week, you can name your own price! Our price is $2.

This Coniver Cloth of ours—and we are the only ones in the world who sell it—is guaranteed to keep dust and dirt from clanging for days at a time to any surface it touches. You touch it gently on woodwork, furniture, Venetian blinds—any dust collector—and it applies a tough coat of invisible film that refuses to tolerate dust, dirt, and grime. You can’t see this coating or feel it. It’s not hide, dissolves or in any way change the appearance of the finish it covers. Instead it brings out and enhances the original luster of a lovely finish.

**KEEP IT FREE . . .**

The secret in this Coniver Cloth is something scientists call Billicone. Our cloth is permanently impregnated with the stuff. It cannot wear out. When it wears, rinse it in your nylons. Reader’s Digest has raved about it.

**WARNING!** Keep Coniver away from your husband. He’ll appropriate it immediately for his car, because with Coniver Cloth, he’ll wash the car with just a wipe. He may even want it for his golf clubs and firearms because one application is perfectly clear, however. When you put into a dust cloth what we have, you can ask twice $2. When you can save a woman hours of cleaning time a week, you can name your own price! Our price is $2.

If our Coniver Cloth does not do everything we say it will, you may keep it without any cost to you. We will return your $2 at once. Just write us a postcard asking for it.

Order your Coniver Cloth now . . . $2 each postpaid. Special introductory Price. 2 cloths for $3 ppd. Madison House, 310 Madison Blvd., 40 Fargo St., Madison 10, Mass.
Personalized Kiddy Mats

Every meal's a party—and for Mom, too—with no mess to clean! Gay 10" x 15 1/2" paper table mats with color sketches children love—cows, hens, fruits, vegetables. Child's name in center. Order PP3439, 36 for $1 ppd.

Personalized Snack Mats

So smart and completely your own for patio or picnic use! Beautiful border and your name in rich mahogany hue. Name in graceful Romany type. 11 1/2" x 17 1/2". Order PP2354, 50 for $1.95; 100 for $2.95 postpaid.

Personalized Tape

Your full name and address printed 300 times on 1/4" wide tape. In white, green, silver, red, blue, yellow, orange with blue or black printing. Use on envelopes, books, records, 600" roll. Order F5787—Tape, $2 postpaid.

Write for Free Catalog of Gift Ideas!

MILES KIMBALL
28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

SHOPPING

Tyrolienne figures decorate this set of six wood coasters. Each little figure is hand-carved and hand-colored, each coaster is made of satin-smooth natural hardwood. And the six pieces stack neatly for storage. A set of these would make an excellent and inexpensive bridge prize. $1.50 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, Santa Fe, N. M.

Crystal serving pieces for shrimp, crabmeat, or lobster. They're footed goblets with a glass liner. Fill the goblet with shaved ice and nestle the liner filled with seafood in the frosty depths. $12.75 ppd. the set of six; $16.75 ppd. for eight. Complete with 3-letter marking. Emicine Novelties, P.O. Box 41, Rego Park, New York.

Mare and Colt. These beautifully modeled sterling-silver figures make a handsome pin. And there is probably no one on your list who doesn't love horses. So why don't you order several of these for Christmas presents? About 1 1/2" wide. $8.60 postpaid. Tax incl. Selden Cooper, The Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, North Carolina.

HAVE YOU MADE A WILL?

Don't neglect it, now that Providence Will Form Package is available. Valid in all states, easy to understand, simple to use, it contains a Will Form, legal seals, and pamphlet "Vital Facts About Wills and How to Make a Valid Will". All required legal wording is printed on form. Witnesses see only your signature. Complete set only $1 ppd. (3 for $2). Fully guaranteed. Remember, accidental death is common, so don't delay.

PROVIDENCE PUBLISHING CO., Dept. HG, Keene, N. H.
AROUND

Answer to a crying need: a handsome pencil holder. Most of us keep our pencils in a non-aesthetic crockery cup. Shown here is a lovely leather container which comes with 60 sharpened pencils: wine with gray pencils; pale blue with white pencils; green with gold pencils. $5.75 ppd. The Union, 264 Boylston Street, Boston.

Your Christmas card can be unlike all others if you have a favorite negative reproduced in handsome deckle edge cards. Any standard black and white negative from 1½" x 2¼" to 2½" x 4¼" can be used. $1.50 ppd. for 2½ cards and matching envelopes. Send for brochure from Russell Snow, 53 Moody St., Waltham 54, Mass.

The well-loved house deserves a solid brass door knocker like this Colonial me. It's hand-engraved with your name in Old English letters. About 7" long. $5.20 ppd. Do attach small solid brass knockers to the bedroom doors. About 4" long with given name in block letters. $2.20 ppd. Art Colony, 69 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

BASKET SERVER

TWO TIERED

ONLY

$2.75

with solid brass holder

$5.25

a pair

Fill the tiers with tidbits for nibbling any time of day. These 6" and 9" attractively woven imported Madeira baskets are fine for fruit, rolls and crackers, or candies. Also available in 3 tiers $5.95. 6" - 9" and 12" baskets.

THE DEAN CO. • 1991 BROADWAY NEW YORK 23, N. Y. DEPT. HG 10

CUT WALL THERMOMETER

SMARTLY STYLED IN GLEAMING COPPER

Gift Boxed

TERRIFIC VALUE!

$1.00 PPD.

Replica of Granny's skillet makes a quaint wall decoration. Beautiful and useful! 4" diameter. Lovely price or house gift.

HOT PLATE HOLDER

POLISHED CHROME STEEL

$1.00 PPD.

NO COD'S

For teapot or platter! Serve sizzling hot dishes without damage to table—isolated legs. Smart and practical! Closed 8" extends to 12". Swell gift.

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE

TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes

29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.  

Most of the illustrated and 500 other inactive patterns are available immediately. One of the world's largest silver dealers, we will also take your old silver in exchange on a purchase of any one of 100 now, current patterns.

JULIUS GOODMAN

and SON

Jewelers of distinction since 1862

77 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
SHOPTING

Put a song in your heart with these musical andirons. Made of solid brass ($25 ppd.) or black-finished wrought iron with gilded legs ($14.95 ppd.), they are designed in the form of an eighth note. They are bound to evoke comment. About 18" high x 14" deep. Tennessee Chromium Plating, 206 Louise Ave., HG, Nashville, Tennessee.

This handsome shoe case holds 12 pairs, is lined with felt. When the sectioned compartment is removed, it's an overnight bag. Your choice of wheat canvas with sultan leather; plain duck with blue or black leather; brown or blue duck with tan leather; $39 ppd., tax incl. T. Anthony, 751 Madison Ave., New York.

Hard to find. Provincial mirror sconces are coveted, but not many people succeed in locating them. These beauties have tole backes, concave tole reflectors, each set with 128 pieces of mirror. $16.95 ppd. the pair, electrified; $12.95 ppd. as candle holders. Order from Jeff Elliot, Statesville, HG, N. C.

Make your own raised letter. With the Rovers Steel-Die Embosser your name and address, monogram or initial is expertly impressed in distinguished raised letters on note paper and envelopes. More beautiful than printing; costs much less. Write for FREE STYLE SHEET. PROMPT DELIVERY.

Add a note of distinction to your home. Glamorize your floral arrangements and figurines with these hand-made, wrought-iron bases of hardwood composition, giving added protection to furniture. Bases are "unified" black lacquer finish with dull, rubber effect. Round style—4 in., 6 in., and 8 in. diameter. Oblong with scroll—4 in. x 7 in., 6 in. x 10 in., and 7 in. x 12 in. Others include oval—4 1/2 in., x 6 in., 6 in. x 9 in., 8 in. x 12 in., 8 in. x 15 in., and square—4 in. x 4 in., 6 in., 8 in., and 8 in. x 8 in. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today by check or money order.

Birth memento. Very sentimentally yours ... baby's hospital identification beads or necklace ... to have and to hold. Preserve and display them this lovely, permanent way ... just send them in to us, we'll imbed them in a 3" square lucite paper weight and inscribe baby's full name in gold. Makes a charming little accessory you'll cherish through the years ... a wonderfully welcome gift for the new mother!

Just $3.95 postpaid
Birth dates 50c extra.

Keepake Shops
Union City 71 • New Jersey

MARKET COMBERS
Box 3282-F, Atlanta, Georgia (Dept. 2K)

SUWANEE CRAFT SHOPS, Dept. HG 3K, NORCROSS, GA.

Pay no money; we send on approval
RE-PLATE worn SILVER in just FIVE MINUTES
New plating solution is applied with a cloth ... instantly restores worn spots on silverplate! Try it of your risk to make sure that it will do everything we say! "Re-Plate" the new silver-plating liquid is made from actual silver. Apply Continental 5% over gold plus for instant shining bright silver. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today by check or money order.

SUWANEE CRAFT SHOPS, Dept. HG 3K, NORCROSS, GA.

SO HANDY — WROUGHT IRON MAGAZINE STAND
Carry your favorite reading anywhere—keep your magazines from going astray—with this classic wrought iron Magazine Stand. ... from "Life" size to "Readers Digest". Light weight, with wide spread feet, it's as sturdy as it is lovely. S3.95

Hand
An unusual get-acquainted offer! These are literally collectors' pieces made of chestnut—famous for its color and character of its knot formations. Finished by the old craftsmen's method with linseed oil, hand-rubbed and lacquered, then hand-rubbed with wax. Different depths of oil penetration into the natural texture of the wood produces interesting variety in shading. Order several sets today at this low combination price ... for your home ... for your friends.

SALISY CRAFT SHOP DIST. HG LANDO, FLA.
Record rack for your choice recordings. Made of black—finished wrought iron fitted with a natural wood shelf, it will hold 200 long-playing records or 50 albums of standard-size records. About 25½" x 16" x 20½". $18.95 express collect. Order from Holiday House, 26 Bellevue Building, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Remarkable flash light. It's a German import which boasts two revolutionary features: it throws a beam 500 yards long and it is equipped to throw a red or a green light as well as the usual white one. Do keep one of these in the glove compartment of the car. $3.50 p.p.d. Order from Blue Wave, Kennebunk, Maine.

Daily Missal. You have a choice, here, of two editions: The Saint Mary or the Saint Joseph Missal. Each is bound in sturdy leather-like fabric; each is printed in red and black on thin India paper. Edges are gold. Either would make a fine gift. $7.50 postpaid. Order from The Religious Art Guild, 125 Herald St., Peoria, Illinois.

"MY GRAY HAIR IS NATURAL AGAIN, THANKS TO TOP SECRET," says Jan Garber, "Idol of the Airline." Restore natural color to gray hair with amazing Top Secret. Whether your natural color was black, brown, blond or red, you'll be pleased with the results. Exclusive formula imparts natural color to gray or faded hair. Easy to use, doesn't stain. Won't streak or injure hair. Not a tint. Keeps hair lustrous and well. 

A LIGHTWEIGHT stepladder. Magnesium is stronger than steel, a third lighter than aluminum with less give and sway, a half lighter than wood. And STRONG. It supports many times a person's weight, should last a lifetime. This new 36" high, weighs 3½ lb. But rubber feet, stands alone when folded. $9.95

NEW! A Treat for Tired, Aching Feet! Electric Foot Vibrator $7.95

"A PERSONALIZED XMAS GIFT—remembered the Year 'Round!" says EVE ARDEN, star of "Our Miss Brooks."

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO RELAX

EVERYONE WILL LOVE THE FOLDING LAP-TABLE

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO RELAX

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO RELAX

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO RELAX

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO RELAX

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO RELAX
S.A.'s IMPORTED CIGARETTE HOLDERS
Gleaming new exclusives, our modern smoking accoutrements in gold and silver colored metals, precision designed to work like magic, hold more than a pack of cigarettes.
Bar, 19.50; Champagne Bottle, 22.50; Globe, 35.00. Mail and phone orders filled. Also in our Beverly Hills and Detroit stores.

TOBRUK
Tobruk is a lovely perfume! And it comes from Michel Pasquier's shop which is a jewel-box in pink, gray velvet, and crystal. Tobruk has matching concentrated cologne, and the prices of both are gentle, $10.80 oz. perfume; $1.90 for 3 ounces of cologne. Pd. Fed. tax incl. Michel Pasquier, 7 West 46th St., New York.

Magi-Needle is the instrument to use if you want to hook a professional looking rug! It's the automatic carpet needle which has adjustments for controlling the evenness and depth of the rug loops. And it is so simple to use! About 9½" long, $5.95 postpaid. From Albin Enterprises, 1401 West 8th Street, Los Angeles, California.

Priceless possession at the right price! It's the Kaffe Petter (Swedish for coffee pot) and it's made of glamorous and gleaming copper. Legs are cast iron, serving handle is extra long. The design is centuries old. $12.50 for qt. (6 cup) size; $16.50 for 2 qt. size. Add 50c for postage. Jenifer House, Great Barrington, Mass.
AROUND

Wall chest for your flatware.
It's a mellow pine cabinet with twelve slots and a drawer.
You can use it to display a cherished collection or to store the flatware you use every day.
Wood is Vermont pine, drawer-pulls are brass, patine is beautiful.
$10.95 ppd.

Chukka boots. The East wind will blow, soon, and we will have snow! So be prepared to keep your feet warm in these handsome polished leather boots. Fleece lined, they can be ordered with either leather or rubber soles.
Sizes: 5 to 12. $12.95. Add 95c for mailing and handling.

Ride a cockhorse! Your small equestrian will ride for hours on this happy rockin' horse. It is fitted with a music box which plays gaily while a small equestrian will ride for hours.

New HOME PLANS
Garlinghouse's new plan books show hundreds of popular new plans from which to select your new home. All sizes and styles printed from actual photographs and colored drawings.

1. Ranch and Suburban. 124 ranch plans most practical for town and country.
3. Homes in Brick. 60 pages, 114 tested designs of medium and large homes. Many in out
   of-print series.
4. Your New Home Plans. 64 pages (18 in color) of excellent plans for modern families.
5. Loading Plans. 14 pages of particular interest to the loading man.

All 5 above books for $3.00, postpaid.

MEN'S VIYELLA TARTAN SHIRTS

This soft, light flannel woven in England from lambs wool (for warmth) and long-staple Egyptian cotton (for washing) comes in authentic Scottish tartans of Campbell Dress, Royal Stewart, Crawford, MacDonald, Ferguson, McPherson. 14½ to 17½. $17.50

ADJUSTA-GRILL BRAZIER

Outdoor fall living becomes even more pleasant with this modern, portable grill. Superb for cooking, it supplies pleasant warmth for picnics on cool days or evenings. 24" in diameter, 21" high with nickel plated grill that adjusts up to 9" for cooking heat, rubber tired wheels for portability.

NATIONAL HANGER CO., Inc.
Dept. G, 15 W. 18 St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

LIFETIME GIFT
for that man

Initialled hangars of finest imported hardwood. Holds both jacket and trousers. Monogrammed with one, two or three initials. 18" hanger for sizes to 42, 20" hanger for sizes 44 up. No C.O.D.'s or stipends please.

$3.00 each ppd.

MEN'S TARTAN SHIRTS

GREATEST SPORTING GOODS STORE
IN THE WORLD

Outdoors calling!
If you enjoy Fall outdoor life, play and sport, send for this catalog which pictures and describes footwear, clothing and accessories. It inspires you with ways and means towards getting the maximum pleasure from your outdoor activities.

SHIRTS

TARTAN MEN'S

TOOLZON fits all mixers $3 ppd.

Double the value of your electric mixer. Slip on Toolzon and polish your motorcycle, automobile, furniture, linoleum. Soft washable lamb's wool can't scratch. Buff your best silver for that professional look. Send sand wood or metal.

Send $3 for TOOLZON today

Extra buffer bonnet $1 ppd.

Merrill Ann Creations
Dept. 9C10 102 Warren St. NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

FATHER'S DAY OFFER

LIFETIME GIFT
for that man

NATIONAL HANGER CO., Inc.
Dept. G, 15 W. 18 St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

LIFETIME GIFT
for that man

NATIONAL HANGER CO., Inc.
Dept. G, 15 W. 18 St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

GENTLEMAN'S CHAIR

HAND CARVED
SOLID MAHOGANY

NETHERBY HALL

Box 28, St. Louis, Mo.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Great for Christmas Gifts.

Send $3 for TOOLZON today

Extra buffer bonnet $1 ppd.
12 extra sanding discs $1 ppd.

Merrill Ann Creations
Dept. 9C10 102 Warren St. NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

FATHER'S DAY OFFER

NATIONAL HANGER CO., Inc.
Dept. G, 15 W. 18 St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

GENTLEMAN'S CHAIR

HAND CARVED
SOLID MAHOGANY

NETHERBY HALL

Box 28, St. Louis, Mo.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Great for Christmas Gifts.

Send $3 for TOOLZON today

Extra buffer bonnet $1 ppd.
12 extra sanding discs $1 ppd.

Merrill Ann Creations
Dept. 9C10 102 Warren St. NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

FATHER'S DAY OFFER


THERMOSTAT ELECTRIC HEATER

- Gives Desired Temperature Automatically—Day or Night!
- Saves Wasted Heat!  - Cuts Costs!
- Set it—Then Forget It!

At last you can have your comfort where you want it, without risk of overheating and uneconomical high electric bills. Mounted on the dial for easy setting, this Electric Heater can be started remotely. It holds the heat where you want it—automatically—nowhere else. No outside noise. No vibration. No fumes or untried construction. Ready to paint, easy to install, and specially treated against rot and moisture damage. Fully guaranteed.

Sizes 27"x8"x8" and 30"x8"x8" by 1½" thick. Other sizes on request. Write for free descriptive booklet H-10.

AN EXCLUSIVE DESIGN BY:
QUINCY ADAMS

COLONIAL DOORS, INC.
118 MAPLE ST., MANCHESTER, N. H.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGN BY:
TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee

LUCKY HORSESHOE BELL

THE MOST WONDERFUL BELL IN THE WORLD
FOR THE RANCH OR COUNTRY HOME

Its clear musical ringing will bring the family together and summon guests from the far corners. Forged under our U. S. Pat. No. 242888, their musical notes can now be heard all over the world. They are forged from old horseshoes and no two bells sound alike but all have lovely, clear tones. Weatherproof finished in black brass ($3.95 ppd). or in solid brass ($5.95 ppd). Includes bracket. $6.95 postpaid. With single initial. $7.50. Shipped day order received.

Catalog of other unusual items 10 cents

Send for toller illustrative other horsehoef gifts.

HORSESHOE FORGE
3 Muzzy Street, Lexington 73, Mass.

Grace note (and we mean that literally) for your entrance door. We think it is one of the nicest door knockers we’ve seen in a long time. The 14th note comes in solid brass ($8.95 ppd.) or in black finished brass ($3.95 ppd.).

6” high, it weighs 1 lb.

Catalog of other unusual items 10 cents

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee

Bread and Fruit NESTING BAMBOO BASKETS

Finely woven import at remarkable price!

A hostess’ delight for serving bread, hot rolls, canapes, fruit—even chicken in the basket. Set of four nesting bamboo baskets takes up practically no space at all on pantry—... has dozens of uses for dinner, buffet, or whenever guests drop in. Graduated sizes: 5”, 7”, 9”, 11”. Complete set only, $4.95, postpaid.

Send Check or Money Order.

WESTBURY HOSTESS
220 Fitch Ave., Dept. B, S-7, N. Y. 1, N. Y.
No imitation equals beautiful sterling...

A treasure to have, to enjoy for a lifetime, means no compromise with second best. It's wise to remember this when you buy sleep. Compare.

See why a U. S. Koylon Foam Mattress and its matching foundation offer the most scientifically perfect support for sound, restorative sleep. It costs so little each night of your life to enjoy the best—U. S. Koylon Foam.

No imitation compares with U.S. Koylon Foam

Compare! A full 4½-inch depth of finely whipped foam—that's Koylon. Cores on both sides—exclusive with Koylon—make this fine mattress soft to the finger-touch yet give correct, firm support to the body.

Compare! Only Koylon is reversible for good housekeeping. Here again, the exclusive double-cored construction is important. And for comfort, Koylon gives you over-all equalized support.

Compare! Engineered foundation, like Koylon itself, is built to last a lifetime. No danger of springs popping out of place. They're hand-tied 8 ways with a special twine, double-tied, solid wood frame.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
ROCKEFELLER CENTER • NEW YORK
Concept in Dining Furniture...

DINETTES

So Radically Different...So Distinctive in Design
They Set the New Standard for Today's Living!

Now it can be told! The exciting story of the all-new Kuehne line...so revolutionary in design and execution, there is nothing like it in the whole United States.

For built right into these amazing dinettes are wondrous new features that are almost immune to wear. Textolite plastic table tops by General Electric resist stains, withstand heat. The posture-right chairs are upholstered in miracle Vinyl plastic that won't crack, fade or peel. And those exciting new colors stay forever-bright, with just a swish of a damp cloth!

No wonder Kuehne Khrone Keyline makes all other dinettes seem obsolete! See it today, at your furniture dealer's. You'll be amazed to learn the new Kuehne Khrone Keyline costs no more than ordinary dinettes!

Kuehne Khrone Dinette are priced from $59.50-$189.50

JUST RELEASED! A handsome portfolio of decorator-assembled room settings illustrated in full color...crammed full of new and unusual decorating ideas. For your copy, send 25c to Kuehne, Dept. HG, Mattoon, Ill.

Kuehne (Say Kee-Nee)
MATTOON, ILLINOIS

New! Sable Brown legs on the brilliant Free Form...a breathtaking new sculptured shape!

New! The French Provincial...for those who prefer more traditional elegance, now in mirror-finish Kuehne Khrone!

New! The Morning Star in gleaming Kuehne Khrone...note the graceful flow of the pedestal base, the chairs in an abstract mobile pattern!
For you who demand the finest...

As a discriminating home owner, quite naturally you expect many wonderful things in the floors you purchase for your home. You expect lasting beauty and luxury with utmost value. And, you expect long years of wear and pride of ownership.

The new KenRubber tile flooring you see at your dealer's today, has been created expressly to fulfill all these expectations and more!

You'll see the distinctive difference in the lovelier, clearer, 17 new colors. Decorator colors devised from specially compounded pigments to give KenRubber greater beauty with added resistance to acids, alkalies and soaps. Marbleized colors that go tile-deep in every 9" x 9" square and can't wear off for the long life of your KenRubber Floor.

You'll find new lasting luxury in the mirror-smooth, pre-polished surface that never seems to lose its freshly waxed look and yet does not require the frequent waxings needed with ordinary floors. KenRubber is such a joy to care for!

You'll take great pride in owning this resilient "Cushioned Beauty" floor when guests walk across it and comment on the quiet, restful comfort underfoot.

You'll know you're getting utmost value when you test a KenRubber Tile for yourself. Bend it. Feel that strength... as though it contained strong, coiled steel springs! This tile will not grow soft, nor hard and brittle but will resist wear and indentation through the years.

Yes, see KenRubber for yourself and you'll know why home owners who can afford the finest flooring in the world so often choose KenRubber. It lives up to every expectation of those who demand the finest.

You'll find KenRubber at your local Kentile Dealer. Look for his name and address under FLOORS in your Classified Telephone Directory.
Look what wonders you can work with Ponderosa Pine decorator doors

Opportunities unlimited—to make your home more colorful, more interesting—with Ponderosa Pine Decorator Doors. You can use paints or stains—wallpaper cut-outs or decals—stencils or old prints to make these satin-smooth, crisply paneled doors tell a charming picture story in every room. Your color schemes can be complete—because Decorator Doors harmonize with your furniture, wall and drapery colors. Ponderosa Pine Decorator Doors are fun to decorate—fun to live with!

Louver doors of Ponderosa Pine permit ventilation—with privacy...the very combination you want for your bedrooms and closets.

Create a picture-book door of rare charm with bird or botanical prints applied to the panels of an 8-panel Decorator Door. A coat of clear lacquer finishes the job!

Panel doors come to us as a heritage from Spanish days. That's why these doors are so appropriate in today's ranch-type homes where they create an authentic atmosphere.

COLORFUL 24-PAGE BOOKLET TELLS HOW!
Page after page of beautiful illustrations and ideas!
This blanket of air gives you year-round comfort

ARCHITECT: HENRY L. EGGERS, PASADENA, CALIF.

It’s Thermopane* insulating glass . . . a transparent insulated wall. It gives you the enjoyment of big windows for sunlight and view, plus the comfort and heating economy of insulation. Thermopane helps air conditioning operate more efficiently in summer, too. It’s an investment that pays back in comfort and in dollars. It adds to the resale value of your home.

Window sash of almost all types are made for standard Thermopane units. See your L-O-F Glass Distributor or Dealer about Thermopane and sash for it. He’s listed in the yellow pages of phone books in many principal cities. And write for our booklet, “Self-insulating Windows of Thermopane”, Libbey Owens Ford Glass Co., 11103 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

COME WINTER, sunshine will add its warmth and cheer to this living room. Thermopane will insulate the room from outdoor cold. Thermopane keeps windows clearer—you get far less condensation than on single panes.

SAVE WORK . . . Thermopane makes windows self-insulating. No storm sash to buy, wash, hang, take down and store.

SAVE FUEL with Thermopane insulating glass in all your windows. Heat loss through Thermopane is half that through single-pane windows.
SHOPPING

A man’s gift: Golf Master. And Bing Crosby approves it! On a 20-square-foot area you can play every golf shot from a 250-yard drive to a delicate chip. Golf ball is attached by nylon cord to a calibrated plunger which accurately measures distance, loft and direction. $18.95 ppd. Crosby Sales, 1239 N. Highland, Hollywood.

Hand-woven fabric to buy by the yard! Woven on a light Oxford gray warp it comes in five patterns: basket, two-and-two, three-and-one basket, twill, and broken twill. Write for color swatches. Because this wool is hand-woven it comes only in 28” widths. $6 postpaid the yard. Order from Farmcraft, Middleport, N. Y.

REST AND RELAX

with the most comfortable foot rest ever designed. It relaxes your whole body— not just your feet and legs. Lift to any position. Does not hook to the chair. Folds flat for easy storage. Mahogany finish.

$3.50 postpaid

the KREBS

Dept. GO, Westerly, Rhode Island

FOR EXTRA ROOM AT THE TABLE...

T-TOP

THE ORIGINAL FOLDING TABLE TOP

Simply fold T-Top over your cord table, cleats on underside hold it firmly in place—and presto — seating capacity of your table is increased to seven! Diameter fits on any standard size card table... light-weight... sturdy construction allows heavy, everyday usage.

Send for your T-Top now. Immediate delivery. C.O.D.'s please. Shipping Charges Collect. Send check or money order to T-TOP COMPANY, INC.


New Low Prices from

ARThUR GODFREY

Says: "Beautiful and they save you work and money, too!"

FIBERGLAS CURTAINS and DRAPEs

5 YEAR GUARANTEE Certificate with each purchase. No stretch ing. hang dry in 7 minutes. Can’t burn or shrink. Shed dirt; unmatched by mildew, rain, radiator heat.

NEW IMPROVED FIBERGLAS in LOVELY IVORY-WHITE COLOR

There is long-lasting loveliness in Godfry's curtains made of newer, finer, sheerer miracle Fiberglas. 3 Styles. EVERY SHADE 30 Sizes to fit any window. And you save up to $13 per pair. Order now for immediate delivery.

SELECT THE SIZE YOU NEED

RUFFLED 6” below headed, dainty edged, permanently stitched ruffles. All sizes wide enough to cross-cross (as shown) or hang Priscillo style.

TIERED Distinquish any room. Double stitched 1½” sides. Ample bottom hems, beautifully stitched.

TIERED Add that elegant "decorator" look to a room. Simply fold T-Top over cord table, cleats on underside hold it firmly in place and presto — seating capacity of your table is increased to seven! Diameter fits on any standard size card table... light-weight... sturdy construction allows heavy, everyday usage.

Send for your T-Top now. Immediate delivery. C.O.D.'s please. Shipping Charges Collect. Send check or money order to T-TOP COMPANY, INC.


NEW FIBERGLAS CURTAINS In 7 COLORS

Lovely textured fabric, ideal for modern or traditional rooms. Each beautiful pair washable and non-shrinking. Generous 47” pleats. Size 86” wide to pair cover windows up to 46”. For wider windows use 2 or more pairs and connect with our Empire Hooks to Draw At One. (Hooks Furnished on Request.)

Length Usually Now
36” 5.98 4.98
45” 7.98 6.98
54” 10.98 9.98
63” 13.98 11.98
72” 16.98 11.98
81” 20.98 13.98
90” 24.98 15.98
108” 29.98 17.98

Colors: Champagne, Rose-Pink, Celadon Green, Grey, Gold, Coral, White

TIERED Add that elegant "decorator" look to a room. Simply fold T-Top over cord table, cleats on underside hold it firmly in place and presto — seating capacity of your table is increased to seven! Diameter fits on any standard size card table... light-weight... sturdy construction allows heavy, everyday usage.

Send for your T-Top now. Immediate delivery. C.O.D.'s please. Shipping Charges Collect. Send check or money order to T-TOP COMPANY, INC.


MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE WITHIN 30 DAYS IF NOT 100% SATISFIED WHY SUCH AMAZING VALUES?

Because Godfrey’s specializes in the finest curtains... has extraordinary buying power which means tremendous savings in purchasing, production and distribution. We pass these SAVINGS on to you!

GODFREY’S (Dept. N.Y.)

31 West 27th St. New York 1, N. Y.

Please send Fiberglas Items Indicated:

DRAPES CURTAINS TIERED

Item Quantity Size Color Price Check

Name I enclose 
Address 
City State
so useful! so practical! so every wear wonderful!

terry butterfly robe
for beach, brunch, bath or boudoir

The one, wonderful robe you'll live in at home or on the shore. Thick n'thirty Turkish delight with snug elasticized waist end deep, deep pockets. Malize, blue, green, white. Small, medium, large. Only $6.95

Same robe in white with pockets—$7.95

THE TOG SHOP
Americus, Georgia

Please send me the following:

Butterfly robe $6.95
Rose applique $7.95

name
address
city
zone state

Silk playsuits in white with pockets, applique or felt cover, $18.95. Silk playsuit in apricot, applique or felt cover, $19.95. Wool, blue, green, white. Small, medium, large. $21.95

THE TOG SHOP
Americus, Georgia

Save Money! Avoid Repairs!

Now you can keep your roof drain pipes FREE of leaves and debris! Water will flow down freely when you install "DOWN SPOUT GARDS"—rustproof wire mesh screen cylinders. EASY TO INSTALL at drain pipe openings! Will outlast your drain piping. Packet complete with fasteners and simple instructions. Install quick and easy. Order a Set Today!

SET OF

$1.25

GOODMARK Inc.

keep your china SAFE!

Protect your precious china. Keep it safe from chipping, free from dust, ready for use at a moment's notice. Heavy felt Kages provide compact, safe storage for 12 place settings—including dinner, salad, bread-and-butter plates and cups and saucers. Only $13 prepaid for entire set of five in gray, green or red. Send first, second color choice and check or money order to:

Elizabetti McCaffrey
DEPT. G ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

Hand-carved crèche from the mountains of Italy. These beautifully carved little figures are made by herdsmen. Hand-painted in bright colors, each one makes a perfect contribution to the delightful group. Included with the 12 figures is the stable and the Star. $10.50 ppd. Order from Gaudenz, Box 38, Mamaroneck, N. Y.

On a brisk fall day you will enjoy wearing this wool turtle-neck sweater. Soft-as-butter, it is lightweight and expertly shaped. And the colors are delightful: beige, seal brown, cherry, tile, green, pop corn, yellow, light blue, navy, black, and white. Sizes: 32 to 46. $7.45 postpaid. Beckwith's, 37 Essex Street, Boston, Mass.

Are you house proud? If so you should send a photograph of the family abode to Horizon House and they will reproduce it on a 10" white china plate. As a matter of fact, they will reproduce any favorite picture on this plate and the cost is not high. $5.50 postpaid. Order from Horizon House, Box 628, Summit, New Jersey.

House & Garden

SILVER

BREAD & BUTTER PLATES

Impressive gifts because they are so hard to find are these handsome plates. Heavily sliver plated on copper and highly polished, they are 6" across. They go with any china pattern, have countless other uses and are modestly priced. $1.75 each; $8.95 for six. Federal Tax and delivery charge included.

Fall catalog available.

Elizabeth McCaffrey
DEPT. G ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

Demi-tasse Set
Dresden China with pink roses and gold scrolls, Baroque shape, service for 8 $35.00

Add 95c for shipping

Alfred Gable

745 Fifth Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
A new grooming aid for women threatens to replace the safety razor! It's the tiny clipper made of Solingen steel. Use it for all de-fuzzing operations and see how much safer, easier and quicker it does the job! And you can carry it in your purse. $3.50 p.p.d. complete with case. Corrado, 26 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

The breakfast egg will taste even better if you serve it in a cup marked with the master's first name. And the buttered toast will fit nicely on this attractive 7" plate. The cost is so low: $4.95 p.p.d. for the four pieces marked with two first names. Order from Personalized Gifts, 100 West 61st St., Department 308, New York.

A good shoe service is necessary for good grooming. We are pleased to recommend the Century Shoe Repair Company. For example, you can have your platform shoes re-fashioned for a modest cost. Century Shoe Repair Factory, $6.95. Send for mailing carton.

NEW! HURRICANE TWINS for PIN-UP OR TABLE USE

The charm of colonial black iron and brass trim. Hurricane twin lamps supply extra light or accent for wall, mantel, corner table, hallway, half wall, recreation room, porch, patio, buffet setting or even with picture groups. 25 to 45 watt bulb, Frosted glass chimneys. Complete with cord $4.95 ea., $9.85 pair. P.O. B. Box 183, Waunee, Ia., Wis.

BABY'S FIRST SETTING

Here's the simple solution to feeding problems. Baby will love it! A Pixie entertainer with happy rattle. The rattling Pixie comes with baby's own silver spoon and fork set. Personalized FREE. Makes a wonderful gift—received daily.

DECORATIVE CENTERPIECE

Use it as a floral, candle centerpiece, or as an accent to the matching salt and pepper set. Pixie-weave designed centerwell, also available in white, pink, black, green, or as a single bloom. 2-3/8" x 2-3/8". Complete, Only $2.25.

CROWN CRAFT PRODUCTS

245 Fifth Ave., Dept. 1138, New York 1, N. Y.
**BUILD YOUR OWN MODERN ROOM DIVIDERS**

CREATE INDIVIDUAL PIECES YOURSELF...AT LOW COST!

The newest trend in versatile furniture! An endless variety of combinations are available to you in using these pre-planned supports to make room dividers, bookcases, album racks, display shelves, etc. Order the basic section R501 (fully framed for rigidity) plus any combination of other supports. We recommend 2 to 3 feet between supports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Code</th>
<th>Size (in)</th>
<th>Price (in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R501</td>
<td>12x12</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R502</td>
<td>27x12</td>
<td>$6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R503</td>
<td>36x12</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R504</td>
<td>30x12</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All supports shipped express guaranteed. No C.O.D.’s.

**WANTA SEE A PURPLE COW!**

Copied from an early American butter mold, this saucer makes a decorative ash tray or wall plaque. Done on fine quality glazed pottery, gold rimmed, a purple cow surrounded with gold and black splatter. 5½" wide, $2.50 postpaid. One of many authentic buttermold reproductions. Start a collection. Write for folder.

**E. F. LAWRENCE IRON WORKS**

Dept 100, 2914-Whittier Blvd.

Los Angeles 23, California

**SHOPPING**

The colorful base of this ash tray is the news! It is available in three wonderful shades: mustard, coral or black. Pierced top and rickrack cigarette holders are metal finished in black. Altogether this is most decorative. $3.25 for the 5” tray; $2.25 for 4”. Ppd. Pacific Shop, 219 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California.

**The Stanley Steamer** (circa 1909) is evoking a lot of interest these days. And so is the 1903 Cadillac and the 1910 Ford. Buy this set of copper pins made in the likeness of these gas buggies and notice the comment and interest each stimulates. $2 postpaid for the set of three. From Roslyn Hoffman, 665 Broadway, N. Y.

For the nineteenth hole: the golf-ball corkscrew! The ball is the McCoy but it is fitted with a chrome-plated Sheffield steel corkscrew and bottle opener. Tuck this into the pocket of his golf bag and he'll think kindly of you every time he takes an after-game sip. $4.95 ppd. Et-Barr, Box 401HI, Pasadena, California.

**Here's a tropical beauty that OUTLIVES ordinary house plants**

"Hardiness" is its middle name ... for it will live in your home indefinitely without water or propagation, but so it does in its native Brazil. Its graceful wheel of leaves has all the attractive beauty of the tropical orchid, ranging in color from lemon green to rich emerald green, from deep maroon to vivid red. It will live in your room indelibly.

**FREE!**

Our Remarkable Exotic Bromeliad (Neoregelia carnea)...

Dimensions: 9½ x 7½ x 3" deep

Price: $5.95 each

**The House & Garden Show**

**326 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
AROUND

For neatness sake invest in a closet accessory like The Shoe Box. It is a decorative and extremely practical container which boasts four compartments (holds four pairs of shoes) and a glassine window for easy viewing. Covered in linen-weave paper, 13" x 11" x 12", $2.25 ppd. Downs & Company, Evanston, Illinois.

Cork-lined cigarette box to stow away as a Christmas gift. You'll probably order several of these fine boxes because the cost is low, because the leather-like covering is gold tooled, because the box comes marked with three initials. Brown, green, antique red. $1.75 ppd. Crown Craft Prod., 246 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Travel-wise people know that small luxuries make a happy journey. Do get a pair of Pullman slippers like these! Made of luscious satin with navy, red, rose, blue, eggshell. Taffeta lined. 4 to 9. $6.50 ppd. A. Schulman Studio, Box 12, Anchorage, Kentucky.

Shoe Horn Clothes Brush

Gentlemen's choice! This triple-duty beauty has a 6¼ firmly anchored fine bristle clothes brush, a tufted spot remover that whisk's spots away and a long shoe horn. Polished hardwood unit is 14½ long. Order No. GM-6649, $1.25

Combination Tool

A dandy for the handy man at your house! Combination tool can be used as a hammer, chisel, hacksaw, screwdriver, nail-puller, pliers, wire ripper and bottle-top lifter! Of heavy steel, it's 32" across the head and 61" long. Order No. GM-6651, $2

Gift Ideas

WRITE NOW FOR FREE 104-PAGE GIFT CATALOG!

NEW! YOUR NAME ON GENUINE WOVEN LABELS

YOUR OWN LABELS—TO SEW INTO YOUR HANDMADE GIFTS AND FASHIONS!

Yes, woven—because only actual weaving can produce these richly lustrous, extra-heavy taffeta labels! Sew them proudly into everything you knit, crochet or sew! Your name (in 20 letters or less) is embossed by hand on each. Your money refunded if you're not thoroughly pleased!

$1 FOR 10 LABELS, $2 for 25, $3 for 40

SEND TO "DESIGNS" DEPT. HG3-9
211 EAST 37th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Shoe Horn Clothes Brush

Gentlemen's choice! This triple-duty beauty has a 6¼ firmly anchored fine bristle clothes brush, a tufted spot remover that whisk's spots away and a long shoe horn. Polished hardwood unit is 14½ long. Order No. GM-6649, $1.25

Combination Tool

A dandy for the handy man at your house! Combination tool can be used as a hammer, chisel, hacksaw, screwdriver, nail-puller, pliers, wire ripper and bottle-top lifter! Of heavy steel, it's 32" across the head and 61" long. Order No. GM-6651, $2

Gift Ideas

WRITE NOW FOR FREE 104-PAGE GIFT CATALOG!

NEW! YOUR NAME ON GENUINE WOVEN LABELS

YOUR OWN LABELS—TO SEW INTO YOUR HANDMADE GIFTS AND FASHIONS!

Yes, woven—because only actual weaving can produce these richly lustrous, extra-heavy taffeta labels! Sew them proudly into everything you knit, crochet or sew! Your name (in 20 letters or less) is embossed by hand on each. Your money refunded if you're not thoroughly pleased!

$1 FOR 10 LABELS, $2 for 25, $3 for 40

SEND TO "DESIGNS" DEPT. HG3-9
211 EAST 37th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
**SPECTACULAR OUTDOOR REINDEER TEAMS**

For lawn, porch or rooftop

**WEATHERPROOF, CHIP-PROOF, LIGHT-WEIGHT, FULL-Round, Made of Molded Rubber Compound**

King-Size** Reindeer (shown) $19.50 ea., Rudolph (in same size) $31.50 ea., Ground Sled (red & silver) $4.95 ea.

Life-Size Rudolph** (shown) $21.75 ea., Rudolph (on same size) $22.95 ea. (This size self-standing)

R.L.M., Deffner, Sculptor

**MOLD-CRAFT INC., 154 Lake St., Port Washington, Wisconsin**

---

**ROYAL COURT PLAYING CARDS**

**DESIGNED BY PETERLI OF VIENNA**

ROYAL COURT PLAYING CARDS
You can take pride in dealing these Court Playing Cards—"the most beautiful cards you’ll find in this country." Designed by famed Pietrilli of Vienna, card maker for Europe’s nobility. Each card represents a famous royal person in history with his or her face expertly reproduced from a priceless oil portrait on the card. Plastic coated. Complete handsomely in color and size, and stain-proof, despite their diurnally beauty. Cards tipped in 24kt. gold. Ideal for giving or for your own card games.

Bridge or Canasta Pack (2 Decks) $3.25 ppd.
Sambo Pack (3 Decks) $4.75 ppd.

**PRESERVES FROM OREGON MOUNTAIN MEADOWS**

For CHRISTMAS GIVING

Plump sun-ripened berries and fruits; slow-cooled the old-fashioned way in open kettles, using only sugar and water. Packaged in rustic gift boxes decorated with Oregon forest sprays and cones. Unusual personal and business gifts.

**CHUCK WAGON** BOX
Five assorted 1½ oz. jars Oregon Wild Blackberry, Greengage Preserves, Prunes with Hazelnuts, Oregon Whole Strawberries, Apricot with kernels; gift packed in rustic gift box decorated with forest sprays and cones.

**SHIPPED PREPAID 3.25**

JANE AMHERST

June 6, 1966

**FRAME PICTURES YOURSELF with these UNFINISHED FRAMES**

Frame your pictures at home with these wonderfully thrifty 2" deep unfinished wood frames. You can leave them natural or finish them yourself to match the woods in your room. Beautiful "shell" pattern. Corners are joined with brads, securely glued for extra strength.

**FOR**
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A man's choice: English flannel slacks. You can't beat a man's choice: English flannel slacks. You can't beat
SLASHING AROUND

Ruby red glasses. A set of these makes an impressive gift because the quality is reminiscent of Venetian glass and the design of rampant horses is handsome. These are 12-oz. sham-botton glasses which can be used for many kinds of drinks. $5 the set of 8; $7.25 for 12. Ppd. "little joe" Wiesfeld, Baltimore, Maryland.

Year-round centerpiece which you can fill with the harvest of each season: spring and summer flowers, fall fruits, winter pine cones and berries. The large bowl (12 1/4" in diameter) is made of crystal-clear glass; the scrolled bracket is black-finished wrought iron. $7.95 ppd. Sylvia Moss, Box 334, HG, Glenbrook, Conn.

Delicate pattern and rugged construction are the special characteristics of this lovely plant stand. The three tiers are set at an angle which allows you to display plants of all sizes. Finish is baked-on enamel. Black or white. 22" x 21" x 34". $12.50 ppd. Add 75c West of Miss. May Birn, Box 26G, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

PHOTO SERVICE for the Ladies

Just right for downstairs powder room, or a corner of lady's kitchen is this pretty little hazing mirror and shelf unit. Mirror is about 18" high by 10" wide; shelf is about 11" long to 2" high. Comes in antique flat black with yellow trim or antique plate with yellow trim. Complete postpaid.

WILL HAMMOND'S New England General Store
4 Plain Street, Millis, Mass.

COMFORT PREFERRED! Table marmery (built-in) for a new lease on your leisure. In bed or chair—Tilt Top Tilly Table, Genuine Walnut Top—only $29.95. ppd. Franklin Table Company
116 North Fourth Street Louisville 2, Ky.
you can choose Curtis Silentite windows with confidence...

every one is guaranteed!

Here you see only a few of the many beautiful, modern wood window types which Curtis offers for your choice when you build or remodel. For Curtis Silentite windows come in styles to suit every taste—every type of home—every budget. Architecturally correct in design, containing a host of exclusive features, Curtis Silentite windows are preservative, water repellent treated for lifetime service. Available as complete, pre-fit precision-built window units, they are easy and economical to install in any home.

Best of all, every Curtis Silentite window and every piece of Curtis Woodwork comes to you with a guarantee against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship. This is your assurance of getting full value for your money. Your Curtis Woodwork dealer will give you full information.

Curtis Silentite double-hung windows have special patented "floating" weather-stripping that bars out wind, drafts and dust. Fingertip operation—no bothersome weights, cords or pulleys. Because of the high insulating value of wood and Silentite's superior weather-stripping, these windows cut fuel bills and keep your home more comfortable the year round.

Silentite casements bring you all the advantages of casement windows—and none of the disadvantages! They are famous for their superior weather-tightness and ease of operation. Exclusive Curtis hardware locks them in any position. Available in several styles with insulating glass and screens. One-light sash illustrated here.

You can put your home at the forefront of fashion with Curtis panel windows! They come in sections—with or without louvre ventilating units—for assembly in the combinations you want. Ideal for a window wall, they combine beauty with economy. Made one, two and three sash panels high. Easily installed in old houses.

To choose the right windows for your new or remodeled home, you'll want the Curtis Silentite window idea book. Mail the coupon now for your copy!

Curtis Companies Service Bureau
Dept. 677, Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa

Please send Silentite window booklet for building and remodeling.

Name: ....................................................................................

Address: ..................................................................................

City: .................................................................................. State: ..........................
The age-old magic of this net weave changes the dining room you see every day into a stately banquet hall! A Scranton dinner cloth is sheer flattery for your favorite guests. Better than anything else, it tells them you think them worthy of your best.

Yet Scranton dinner cloths are wonderfully easy to care for. Stain-resistant and easy to wash, despite their delicate splendor. And with all their beauty, the prices are low, and there's a wide range of sizes and designs. Ask to see the Scranton dinner cloths at your favorite store. They come in handsome gift boxes, and they make wonderful gifts for every occasion!

GORHAM—Intricate, airy detail, as delightful as a wedding gown, with a rich semblance to crewelwork! This beautiful two-tone dinner cloth, woven of spun rayon and cotton, is the ultimate in table beauty—and it's stain-resistant! From 16" x 36" scarfs to 72" x 108" banquet cloths.

72" x 90" size, about $12.95

Dining Room Magic
Get your free copy of this helpful color booklet. It is full of stylish table-setting ideas styled by a famous authority. Wherever Scranton dinner cloths are sold—or send 10c in coin to Scranton Lace Co., Dept. HS, Scranton 9, Pa.

Scranton Lace Company
SCRANTON 9, PA.

Other Scranton Products: Curtains, Draperies (Crown Curtains), Bedspreads, Shower Curtains
The “Big Four” Wedgwood bone china patterns are old friends to many and can now become your treasured possessions, too. Exquisitely hand enameled as only 200 years of skilled craftsmanship can create them. Florentine, Appledore and Sandringham (in blue or pink) are sold by your Wedgwood dealer in open stock. You may complete your service, or begin collecting for the future.

Many other delightful patterns from the drawing boards of Wedgwood master designers are perfect for your own design for dining, whether it be elaborate or simple, formal or casually modern.

To select other patterns than the “Big Four”, or to obtain the name of your nearest Wedgwood dealer, send ten cents for Folder E to Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, Inc., 24 East 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y. Wedgwood is made at Barlaston, England.

Prices for five-piece place settings (dinner plate, salad or dessert plate, bread and butter plate, tea cup and saucer) are: Appledore, $20.85; Florentine, $22.00; Sandringham, $19.85.

WEDGWOOD
A LIVING TRADITION
they make a handsome couple...

MarTex

Terry Tweed Towels
with matching solids

It takes two to make really good decorating sense ... and two to settle once and for all whose towel is whose. Pair off dashing MarTex Terry Tweed for His Nibs with dramatic, matching solids for Milady. Choose your towel twosomes from among walnut, avocado, charcoal, apricot, spruce, navy and top brass ... at fine stores everywhere.

MarTex, 65 Worth St., N. Y. 13.

Products of West Point Manufacturing Company.
UPHOLSTERY PILE FABRICS of distinction

Brilliant new ideas in charming patterns, smart colors and luxurious textures bring a fresh charm to furniture covered in "Upholstery Pile Fabrics of Distinction."

AVAILABLE IN STORES EVERYWHERE

The Shelton Looms
SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL & CO. INC.
ONE PARK AVE. • NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

Pile Fabrics for All Purposes

Write to DEPT. B for samples and booklet.
beautiful carpets by **FIRTH** bring outdoor freshness indoors

Illustrated: Firth's "Primitive" - Rockland Beige #8048—approx. $19.95 per sq. yd.

Firth's "Primitive" — the famous classic among textured carpets.

Your room will respond to the misty Rockland Beige tones of this all wool carpet...

one of many new landscape colors so perfect for today's Outdoor-Indoor living schemes.

You'll treasure its elegance for a lifetime, for Primitive will create a soft, inviting atmosphere for all your favorite possessions.

women with a sense of style prefer **FIRTH**

Send 25¢ for idea-filled new booklet, "Decorate With Confidence," to Firth Carpet Company, 255 Fifth Avenue, Dept. 66, New York 16, N. Y.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ Zone ______ State ________

Top to bottom:
- #8040 Timber Moss
- #8048 Distant Mountain Blue
- #8044 Pearl Beige
- #8039 Silver Frost Gray
- #8014 Cherry Red

Furniture by Lehigh Furn. Corp.
Candle-vase is an adapter which will turn any candlestick into a flower and taper container. And you know well that there is nothing more glamorous for a dinner table than candle light and flowers. Get several pairs for your next party! Easy to use and easy to store. $1 ppd. the pair. Master-craft, 212 Summer St., Boston.

Good taste is apparent in every line of this double-duty serving piece. The dish is made by Glashake of ovenware opaque glass; the rack is wrought iron finished in black. Cook your cassoulet in this casserolet and bring it to the table. About 12¾" x 8¾". $2.89 ppd. Ormand's, 1758 Hyde Park St., Sarasota, Fl.

Bunk-bed slide. Can't you imagine how delighted your young one will be with this sturdy slide right in his own room? And you will like it, too, because it is fitted with three shelves which will help him to be tidy. Made of rock maple. 50" x 60" x 15". $69.95 exp.

The NEW Vio Holda PLANT STAND
• Holds 11 plants, 10 on Revolving Arms
• Promotes Thrifty Growth
Glorify your lovely African Violets and other plants with this wonderful new stand. Finest all-steel welded construction. 40 inches high, finished in gleaming white or green enamel (your choice). The 10 revolving arms, extending 4 to 12 inches from sturdy center shaft, may be moved at a touch to enhance beauty of arrangement or to allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easy to clean. Requires no little space. Wonderful indoors or out—and a grand gift idea!

ORDER BY MAIL today for only $14.95 plus $1.00 for packing and postage. Specify color. Send check or money order, C.O.D. if desired. Guaranteed satisfactory. Your money back if not delighted.

MAIL ORDER TODAY --
Vio Holda Mfg. Co., Dept. 42
Box 915, Topeka, Kan.

Address...
Name...

The magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, all materials ... No gluing. Washable. Permanent . . . Conforms to any outline or size of brick, stone, tiles, bricks, etc. . . . Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

Protect furniture surfaces with RIC-O-BAC the magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, all materials ... No gluing. Washable. Permanent . . . Conforms to any outline or size of brick, stone, tiles, bricks, etc. . . . Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

4 packages . . (4 yards) . . . $1.00 Post Paid in U. S. . . . No C.O.D.

J. B. DAWN PRODUCTS
3902 West 66th Place, Chicago 29, Illinois

FREE CATALOG
New Stylized PLASTIC SLIP COVERS
for over 150 models and sizes in neat-fit transpar- ent furniture covers, few as $2.95. Guaranteed floor protection against dust, spots, wash­ ing, romping tots, and pets. Also separate couch­ ion covers. Amazing 10-day "no-risk" offer. Write for FREE Slip Cover Catalog and Plastic Sample.

FREE CATALOG
New Stylized PLASTIC SLIP COVERS
for over 150 models and sizes in neat-fit transpar­ ent furniture covers, few as $2.95. Guaranteed floor protection against dust, spots, wash­ ing, romping tots, and pets. Also separate couch­ ion covers. Amazing 10-day "no-risk" offer. Write for FREE Slip Cover Catalog and Plastic Sample.

THE GUARANTEED BATH SEAT
Clever new bath seat recommended by doctors for invalids, elderly people and expectant mothers. • Ideal way to bathe children. • Insures safety and comfort while washing legs, or soaking feet. • Convenient to sit on while showering and shampooing hair.

STURDY!
WILL NOT TIP OR TILT

Now! ERASE FURNITURE SCRATCHES
Quickly! Easily! Like Magic!
Amazing! Just rub Tibet Al­ mostin stick lightly over scratches on furniture, dining, couch, tables, ash trays, etc. Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

$5 THE PAIR
These elegant, delicately molded, earthenware pots, with porcelain white glaze, are just won­ dersful for serving fruits and candies . . . can be cleverly adapted to hold potted plants. The perfect gift for housewarmings and Christmas. 4½" high, also available in larger sizes.

5½" high. $7.50 the pair
6½" high, $10.00 the pair

Matching plant liners for pairs; small $1.00, medium $1.50, large $2.00

Add 50¢ for special handling charge. N. Y. residents add 5% sales tax.

Write for FREE CATALOG
JUNE KAMEN • 270 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. DEPT. NO 9

THE NEW VIO HOLDA PLANT STAND
• Holds 11 plants, 10 on Revolving Arms
• Promotes Thrifty Growth
Glory your lovely African Violets and other plants with this wonderful new stand. Finest all-steel welded construction. 40 inches high, finished in gleaming white or green enamel (your choice). The 10 revolving arms, extending 4 to 12 inches from sturdy center shaft, may be moved at a touch to enhance beauty of arrangement or to allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easy to clean. Requires no little space. Wonderful indoors or out—and a grand gift idea!

ORDER BY MAIL today for only $14.95 plus $1.00 for packing and postage. Specify color. Send check or money order, C.O.D. if desired. Guaranteed satisfactory. Your money back if not delighted.

MAIL ORDER TODAY --
Vio Holda Mfg. Co., Dept. 42
Box 915, Topeka, Kan.

Address...
Name...

Protect furniture surfaces with RIC-O-BAC the magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, all materials ... No gluing. Washable. Permanent . . . Conforms to any outline or size of brick, stone, tiles, bricks, etc. . . . Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

Protect furniture surfaces with RIC-O-BAC the magic wool felt cushion. Self-adhesive to all surfaces, all materials ... No gluing. Washable. Permanent . . . Conforms to any outline or size of brick, stone, tiles, bricks, etc. . . . Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

4 packages . . (4 yards) . . . $1.00 Post Paid in U. S. . . . No C.O.D.

J. B. DAWN PRODUCTS
3902 West 66th Place, Chicago 29, Illinois

FREE CATALOG
New Stylized PLASTIC SLIP COVERS
for over 150 models and sizes in neat-fit transpar­ ent furniture covers, few as $2.95. Guaranteed floor protection against dust, spots, wash­ ing, romping tots, and pets. Also separate couch­ ion covers. Amazing 10-day "no-risk" offer. Write for FREE Slip Cover Catalog and Plastic Sample.

FREE CATALOG
New Stylized PLASTIC SLIP COVERS
for over 150 models and sizes in neat-fit transpar­ ent furniture covers, few as $2.95. Guaranteed floor protection against dust, spots, wash­ ing, romping tots, and pets. Also separate couch­ ion covers. Amazing 10-day "no-risk" offer. Write for FREE Slip Cover Catalog and Plastic Sample.

THE GUARANTEED BATH SEAT
Clever new bath seat recommended by doctors for invalids, elderly people and expectant mothers. • Ideal way to bathe children. • Insures safety and comfort while washing legs, or soaking feet. • Convenient to sit on while showering and shampooing hair.

STURDY!
WILL NOT TIP OR TILT

Now! ERASE FURNITURE SCRATCHES
Quickly! Easily! Like Magic!
Amazing! Just rub Tibet Al­ mostin stick lightly over scratches on furniture, dining, couch, tables, ash trays, etc. Cushions, silences . . . easy to apply, just press it on with finger.

$5 THE PAIR
These elegant, delicately molded, earthenware pots, with porcelain white glaze, are just won­ dersful for serving fruits and candies . . . can be cleverly adapted to hold potted plants. The perfect gift for housewarmings and Christmas. 4½" high, also available in larger sizes.

5½" high. $7.50 the pair
6½" high, $10.00 the pair

Matching plant liners for pairs; small $1.00, medium $1.50, large $2.00

Add 50¢ for special handling charge. N. Y. residents add 5% sales tax.

Write for FREE CATALOG
JUNE KAMEN • 270 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. DEPT. NO 9

THE GUARANTEED BATH SEAT
Clever new bath seat recommended by doctors for invalids, elderly people and expectant mothers. • Ideal way to bathe children. • Insures safety and comfort while washing legs, or soaking feet. • Convenient to sit on while showering and shampooing hair.

STURDY!
WILL NOT TIP OR TILT
**Glitter Jewelry Chest**

A big, beautiful treasure chest, joy-packed with costume jewelry for Miss Muffet! Two pull-out drawers hold an exciting collection of loot in gold and silver color plastic—earrings, bracelets, medallions, pendants, and rings. Order No. TG-4987.

**Girter Chest, $1, by mail, postpaid.**

**Write NOW FOR FREE 104-PAGE GIFT CATALOG!**

---

**Angels on Strings**

Three adorable angels, hand-carved and hand-painted in cottage workshops high in the Italian Alps. These celestial sprites in lovely contrasting colors will add a charming touch to your tree or Christmas packages. Each about 1 3/4" high. Order Number X-4961. Angels, 3 for $1. p.pd.

---

**TABLE-TOP TRIO**

Ever-popular black wrought iron in a smart new perforated design. Cigarette urn is 2 1/2" diam., has rubber-tipped legs. Glass-lined ashtray measures a generous 4 1/2", curves. Letter rack is 6 1/2" x 6", has rubber-tipped legs, will hold small magazines or paper napkins as well as letters. Grand for his office desk, too.

**Ashtray $2.50 p.pd. Cigarette Urn $1.25 p.pd.**

**LETTER RACK $1.75 p.pd.**

Complete 3-Pr. Set. $5.00 p.pd.

No C.O.D.'s, please. Write for free catalog.

**GREENHALL**

Dept. G, 509 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

---

**Feminine foible:** the inability to spell. We recommend, as an aid to the better social life, the Midget dictionary. Made in England, it contains 40,000 words printed on India paper and bound in fine leather. Tuck it into your purse and we'll wager you'll become an adept speller. 82 p.pd. Hostess House, 5838 Forbes, Pittsburgh, Pa.

---

**MEXICAN TACOS**

Mexican tacos are so delicious! And you'll find them easy to make if you have a frying rack like the one shown here. This efficient cooking aid comes with a booklet of instructions for making tacos, with six recipes, with three molds, with a package of chili mix. $3.95 p.pd. Van De Carr, Box 397, Montebello, Cal.

---

**Feminine foible:** the inability to spell. We recommend, as an aid to the better social life, the Midget dictionary. Made in England, it contains 40,000 words printed on India paper and bound in fine leather. Tuck it into your purse and we'll wager you'll become an adept speller. 82 p.pd. Hostess House, 5838 Forbes, Pittsburgh, Pa.

---

**MEXICAN TACOS**

Mexican tacos are so delicious! And you'll find them easy to make if you have a frying rack like the one shown here. This efficient cooking aid comes with a booklet of instructions for making tacos, with six recipes, with three molds, with a package of chili mix. $3.95 p.pd. Van De Carr, Box 397, Montebello, Cal.
AROUND

Artist-drawn scenes of your house, your favorite hunter, your prize-winning dog will be executed on frost-white glasses. Send a good photograph of the subject you want illustrated. This makes a perfect gift for the hard-to-please. $19.50 for 8 glasses; $24.50 for 12. Pp. Warren E. Guggenheim, Box 86, Enka, North Carolina.

Fold-away tables which are much too pretty to hide! And they are so convenient. You'll use them for tray service, for writing letters, for playing solitaire. Red, green, yellow or black. $9.95 the set of 4 with black legs and rack; $10.05 the set of 4 decorated in gold. Rack incl. Exp. Coll. Postal Products. Box 328, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Get Twistlok if you want $1.49 ppd. Sta-Dri, 147-47 for every car door. With rubber. As a precaution of chrome-plated steel tipped cars. Easy to install, it is made for doors of all standard make the safety lock which fits all models. Envelopes, photos, checks, books, records. Just the inker. It's easily carried in pocket or purse. Looks like real printing! Use it on itinerary, menus, match, hotel, roomkey, just like thing for business men, accountants, students and the home. Use with indelible ink for marking clothes. Perfect for offices. Unit made of black polished plastic comes complete with automatic rapper. It's easily carried in pocket or purse.

Actual Size of Print - 3 Line Style
ELIZABETH MARI ROBERTSON
604 E. Madison Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

Actual Size of Print - 1 Line Style
Norman Andrews

NOW IN 2 Styles
Of Printing

YOUR CHOICE OF SCENES
Rock-Bound Sea Coast
Snow-Capped Mountains
Tropical Paradise
Wind-Swept Desert
Geared Tree-Sculpture
Aerial Pictorial of U.S.A.
Clouds and Sky
Lake and Mountains

MAKE ANY WALL A THRILLING PICTURE WINDOW WITH A PHOTO MURAL IN NATURAL COLORS!

A thrilling new decorating idea that magnetically transforms dull rooms in your home or office! Breathtaking photographs in glorious, natural colors as large as picture windows (5' in framed print) and magnificently photo-murals in black and white or as large as most walls (7'6" high, up to 15' long). Creates the illusion of rooms opening directly onto utterly inspiring outdoor vistas. Apply it yourself with provided adhesive; instantly adapted to fit any space; glorifies any decorating scheme. And the price is fantastically low, fits every budget.

FREE COLOR REPRODUCTIONS OF OUR EIGHT SCENES Write today for our 8 big color prints of available murals and full details; no obligation. Envelope 10c to cover cost of postage and handling.

DAMAR CO., 350 DAMAR BLDG., NEWARK 5, N. J.

LOVE AT FIRST LIGHT

FREE Send for our thrilling 18-page Christmas book of Florida's Finest Fruits and Delicacies in full natural color... 56 world-famous COBBS GOLDEN GIFTS from $2.50 to $24.95. Solve every gift problem—delight every family.

SPECIAL—World's most beautiful Christmas Tree!! Only $9.95 ppd...

WRITE TODAY!

COBBS
America's Largest Shipper of Gift Fruits and Delicacies

WALK ON AIR

Here's quick relief for anyone suffering from calluses, blisters, spur or bruised heels, or general foot fatigue. Albin Air Cush'n Innersoles give you feet immediate comfort. Just place in your shoes and walk. Air moves thru a small channel gently massaging feet. Odorless, non-absorbent, almost weightless. Order by men's or women's shoe size. Only $2.95 a pair (no C.O.D.'s, please—money back if not delighted). Send for free gift catalog.

THE PAIR (2 Kits)...

TRAVEL EAST TRAVEL WEST

Family coming home for Christmas? Welcome them with this pair of sampler. Fun-to-finish sampler kit contains two 11 1/2 x 9" black frames, all the multi-colored floss you'll need, and easy-to-follow designs stamped on superfine white linen, plus complete instructions. You'll enjoy making this pair for heirloom Christmas gifts.

GIFTS & GREETINGS, Rockland 126, Mass.
Old Love Letters
Unpaid Bills
Reducing Diets
Christmas Ties

to clean metal lining. Ivory, red, maroon, forest green or brown, modestly priced at $5.95
Add 2% State Tax for Illinois Delivery
Add 50c postage outside delivery area

CD Peacock
JEWELERS
STATE AND MONROE • CHICAGO

SHOPPING

Round-about cage to fill with flowers, with plants, with graceful vines. The globe-shaped cage comes in polished brass or black-finished metal; the dish-shaped planter is black-finished metal. Fill a pair with your favorite greens and hang them in a window. $9.95 pd. Village Vendors, 11733 Barrington Ct., Los Angeles.

New accessory for a man: the cuff-link case. This is new because it has compartments to hold the cuff-links. Most cases are just a catch-all into which the links are thrown helter-skelter. There is a compartment, too, for studs and collar pins. Brown or black suede. $8.50 pd. Here's How, 590 Third Avenue, New York.

Classic decoration: a three-panel screen. Here you see one made of cast aluminum finished in your choice of white, Bermuda blue, Pompeian green, Creole pink, meadow green, or black. 6 feet high x 54 inches wide. $185 complete with crating charges. Exp. coll. Antique Iron, 2500 27th Ave. N., Birmingham, Ala.
AROUND

A lace mid-riff gives a sleek fit to this gossamer petticoat. The accordion pleated skirt is nylon tricot, the nylon lace yoke is lined. And it is as flattering as a compliment! Colors: black or white. Sizes: small, medium and large. $4.98 postpaid. Send for Trouseaux booklet. Hope Chest, 115 Chauncy St., Boston, Mass.

Thumb back rocker. This chair is much sought after. Pictured is a painted version with a flower stencil design. Barn red, moss green, bone white or mustard. $30. Available also in mahogany, walnut, cherry or maple. $25.50. Available also in mahogany, walnut, cherry or maple. $25.50. Exp. coll. Dimensions in any finish: 33" x 20". From Puddin' Holler, E. Swanzey, N. H.

"The Season" is a calendar which starts with the month of September, the logical start of the social year. In it there is a page for every week and a space for every date. Give this to a college student, to the clubwoman, to a teacher. About 9" x 12". Spiral bound. $1.50 ppd. Josephine Keegan, 310 Brown Marx Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.

COILZIT

ELECTRIC CORD SHORTENER

Keeps electric cord off floor and away from sweepers, mops and children and animals. Easy to use! Simply coil excess cord around shortener. Safe—Neat—No fuss—No bother. You'll need them in every room for clocks, radios, lamps, fans, in fact for every electric appliance. Made of clear plastic. Holds 3 feet of cord. 10 for $1.00 postpaid.

WRITE for FREE CATALOG

FISCHER'S

43-67 Bow St.

Flushing, N. Y.

Liquid Fragrance...

magically refreshes every room! Just fill the decorative wall vase with Edco fragrance and a delightful, delicate fragrance replaces all stale odors and mustiness! One filling lasts several weeks. Take in Living room, bedroom, nursery, closets, bathroom, basement, recreation room, kitchen, etc. Ribbed or floral vase plus 8 oz. bottle (half-year normal supply) of "out-of-doors" Blue Spruce or "spicy" Twigs. $3.50 ppd. Satisfaction guaranteed. Miniature Solid Sachet included at no extra cost.

EDCO FRAGRANCE, INC.

252 Norman Ave., Brooklyn 22, N. Y.

Invite Smoking Pleasure

Decorate living room, den, patio. Protect floors, furniture, rugs, with these man-size ash trays and companion cigarette barrows. Smart, modern design. Honest old-time craftsmanship in matte black wrought iron. Rubber-tipped legs. The two make a wonderful gift for a man who's proud of his desk! Ash tray is generous 8" x 4½"; barrow, 6" x 4½". Send $2.50, check or money order for each set; or $2.25 for ash tray. $1.50 for barrow. Postpaid.

SYLVIA MOSS GIFTS

Dept. NO

Box 334, Glenbrook, Conn.


**Potato and Cheese Grater**

The Italians use it for grating Parmesan, and we've found it perfect for old-fashioned potato pancakes! Handy for any kitchen grating job—cabbage, carrots, bread crumbs, chocolate. Big aluminum container, 2 1/2 deep and 7 1/4 across has tight-fitting lid and hanging loop. Order No. HK-6607, Grater, $1.19, postpaid.

**Junior Broiler**

Broil without cleaning the range broiler! This 7 1/2” x 11” broiler is made of heavy 20-gauge aluminum with top drip pan and easy-to-clean base. Holds up to six medium-size chops, broils swiftly, also bakes and roasts. Made by West Bend. Order No. HK-6380, Broiler by mail, $1.75.

**Highway Stirrers!**

Liven up that party with a set of these miniature road signs. Authentic yellow and black plastic.

Set of eight, $2.50  
Postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

Warren E. Guggenheim  
P. O. Box 86, ENKA, N. C.

**CUTS CAKES INTO LAYERS**

With this ingenious device, you can cut cakes into layers in any number of equal thickness. Imagine the professional looking pastries you can create from simplest recipes. A 3-layer chocolate mint torte; a 3-layer strawberry whip cream dream from 1 Ready-Mix package; a 10” marshmallow tower from 1 chiffon recipe. Simple directions—you can’t miss it.

$1.50  
Postpaid. No C.O.D.  
Satisfaction Guaranteed  
SEND FOR CATALOG.

219 W. Chicago Avenue  

**A Gift in Good Taste**

**BROCKLES Special Dressing**

For those who have everything. The unique flavor provides new salad magic, adds much to cooked vegetables, and meat or fish. Delicious spread on warm crackers ... or for canapes. A perfect Lazy Susan dip. Brockles Special Dressing is a blend of select spices, salad oil, blue cheese, with a trace of garlic, is recommended by famous food authorities.

Two pints shipped anywhere prepaid in the United States for only $1.80.

Brockles Foods Company  
817 South Ervay  
Dallas 1, Texas

**SUNRISE WILD RICE**

**A MUST FOR SMART MENUS!**  
**A RARE DELICACY!**

**AN IDEAL GIFT!**

Send $1.00 for 12 oz. Pkg.  
Postage Prepaid in U. S. A.

**MATH BARZEN COMPANY**  
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MINNESOTA

---

**SHOPPING**

A joy to own: the adjustable folding lap-table. You will enjoy breakfast in bed on the sturdy table. And if, like us, you are addicted to typing in an easy chair, you can use this for the typewriter. Made of solid mahogany with a plywood top. $14.50 exp. coll. From Snyder & Snyder, 984 Columbia Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Snip-A-Zip is the home sewer’s delight. With it she can make her own zippers: from an inch long to a yard long. Kit contains two 36” lengths of patented zippers, eight pull-tab slides, sixteen top stops, eight bottom stops, and instruction sheet. $2.98 ppd. The Shadow Box, 1378 East 8th Street, Dept. B, Brooklyn, New York.

For the trip by car get Kar-Rak. It’s a wonderful device which can be installed with ease in any car. It holds without crushing 32 suits, coats or dresses. Save temper and money by arriving at your destination with freshly pressed clothes. It extends from 48” to 54”, $4.49 ppd. Melaire, 420 Lexington Ave., New York.
Guide for Baby Sitters. This is the book to own if you have small children. Intelligently compiled, it is indexed for ready reference to such important problems as: Whom to call in a hurry; special instructions for the evening, and other vital information. $1.25 postpaid. Order from the Blair Gifts, Allenhurst, N. J.

Little Miss Doll has long blonde hair which is washable and a wardrobe which contains two complete costumes. Your favorite child will enjoy many hours of bliss dressing and undressing this long-lashed beauty. Doll is made of flesh-color plastic. About 7½" high, $3.95 complete. Ppd. Janet Forister, 110 S. Monroe, Peoria, Illinois.

Nubian chair. Because you assemble this attractive wrought iron piece, it is priced very low. ($6.95 for one chair.) The legs are rubber-tipped, the seat and back are covered in Vinylite. Colors: red, forest green, lime, with black iron frame. 16" x 16" x 31". $26.95 the set of four. Exp. coll. From Hohi, 37 West 57th St., N. Y.

NOW SUGAR, FLOUR etc., ARE ALWAYS HANDY

Beautiful Tilt-Out Storage Bins Open—Close—With One Hand!

A clever kitchen wife must have designed three-stick, removable canisters that tilt to and fro, require no lugs to dangle with, and in addition give extra usable space on top. Made of stainless steel, 18% nickel, the bins hold 5 lbs., 2 bins hold 2 lbs. Wonderful kitchen the modern "custom-built" look. A clever kitchen wife must have designed these slick, removable canisters that tilt in and out. Now sugar, flour etc., are always handy.

The legs are rubber-tipped, the seat and back are covered in Vinylite. Colors: red, forest green, lime, with black iron frame. 16" x 16" x 31". $26.95 the set of four. Exp. coll. From Hohi, 37 West 57th St., N. Y.

MRS. DAMAR 349 Damor Bldg., Newark 5, New Jersey

Ade-O-Matic Meat Baster. Wonderful new way for gourmet-style roasts! This new cooking aid forces seasonings directly into meat while it roasts, keeping juices from escaping and adding the subtle flavor of herbs, wine, whatever you choose! Precision-made of safe stainless steel. Just $1.95 postpaid from Ade-O-Matic, Chicago 11, Illinois.

HANDY HACK . . . Swedish steel C-saw with a hundred different kitchen uses.

Cuts frozen foods quickly, no need to thaw, just saw! No more waste, just cut what you intend to use. Cuts tough-skinned vegetables, bones, frozen meats, foods. Light, compact, efficient, made from imported Swedish stainless steel, with durable wooden handle. Postpaid $2.25.
Rattan containers. Hand-woven rattan fashions these three graduated planters which are suitable to use with any type of decoration. $1.50 (5" x 5" x 3") ; $1.95 (5" x 8½" x 3") ; $2.95 (5" x 16½" x 3"). Largest one has two metal liners; the other two have only one. Postpaid. Miller, 236 East Congress, Tucson, Arizona.

Miniature spice cabinet. This nine-drawer chest is a museum piece. We have seen many spice cabinets but not one of them could compare with the quality and workmanship of the one shown here. Made of hand-rubbed pine with solid brass pulls. About 13" x 7½" x 10". $15.00. Craft Wood, Osogood St., Andover, Mass.

Lucite atomizer. This crystal-clear pyramid-shaped perfume flask is uniquely decorated. Imbedded within the Lucite is a sculptured, very real-looking flower: a red or yellow rose or a purple orchid. Fittings are brass, bulb is rubber covered. About 4½ high. $1.98 ppd. Marlane Gifts, Box 241, Old Chelsea Station, N. Y.
The distinguished decorator Mr. William Pahlmann shows a picture of the room setting he based on new, nubby textured Tweed carpet by Gulistan. Background also illustrates all-wool Tweed in the smart African Ivory shade. Tweed is available in eight other vivacious colors at about $15.95 per sq. yd.

See your Gulistan store for the most beautiful fashions underfoot

*Patent No. 2439559

WOVEN ON POWER LOOMS IN THE U.S.A. BY A. & M. KARAGHEUSIAN, INC. • 295 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

Decorate professionally with Carole Windus's new, easy-to-use Decor-Rater. Solve your decorating problems. Send 10¢ to Dept. HRG-3 at address shown below.
Heirlooms are wonderful...
but **Texas Ware** is such fun to live with!

Texas Ware is for people who enjoy living...like it fresh, simple, relaxing, carefree. San Jacinto Contemporary is the newest achievement of designing noted for trend-setting styles, pace-setting colors in molded dinnerware. Porcelain-delicate, with the new look of texture, it sets a gracious table...breakfast, luncheon, patio dining or festivity buffet. Wonderful for families who like tray meals by fireside or in the garden! Dishwasher-practical, of course, and guaranteed for two full years against breaking, cracking, crazing in normal family use. In delightful duotone colors, Texas Ware is today's most livable, givable fashion in dining ware. In most fine stores.

**if it breaks...we'll replace it!**

San Jacinto
Contemporary

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKING

**Texas Ware**
Division, 825 Trunk Avenue, Dallas, Texas

Green flecked with White
White flecked with Brown
White flecked with Grey
Rose flecked with Yellow

Write for free color folder of complete Texas Ware line.
Aquamino—one of the twelve St. Charles colors—in contrast with pink Formica counters, makes a sparkling combination in this kitchen. Counters are two inches lower than the standard 36" height, illustrating how St. Charles Kitchens may be fitted to the needs of the user. Specially designed unit accommodates waist-high oven. In the corner, St. Charles linen storage unit, one of the many special-purpose units available. Glass door unit above.

planned for you... built for you...

Your very own St. Charles Kitchen is unlike any other kitchen anywhere!

In its accurate fit to the fraction of an inch, in selection and placement of equipment, in color, in the fact that it is tagged with your name from receipt of the order until installation in your home—your St. Charles Kitchen is unique.

This is as true of a small St. Charles Kitchen as of the most elaborate. In the sense that each is custom-built after it is ordered, to fit specific space, family habits and the family budget, no two are alike.

What does this mean to you? It means a kitchen that will make your work easier and more satisfying—one that you'll be as proud of ten years from now as when it is installed in your home.

Be sure to see the St. Charles dealer listed in the yellow pages of your phone book. Only he can tell you exactly what a St. Charles Kitchen for you will cost. He will gladly do so, without obligation on your part. You'll find that there is no reason to make do with less when you can so easily afford the best.


ST. CHARLES MANUFACTURING CO.
61 Tyler Rd., St. Charles, Illinois

Dear Sirs: I am enclosing 10 cents for a copy of your colorful picture booklet, "Kitchens for Living." I understand that it includes pictures and descriptions of several St. Charles Kitchens, as well as your many special-purpose units and accessories.

We are planning to build/ remodel.

(please check one)

Name: ____________________________
Address: _________________________
City: ___________________ Zone: ___ State: ___
ACCLAIMED BY MILLIONS FOR SLEEP COMFORT!

Throughout the nation, the spotlight of public favor is on Spring-Air mattresses. No wonder such enthusiastic preference... because Spring-Air offers the amazing comfort and long lasting durability of a superior type of innerspring construction. Hundreds of top quality steel coils, scientifically arranged, give proper support to every part of the body. Luxurious cushioning provides relaxing, sleep-inducing comfort. You, too, can enjoy Spring-Air mattresses, the world's finest sleep equipment... priced at $49.50 to $79.50. See them in beautiful decorator styled tickings, at fine furniture and department stores or write for free folder showing all models in full color.

SPRING-AIR CO., Dept. 1000, 866 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago.

Our 25th Year of Producing the Finest in Bedding.

Model 70 shown, mattress or mattress box spring—$69.50.

NEARLY THREE MILLION HOMES  OVER A THOUSAND FINE HOTELS  OVER TWO THOUSAND HOSPITALS

GET MORE REST FROM EVERY SLEEPING HOUR — "Wake up Fresh as Spring Air"!
“Amtico Rubber Flooring keeps its resilience and beauty even after years of hard wear!”

SAYS WILLIAM PAHLMANN
ONE OF AMERICA’S FOREMOST DESIGNERS

There are many beautiful flooring materials, but none combines the rich colors, the luxurious underfoot resiliency and the lifetime durability of Amtico Rubber Flooring. Completely fire-resistant, impervious to scuffs and scars and so very easy to keep clean... Amtico Rubber Flooring is the one floor you’re sure to enjoy as long as you live. Send for free decorator folder today.

- For low-priced beauty... Amtico PLASTEX Rubber Flooring! For rooms where wear is hardest... new Amtico Permalife VINYL Flooring!

In Canada—American Biltrite Rubber Company (Canada) Ltd. Sherbrooke, Quebec

Please send me a folder—AMTICO’S decorator-styled colors.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

Your local Amtico dealer is listed in the “yellow pages” of your telephone directory.
You'll be "snug as a bug in a rug" beneath your

G-E Custom-Contoured Automatic Blanket!

Provides Plenty of Foot Room!

Let the snow swirl—let the wind howl—you'll know nothing but deep-down blissful comfort, when a General Electric Blanket spreads its "sunshine" over your bed!

Because it maintains gentle, even warmth automatically, weather and temperature changes never bother the happy folks who snooze contentedly beneath it.

G. E.'s Custom-Contoured fit sees to it that your blanket stays put, won't slip off, and provides PLENTY OF FOOT ROOM!

One light G-E Blanket keeps you perfectly, blissfully cozy, in the kind of sunny comfort ordinary blankets could never give!


More than 1,500,000 users have found sleeping comfort with G-E Automatic Blankets

Why G-E Sleep-Guard Blankets are worth more!

(Left) Ordinary blanket. Small area of warmth is created by your body heat. You huddle in cramped position.

(Right) G-E Blanket. All-over warmth is maintained for you automatically. You stretch out, relaxed.

Dresden Spread Rose Garden Citron Flamingo
Blue Green Pink Green Gold Red

Exquisite colors harmonize with smart color schemes; bindings of Skinner Satin. Single-, double-bed sizes. Easily washed. Manufacturer's recommended retail or Fair Trade prices, $47.95, $49.95, $59.95.

(Left) Ordinary electric blanket. Lumpy, wide-spaced thermostats; uneven, spotty protection.

(Right) G-E Blanket. Uniformly controlled warmth; no lumpy thermostats, no unprotected areas.

X-ray of G. E.'s Sleep-Guard, automatic safety device designed to give complete protection: if temperature of heating wire exceeds a certain limit, nylon sheath permits message to be flashed by signal wire to Bedside Control, automatically cutting off current. Thus entire wired area is sensitive to excessive warmth. Only G-E Blankets have Sleep-Guard.

Winner of the 1952 National Home Safety Award Grand Prize as product which contributed most to safety in the home.
SHOPPING AROUND

The little Captain will enjoy his own chair especially if you give it to him. And you can buy it one of two ways: unfinished ($7.29) or finished in antique maple ($10.49). A set (unfinished $13.95; $19.95 finished) would make a wonderful gift to a brother and sister. Exp. coll. Sturbridge Workshop, Sturbridge, Mass.

Hearts and flowers are the kitchen towels to give to the newlyweds. These towels are made of Irish linen decorated with color-fast cotton. And clever pot holders form part of the decoration! Both towels come in red, blue or green. $3.95 postpaid for the set of two. Frances-Morris, 1016 G. Carroll St., Bklyn, New York.

Satchel-bag with a very expensive appearance. Made of fine, highly polished leather, trimmed with brass fittings and a two-letter marking, it's untrimmed with brass fittings and fine, highly polished leather, Satehel-bag with a very expensive appearance. Made of leather, $2.95 postpaid for the set of two. Frances-Morris, 1016 G. Carroll St., Bklyn, New York.

Gadgets for Your Man!
So he can be Your Weatherman!

What man wouldn't enjoy having this accurate RAIN GAUGE that measures .01 to 6" of rainfall! Durable, weather resistant; plastic case, aluminum mounting bracket, ideal for Father! $4.95. With an INDOOR-OUTDOOR THERMOMETER, he can keep an eye on the weather without going out in it! Hangs inside for accurate indoor and outdoor temperatures. Black plastic case; 5 ft. of capillary tubing to put outside the window. For the family weather-watcher! $5.00

The Palace
Our 6th Year

Send no money... this distinguished shirt sent on approval anywhere. Until you see it, you just can't imagine its beauty. New, chicier, longer-wearing material imported, long-staple cotton, (durability) and wrinkle-free Dacron (two times durable). Soft, comfortable. Fast-washing, quick-drying, no-ironing! Elegantly tailored by famous Excello Shirtmakers to requirements of The Palace. Lustrous mother-of-pearl buttons. Rolled edge, button-down collar—young-spirited! White Oxford, neckband half sizes, 14-18; sleeve lengths 25-33, $30.00 each; 3 for $22.50. We gladly charge to your account. If not thoroughly delighted, return shirts in 30 days at no cost, no obligation. State neckband, sleeve sizes. For thrill- ing new experience in shirt buying, order today.

THE PALACE
Executive Dept. 70C
12th & Grand
Kansas City 6, Mo.

Amazing Device for Cracking ICE!

Now... crack ice so fast you won't believe your eyes. One or two light taps on a cube of ice cracks the ice to bits without effort. It's the action of the Tap-Icer spring steel vibrator that does the grinding. No jabbing. No pounding. No skill required. Amaze friends. A gift everyone enjoys. Made to last for years. Money back guarantee. Only $1.00 postpaid. If a resident of Pa., kindly add 50¢ Sales Tax to your order. Immediate delivery from

TAP-ICER COMPANY
209 West Street, Williamsport, Pa.
**DUNCAN PHYFE**

**Drum Table Planter**

Tom Thumb reproduction of an authentic Duncan Phyfe Drum Table in mahogany plastic. Simulated leather top. Exquisite gold rose medallion serves as cover knob. An attractive planter or bon ton dish. 43%" across by 5½". Order No. H-6463.

---

**Copper Skillet Thermometer**

Enchanting! A precision-made copper thermometer is built into a solid burnished copper skillet with hanging handle and pouring lip. It registers from 40 below (Ψ-ε-ε-ε) to 120 above (Ψ-ε-ε-ε). 3½" lacquered case—use it outdoors, too. Order No. H-6692, Thermometer, $1. ppd.

---

**Gift Ideas**

**Miles Kimball**

28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wisconsin

**Catalog**

DEGARMO PORTRAITS

3791 El Preado

Miami Beach, Florida

**Genuine Cultured Pearls**

Carefully Set In Gold by Skilled Artisans

Yes, nature's most wonderful gift to feminine hearts! Developed especially for you ... breathtakingly beautiful genuine cultured pearls from the Pacific Ocean's most exotic pearling waters! Each carefully selected and hand-set with loving care by skilled craftsmen on gold-filled baby chain!

---

**LUMINOUS STICKERS**

Guide you in the DARK

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

ACTUAL SIZE TELEPHONE LIGHT SWITCH DOOR KNOB

You can press Luminous Stickers on anything—and peel them off without leaving a trace! Use them near light switches, keyholes, phones and to guide you around furniture. Make designs (stars, snowflakes, borders) to glow all night in children's rooms! You'll find 240 uses for them.

They last indefinitely, are completely safe. Not noticeable in light, but friendly beacons at night.

FREE CATALOG Ironing Ensembles

Oversized, 1-1/2" wide, with ironing spaces in 3 sizes: 30", 24", and 18".

MAY YOUR FEATHERWEIGHT BE LIGHTENED 10% for FREE with purchase of FEATHERWEIGHT Featherweight 10% for FREE with purchase of paper or cottonseed

Iron Anywhere!—Portable 5-Piece

**PALLEY CO.**

Dept. 3612

2763 W. Vernon Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

---

**SHOPPING**

To make a man happy give him this pocket tool kit which is fitted with seven precision steel instruments: hammer, saw, file, awl, bit, knife, pliers.

The zipper case is made of dark brown saddle leather which has a compartment for each tool. About 3½" x 5¼" x ¾". $14.95 postpaid. Unimart, 108 East 16th Street, New York.

---

Baroque sconce. Acanthus leaf carving and an asymmetric arrangement of the candle cups makes this sconce particularly handsome. A pair against almost any wall would add great charm to a room. Finished in either antique white or French gold. $9.95 postpaid the pair. Order from Henry Rosenweig, 723 Lexington Avenue, N. Y.

---

Copper chafing dish. This is an exceptionally good utensil for so small a price. It's a one-quart chafing dish and it comes complete with an alcohol burner, with a sturdy stand, with two pans and a cover. We think almost anyone would love to receive this as a gift. $8.50 ppd. Order from June Kamen, 270 Park Avenue, New York.

---

**H.6692, Thermometer**

Complete set 14.95

**DUNCAN PHYFE**

Priced to Save You More over the nolle

Huge surplus of SURPLUS and MFR'S.

• Trucks • Boats • Cars • etc

• Chairs • Sofas • Beds • Cots • Trailers

9-1/2" x 12" x 2". Knitted rubber, (Shredded) only $2.49 co

Luminous Stickers

-YOUR MONEY BACK-

With built-in outlet

Iron Anywhere!-

Portable 5-Piece

**PALLEY CO.**

Dept. 3612

2763 W. Vernon Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

---

**GLASSCRAFT, 920-G Chicago Ave., Evanston, ILL.**
AROUND

Keep it hot or cold in this half-gallon wooden bucket. Gaily decorated with black and red hand-painted scroll borders, it comes marked with two first names: yours and your husband's. Wood is natural finish, liner is plastic, handle is sturdy. $4.95 postpaid. Order from Gotham Gifts, 67-65 Exeter St., Forest Hills 75, New York.

St. Christopher plaque.
This little plaque is made of Lucite. Imbedded between two layers of this crystal-clear plastic is a medal of the Saint of the wayfarer. Fasten the plaque to the dashboard of your car or attach to your keys to the sturdy ring. $1.25 ppd. Order from Marlene's, 1923 South West Morrison, Portland, Oregon.

Colonial four-poster. This solid cherry tester bed is for your young daughter's doll. We think that it is one of the nicest toys on the market. The detail is perfect, the mattress is covered with plastic, the detail of the wood is natural finish, the tester drapery is cotton. About 25" x 13" x 22", $10.95 postpaid. Order from Templeton Craftsmen, Templeton, Mass.

SMART BEADED MOCCASINS
Shufflin' soft... these Indian style, hand beaded, hand laced, washable moccasins in Palomino Gold, White, and Indian Red, give you gentle foot-snuggling comfort... fashion-right. A springy layer of built-in air-foam innersole is enchantingly hand-carved and waxed. Sheaths are made of cherrywood, beautifully hand-polished and waxed. Sheaths protect the high-carbon blades when not in use. Practical and charming complement to indoor or outdoor steak dinners. Handy for kitchen cutting, too. Set of four, attractively boxed, just $5.95, postpaid. No COD's, please. Money back if not delighted. Gift Cottage, 1082-86 N. Allen Ave., Pasadena 7, California.

NEW ICE CREAM FREEZER INVENTION
Fastest, smoothest, easiest ice cream you ever made! Eliminates tiresome cranking, special ice and salt. You just need ordinary ice cubes, table salt. Has 5-in-1 special speed action rotor spindle, 1/2" steel inner container. Sturdy Norwegian cherry style wooden bucket. Makes a dozen servings. Also makes delicious sherbet, malt, and even cocktails. The Viking Freezer also doubles as a handsome ice bucket. Even a child can use it. Special mail order price. Includes complete recipes. Money back guarantee. Send $1.95 check, cash or MO to PACIFIC VIKING CORP., Pasadena, Calif.

LARGE, HAND-MADE

KNOTTY PINE TABLES
beautiful old New England design, hand-made with sturdy 1 1/4" knotty pine top. Smoothly finished and waxed to a soft tone that lends warmth and charm to any room. Blends well with both modern and traditional. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order today. Shipped freight or express collect. No C.O.D.'s please. Illustrated folder showing other styles and sizes, 10c.

HASTINGS HILL • SUFFIELD, CONN.

FREEZER INVENTION

KEEPS FOOD PIPING HOT

BARTON ROGERS, Dept. C-27
172 W. Madison St.
Chicago 2, Ill.

PACIFIC VIKING CORP.

A new concept in seating comfort—
ideal for dining, terrace, occasional chair. Available with all black frame $25.50 or with white vinyl seat $29.50. Choice of canvas seat pad in turquoise, tangerine, black, yellow. Please send check or money order. Express collect.

Modern Line, 1633 Spruce Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

BARTON ROGERS, Dept. C-27
172 W. Madison St.
Chicago 2, Ill.

NEW! ELECTRIC TRIVET
Quarter-Clever Electric Food Warmer
Keeps Food piping hot—Ready to Serve!

$4.95 Postpaid* Order under $25.00 net

Brand new idea for gracious living—and the smartest of gifts, simply or in pairs, specially designed, built-in heating unit of Paragon Electric Trivet keeps casseroles dishes, gravy, sauces, coffee at just right heat. Quaint Colonial Leaf pattern captures beauty and charm of old-fashioned trivets. Cast iron with black antique finish that contrasts with sunburst brass electric heating element. Heat will not affect linens or furniture. Guaranteed 1 year. An ideal gift, dining room decoration and conversation piece. 6 foot U.L. electric cord included.

Money-Back Guarantee—Order by mail.
Only $4.95 plus $1.25 postage and handling charge. COD orders welcome at $5.20 plus postage and handling. Money back if not delighted.

BARTON ROGERS, Dept. C-27
172 W. Madison St.
Chicago 2, Ill.

Imported Bird Call
A simple twist of this unusual bird call sends forth a cascade of chirps, coos and trills that have birds winging their way to you in no time at all! From Western Germany, designs vary but each is enchantingly hand-carved and brightly colored. Order Number GM-6707, Bird Call

$59.95

Miles Kimball
28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.
NEAT AND NECESSARY RACKS FOR HOME LIVING

UPRIGHT GUN BERTH

Antique Designed Crystal
Tri-cornered clear crystal perfume bottles, tear-drop stoppers cut separately. Bud vase in clear crystal, heavy bubble finish. Rapid evaporation. About 1.5" inches tall. Stopper seals perfume. Can be stopped for party. $5.95 each ppd.

UPPERGUN BERTH

Glamorous New Centerpiece
The IVY CIRCLE
Keep up with the smartest hostesses... Crystal circle with 36" of leaves, all hand-blown to form circle. Crystal clear Philadelphia ring for a candle-halter and matching lid. Price: $15.00. A natural for shampoo bowls. An impromptu bouquet might even fill the needs of many a hostess. Sold at Hawkes & Wolfeboro, N.H. $15.00 each.

Wood Phillips Co.
16 Main Street, Carpentersville 1, Ill.

PINE MAGAZINE RACK
Holds 52 copies. Stands alone, or hangs on wall. Practical for student study; too. Measures 2" x 1". $5.00, finished. B.I.D. F.O.S. Andover. Approx. shpg. wt. 10 lbs.

Color Bright Nylon Place Mats by Leacock—add a gay note to informal dining.

Use these Looper woven nylon place mats for perfect harmony with your favorite china and pottery. Made of soft nylon, heat resistant, can be tossed into washing machine, need no ironing. Sturdy and practical, yet pretty enough for a party. Choose from House & Garden shades of sandalwood, aqua, maize, hunter green, pink or white. 12 x 18" mats, each $1.25 ppd.

Send Far Free Catalog of Cennal Gifts.

CUTLERY BUTLER with 8 imported Swedish steel handy kitchen utensils

Long-lasting, efficient cutlery, made from imported Swedish steel, world famous for its durability and sharpness. Set includes: 7" and 8" knives, 6" fork, paring knife, steel for sharpening, potato peeler, cork screw, can opener, all with genuine teakwood handles. On wall plaque. Postpaid. $19.95.

Mrs. Wiggin's Shop
Established 1928
Wolfeboro, N.H. Dept. B

Hand-carved wagons complete with cunning passengers. These little vehicles are hand painted in gay colors and all the parts are movable. The spirited horses can be removed from the shafts, too. Children and collectors would enjoy a pair of these. $1.95 ppd. the pair. Treasure Mart, 1407 Maple Ave., Hillside, N. J.

New departure. This thermometer is one of the most practical instruments on the market. Made of clear plastic, marked with red numbers and a red indicator, it can be mounted on the window pane! It has a weatherproof self-sticking rim which you press into place. 3½" sq. $2 ppd. Brad Lee, Waltham, 54, Mass.

Travel cases for your gloves, your stockings, your handkerchiefs. We find these cases a great aid to neatness in the dresser drawers, too. Made of quilted plastic, they are easy to clean. When ordering specify any color because they come in a rainbow range. $3.60 ppd. the set. National Hanger, 15 West 18th St., New York.

House & Garden

Golden-hued DIRILYTE
Golden-hued DIRILYTE is many ways more wonderful than an oldstyle flatware. Its dainty, lovely color makes possible far more dramatic table settings. DIRILYTE is solid, not plated, yet costs less than sterling—a 5-pc. place setting is now $13.50. It is harder than sterling, gives lifetime service. Smart people everywhere are switching to DIRILYTE. Write for FREE beautiful illustrated booklet and price list. Budget terms at No Extra Cost.

Antim's Travelers and Gift Counselors
114 Baronne St.
New Orleans 12, La.
The Letterbug will hold your incoming and outgoing correspondence. And it will look attractive, too, while doing it. Put the very important message in the Letterbug's clothespin mouth and you won't forget to post it. Black-finished wrought iron with colored clip. $1.25 ppd. Order from Pinesbridge House, Box 15, Bethel, Conn.

The letterbug will hold your incoming and outgoing correspondence. And it will look attractive, too, while doing it. Put the very important message in the Letterbug's clothespin mouth and you won't forget to post it. Black-finished wrought iron with colored clip. $1.25 ppd. Order from Pinesbridge House, Box 15, Bethel, Conn.

Solution to the problem of how to store that pretty new fashion, the stole. Use hangers like the ones shown here. They are strongly made, covered with velvet and just perfect for either fur or wool stoles. Good for bedspreads, too. Dark green, rose, aqua. $4.25 for 20" size; $4.95 for 25". Ppd. Fairfield House.

Here is a new addition to your Holiday decorations—You will love the gay cookies, angels, music, birds and candles adorning the Christmas hanging by Robert Darr Wert. A perfect Décor for the kitchen wall—Hand printed in six cheery colors on pure linen. Size 17 x 27—$2.75 or $5.25 pair. Postpaid.

CHRISTMANS
568 High
Pottstown, Penn.

EMBROIDERED ORGANDY PARTY APRON
Completely different apron for you—wonderfully welcome gift. Flute embroidery on permanent finish organy, Order it in white or pastels, Mauve, Pink, Blue, Green and Orchid. $2.98 postpaid

BETTY ALLEN
RFD 2
ALLENDALE, N. J.
FINE FURNITURE
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
BEAUTIFUL WOODS

Do it Yourself WITH
ASSEMBL-EASE

the dollar saving and sense of achievement are equally gratifying when you put together the lovely coffeetable and graceful step-table pictured. Authentic contemporary designs to blend with either classic or modern rooms.

Coffee table 36"L x 15½"W x 19½"H
in solid mahogany (not veneer) $32.75
in solid walnut (not veneer) $31.75
Step-table 27½"L x 11½"W x 24½"H
in solid mahogany (not veneer) $25.95
in solid walnut (not veneer) $24.95

Send check or M.O. (Express Charges collect) THE ASSEMBL-EASE CO. WESTBURY, L.I., N.Y.

SHARING

California Pansy Pot
For easy handling short stemmed flowers—the California Pansy Pot is slotted to hold blossoms firmly. No frog needed. Fashion a gala centerpiece by perching a candle in the top slot, then ringing it around with flowers. And you can add a shade. Heated to hold blossoms firmly. No flowers. And you can easily ORDER

personalized

Mother of Pearl Lapel Fob
Open it's a miniature family album with 4 tiny picture frames. Closed it's a charming accessory or gift. This smart jacklet is made of mother of pearl and gold plated filigree metal enriched with two engraved $3.95

Intentions: Personalized
Mother of Pearl Engraved Pearl
engraved pearl $2.95

add $2 for tax in California

KNOW A BOOKWORM?
The best looking and most useful bookmark we've seen yet! On one end, two or three initials in sterling silver and on the other end a sterling page cutter. The ribbon is red grosgrain. Price includes tax and postage. No COD's please! Send check or money order for $3.95

Robin Hood's Barn
10 Lancaster Road
 Suzanne, Massachusetts

Extra large crystal serving pieces make magic on a dinner table. Take this cup, for example: it's large enough to use for soup (heatproof) or for ice cream desserts. And the pitcher could hold gravies or sauces. Handles are bamboo wrapped. $8.95 for pitcher and spoon; $2 for cup. Pd. Serv-U, Box 390, Flushing, New York.

An inexpensive gift which will give year-round pleasure is this set of shakers gayly decorated with Chintz-Believe. Made of golden alderwood, each is large enough to hold an ample supply of salt and pepper. 3" x 1½". $1 postpaid the pair. Order from The Merrifields, 7100 North East Glisan Street, HG, Portland, Oregon.
TINY 6" ELECTRIC TRAVEL IRON
WITH THESE BIG-IRON FEATURES:

- Heats instantly!
- Controls dial for wool, linon, rayon, cotton, red, uk.
- Handle! Fine zipper case included! Weight only 2 pounds!
- Operates on 110 or European 220 volts.
- Durable, heat-resistant.
- Signal light shows when iron is at desired heat.
- Heavy sole plate.

MUSICAL TURNTABLE

For the ever-festive birthday cake. This sturdy molded plastic holder is fitted with a Swiss music box which plays, naturally. "Happy Birthday To You." It will last many years and always give great pleasure. Color: frosted pink. $4.98 ppd. Order from Round-Up Products, 319 NE First St., Pendleton, Oregon.

CHRISTMAS MIRACLE BOWL

Colorful, lightweight, multi-purpose bowl. Display piece for fruit or flowers. Use for salads or mixing bowl. Make up your own plant; chemical fertilizers will not injure bowl. Adds note of charm to home, blends harmoniously with modern or traditional decor. Made of pliable, easy-to-wash polyethylene. Retains its soft, velvet finish, guaranteed to last. Patented metal rim insert keeps bowl from breaking or chipping. Bowl 7" diameter x 2" deep. Complete with black wrought iron stand $14.95 ppd. No COD. Select pottery colors you desire. Chartreuse, Coral, Turquoise, Red, White, Azora Studios, Dept. 1, 2347 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 18, Calif.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.
PERSONALIZED GIFTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY ...

MY OWN CRAYONS
Hand made bucket of native pine. Natural lacquer finish. Hand painted with child's name. Will hold full set of crayons, also fine for beauties, but tons, etc. $1.25 ppd.


R. O. 2, Box 198-83. Plainfield, N. J. • PL 5-2528

OR UMBRELLAS OVER THE TINY HARRIS HARRIS:
For the perfect umbrella 10" x 10½". $3.50 ppd.

NICER FOR ICE
Pressed glass umbrella...

CAPRICE
Regular size bicycle basket (17½" x 9½" + 9½"")...$2.33 ppd.

ALL GIFTS SHOWN ARE PERSONALIZED BY HAND IN 2 COLORS. SPECIFY SURNAME, FAMILY NAME, INITIALS OR OTHER. No C.O.D.'s. Send for FREE Catalogue.

GOTHAM GIFTS, 67-85 Exeter St., Dept. G3, Forest Hills 75, N. Y.

durable... all aluminum... completely automatic

weather King JR.

HOT RED COLD FRAME

FREE! with each order—professional photo sheet for propogating.


IF YOU PREFER—pay $27.95 down, plus $5.00 freight and $6 per month for the Jr. model.

OLD COPPER MINE FARMS, Inc.
B. B. 2, Box 198-83, Plainfield, N. J. • PL 5-2629

copper bowl

3.50 ppd.

NOW TIP! This graceful bowl with hooked-in needle frog makes beautiful arrangements in simple. Perfect for long-stemmed flowers, ornamental or practical. Made of heavy gauge, durable aluminum, copper plate with pinkish brown finish. Simple but very effective. Looks like onyx. Choice of black, blue, or red with gold hand lettering.

Send for gift catalog.

ORANG SADLE-SEAT MILKING STOOL

This fine piece of furniture comes from a small town in New England where the craftsmen have a way of fashioning pine. A sturdy seating piece, it has hardwood legs, a saddle and an antique finish. 14" x 10" x 11". $5.95 ppd. Order from Old Guifford Forge. 76 Broad St., Guilford, Conn.

SADDLE-SEAT MILKING STOOL

Decorated Drama in Black and Brass

Come to the unsual old hat rack of yore. Here is new beauty demanded in modern decor. Wide lacy shelf for hats can hold a potted plant as well—and there's room to hang at least 5 garments or umbrellas over the tiny brass harnas balls. Price 18" x 18". Clevor in the bathroom for both accessories, too. $6.95

Send for free catalog.

Replate Worn Silver


New 3-in-1 Coffee Set

Designed for beauty and efficiency by F. B. Rogers Silver Co., in silver-on-opper. This handsome set includes covered sugar holder, cream pitcher and 4-cup coffee pot. All stack neatly and easily—ideal for small luncheons and breakfasts.

Only $12.00 postages and tax included.

Carleton of Summit
433 Springfiel Avenue, Summit, New Jersey

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

You must be completely satisfied. If not, return within 10 days for a complete refund.

FRANK EARNST CO., 206 WEST STREET, WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

MODERN HURRICANES WARMER

CANDLES... extraordinary value designer, handmade quality. Bathrooms, living rooms, dining rooms. Lovely fragrances. Winter lanterns with a floral or pine theme. For beautiful night light, a realtone for the kitchen. Enjoy in the living room. $1.95 to $4.95

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

You must be completely satisfied. If not, return within 14 days for a complete refund.

FRANK EARNST CO., 206 WEST STREET, WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
CHATHAM'S FINEST ALL-WOOL BLANKETS IN WINTER-WEIGHT "LAMSDOWN" AND SUMMER-WEIGHT "NEWPORT" in tones of Carnation Pink, incredibly delicate color for Chatham's finest quality 100% wool blankets.

WINTER-WEIGHT "LAMSDOWN" AND SUMMER-WEIGHT "NEWPORT" in tones of Larkspur Blue, a pastel that makes the most of exquisite texture and rich acetate satin bindings.

WINTER-WEIGHT "LAMSDOWN" AND SUMMER-WEIGHT "NEWPORT" in tones of Springleaf Green are so smart you might well plan the color scheme of a room around them.

WINTER-WEIGHT "LAMSDOWN" AND SUMMER-WEIGHT "NEWPORT" in tones of Forsythia Yellow for year-round sunshine... because you'll use "Lamsdown" in winter, "Newport" in spring, summer and fall.

WINTER-WEIGHT "LAMSDOWN" AND SUMMER-WEIGHT "NEWPORT" in tones of Camellia White make beautiful bridal gifts in their chest-type storage boxes that fit closet shelves.

Buy lovely winter-weight "Lamsdown" and summer-weight "Newport" separately or together for a most sumptuous gift or for your own enjoyment of luxurious quality. "Lamsdown", 72" x 90", $24.95. 80" x 90", $27.95. "Newport", 72" x 90", $12.95.

Chatham Manufacturing Company, Elkin, N. C.
Dirilyte Weeks, planned to acquaint more people with this beautiful tableware, offer you an opportune time to start your gleaming, golden-hued service at 20% less! Dirilyte is so perfect for modern living... exquisite in design and craftsmanship, correct with your finest china, yet so durable you can enjoy it every day. Dirilyte is solid, not plated... the glorious golden color goes all through.

Of Dirilyte it can truly be said that it will last a lifetime, and longer!

So make your plans—be ready to act on October 12!

See Dirilyte at your favorite store—or for dealer name write to: Dirilyte Co. of America Inc., Kokomo, Ind. 1 West 34th St., New York

**Tableware** like Golden Jewels

**26 PC. CHEST—service for six—** reg. **$80.30 SALE $64.64**

Dirilyte Weeks, planned to acquaint more people with this beautiful tableware, offer you an opportune time to start your gleaming, golden-hued service at 20% less! Dirilyte is so perfect for modern living... exquisite in design and craftsmanship, correct with your finest china, yet so durable you can enjoy it every day. Dirilyte is solid, not plated... the glorious golden color goes all through.

Of Dirilyte it can truly be said that it will last a lifetime, and longer!

So make your plans—be ready to act on October 12!

See Dirilyte at your favorite store—or for dealer name write to: Dirilyte Co. of America Inc., Kokomo, Ind. 1 West 34th St., New York

**NO FEDERAL TAX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Reg. Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Creamer</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-purpose Tray</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
<td>$14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grooved Candelabra</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compote</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footed Compote</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
<td>$14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Purpose Tray</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bon Bon Dish</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tall Salts, Peppers</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
<td>$5.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind. Salts, Peppers</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sugar Creamer**

**All-purpose Tray**

**Candelabra**

**Bon Bon Dish**

**Compote**

**Tall Salts, Peppers**

**Ind. Salts, Peppers**
Not even INK can mar its Beauty

See the Sensational NEW 100% SARAN Carpet

Masland Saranette wins the "1953 Trail Blazer Award"*

Accidents will happen! But you can take them in stride when your carpets are woven of 100% saran. Dirt, grease, grime... even ink can be sponged off this amazing carpet.

Saran carpets stay fresher, cleaner from the very first day because the smooth round fibers shed wearing grit and dust. That means easier care and longer life, too.

You will love the richness and depth of color in saran... brilliant living colors that stay alive through the years because they are an integral part of the fiber itself. And when it comes to texture, you will marvel at the resilient, luxurious feel of 100% saran.

Man-made saran is truly the wonder fiber created for modern, care-free living. See the 100% saran carpets at your leading rug and department stores.

*By the Home Fashions League, Inc., for Fiber Economics.

THE SARAN YARNS COMPANY
Odenton, Maryland
Custom-crafted luxury you can afford!

Valentine Seaver Designs

Here is good news for those who appreciate the finer things of life! Whatever you've wanted in furniture—extra smart designs . . . rich fabrics . . . fine craftsmanship . . . true quality construction . . . deep luxurious comfort—all can be yours with new Valentine Seaver Designs.

Best news of all is the moderate price of this custom-crafted furniture! Sofa from the Huntington Group, as shown here, $259.00. Prices slightly higher in some areas. Write for name of your nearest dealer.

by KROEHLER

World's Largest Furniture Manufacturer

America’s finest fashions in furniture!
A dog's life can be a very happy one if the house is constructed of bonderized 22-gauge steel finished with baked-on green enamel. 22" x 28" x 24". Insulated with glass wool, fitted with a sun shield, it has a wax interior finish. $19.95 postpaid. From General Marketing & Distributing, Box 1110, Henderson, Texas.

Sentimental ash tray: entwined (china) wedding rings. Each translucent tray is marked with a momentous legend: the names of the happy couple and the date of the great event! Trays are white, decoration and marking are 22K gold. $7.95 postpaid. From Frost's, 200 Frost Building, Los Angeles 46, HG, Calif.

Miniature cuspidor. This small brass replica of a bygone age makes a cunning container for small flowers or leaves. Or, happy thought, try filling it with sand and giving it to your husband to use as an ashtray. It will eliminate those smoldering cigarettes. About 4" high. $3 ppd. Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
Wax fruit from Austria. These charming natural color fruits have a secret opening. Pull a string and you'll discover (in the pear) a beautifully modeled wax figure of the Madonna and Child and (in the apple) a Nativity scene. These make charming ornaments. $3.25 each ppd. Gina & Selma, 1048 Lexington Ave., N. Y.

Shoo, fly! And they will, too, if you use the Food Umbrella to protect your tempting buffet fare. The umbrella is a most attractive half-sphere made of sturdy fiber and it comes in pretty colors: yellow, pink, blue and white. $1.25 for the 16" size; $1.50 for the 18" size. Ppd. Calhawaii Company, 1059 N. Lincoln Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

Andreeff chair. This is the well designed, sturdy chair which has caused so much comment. Made of laminated walnut and maple, it has a seat and back of tightly strung nylon parachute cord. Weight seven pounds! Frame is finished in natural and walnut; cord is brown. $85 ppd. Beaumond, 133 Lexington Ave., N.Y.
AROUND

A man's stand on the matter of pipes is simple: he wants a smoking table like the one shown here. Made of antique-finished knotty pine, it holds eight pipes and a removable glass ash tray. 21" high x 11½" square. Other finishes: mahogany, walnut, maple. $7.95 exp. coll. Knotty Pine, 215 Milwaukee Road, Wheeling, Illinois.

Bonanza for the telephone table: Lite-A-Phone. The large wood base (11½" square) is fitted with a modern goose-neck lamp; with a re-fillable inkwell, with a grooved compartment for the telephone. This is efficiency plus! Metal shade comes in red, green or black. $6.95 ppd. Lite-A-Phone, 1505 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn.

Sewing aid: the needle and pin dispenser twins. This is one of the most sensible sewing accessories that has reached our desk. Just press the top of each dispenser and up pops a needle or a pin. Easy to refill, simple to operate. And the set comes with a lucite tray. $1 postpaid. Order from the Shavers, P. O. Box 3733, Portland, Oregon.

195 Photographic Masterpieces
IN BRILLIANT COLOR
Landscapes, portraits, still-lifes, travel, fashion, experiments by 17 famous photographers, all reproduced in full color. Notes and technical data for full color. Notes and technical data for each picture.

NEW TINY TONE RADIO
REALLY WORKS — WORLD'S SMALLEST
ABOUT CIGARETTE PACKAGE SIZE. Works, even a button—GUARANTEED TO RECEIVE SIGNALS CLEARLY IF USED AS DIRECTED OR REFUND NO TUBE—TATTERED WIRE — ELECTRIC POWER BUSK — UPS OR "PLUG-INS" NEEDED—WORKS EVEN WHEN ALL POWER IS OFF—DURING "BLACK OUTS." Just work one red cabinet. USE IT MOST SOUNDS FINE IN ANYWHERE YOU SET! Nothing to run down or break out. SUPPLY DUE TO PRESENT CONDITION. Date recommended to assure delivery.

PORTA-BED
PORTA-BED folds to a snug suitcase size. For travel, camping, visiting, outdoors, as regular baby bed. Strong Aluminum frame supports sturdy duck and netting crib (INSECT-PROOF). Folding, waterproof mattress rests on Masonite bottom. Tilts proof, safe for Baby. Opened or folded in 30 seconds. The open PORTA-BED is 46" long, 24" high, 22" wide. Adjustable in depth for children up to 5 years. Weight: 12 lbs. Color: soft blue, $22.95 complete! INSECT-PROOF, FOLDING, WATERPROOF. Portable, sturdy duck and netting crib (INSECT-PROOF). Orders filled promptly.

FREE 1953 catalog "FREE FOR THE ASKING"
**STILTS**

The Ideal Gift
For Any Youngster

Every boy and girl will want to try their walking skill on these sturdy, honest STILTS! Muscles develop and grow strong while youngsters enthrall themselves. Worlds of fun and healthful exercise at the same time:

- Built-of-wrapped, clear-grained hardwood, 70 in. long.
- Adjustable foot-step can be raised or lowered.
- Non-slip rubber tips.
- Strong enough to support 200 lbs.

**ONLY $4.85 POSTPAID**
(A add 80c, M. P. R.)

Order NOW for the children (6 to 16) on your Gift List. Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s, please. Send check or money order to:

STILTS

28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wisconsin

For Any Youngster

Thrilling Snow Skates

The wonderful fun of skating and skiing combined in perfectly-safe miniature skis! Steam-bent hardwood with grooved bottoms, fitted aluminum heel plates. Adjustable straps fit any child from 3 to 12.

No. T-4237, Snow Skates, $1.79, p.p.d.

WRITE NOW FOR FREE 104-PAGE GIFT CATALOG!
Napkin clips. These polished aluminum accessories come marked with a first name. They are so pretty your young daughter will be tempted to use one on a scarf or on a coat lapel! For the child in boarding school this clip is just about perfect. $3 postpaid the set of 4. Order from The Meredith Company, Evanston 23, Ill.

Paper Boy will solve one of the problems which face all households: what to do with discarded newspapers. Just string some cord on Paper Boy, store the papers in the sturdy steel rack. When they reach the top tie the cord and remove the bundle. Finished in white. $3.50 ppd. House of Ideas, 1309 State St., Racine, Wis.

Tole cachepot decorated with hand painted Haitian costume figurines. This is a handsome container and it would make an unusual accent in any room. Gallery is pierced, feet are graceful and it comes with a metal liner. Black with multicolor decoration. 7¼" high. $12.50 exp. col. Kraft-Davies, 210 W. 125th St., New York.

CREATE AN OLD FASHIONED CHINA DOLL with a JENNIE JUNE KIT!

Easy to do with these doll parts & instructions.

KIT—China parts and patterns for 14½" doll $3.30
Undressed—with clothes patterns. $5.25
Dressed—in print dress as shown. $6.95
Hair colors:
Black, blonde, brown, reddish brown

OTHER GIFT ITEMS WITH THE CHINA DOLL THEME
Salt and Pepper set, 3½" high $2.40
Satin, white, red, with beaded chain. Personalized with first name permanently branded. $1.95

MARK FARMER Mfg. Co.
290-F Duckman St., New York 3, N. Y.

CHINA DOLL with Accessories—JENNIE JUNE KIT
CREATE an OLD FASHIONED CHILD with kits and patterns

CHILDS "TAG-ALONG" PURSE WITH NAME BRANDED ON

No "losers-weapers" when the attractive "Tag-Along" purse holds change and bus tokens. Pattern to bleft, buttonholes or suspenders. Opens and closes easily without detaching. Genuine leather in natural or red, with beaded chain. Personalized with first name permanently branded on Purse. Popular with teen-agers too. $1.95 postpaid. Co-D.'s refused. Sorry, no COD's.

WINDSOR WORKS
P. O. BOX 1206, WESTON, MASS.

MARK FARMER Mfg. Co.
P. O. BOX 1046, EL CENTRO, CALIFORNIA.

CHILD'S BOSTON ROCKER

 Authentic reproduction of an Old Boston Rocker will be her dearest possession. Craftsmen constructed and scaled to child's proportions. Sturdy hardwood attractively finished in lasting black lacquer with Colonial decoration in gold. Overall height 29". $11.50 Delivered. ORDER FROM YOUR NEAREST STORE OR SEND POSTAGE STAMP FOR FREE CATALOG.

MARK FARMER Mfg. Co.
290-F Duckman St., New York 3, N. Y.
CUFFS 'N COASTERS

Protects and Beautifies

New modern version of Grandma's crocked glass-sock, a soft pliable wrap-around plastic cuff. "Cuffs 'n Coasters" give protective "party dress" to highball or ice-tea glasses. Adjustable to standard glass they douse inexpensive glasses and provide a protective shield to costly ones. Hand grips moist glass firmly. Protects glass when dropped. Children hold onto glass they doll-up inexpensive glasses and ice-tea glasses. Adjustable to standard each design in molded glass. Catalina milk glass easier. Matching sets, two of every color. 8 cuffs, $1.25, set of 8 coasters, $1.25, sorted pottery colors or all white. Set of cherry, ivy leaf and clover patterns. As- angeles 18, Calif.

BEAUTIFUL HAND-PAINTED EGG CUPS

These darling "LITTLE CHICKS" are reproductions of a quaint antique. Hand-painted in pastel colors on glazed white ceramic. To brighten your breakfast table or the perfect gift for the person "who has everything." Order by mail. Satisfaction guaranteed. Set of Four $3.00 postpaid F.B. Order two sets and get free gift.
carl duncan company
Dept. C2, 2425 Pine Street
Philadelphia 3, Pa.

ADORABLE CART

with Beautiful Simulated Flowers and JOLLY COOK & CHEF SALT-PEPPER SET

Glamorous impreganted ceramic. Colorful hand decorated. Add a gift to your next dinner party. Boxes 5 x 5 x 2 inches. Cart can be used for either purpose. The Jolly Cook pours salt, the Wishing Chef pours pepper. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.

SALADMASTER SALES, Inc.
131-HC10 HOWELL • DALLAS, TEXAS

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

GUARANTEED FOR 10 YEARS

THE GIFT SUPREME—to yourself—to others. HOMEMAKERS EVERYWHERE are proclaiming the marvels of SALADMASTER! This truly amazing, nationally advertised, wonder machine prepares foods over 100% faster... wonderful for fall canning... saves cutting paper-thin potato chips— shoestrings and French fries... shreds coconuts—peels celery and apples—prepares baby foods, health foods and vegetable juices. Blades of rust-proof, stainless, 20-gauge cold-rolled solid steel. Completely chrome-plated—looks like jewels. Easy to clean! You'll thrilled to its amazing speed and ease of operation. Safe enough for a child to use!

Complete with 5- micro-like CUTTING CONES guaranteed not to dull, rust or stain—CLEANING GUIDE and INSTRUCTIONS. Only $28.95, plus state sales tax. Higher in outside United States, Postage paid if ordered. Address check sent with order.

To protect the wall near the sink, the stove or the washing machine use Splash Board. It's a white enamel steel device which hangs on the wall. And it supplies additional space for spices because it is topped with a sturdy shelf. About 9" x 18" x 3/4. $2.95 ppd. Gary Alan Industries, Dept. G, 1026 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

BURN YOUR RUBBISH in your backyard

YELLOW BOY INCINERATOR


J. W. Fiske Iron Works
70 Park Place, Dept. 4, New York 7, N. Y.
Flatterer: a pale beige, natural deerskin jacket. This is a lifetime luxury which you can wear in town or in the country. Only the most perfect skins go into the making of a jacket like this. Beautifully cut, expertly finished. Sizes: 14 to 20; length: 24". $55 postpaid. From Vermont Crossroads, Waterbury, HC, Vermont.

Compact magazine rack you will carry from room to room. It is compact but capacious and you will enjoy years of pleasant use from it. We suggest that you make note of this for Christmas giving. Made of sturdy black-finished wrought iron, it has a wrapped handle. 14" x 10". $8.95 pdd. Gilbert & Leonard, Manhasset, N. Y.

Silver syrup pitcher. Somehow the golden-brown nectar you pour on buckwheat cakes tastes even better when served in a pretty pitcher. This little beauty is made of plated silver, is permanently attached to a silver-plated tray. 3 1/4" high x 4 1/2" in diameter. $9.50 ppd. Nelmor Jewelers, 901 Bergen Pl., New Jersey City, New Jersey.

Create a Sensation! N-E-W Original Gift

**siamese kittens**

Just for fun, perch a pair of our Siamese kittens on your goldfish bowl, wickerdoll or whatever shelf you use to grace your pretty place. . . . watch everybody do a "sensations" as on entering the room. When you're in the market for a kitten, you will always know where to look for the prettiest little pet. These Siamese are one of the most affectionate and intelligent of the many varieties of cats. $1.50 each, $2.98 the pair, ppd. (Glass not included.) No C.O.D.'s, please—money back if not delighted!

**“John Henry” Host or Hostess AUTOGRAAPH APRON $3.29 Ppd.**

At last! Stylish and different, set on market. For Thanksgiving, Christmas, Wishing. Shiny gift! Sent postpaid. Start parties off with new note; keep party's names & comments as lasting memory. Makes w'man's night easier,纪录 perfect party. Keeps him in style! (Heat size is larger, as please specifically.)

**JEFFERY LYONS H. P. D. Box 1406 Del Valle St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.**

**Swedish Glass OF HANDCRAFTED CRYSTAL**

PITCHERS PARADE to hold everything from juice, "A" work for these exceptional crystal pitchers by Swedish Glass Company. Two sizes: lobed opening, handle: Clinton, in town silver plate. $25.00, $35.00; green plate, $20.00, $29.00. DECANTER SET—stately beauty of hand blown crystal decanters will transform your dream into a picture of sophistication for home entertainment. $45.00.

TO EACH HIS OWN FOR Christmas giving. Made of sturdy black-finished wrought iron, it has a wrapped handle. 14" x 10". $8.95 ppd. Gilbert & Leonard, Manhasset, N. Y.

**THE MELON BOWL**

An attractive way to serve appetizers, salads, soups (hot or cold), or desserts. "Vine-ripened" Holloware melon on the half shell looks good enough to eat when filled with berries, fruit, or ice cream. Practical, too . . . warm foods retain heat, chilled foods stay cold in thermally insulated Holloware Bowl. Natural color cantaloupe measures 4 1/4" across, 2" high; green basket-weave saucer is 6 1/4". $5.95.

Set of four place settings, $5.50 postpaid. Nelmor Jewelers, 901 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, New Jersey.

**EARLY AMERICAN FOR Gracious Living**

This is it, believe me. A gem if I ever saw one. This Wall Cabinet would enhance any home. Here is your chance to show off your prized collection of glass or pewter. Antique pattern wallpaper, red or green damask colors. (Please specify.) 29 1/2" wide. $34.00, 34" high. 6" deep. Hand wrought Hinges. Distressed Pine. Antique Brown Finish. Order with Confidence. Money Back Guarantee. Express Collect $49.00

**CLINTON WOODWORKING SHOP Route 81 Clinton, Conn.**

**BARREL MATCHES**

Four little barrels (one for each suit) hold 2" wooden matches with gay multicolor heads. Striking surface on barrel bottoms. Prettily packaged in miniature acetate hats—charming for bridge prizes or hostess gifts! only $1.00 set, p.pd.

**king-size ashtray**

Generously proportioned in gleaming iridescent with hand-painted King, Queen, Jack and Ace motif in brilliant color combinations. In dazzling colors. 4" in diameter. 7 1/2" square. $2.25.

**BARREL MATCHES**

Five Little barrels (one for each suit) hold 2" wooden matches with gay multicolor heads. Striking surface on barrel bottoms. Prettily packaged in miniature acetate hats—charming for bridge prizes or hostess gifts! only $1.00 set, p.pd.
An old-fashioned birdcage which is not for the birds. It’s for your graceful vine plants or your best flower arrangements. A dear little basket, it is made in Italy of natural sweet willow. We suggest that you hang a pair in the hall. About 12" high. $2.99 ppd. for one. Miles-Kimball Company, 176 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

An unusual lamp base! This solid brass beauty can be used two ways: to display an antique watch or a choice figure or to show off pot of trailing vines. $11.50 with crystal-clear treasure dome; $7.95 without dome. Shade not included. 17½" over-all height. Ppd. From Carol Beatty, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46.

Mirror greeting card. This is one of the really clever cards that has come our way! Inside the cover is a mirror garlanded with multi-color decorations and the legend: Look in the mirror, there will appear someone the Jacksons wish holiday cheer. $4.95 for 25; $8.75 for 50; $12.45 for 75. Ppd. Kimball, 88 Bond, Oshkosh, Wis.

INDOOR BIRD WATCHER’S MANUAL
If you know some of these Indoor Birds, you’ll appreciate the lucid descriptions and illustrations of such common species as: “The Fertile Dove”, and “The Full-breasted Pushover”; as well, as many of the hitherto perplexing sub-species, such as “The Red-eyed Blendo” and “The Extra-marital Lark”. $1.25 Postpaid. No C.O.D.’s.

The Game Room
1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D.C.

PORTABLE INCINERATOR CART
It’s a remarkable TIME & WORK-saver now & for Spring & year-round cleaning. No-smothered grass, no brush fire danger, no unsightly ash piles. All-welded steel, 18 cu. ft. capacity. Hundreds in use! Brochure on request or send check for immediate delivery.

COUNTY SPECIALTIES, P. O. Box 468H, Ossining, N. Y.
AROUND

Invention of the year: the triple Papermatic! With this efficient enamelled steel device you can file paper towels, wax paper and aluminum foil in one container. Each compartment has a serrated edge, too. Colors: red, yellow or white. About 12 1/4" x 11". Holds standard size rolls. $3.95 ppd. Cortley Gifts, 305 E. 83rd, New York.

To store candles do get this wonderful reproduction of the antique box which was used generations ago. It is the perfect repository for both new and used candles. Made of old pine, it has a lovely patina. About 14" x 3" x 6". $3.95 postpaid. Order from the Artisan Galleries Company, 2100 North Haskell Avenue, Dallas, Texas.

Professional touch for your gift packages, place cards or Christmas tree ornaments can be achieved with Glitter-Kit. It contains six packages of mirror-like sparkling dust, an adhesive tube-pen, a brush and an instruction sheet. It's fun to use. $1 postpaid for kit. Order from the Zenith Gifts, Inc., 2674 Valentine Ave., N. Y.

Feed Wild Birds at your window!

Now! A Brand New Hobby!

Enjoy at close range the daily visits of local and migratory birds with this unusual Wild Bird Flight Deck. Beautiful green enamel finish, white trim, 4 seed wells. Removable feeding stick and drinking cup. Sturdy, weatherproof. Size 17 1/2" x 13 1/2"; can attach to any window sill in one minute without tools. Fascinating hobby and unusual gift. Attractively packaged. Fully guaranteed. Approved by Nat. Audubon Society.

Send Check or Money Order to FREE CATALOGUE
CAPE COD COLONIALS
Dept. 183-5
321 Main St., PENACOOK, N. H.

This Little Lead Cherub and Bird Bath

Will Bring the Song of Birds to Your Garden

He's a thoughtful little fellow, 17" lead from the top of his head to the base of the pedestal, with the bath 13" wide. $10. E. H. New York. Other lead, stone, Pompeian stone, marble and bronze ornaments for your garden or house from $5. to $1500. You will find much of interest in our catalog—send 10 cts. please for mailing—or visit our galleries yourself.

Erkins Studios
38 West 45th Street New York 19, N. Y.

CENTURY OLD BEAUTY

Authentically Reproduced in Cast Iron and Cast Aluminum


Bouquet of Roman style 1/2" x 4" long. Painted White. $4.95 Cast Iron, $3.50 Cast Aluminum. Lower Right: Classic Cane. 24" x 2" High. Base 6". White or Antique Green. $12.95.

Safe-Lock Gun Racks

Displays your Guns... Protects your Family

The Guns and Ammunition are Locked In These handsome sturdy gun racks cable lock your guns in the desirable display position. The large drawer in the 6 and 8 gun racks locks up ammunition, hunting knife, pistol, cleaning gear, etc. Outer bay unlock drawer and guns. Guns can not fall or be taken out. Children, friends can not tamper with them. Thesafe use of its kind. Firely hand cranked in satin smooth honey-toned knotty pine or a lovely mahogany finish.

6-Gun Lock Rack—(4" x 8") high (illustrated): $119.95

4-Gun Lock Rack—(4" x 8") high: $99.95

3-Gun Lock Rack—(2" x 8") high (un-illustrated): $12.95

All Eversen Chrome Coatings, No C.O.D.'s.

OXEN YOKE Light Fixture

Capture the early American scene with this charming light fixture. True copy of real old Ox Yokes. Bows are of steam bent oak, yoke of sturdy light pine. Chain and fixture are attractively copper colored with clear ribbed glass light globes. Links can be added or taken out of chain for any desired height. Measures 50" in diameter, 24" from ceiling to bottom of bows. Underwriters laboratory tested fixtures. Ideal for Beamed Ceiling, Ranch House, Tavern, Game Room, Pine Room, or over Dining Room Tables. Order Today at only $62.50. Shipped Express Prepaid. Send for FREE CATALOG showing Weathervanes, Signs, Cupolas, etc.

CAPE COD WEATHERVANES
488 Hawthorne St., Dept. 30, New Bedford, Mass.

OCTOBER, 1953
DECORATIVE HIGHLIGHTS for Your Walls

Glamorize your walls with enchanting solid brass sconces of rare beauty. Their twinkling charm adds a gracious note to your home. Used singly or in pairs, sconces are a dramatic highlight.

Send for FREE CATALOG -175 Gift Ideas

PEERLESS BRASS & GIFTS
512 Rockaway Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

LAMP & POTTERY SHOP
Dept. H-10, 512 Rockaway Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

This Christmas—for as little as 12c each (Complete: cards, prints, envelopes)—send a distinctive photo Christmas card that is personally yours. Your favorite photo of family, baby, home, pet, etc., will look beautiful in these colorful, embroidered, real French Fold greeting cards. Send for FREE complete TODAY.

THE SURE TO PLEASE CHRISTMAS GIFT for friends, for business associates or for your own Holiday Eating Enjoyment

3-Sizes—contains: A case to consider two sizes: for king or standing cigarettes. Trimmed with jeweler's bronze, each is marked with two black enamel initials against a field of gold-plated metal. $2.50 postpaid for either one. Merrill Ann, 102 Warren Street, New York.

Perfect tailoring and a nub-textured weave make these draw draperies exceptionally handsome. Made of rayon and cotton in gold, eggshell, gray, rose, hunter or mint green. Samples on request. $6.95, $7.50, 63c; $7.95, 72c; $8.50, 61c; $8.95, 90c. Add 50c for postage. Colten's, 1351 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.

Campus coat. You don't have to confine this clever fashion to activities at school or college. It's so comfortable every member of the family will want one! Children: 8 to 10, $8.95; adult: 34 to 46, $11.95. Each complete with 5 letter name. Navy, green, maroon, royal, black. Pdp. Beacon, 11 Beacon St., Boston.

3-New Salts “go-together” Items

(A) CORNER CLAMP—enables even amateurs to make perfect corners for screens, frames, etc. Postpaid $2.45

(B) MTFEE BOX—at last a sensibly priced, heavy gauge steel mike-box with 45° and 60° angles. Postpaid $7.25

(C) WEDGE VICE—holds without marking, any object from matchstick to a 2" x 2". The more pressure the tighter the fit. Ideal for plaining, sanding, drilling. Postpaid $2.65

ALL THREE (Plus FREE Spring kit) $7.55 Value Postpaid Only $5.50

Phonograph Needles

For more information about the products mentioned in this document, please refer to the original text or contact the respective companies directly.
Telescopes are wonderful to have at hand when watching sports events or a play. We use ours with great success for bird watching. Lightweight and compact, you wear these as you would a pair of reading glasses. Lenses focus for sharper vision. $2.25 postpaid. From Personal Greeting, 93-24 Queens Boulevard, Rego Park, New York.

Hobnail milk glass teams up with black-finished wrought iron to make the base of this charming table lamp. Chimney is clear glass fitted with a Paisley print shade. You can use this with pride in any room. About 17" high, it has a three-way light socket. $4.95 postpaid. From Personal Greeting, Beverly, Mass.

Acrostic verse with initials spelling your name. "THE MASOON" is spelled downward by the verses pictured. There's room for up to 21 lines (besides those spelling "THE"). Last two lines call attention to initials spelling your name. Address (or, if you prefer, "Christmas 1953") is on cover. Entire Card $3.95. Matching ash trays, each $2.25. Matching cigarette urn, $5.00. Send for Free Gift Book.

BUILD-IT-YOURSELF with WROUGHT IRON or BRIGHT-BRASS LEGS

Create individualized furnishings. sunset these views paired with steel legs to do "just what you like. From the pottery way only equals in trade place. $5.95 per set for I-star, 5.15 per set for 2-star, 5.15 per set for 2-star, 2.38 with Ending 100. 15.40 on 200. Instructive and distinctive gift book, 1902 Oldsmobile, 1921 Parkard, 1945 Ford, 1941 Cadillac. Trays measure 11¼" x 8½". A completely charming gift. 

SET OF 4

INTERIOR TRENDS 25 UNDERHILL AVE. • BROOKLYN 38, N. Y.
28 versions of the classic Skimmer in black, navy, brown, tan, red, wine, green, gunmetal, bronze, light blue, pink, yellow, white kid, black, navy, brown, grey suede, black, brown, red velvet. Grey, camel, tan, red, wine, green, gunmetal, bronze, light blue, pink, yellow, navy, brown, tan, red, wine, green, gunmetal, bronze, light blue, pink, yellow, white kid, black, navy, brown, grey suede. Sizes to 11. State size, 2nd color, $7.95. Add 25¢ postage for shoes, 15¢ for bag.

25¢ postage for shoes, 15¢ for bag.

Handy rack for a busy desk: the wrought-iron Carry-About. Use this attractive accessory to hold stationery, to hold statements and bills, to hold digest magazines. Or if you are looking for an attractive paper napkin holder, this could be it. Finished in black, 5" x 3" x 4". $1.25 ppd. From New England General Store, Millis, Mass.

Cachepot made of basket weave metal to add distinction to clay flower pots. This attractive container has a built-in saucer which protects furniture from water marks. Sold by the pair, finished in either black or white baked enamel. $5.50 for two 4½" containers. Available in larger sizes. Ppd. Helen Pep, Kew Gardens 18, N. Y.
**AROUND**

A wonderful gift to give for Christmas is a pair of tiles decorated by you. Get the Home Tile Decorating Kit, follow the simple instructions. You will be delighted with the results. Kit contains: two ceramic tiles, paint, brushes, felt backs, hangers. Tiles are 6" sq. $8.95 postpaid. Susan Smith, Carpentersville, Illinois.

Gift of a lifetime: sterling silver monogrammed belt buckle and matching tie clip. The man in your life will be proud of the gift and proud of the giver. You have a choice of a two- or a three-letter monogram. $8.95 for buckle; $3.95 for clip. Ppd. Tax incl. Robin Hood's Barn, 5 Lancaster Rd., Sudbury, Massachusetts.

Golf-o-meter is a miracle of accuracy. It measures the distance of your shot which, of course, helps you to select the right club for the next shot. Precision made, it is calibrated in yards, it is easy to set, it is simple to read. Case is chrome-finished metal. $5.95 postpaid. From Elron, 219 West Chicago Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

For That Man in YOUR Life

Mixing cocktails will be a pleasure for him with this handsome Bar Set. Each accessory is made of rust-proof steel. Each Deluxe Hand-Turned handle comes in Brown Grained Formica. A smart addition to any bar.

4 pc. set consists of Strainer, Jigger, Mixer—$11.50 p.p.d.
6 pc. set with Ice Pick and Bottle Opener $19.05 p.p.d.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

MARLYN SALES
P.O. Box 95
Boonton, New Jersey


For Young Students!

SCHOOL BAG $1.95 and up

It's a lot more fun to carry school books in a cheery bag that has their very own first name hand painted on it in white! Lots of room inside for books 'n things! There's even a roomy pocket for lunches or purses. Sturdy navy blue canvas with red leatherette trim, safety straps and buckles. 12½" long, 9½" high. Order today for gifts to young book-toters. Postpaid. $1.95

BEAUTIFUL CRYSTAL GLASS IMPORTS

ALL CRYSTAL CHANDELIER
CRUSTAL BOBECHE-PRISM SET
CRYSTAL BRASS CHANDELIER

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK IN 5 DAYS. Send Check or Money Order to

PAULEN CRYSTAL CO., 208 Broadway, Dept. HG-153, New York 7, N. Y.

PAIR OF GADABOUTS

A little trunk plastered with resort labels from all over the world, comes filled with complete outfits for two 8" dolls. One wears ice skates, the other roller skates, and any little stay-at-home will have the time of her life touring the world with her two proteges. Trunk is 12" high. Write for FREE Xmas Novelty Catalog

NOVELTY MART
59 East 8th Street, Dept. 175, New York 3, N. Y.

NEW! With Their Very Own Name!

SCHOOL BAG $1.95 and up

It's a lot more fun to carry school books in a cheery bag that has their very own first name hand painted on it in white! Lots of room inside for books 'n things! There's even a roomy pocket for lunches or purses. Sturdy navy blue canvas with red leatherette trim, safety straps and buckles. 12½" long, 9½" high. Order today for gifts to young book-toters. Postpaid. $1.95.

“ST. FRANCIS AND THE BIRDS”

The famous statue of St. Francis, with birds in hand and at base, reproduced in antique finish, 19" high. $21.95 in catalogue. Also, the Victorian cast iron bird bath, 22" in diameter, 31" high, white, black or porcelain finish. $23.95 in catalogue.

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.
479 First Ave. (cor. 28th St.), New York City 16

Delicious Roasts With Automatic

Percoholic Baster

Stainless metal baster. 4" high, automatically bastes flavor-laden juices back over roast or bird. Needs no watching, no loss of oven heat from hand-heating. You get juicier, more flavorful roasts. No HK-3234

By Mail, p.p.d. $9.95

Write For Free Gift Catalog!

Miles Kimball
28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.
The Herald Angel

CHRISTMAS GREETING

This eager, lovable angel comes out to greet you! As you open the Card, the swift, frolicked angel unfolds and stands out from the paper. Only the front cover against a solid soft Yule green background. Entire Card is in green except for the words "Christmas Tidings" and your name which are printed in Christmas red on the covers of the "hymn book" the angel holds. Tell us your name exactly as you want it printed. The Greeting is French-folded from an extra-heavy 18" x 23" sheet of white vellum text paper.

CHRISTMAS CARDS

$2.95 per 100
$2.50 per 1,000

Adding Christmas Cards adds that special touch to your holiday celebrations. These Christmas cards come in packages of 100. Order today, for yourself, for friends!

Call for Free Gift 'N Gadget Catalog!

Miles Kimball
288 Bond St.
Oshkosh, Wis.

SHOPPING

Imported crystal wall sconce. For a note of distinction and great charm use a pair or more of these handsome light brackets in a dining room, in a foyer. This two-light sconce has crystal arms, faceted crystal prisms, two etched glass shades. 15" x 13". $49.50 the pair. Exp. Coll. Paulen Crystal, 296 Broadway, N.Y.

All men admire good taste. We suggest that you order monogrammed pajamas to give to that all-important man. Made of the finest cotton tailored to perfection. Gray, blue, yellow with contrasting monogram. $10.95 the pair in sizes B, C, D. $11.95 for C and D 6-footers. Ppd. Franklin-Bayer, 630 N. Michigan, Chicago, Ill.

Set a handsome table with placemats woven of rayon and metallic thread. You have a choice of colors: pink, gray or white with silver; or white with gold. And these lovely mats are tarnish-proof and washable. $1.50 p.d. for one mat; $1.50 p.d. for matching napkin. Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

INDOOR FLOWER GARDENER

A gracefully designed, tiered plant stand, decorative in any setting — living room, in a foyer. This two-light sconce has crystal arms, faceted crystal prisms, two etched glass shades. 15" x 13". $49.50 the pair. Exp. Coll. Paulen Crystal, 296 Broadway, N.Y.

Very decorative in pairs. $8.95 each, prepaid. No C.O.D. Send check or money order.

Mid-West Metal Products Company, Dept. HG-10, Muncie, Ind.
AROUND

The Gay Philosopher is a most realistic bust of Henry Major's famous character. Cast in metal, it is decorated in full color. We suggest that you use a pair of these as book ends. Or give an admirer of the Philosopher a single one to use on his office desk. About 8" high. $7.50 ppd. H. C. Paulk, 304 Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.

Hook-rug kit from the well-known studio of Rebecca Andrews. For years people have been delighted with the results they have had in using Miss Andrews' formula. Her kit contains stamped burlap, exquisitely colored wool, a hook and detailed instructions. $6.98 postpaid. Rebecca's Rug Shop, Walnut Ridge, HG, Arkansas.

PERFECT DINETTE FOR MODERN LIVING

The graceful table measures 30" x 48". Its top is solid selected birch in natural or walnut finish—not a ply-wood—not a plastic, but solid and firm. The exclusive Madden finish is highly resistant to scratches, alcohol, and cigarette burns. The base is wrought iron in black matte finish. Complete with 4 Creole chairs, in denim, only...

Complete with 4 wood-backed chairs in denim. All chairs upholstered in 100% foam rubber. Wood backs in natural or walnut finish.

Table alone: $34.95. Creole chairs alone: $9.95 in denim, $10.95 in rugged tweed. Wood-backed chairs alone: $10.95 in denim, $11.95 in rugged tweed. Denim colors: cocoa, raspberry, lemon or charcoal. Tweed colors: citron, cerise, pumpkin, toast or black and white.

In sets, add $7.50 each for chairs upholstered in tweed instead of denim.


madden products
Dealt. EIO Box 87 Murray Hill Station New York, N.Y.

NOW you can order direct by mail.

Terrific values .... on
FINEST cotton hand hooked rugs
Brohmo rugs are sold EXCLUSIVELY by mail. All standard sizes, distinctive patterns, beautiful colors. For only $3.75 postpaid a lovely 2 ft. x 3 ft. rug, oblong or oval in rose, beige or green. Every Brohmo rug unconditionally guaranteed. WEARS FOR DECADES. Also exquisite imported cotton EMBOSSED hand hooked rugs. Seed for free catalog.

DOMESTIC IMPORT COMPANY • Dept. H
681 MARKET STREET • SAN FRANCISCO 5, CALIF.

“LARGE SANTA and REINDEER” A prize winner. Beautiful realistic reindeer group with Santa and sled. Hand painted in beautiful natural oil colors. Very colorful blue sled trimmed in yellow. Santa and pack are red and green. Realistic reindeer in colorful shades of red and tans. Red harness and gold lines and varied colored ornaments. 4 feet high and adjustable from 25 feet to 35 feet in length. Made of weatherproof wood. Complete with mounting stakes and night lighting equipment. Price $95.00

Night lighting equipment $3.95 extra. Shipped express. Shipping charges collect.

“CAROL SINGERS” Another of our beautiful prize winning displays. — A very colorful five piece display that brings to mind the traditional carol singers of old. It is hard to describe the beauty of this display. Each figure is handpainted in gay traditional colors of the early American era. Lamp and post are painted to represent an old time lamp post. Height of lamp post is 5½ feet. Tallest figure 4 feet. Made of weatherproof wood. Comes complete with stakes and hardware.

Price $48.00

Night lighting equipment $3.95 extra. Shipped express. Shipping charges collect.

Order Now!
Catalog of prize winning displays available. Send 10c.

Send Check or Money Order direct to Leonard Brynolf Johnson
60-65 WEST MAIN ST. SMETHPORT, PA.

America's Foremost Creators of Outdoor Christmas Displays for the Better Trade Since 1935.
NEW, SNAPPROOF, RUSTPROOF, LIGHTWEIGHT
"LAZY SUSAN" CLOTHES DRYER
HOLDS MORE IN LESS SPACE... FOLDS UP...
HIDES AWAY IN DRAWER OR CLOSET...
WORKS WHILE YOU SLEEP

- Nearly 23 ft. of clothes drying space (Super DRYETTE)—12 pull-out arms...
- Unique 113 arms, $8.05. Perfect for gifts...
- A charming appearance, elegant finish you'll be proud of...
- Space-saving design...
- Folds up easily into the small space (about 2 ft. long)...
- Easy to store.
- Strong, sturdy (made of light weight, tough aluminum)...
- Stands firmly on 3 tip-proof legs that fold up for storage.

SUPER DRYETTE, 12 arms, $8.05. Perfect for gifts for your home. Ideal for small families. 9 ft. of clothes drying space.

ATTRACTIVELY GIFT BOXED. Super DRYETTE, $8.95 each. Travel size, $.95 each, postage paid. Both for $13.90. postage paid. When you order extras for gifts, or more than one of either size...
WE GLADLY CHARGE.

ATTRACTION GIFT BOXED. Super DRYETTE, $8.95 each: Travel size, $.95 each, postage paid. Both for $13.90. postage paid. When you order extras for gifts, or more than one of either size...
WE GLADLY CHARGE.

Act now to enjoy easier clothes drying service... order today direct from DRYETTE CO.

SUPER DRYETTE, 12 arms, $8.05. Perfect for gifts for your home. Ideal for small families. 9 ft. of clothes drying space.

ATTRACTION GIFT BOXED. Super DRYETTE, $8.95 each: Travel size, $.95 each, postage paid. Both for $13.90. postage paid. When you order extras for gifts, or more than one of either size...
WE GLADLY CHARGE.

Act now to enjoy easier clothes drying service... order today direct from DRYETTE CO.

CORONATION CHINA.
These lovely pieces will, in time, become collector's items. Made of white English bone china, each is decorated with the Royal Coat of Arms and a portrait of Elizabeth Regina. $4 ppd. for the cup and saucer; $2.50 ppd. for the 6 1/4" plate. Regency Galleries, 2601 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Picture this beautiful Fireplace Fan in your Home!
Between "Firings" this Winter, and in warm weather, you'll want to keep the appearance of your fireplace attractive and unmarred by dirty ashes, charred logs and scorched bricks. These lovely, self-supporting fireplace fans are the perfect answer. They're in such quiet good taste, in your home or as unique Christmas gifts.

GOLD OR SILVER FOIL
12" high, 24" wide. $3.75 ppd.
20" high, 38" wide. $10.75 ppd.
26" high, 50" wide. $12.75 ppd.

INDUSTRIES 1415 SQUIRREL HILL AVE., Pittsburgh 17, Pa.

Brass Magazine Rack
Authentic reproduction of antique Georgian magazine rack. Perfect for desk or table-top use—holds magazines of all sizes. Of solid brass construction, highly polished, non-tarnishing. Shaped wood base with green felted bottom in choice of fruitwood or Mahogany finish. Three initials engraved on nameplate free of extra charge. Please specify wood finish and initials desired. $4 iterate of 19.4". A poster or Money Order to $14.95 postpaid.

OXFORD HOUSE
1500 Jackson St.
Dallas, Texas

Hickory and applewood are used to cure and smoke this delicious bacon. Words just can't describe the flavor! Try some with buckwheat cakes for a taste delight. Order with confidence because the bacon stores well. $3.95 for the 4 pound slab; $7.90 for the 8 pound slab. Ppd. The Great Valley Mills, Iyvand, Penna.

A personalized tie rack will make the man happy. And it should make you happy, too, because it will help him to be tidy. Shown here is a black wrought-iron rack which is decorated with a ceramic tile bearing his first name. $3.95 postpaid. Order from the Foster House Company, 15 Cole Court, Princeville, Ill.

Picture this beautiful Fireplace Fan in your Home!
Between "Firings" this Winter, and in warm weather, you'll want to keep the appearance of your fireplace attractive and unmarred by dirty ashes, charred logs and scorched bricks. These lovely, self-supporting fireplace fans are the perfect answer. They're in such quiet good taste, in your home or as unique Christmas gifts.

GOLD OR SILVER FOIL
12" high, 24" wide. $3.75 ppd.
20" high, 38" wide. $10.75 ppd.
26" high, 50" wide. $12.75 ppd.

INDUSTRIES 1415 SQUIRREL HILL AVE., Pittsburgh 17, Pa.

Brass Magazine Rack
Authentic reproduction of antique Georgian magazine rack. Perfect for desk or table-top use—holds magazines of all sizes. Of solid brass construction, highly polished, non-tarnishing. Shaped wood base with green felted bottom in choice of fruitwood or Mahogany finish. Three initials engraved on nameplate free of extra charge. Please specify wood finish and initials desired. $4 iterate of 19.4". A poster or Money Order to $14.95 postpaid.

OXFORD HOUSE
1500 Jackson St.
Dallas, Texas
AROUND

A prancing horse set onto a large horseshoe makes a wonderful lamp base! We suggest, for a most unusual Christmas gift, a pair for someone's game room. The ¾" thick iron horseshoe is welded to the base and the combination is finished in satin black. 16" x 10", $6.95 postpaid without shade. Horse shoe Forge, Lexington, Mass.

Café chair with a difference. This one is delightfully comfortable. Upholstered in foam rubber, it has a molded plywood and wrought-iron frame. Covered in denim in the following colors: raspberry, cocoa, yellow, charcoal. Legs are finished in black. $19.95 exp. col. Madden Products, Box 87, Murray Hill Station, N. Y.

Mosaic treasure: the letter opener and the matching bookmark. Anyone would get lifelong enjoyment out of either of these lovely pieces. Each handle is inlaid with gem-like spun enamel. $3.50 postpaid for the letter opener; $2 postpaid for the bookmark. Order from The Alpine Import Company, 505 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

"Hi-Folks" RUBBER DOOR MAT

You can find no better expression of American hospitality than the greeting of "Hi-Folks". That's why we thought you would like this well-crafted welcome note on your door mat. Made of high quality rubber, has 4000 little fingers to scrape off dust, sand, mud, snow. In Black, Blue, Red or Green, ideal gift. Specify color and size.

Small 15" x 20" $3.50
Large 18" x 28" $4.95

SEND FOR CATALOG

PIN-UP HEATER

bumps on any hook or nail on the wall. It directs a warm glow of cozy heat, angled to whatever spot desired. Also makes a wonderful in conventional stand-up bowl heater—one one is 9" square, 16.75" is $3.95; 18" is $3.00. [Matching cigarette urns not shown is $3.50.] The monograms are hand etched. Graceful with generous proportions. Set of 3 ash trays and urn, all monogrammed, $15.00. Prices include postage.

E. GILBERT CO.
Box 67, Vanderwee Station
Brooklyn 19, N. Y.

KING SIZE...

... massive glass ash trays. Largest one is 9" square, 18.75" is $3.95; 18" is $3.00. [Matching cigarette urns not shown is $3.50.] The monograms are hand etched. Graceful with generous proportions. Set of 3 ash trays and urn, all monogrammed, $15.00. Prices include postage.

EDITH CHAPMAN, 50 Piermont Ave. * Nyack, N. Y.
You are invited to become a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club.

Choose from Nelmor's 251 patterns of world-renowned Sterling Silver by Towle, Gorham, Haithorn, International, Reed and barton, Lunt, Wallace, Kirk, Whiting Waterman, Smith, Tuttle, Ahren, Adler, Roger. Indicate the pattern you desire below. In a few days you will be the proud owner of your chosen pattern sterling. Pay $2.00 a month for one place setting, $4.00 a month for two place settings, etc. For most patterns. No carrying charges. Each place setting is filled in free un-tarnishable Silver roll. First payment is due after you receive your silver. Own and use your silver now—pay for it out of income.

Detail me as a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club. Send me place settings of ... patterns. I will pay $2.00 a month for each setting. Please include federal tax and see the new 39c piece place setting: Teaspoon, Salad Fork, Butter Spreader, Cream Soup Spoon, knife, fork.

HENRY KERNER GIFTS
Dept. H-1, 93 Allen Street, New York 2, N. Y.

Wrought Iron and Foam Rubber... stools designed as the latest accessories for leg and dressing tables, bedroom, kitchen, bar, dinning room, reception room, etc. You choose of heavy cotton weave in rust, brown, or Black, with a thick back tread slip resistant plastic and natural sprayed and chromed. Three heights, Shown are the 24" Table ht., 29" Bar ht., and 39" Bar ht. in white, black, and red. Also available but not shown, 24" Kitchen Bar $9.95, 29" Kitchen Bar $11.95, 39" Bar $12.95. Immediate delivery, make your choice and send your order today to...

VANGUARD DESIGNS
Dept. C2, WELDON RD., ROCKFORD, ILL.

Protect Your STEAM IRON with Pure, Safe Water
FOR AS LITTLE AS 6¢ A GALLON
Compact plastic WATER-BOY filter purifies tap water in minutes. Simply pour into top and drain pure water directly into iron. Up to 20 gallons from one unit. Protects all makes of steam irons. WATER-BOY is only $2.25 ppd. Refill unit only $1.25. Not available in stores.

FELWIN INCORPORATED, Dept. HG-712
31146 S. Michigan
Chicago 28, Ill.

You are invited to become a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club.

Choose from Nelmor's 251 patterns of world-renowned Sterling Silver by Towle, Gorham, Haithorn, International, Reed and barton, Lunt, Wallace, Kirk, Whiting Waterman, Smith, Tuttle, Ahren, Adler, Roger. Indicate the pattern you desire below. In a few days you will be the proud owner of your chosen pattern sterling. Pay $2.00 a month for one place setting, $4.00 a month for two place settings, etc. For most patterns. No carrying charges. Each place setting is filled in free un-tarnishable Silver roll. First payment is due after you receive your silver. Own and use your silver now—pay for it out of income.

Detail me as a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club. Send me place settings of ... patterns. I will pay $2.00 a month for each setting. Please include federal tax and see the new 39c piece place setting: Teaspoon, Salad Fork, Butter Spreader, Cream Soup Spoon, knife, fork.

HENRY KERNER GIFTS
Dept. H-1, 93 Allen Street, New York 2, N. Y.

Wrought Iron and Foam Rubber... stools designed as the latest accessories for leg and dressing tables, bedroom, kitchen, bar, dinning room, reception room, etc. You choose of heavy cotton weave in rust, brown, or Black, with a thick back tread slip resistant plastic and natural sprayed and chromed. Three heights, Shown are the 24" Table ht., 29" Bar ht., and 39" Bar ht. in white, black, and red. Also available but not shown, 24" Kitchen Bar $9.95, 29" Kitchen Bar $11.95, 39" Bar $12.95. Immediate delivery, make your choice and send your order today to...

VANGUARD DESIGNS
Dept. C2, WELDON RD., ROCKFORD, ILL.

Protect Your STEAM IRON with Pure, Safe Water
FOR AS LITTLE AS 6¢ A GALLON
Compact plastic WATER-BOY filter purifies tap water in minutes. Simply pour into top and drain pure water directly into iron. Up to 20 gallons from one unit. Protects all makes of steam irons. WATER-BOY is only $2.25 ppd. Refill unit only $1.25. Not available in stores.

FELWIN INCORPORATED, Dept. HG-712
31146 S. Michigan
Chicago 28, Ill.

Colonnial Wall Sconces
Forged From Solid Brass
Laquered to prevent tarnishing and expertly finished. Add authentic decorative distinction to any room. 10½ inches high, 8 inches wide.

2 Light ... $10.95 pair
3 Light ... $12.95 pair

We pay all shipping charges—no C.O.D.'s please.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK!

Write for our FREE brochure showing our line of sconces, doorknobs, candlesticks, etc.

HENRY KERNER GIFTS
Dept. H-1, 93 Allen Street, New York 2, N. Y.

Family Bracelet
in sterling silver
For the young-in-heart mothers and grandmothers of growing families. The first name and birth date of each child is engraved in script on a separate commemorative sterling disc the size of a squared dime. Fine to show along with snapshots . . . and fine for keeping track of those elusive birthdays. Additional discs may be ordered to keep up with new arrivals. Bracelet $3.50, plus $1.50 for each disc ordered including engraving, tax and postage.

Irish linen appliqué on Swiss organdy makes a beautiful place mat. Ideal to use for your most important dinner party or for a little dinner à deux. Easy to launder, it always retains its crispness. A set of four or six makes an important gift. $2.50 ppd. for one mat. Mosley Linens, 11 E. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

A set of prints to group on a wall. These are black and white lithographic prints of coastal New England. Executed with exquisite detail, they show a great understanding of the country. Each is 15" x 13" and is mounted on a white mat which measures 17 1/2" x 15 1/2". $5.50 ppd. for 4. Tad Call, Rockport, Mass.
AROUND

Classic cardigan. You will spend many contented days in this pretty sweater. Perfect to wear with casual clothes, it is made of fine soft wool. Pearl buttons and bound buttonholes add a custom touch. Colors: white, cherry, light blue, yellow, gray. Sizes: 32 to 46. $8.95 ppd. Rhihany, 370 Commonwealth Ave., Boston.

The bucket chair is amazingly comfortable and exceptionally handsome as a focal point in a modern room. Frame is sturdy wrought iron finished in black; sling-type cover is heavy canvas. Colors: white, yellow, coral, turquoise, green, black. 30" x 18". $19.95 ppd. Lightfoot Studios, 450 S. Raymond Ave., Pasadena, Cal.

Tabi is the flattering at-home boot which has created a fashion furor. Made of velvet-wrapped with a jeweled star, it will help you to walk as easily and comfortably as a kitten. Wear a pair with your prettiest robes. Red or black. Stocking sizes 9 to 11. $3.95. Add 25c. Brentwood Bootery, 225 26th, Santa Monica, Calif.

Feather picture. This brilliantly colored picture of a tropical bird is made entirely of feathers! And it is set into a hand-carved, natural-color frame. A group of these pictures would add great warmth and charm to a room. $3 ppd. for one. Order from Southwestern Gifts, 630 E. Alameda Ave., Santa Fé, HG, New Mexico.

Portable Stand for Telephone and Directories

"A place for everything and everything in its place" is so true with the Handy Stand. You'll keep your telephone, directories, memo pad and pencil all in one place with the Handy Stand. Smart in appearance and so practical. Lightweight for easy carrying. Made of sturdy black wrought iron with adjustable clamps for all size telephones. Noiseless rubber tip feet prevent scratching. Handy personal directory included free. Directory shelf holds magazines, too. Just $4.95, express charges collect. No COD's, please. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Moore, Balboa Island 1, California.

FOR GRACIOUS LIVING
... OR GRACIOUS GIVING!

Bases for romance . . . to enhance your Christmas decorating decor? Base Centerpiece Set and exquisite Base in somber wood shadow box. Genuine ceramic Bases, hand-formed and hand-painted.

Base Centerpiece Set: 4 pieces: centerpiece and pair of candlesticks (candles not included), centerpiece approximately 10" wide; candlesticks approximately 5" across base.

Base Shadow Box, 12" sq. . . .

Complete Set . . . .

$113.75

Postage Prepaid

PERSONALIZED POTTERY FOR CHILDREN

Each personalized pottery set includes:
- A tray for serving
- A beautiful, hand-painted, 3-piece set of personalized dishes.
- A personalized Teddy Bear
- A personalized Box of Shadow for storing the pottery set
- A personalized photo frame

Write for Free Catalog.

KOFFEE PAK

TRAVELEERS' DELIGHT! Take your coffee percolator and the makings with you. Enjoy coffee as you like it . . . in hotels . . . motels . . . school dormitories . . . where you work. 2 cup AC/DC electric percolator (UL approved and guaranteed) . . . 2 unbreakable cups . . . 2 stainless steel tea spoons . . . plastic containers for coffee and sugar . . . all in a handsome, saddle brown, leather-like, zippered, shoulder-strap case. Complete, only $7.95 postpaid. (no CODs)

CLARION PRODUCTS

Box 255K, Highland Park, Ill.

WONDERING WHAT TO GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS?

Ceramic flower jewelry is the answer . . . pins, earrings, mate- ter paws . . . individually hand-formed, exquisitely hand-painted. SEND FOR BEAUTIFUL CERAMIC FLOWER JEWELRY SHOWING THIS SET ALSO GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS.

TRI-TIX INC.

Box 120, Port Washington, Wisconsin
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PORTABLE STAND FOR TELEPHONE AND DIRECTORIES

"A place for everything and everything in its place" is so true with the Handy Stand. You'll keep your telephone, directories, memo pad and pencil all in one place with the Handy Stand. Smart in appearance and so practical. Lightweight for easy carrying. Made of sturdy black wrought iron with adjustable clamps for all size telephones. Noiseless rubber tip feet prevent scratching. Handy personal directory included free. Directory shelf holds magazines, too. Just $4.95, express charges collect. No COD's, please. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Moore, Balboa Island 1, California.

Fireplace Fan

Our Fireplace Fan sets in place between andirons to relieve the bareness of unused fireplaces. Made of heavy plated paper in forest green, warm red or gray with gold-banded edges, brass medallions, 2.50. All gold, 3.00. Add 25c for deliveries west of Mississippi.

Send for our new Gift Catalog

THE VERMONT CRASSMILLS STORE

© WATERBURY 9, VERMONT
Tender hams from our own smokehouse—juicy, lean, ready to eat, with that unforgettable tangy flavor. A rare treat and so practical.

Order one now for your Thanksgiving dinner and send us your Christmas gift list of friends. We will enclose your card in attractive gift package and save you all shipping details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-lb.</td>
<td>$12.30</td>
<td>Traditional—Triple-Smoked Pennsylvania Dutch Hams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-lb.</td>
<td>$15.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-lb.</td>
<td>$17.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-lb.</td>
<td>$20.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices include delivery. *On shipments to Louisiana, Mississippi, and west of Mississippi, add 59¢ for extra shipping charges.

Also slab bacon cured and smoked the same way. 8-lb. slab $8.70

FREE illustrated catalog of other wonderful Pennsylvania-Dutch delicacies suitable for gifts.

Handcrafted Specialties since 1922—Paul Boman, Woodworkers, East Kimberley, Pa.

42 Old Milwaukee Road, Wheeling, Ill.

Wrought iron and pottery combine to make this attractive centerpiece. It has three candle holders and a ceramic pot for plants, flowers or fruit.

We suggest that you use two; one at each end of the dinner table. $2.95 for one; $5.50 the pair. Postpaid. Order from the Lowenstein Silver Shop, 560 Broad St., Newark 2, N. J.

Happy Harry is a musical pull-toy made of gay colored plastic. Obviously it's designed on outer-space principles; the rocket automobile has a benign face. Happy Harry plays the music box and manipulates the car at the same time, and an elfin character holds Harry's music. $2.98 ppd. Novelty Mart, 59 East 8th St., N. Y.

Oh where, oh where has the little dog gone? You’ll find its likeness studded with sequins on this bewitching apron! Made of rayon taffeta, it is decorated with a hand-painted, sequin-sewn dachshund, Scottie or French poodle. Colors: red, white, pink or black. $5.95 ppd. Zeller Originals, 4361 Tujunga, Studio City, Cal.

Chip Card is a 30" plastic strip designed to fit along the edge of your car door. It gives protection and keeps the paint from chipping. You need two strips for a two-door car. ($1.50 the pair). Colors: red, green, black, clear or metallic. Postpaid. Order from McFish Co., 9395 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, H.C. California.
Any desk would be improved if it held this book rack. It is more decorative than bookends and it is much easier to use. Made of wrought iron finished in black, it has rubber-tipped feet. About 5" x 11", it is just the right size for a night table, too. $2 ppd. Colson, 6061 Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

The Albatross is an authentic marine lamp. It sails aboard many of our finest vessels. We thought that people who love the sea would like to own this lamp. Made of solid brass, it has a three-way socket, a six-foot cord and a handsome shade. $26 postpaid complete. From Lamp Craft, 34 Cherry Lane, Floral Park, New York.

Cowhide billfold. Get several of these fine leather wallets for gifts because the price is amazingly low. You have a choice of marking, too: initials or the full name. Colors: red, brown or black with brass fittings and gold letters. About 3⅞" wide x 5" long. $1.95 ppd. Sonya, 329 W. Monroe Street, Chicago, Ill.

Bath Grip is an excellent safety device for children and invalids to use when bathing. Easy to adjust, it slips on and off the rim of any modern tub. It will not work on the old fashioned kind. Made of rubber and chrome finished metal, it will not rust or scratch. $6.95 ppd. Moffett Ashby, 2312 Ashboro Dr., Chevy Chase, Md.

Chuck Wagon. This is a tempting collection of preserves. It contains five jars (5½ ounces each) of wild blackberry, greengage, prune with hazel nuts, apricot with kernels, whole strawberry. You can’t beat these flavors on hot buttered toast. $3.25 ppd. Order from Jane Amherst, 1903 North Argyle, Portland, Ore.

Adhesive Flannel
Scratch insurance at a tiny premium! Adhesive Flannel is perfect for bases of lamps, ashtrays, figurines—bric-a-brac of all kinds. Line jewelry cases and silver drawers. Simply cut, remove backing, press in place. Three packs contain a total of 338 square inches. No. H-6400, Adhesive Flannel, 3 packs, $1.00 ppd. Write for Free Gift Catalog. Miles Kimball, 28 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, Wis.

Six Hangers in Space of One
If you want more room in closets, this Handi-Hanger (Pat. Pending) is for you. Holds six hangers in the space usually taken by one. Use it for blouses, jackets, husband’s shirts, skirt hangers, baby clothes, etc. It’s handy for auto trips, too. Sturdily constructed of steel, over-all length is 23". Just $1.95 for 3, postpaid. No COD’s, please. You’ll be delighted or your money back. McFish, 9395 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills 13, Calif.

For Pigtailed Cooks...
Small Fry COOK SET
Everything works! Teakettle whistles, percolator actually makes coffee. Kiddie Kookware is just like mother’s only smaller. Made to scale of polished aluminum. Your favorite pigtailed cook will be an expert on doll-size dinners. Roaster is 6" long, other pieces in proportion. There’s a double boiler, teakettle, percolator, fry pan, angel-cake pan, oven roaster, layer cake pan. No sharp edges to hurt tiny fingers. COMPLETE SET, postpaid $1.95 No C.O.D.’s please Write for free gift catalog 1210 HASKELL DALLAS 4, TEXAS
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FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES
An adorable ceramic Dolphin Wall Pocket to glorify your bath or den. He’s 9 3/4" long and makes a happy home for a touch of plant life. Three gleaming gold, graduated inclusions in white atmosphere. White with pink, yellow or dark blue. Pink or yellow with black trim. Guaranteed to please.

Pocket to House your bath. 4.95 ppd. (No CC's, please.) Colored with black trim. Guaranteed to please. 1 4, Calif. Please enclose 10¢ for mailing and handling costs.

NOW...

The PLAY-MATE Retractable Pen Personalized
Your silent companion for home, office, school or play. Outstanding in quality, construction, and performance. $1.00 ppd. No Leak No Smudge Bankers Approved

Choice of two colors with your name. Select Color: □ BLACK □ GRAY

Print or type name:

EDITORIALS

FOAM RUBBER CUSHION

If you send fabric—$59.50!
We’ll create your Foam Rubber cushioned “Queen Anne” wing chair in your fabric for $59.50. Send 1/2 yard of 60” or 75” of 60 in 45” material. 10% choice from our Solids, Florals, Neutals or China-in $50.00. Express (75 lbs.) optional. Cash options in same hose and back. Hardwood frames, carefully dovetailed, glued, rounded. Height 48” W. 28”, D. 28”, Seat Ht. 17”, Rest. D. 21”. Restock at 1/3 with care. You’ll love this authentic, guaranteed value. Ask also for our Free Pats 12.

The Yankee Postman
P. O. Box 391, Back Bay Annex, Boston 17, Mass.

SHOPPING

“Game” trout from Green Spring Mountain Hatcheries. These are entirely different in flavor from the trout you buy at the market. Green Spring trout are exactly the same as the trout you’ve caught in rushing mountain streams. $6.80 ppd. for creel containing 6; $11.50 ppd. for 12. Green Spring Co., Newville, Penna.

Fruit of the Month. These delivery boys shown in the picture are bearers of fine fruit. They will deliver luxuries anywhere in the United States. Do send someone a subscription (from $11.65 up to $63.85 ppd.) and you’ll make them happy for a long time. Address Harry and David, Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Oregon.

Till’s Fruit Cake is a favorite in the South, in the North, in the East, and in the West because it is filled with the choicest ingredients: fruits, nuts, fresh eggs, fresh butter, sugar and spice. Flour is only 8% of this cake. $5.50 ppd. for the 3-lb. size; $9.00 ppd. for 5 lbs. Till’s Fruit Cake, 2402 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.

Bouquet Garni. Try using these little bags when you make a soup stock, when you simmer beef à la mode, when you make bouillabaisse. The box contains 24 bags of mixed herbs. You won’t have to guess which one to use because a chart makes this information clear. $1.50 ppd. Sey-Co., 14657 Lull Street, Van Nuys, California.

Inflation hasn’t reached the Maine coast. Look what Cap’n Corner will send you for $10.50 ppd.: one 20-ounce can of each of the following: chicken livers in Pirate sauce, chicken livers in brown gravy, chicken gizzards in brown gravy, seagull pack of chicken livers, chicken fricassee, and a 3 lb. roast chicken.

Cap’ns Corner, Camden, Me.
AROUND

For a wonderful wedding gift consider this combination: a myrtlewood salad bowl (10" in diameter) with a sterling-silver base; myrtlewood serving fork and spoon with sterling-silver handles and a 5-lb. wheel of Bleu cheese. $38 postpaid, tax included. From Langlois Cheese Makers, Langlois, Ore.

Nuremberg Lebkuchen. Christmas is not complete without Lebkuchen, that delicate, spicy cake so traditional to the holidays. Order several tins of this delicious fare to pass with wine, with hot coffee, with ice cream. $1.85 ppd. the 16-ounce tin. Order from Hady’s, 129 West 3rd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Virginia smoked ham is justly famous. And this one from Jordan’s Smoke House is as fine as any you can buy. It’s economical, too, because it keeps so long. Slice it paper thin and you’ll agree it’s most delicious fare. Hams weigh from 8 to 13 pounds. $1.80 postpaid the pound. Albert Jordan, Box 324, Richmond, Virginia.

Food for the Gods: black walnut pralines, pecan pralines. And when they come from the Old Slave Mart down South Carolina way they are blissful perfection. Made of the finest ingredients, they are delicate and delicious. Serve them with your holiday fare. $1.35 ppd. the dozen. Old Slave Mart, Charleston, South Carolina.

Treasure box of fine cheese. And what an assortment! Three dessert cheeses: Camembert, Glarus, and Rexoli. Three firm dessert cheeses: Camembert, Glarus, and Rexoli. Three firm dessert cheeses: Camembert, Glarus, and Rexoli. Order for Christmas and you’ll make friends forever. $29.50, x 18 Ib. size and large luscious letters can be read from a distance.

NOTE SIX LUXURY FEATURES
1. Luminous embossed letters, reflect light
2. Identical on both sides
3. Ornate wrought iron, latest trend
4. Durable aluminum and butted anodized legs forever
5. Glass (20") x (18") size and large luscious letters can be read from a distance
6. Quick and Easy to attach

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Select any combination of names or names and numerals (up to 15). Send with payment. We will ship postpaid, within 1 week.

John and Lynn
Dept. M-310, 145 5th St., Brooklyn 20, N. Y.
YOU MUST BE DELIGHTED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

MUSICAL PIN-UPS
A new decorative theme that makes any wall a stage set. Black wrought iron musical instrument pin-ups, for your living room wall, den, bar, etc. Violin 26" $3.95 ppd. Trumpet 16" 2.75 " Accordion 14" 4.25 " Saxophone 16" 3.50 " Horn 12" 2.75 " Mandolin 14" 3.50 " The complete set of 6 $19.99 ppd. FREE CATALOG

HAIG GIFTWARE COMPANY
Dept. H-60 33 East 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

BURN REFUSE SAFELY OUTDOORS!
Chosen from the largest line of outdoor disposal units in America to burn refuse and garbage safely and efficiently. Ideal for lawn burning. No rust, no warping. A dependable year-round unit for your home. To use, simply lift back hood—pour in refuse—ignite and glow-in-the-dark, to guide the way. Install instantly.

WEATHER-RESISTANT ALUMINIZED STEEL MODELS
Utilizing the same famous Alsto burning principle described above plus a new process of manufacturing Alsto steel, this line offers weather-resistant steel models for all conditions. The finest, longest lived outdoor burners. To use, simply lift back hood—pour in refuse—ignite and glow-in-the-dark, to guide the way! Markers are easy to read in day or night. Easily attached— indelible on both sides and numerals (up to 15). Send with payment.

ALSTO COMPANY
Dept. M-310 4007 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

MAKE GRANDFATHER’S WATCH USEFUL
Treasure Dome (K.M.A.). Crystal clarity! Dû Port, Lucite, hardboard base of blonde, ebony or mahogany. Makes a modern, useful, easy-to-read timepiece of any decorated jewelry watch. Fits for the desk or a table. Showroom for models and collectors. $5.95. Name Plate or Clock (Decor), add $1.50.

GLASS DISPLAY DOMES
For wedding gifts ceremonies precious treasures and family treasures. Protects and preserves items of stirring glass. Send for Free Catalog, 175 Gift Ideas

CAROL BEATTY
400-12th Street, Los Angeles 14, Calif.
Dept. P-719, Postpaid No C.O.D.’s

NOW IDENTIFY YOUR HOME WITH THESE DISTINCTIVE GLOW-IN-THE-DARK MARKERS
Made of Durable WROUGHT IRON and ALUMINUM
Day or night, from either direction, friends find your home Quickly! Easily! Markers are easy to read in day-light and glow-in-the-night, to guide the way and reflect your good taste. Easily attached—in seconds— these handsome house markers add a charm to your home. Imagine too! What a delightful and personal gift these home identifiers make.

NOTE THESE 6 LUXURY FEATURES
1. Luminous embossed letters, reflect light
2. Identical on both sides
3. Ornate wrought iron, latest trend
4. Durable aluminum and butted anodized legs forever
5. Glass (20") x (18") size and large luscious letters can be read from a distance
6. Quick and Easy to attach

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Select any combination of names or names and numerals (up to 15). Send with payment. We will ship postpaid, within 1 week.

John and Lynn
Dept. M-310, 145 5th St., Brooklyn 20, N. Y.
YOU MUST BE DELIGHTED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
Here's gleaming, durable beauty... Vikon Metal Tile in 26 handsome decorator colors to brighten the drabbest room!

You can save two ways with Vikon. Material costs are low, and you can install this metal tile in your spare time... in kitchen, bath, shower, laundry, utility or game room. Think now of the rooms you can beautify with Vikon!

RIGHT FOR YOUR HOME
- CHOICE OF 26 FADE-RESISTANT DECORATOR COLORS
- WILL NOT Warp, CHIP, OR CRAZE
- RESIST HEAT AND ORDINARY HOUSEHOLD CHEMICALS
- FIREPROOF, WATERPROOF, A SEAL AGAINST INSECTS
- EASY TO CLEAN AND KEEP CLEAN

SPECIAL KITCHEN KIT!*
$5.95 STEEL TILE

Here's your chance to prove how durable and smart Vikon is. Use this special Kitchen Kit to tile the wall behind your stove, washing machine, sink, or bathroom washstand. Observe how Vikon keeps its wonderful luster day after day and how easy it is to keep clean. You'll be completely convinced that Vikon is the tile for your home. The Kitchen Kit comes in six decorator colors: Delft Blue, Dawn Gray, Spring Green, Buttercup, Jubilee Peach, and White!

"Complete with 56 pieces of tile, mastic, tools, and installation instructions.

STEEL • ALUMINUM • STAINLESS STEEL

FREE! 6 HANDSOME PARTY ASH TRAYS

With each order for the Kitchen Kit we will gladly send you a free gift of six party ash trays. Made of the same sturdy material as Vikon Tile, these attractive ash trays will give you years of use. Fill out and mail the coupon today.

Authentic Colonial door gains special emphasis because of deep recess with sloping, shuttered side walls. Trim, moldings, and transom sash have been painted white to accent dark tones of surrounding woodwork, and dramatize the delicacy of architectural detail. Jerome Corny was the architect.

Massive Georgian doorway, elaborately carved and detailed, is framed against walls of pale stucco. A note of classic dignity is introduced by Doric columns and low urns overflowing with ivy which have been placed on either side of door. Canvas hanging on outer face of cornice can be drawn across to keep out hot Louisiana sun. Ferret & Wolf, architects. (See house, page 174)

Early American doorway, part of a symmetrical composition that includes the white-painted brick chimney, rises above main wood cornice of house, is crowned by an elaborately carved Federal eagle. Louvered shutters have been added at either side to provide extra stature and the entire detail painted crisp white to accent dark walls of house. Six-panel door, hardware are authentic. George Hickey III, designer.
Here's why he's the most comfortable husband in Lincoln Park, Michigan

...his most particular wife insists on furniture

It used to be, the most beautiful furniture was the most uncomfortable! That was before Foamex cushioning.

Now, the women who are most particular about both beauty and comfort—in chairs, in sofas, in any upholstered furniture—insist on seeing the little golden label "Cushioned with Foamex"...at their favorite stores.

For this label assures you of deep, restful comfort in the lovely, graceful pieces you yearn for. Yes, even an inch or two of Foamex cradles you in complete relaxation. When you get up, Foamex "gets up" with you—plump-perfect, never to lump, sag or hollow out. In fact, Foamex cushioning stays comfortable all its life!

Best of all, this Foamex label tells you a lot about the quality of the whole piece. It tells you the manufacturer, too, is very particular. Or he wouldn't have insisted on Firestone Foamex—the finest foam cushioning.
"Fruit Damask" with "Indian Summer"

New and unusual... this 50" damask and 36" unglazed chintz... both from Cheney Fabrics. Available through your decorator.
tropitan...makes a dramatic entrance in your home. Colorfully, it blends solid life-lasting rattan frames and exclusive prints tailored in zippered reversible covers. Uniquely, Tropitan takes a low occasional table, whisks it magically into a dining table with hassock chairs. In over one hundred different pieces, for every room, priced to your taste, Tropitan is always the design leader, the conversational note in modern furniture. See Tropitan, "tops in rattan" at your listed dealer...and for free decorator's booklet, contact him or write...
It's Springtime in the "Paris of the Americas"

Buenos Aires

Flower vendor wears the traditional duster of Argentine schoolboys

The months ahead are ideal for that South American cruise you've always longed for, because seasons are reversed south of the equator. Like Paris, cosmopolitan Buenos Aires is at its best in Spring and early summer. Smart shops are showing the newest fashions, the outdoors beckons sports lovers, and the countryside is aglow with fresh, fiery color. Your sleek Delta Liner takes you there—and to fascinating Brazil and Uruguay, too—in the luxury that only a modern ocean liner can give: air-conditioned staterooms and salons, salt water swimming pool, matchless cuisine—and such service!

Ask your travel agent, or write to: Dept. G-2.

Route of the Liners: DEL NORTE • DEL SUD • DEL MAR
An exotic playground, an enterprising democracy, a proud member of the U.S.A.

Anthropologists tell us that the first visitors to the Hawaiian Islands, emigrants from the Caucasus, covered thousands of miles of open sea in canoes hollowed out of tree trunks—a remarkable and daring feat, and one which must have taken them considerable time to accomplish. Today, you can reach these orchid-laden volcanic residua in five days by ship from San Francisco or Los Angeles, while by plane from New York it is a mere overnight hop. You will find natural phenomena of a rich and frequently spectacular character, and human phenomena ranging from ancient tribal ceremonies to a way of life that is modern, urbane, and eminently cosmopolitan. If you are wise, you will not limit your visit to Waikiki and Honolulu, but take advantage of the local inter-island air service to glimpse the Hawaii behind the lei, the grass skirt, and the beach boy. You will find not only a languorous, tropical paradise, but a poly-racial democracy, a proud member of the U.S.A., and a center of international trade and agricultural industry. Indeed, you can find almost anything you seek in Hawaii, from a 13,000-foot ski slide to a fishing village whose Polynesian inhabitants live almost as primitives as did their ancestors in 1778 when Captain Cook arrived. To give you an idea of what is where, we present the following capsule descriptions of the five main islands, beginning with the one on which you will probably land first, Oahu.

OAHU. This is the third largest island of the group and its name appropriately means 'gathering place.' Honolulu has for years been a gathering place for vessels from all over the world; Waikiki is a gathering place for the denizens of the beach, while not far off in the hills a colony of mainlanders has gathered and built houses that combine some of the pleasantest features of both Eastern and Western architecture.

Waikiki Beach, dominated by the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, looks exactly as it does in the advertisements (although possibly smaller than you anticipated), and people actually do come riding in on those surf boards in the sunset. Incidentally, the photographs you usually see cannot begin to capture the essential feeling of Hawaii. You have to see the real thing. This is true of everything Hawaiian, particularly of its music and its dancing. The hula and the steel guitar, familiar to mainland nightclubs, are completely different in their native climate and of a haunting beauty.

Honolulu, apart from its exotic vegetation, is similar in many respects to our modern, bustling cities. Those who seek the indigenous might explore Nuuanu Avenu, which begins at the waterfront and extends beyond the town through the dramatic Nuuanu Valley to a famous cliff (Nuuanu Pali), 1,200 feet above sea level. In town it passes through an Oriental shopping district, a place where the air is alive with the fragrance of tuberoses, carnations, pikake, and ginger; where bird of Paradise, cup of gold, and gladiolas in every conceivable shade, asters and roses dazzle you with their audacious colors. Great mounds of vegetables from over the Pali Pass lie glistening in the dew—that is if you go in the early morning.

Other things to see and do: Hire a car to drive around the island and explore mountains, palm forests, secluded beaches, native villages and great expanses of sugar and pineapple plantations. Ride in a glass-bottomed boat over coral gardens in Kanehoe Bay. See the Mormon Temple, a miniature Taj Mahal.

KAUAI was the first of the Hawaiian islands to lift its volcanic head above the ocean, and thanks to its early start it is so luxuriantly covered with foliage that it is called the 'Garden Isle.' Although small, it is quite overwhelmed with scenery: deep, vibrantly colored canyons, expansive stretches of beach, serpentine rivers, rice paddies and green fields. It was once the home of the legendary Menehunes, industrious little people who labored only at night.

Things to see and do: Take a boat trip up the Waipu River and gratify your senses with tropical scenery, including spectacular fern grottos. Swim at Hanalei, perhaps the finest of the Hawaiian beaches, and, if you feel frisky, slide down the natural shoot-the-chute into a fresh-water pond beneath Maipahoe Falls. Visit the Waimea Canyon, the Wet and Dry (Continued on page 131)
There is a bittersweet feeling in the air, the summer is over and the holigobsins and witches are abroad in the dark nights. This is the time to drive through New England, to watch for the maple trees aflame with color; to revisit the Hudson Valley and the Catskills, home of the Indian and Ichabod Crane; to view the rich Pennsylvania farmlands with the summer’s harvest stacked in neat shocks and beside each a fat, orange pumpkin. This is the time to motor through Virginia, when the days are still warm and the nights are crisp and the long blue-green valley of the Shenandoah stretches before like a velvet carpet. This is the time when New York City awakes after the long summer to begin a new season of glitter and excitement. This is October.

FLORIDA

DAYTONA BEACH

DELRAY BEACH
The Colony. Near shops, churches; movies, golf, tennis, private bathing, private beach, café. Italian, beach lounge. Write Box 1067-C.

ST. PETERSBURG
Viney Park Hotel. Most distinguished vacation club... on West Coast; 375 rooms. Power Tampa Bay, Rebs. etch. Sterling R. Bottoine, Mgr. Day.

GEORGIA

SAINT SIMONS ISLAND
King & Prince Hotel. Your mood resort, E. F., directly on ocean, pet, beach & pool; dancing, riding, golf. Near Brunswick, Georgia.

MASSACHUSETTS

SOUTH EGREMONT

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY
Hotel Dennis. One of America’s finest family hotels. On the Boardwalk, near everything. Stop for a delightful, relaxing seaside vacation or week-end.

NEW YORK CITY

The New Weston. Madison Ave. at 50th St. at the center of business and social life. Weston Court, English Lounge and Restaurant. A Weston Hotel.

Marlbrough-Blenheim. At the edge of the sea and the ocean. Front-sundeck, porch, and solarium. Evening entertainment. Fresh and salt water baths.

NEW YORK

ALBANY

PENNSYLVANIA

BERKSHIRE

VERMONT

WOODSTOCK

New England Offers You a wonderful vacation four seasons. Make your Autumn trip include the numerous inns we’ve listed for your pleasure.

CONNECTICUT

LITCHFIELD

STE. MARGUERITE, P. Q.

CANADA

Pink Beach Cottage Colony
Private, inspiring views and the luxurious comfort of your own beach-side cottage assure your most delightful Bermuda sojourn. Corporate company at the club house with its spacious living and dining rooms, charming cocktail lounge, Wonderful food and service. For full color folders, reservations, see your Travel Agent or Leonard P. Briekelt, Amer. Rep., Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y., N. Y. M. 9-2997.

Of course . . .
Mahogany is modern . . .

Genuine Mahogany is the most versatile of woods. It can be finished in a broad range of tones from very light to very dark and is most beautiful in the honey tones, warm browns and copper tones so popular today. Ask your guarantee—and look for this guarantee.
HAWAII continued from page 129

Caves of Haena and the Spouting Horn of Koloa.

MAUI has its share of exotic flora, but it is more notable for the prevalence of gulches. Scenically the island is dominated by Haleakala crater, the largest dormant volcano in the world, towering 10,022 feet above the sea.

Things to see and do: Survey the crater from its rim at sunrise or sunset; and/or ride through it on horseback. (Make arrangements at Gam’s Silversword Lodge in Hawaii National Park.) Hire a car and drive from Hana to Wailuku along a road so beautiful it is called Maui’s Amalfi Drive. Scenic ingredients include some 30 foliaged gulches, fishing villages, coastal vistas, forests of bamboo, and jungles of aepiplant, the leaves of which are larger than a man. Visit Iao Valley. Play golf at the Maui Country Club’s excellent 18-hole course. Enjoy swimming at Hamoa Beach or in the beautiful garden, offers the utmost in world-class and courtly service, it is a most satisfying vacation.

One of the world’s classic vacations is the Homestead’s 17,000-acre estate captures the full brilliance of Autumn.

At the Homestead this means golf on championship courses... tennis on superbly groomed courts... horseback rides and carriage drives over quiet trails... against a background of lovely scenery.

With the distinguished Virginia Hot Springs social scene, and The Homestead’s world-famous service, it is a most satisfying vacation.

Write The Homestead for rate and folders.

ROLL ACROSS CANADA by smooth Canadian Pacific train... picture views all the way. Breathe in the charm of Quebec in a horsedrawn calèche... relax at Château Frontenac in fine hospitality. Nearby, take in the Laurentian resorts this fall. Shop in metropolitan Montreal. Stop in Ottawa, stately capital... take color “snaps” of colorful “Mounties.”

Glide by Canadian Pacific train—through glorious CANADA

land of vacations unlimited.

Scenic! The 3,000 miles of Canadian Pacific rail, from green Atlantic to blue Pacific. Next-to-nature views of flame-colored countryside, green forests, shining snow peaks. Fine service every mile... it’s Canadian Pacific!

Spin westward by Canadian Pacific through autumn pageantry of lake-and-woods... fertile prairies... oil-rich, booming cities... to nature’s scenic spectacle, the Canadian Rockies, where the Banff and Lake Louise areas offer thrilling sport.

Never-to-be-forgotten train scenes as you coast to Canada’s Evergreen Playground, Victoria. British Columbia is renowned for roses from April to January... and year-round golf. Stay at the famous Empress, hospitable hotel in a 10-acre garden... swim in the largest sea pool under glass!

Ask your agent about White Empress sailings to Europe... fast airliners to the Far East, New Zealand and Australia.

Canada is news! See it by Canadian Pacific.
SUPPOSE YOUR WATER HEATER Broke Down Today...

You'd have to heat water in the old faithful teakettle on the stove... go without the usual daily shower bath... postpone the weekly laundry!

It would mean a big interruption to your family's daily living schedule!

Install a Trageser "Copper Core" Automatic Gas Water Heater... the one heater built to last a lifetime!... and make sure this will never happen to you. In addition to its lifetime service, the Trageser "Copper Core" Heater provides you with all the hot water you'll ever want... quickly, constantly and economically... for all your household needs!

Trageser's new "Copper Core" Heater is guaranteed never to rust, crack, flake or peel... is lastingly resistant to corrosion! It's the perfect answer to the public's demand for an automatic gas hot water heater that will provide permanent hot water heater service!

Each Trageser "Copper Core" Heater is pressure-tested to more than twice what any water heater is supposed to withstand. And Trageser backs every "Copper Core" Heater with a straight 10-year warranty... providing for complete heater replacement in event of tank failure!

Available in a size to fit your needs, the Trageser "Copper Core" Heater can be purchased from your Master Plumber. Write for further information by filling out the handy coupon below.

A word to the wives

If you are remodeling your kitchen this autumn, consider new, small-scale equipment which saves space, lets you add worksavers which may not have been available when your kitchen was built.

Complete cooking service from a 24" range

A new-sized range adds a base storage cabinet to space formerly taken up by a standard range alone. The Spacemaker 24" has all the cooking services of a larger range: full-sized oven, push-button controls, automatic timer, high back panel with light and appliance outlet. $299.95. General Electric Co., Louisville, Kentucky.

Plan a laundry corner to simplify your work

Turn a corner of your kitchen into a well-planned laundry with these new cabinets. A built-in ironing board, full size, slides out, eliminates obstructing legs. Cabinet itself has ample storage space. Mobile laundry cart has wicker hamper; stores soaps and cleaners in rear. Retractable rack hangs freshly ironed clothes until you're ready to put them away. Kitchen Maid, Andrews, Ind.
Small electric range with big work surface

The unique L-shaped arrangement of top units on this new 30” range provides wide, usable surface for large pots and pans. Giant-size oven has broil-under-glass feature for broiling without smoke. Full width storage drawer for utensils glides out on nylon runners. $249.95. Fulco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Apartmentsized
automatic washer, dryer

No need to deny yourself automatic washing and drying if you can squeeze in these compact units. Washer and matching dryer each take up only 24 1/2” x 24” floor space. Washer takes full 8-lb. load, has control dial that lets you repeat or omit any part of washing or rinsing cycle. Counter-high, stationary washer, $219.95, portable about $10 extra. Electric dryer, $199.95; gas $219.95. Whirlpool, St. Joseph, Mich.

Electric barbecuer
and gas range in one


THE CASE OF THE HIDDEN SHAKEDOWN
(or the importance of insulation’s SECOND value)

Why did the “hot prospect” who was going to buy Jim Thorpe’s house cool off so suddenly? The reason was simple: chilly, hard-to-heat upstairs rooms. And the cause was simple, too. Jim’s insulation had packed down within the walls, leaving hidden voids for cold and drafts to penetrate.

Be sure your insulation gives you this important SECOND value: ability to keep the re-sale value of your home high. Balsam-Wool, for instance, resists settling or packing down. It is firmly fastened in place. The insulation mat is bonded to its windproof, moisture-proof covering. That’s why Balsam-Wool keeps your home comfortable—cuts down your fuel bills, not just at first, but for all the years you live in your home.

Before you buy insulation, read this booklet! "Facts about Insulation" will help you avoid costly mistakes in choosing insulation—gives scientific proof, based on actual test results, that Balsam-Wool adds lasting value to your home. Mail the coupon now for your copy!

Balsam-Wool
Sealed Insulation

Balsam-Wool—Products of Weyerhaeuser—Nu-Wood

Wood Conversion Company
Dept. 1, 112-114, First National Bank Building
St. Paul 1, Minnesota

Please send me your booklet on Balsam-Wool insulation.

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: __________________ State: ________
For you—
from waving fields of gold

Viking’s new
Sheaf of Wheat

The beauty of America in this delicately cut crystal,
with sheaves of grain from western plains encircling each
prized piece. See the complete, brilliantly varied
assortment at your good Viking dealer.

Viking Glass Company, New Martinsville, West Virginia • Creators of “The Quality-Crowned Crystal”
There are three House & Gardens
American, British, French
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American fashions in decoration

The dual-purpose room is a trend in American living today.

In this issue, 19 leading decorators offer solutions for living-dining, bed-sitting, and library-TV rooms

In this issue, HOUSE & GARDEN gives you an unusual opportunity to visualize the ideas of 19 outstanding U.S. decorators and designers. We chose three of the most common types of dual-purpose rooms and asked each of the decorators to tackle one of them. In these combination rooms, the core of the problem is unity. How can you achieve unity in living-dining, bed-sitting, and library-TV rooms, and still have the feeling of separate rooms? A prime consideration is arrangement of furniture. The flexibility of a room is largely determined by the way you group pieces for conversation, dining, TV-viewing, and reading. Throughout these rooms, you will notice that furniture is mixed without respect to age, origin, or color. White-painted pieces are mixed with mahogany, light finishes with rattan, brass with black lacquer. The secret of tying the room together, as any one of these decorators will tell you, is a simplified color scheme. You will see an accent color continued throughout a living-dining room, a single chintz repeated in curtains and upholstery of a bed-sitting room, a background color bringing a TV-book wall into focus. You will note, too, how variety is achieved by mixing textures. One decorator combines grass-cloth, hemp, and tweed; another makes dramatic use of leather, horsehair, and linen; still another likes velvet and Siamese silks. In other words, these decorating schemes are not only practical solutions for dual-purpose rooms, but also good examples of the changing fashion in U.S. decoration. Turn to page 228 for additional solutions.

OPOSITE

Melanie Kahane creates a sense of unity in this living-dining room

To achieve a feeling of harmony in a living-dining room, decorator Melanie Kahane used mustard yellow and white throughout the room. Upholstery fabrics run the gamut of textures (raw silk, brocade, nubby weaves) in tones of mustard which blend with the carpet. Curtains are white textured fabric trimmed in Greek key braid. The dining area introduces accent colors of Bristol blue (tablecloth) and pumpkin (leather seats on white-painted Louis XV chairs). The room was decorated for Mrs. Morris Rudolker (details on page 242).
FASHIONS IN DECORATION continued

Thedlow, Inc. blocks out modern colors with French furniture

The broad simplicity of colors in this bed-sitting room evokes a mood similar to that of an impressionist painting. Against a white dado below walls painted serene gray-mauve, an Empire bed and ottoman are covered in white tweed. Bed pillows are sienna velvet. Antiqued-white Directoire chairs are upholstered in sienna velvet which harmonizes with the terra cotta tile floor. Behind the modern desk is an Empire chair in black-brown leather. To tie in all the colors of the room, curtains of white linen are trimmed in horizontal bands of black-brown, mauve, and sienna. A calf-skin rug serves as a bold black-and-white accent.

John B. Wisner, Inc. links related textures in natural colors

For a calm, soothing library-TV room, decorator John B. Wisner builds up natural-colored materials with great textural variety. Walls are covered in grasscloth, floor in hemp squares, sofas and chairs in neutral-colored tweedy fabrics. Curtains on the window wall are natural linen printed in black. Blithe accents for the bland background are sofa pillows in lemon peel felt. To complete the combination of natural colors and textures, the furniture is a mixture of blonde wood and brass. In this room, TV is not part of a bookcase wall but a separate unit on casters so that it can be moved to any viewing position.

Earnshaw, Inc. makes a focal point of a library-TV wall

The library-TV room visualized by Earnshaw, Inc. is a study in contrasting textures and colors. The oak wall, which incorporates fireplace, bookshelves, and television, is stained brown-black. With this dark wall as a focal point, whites are folded in to lighten the overall effect. Ceiling and carpet are warm white, curtains are white shantung, floor cushions and ottomans for TV-viewing are in white leather. Two sofas (one beside fireplace for conversation, one facing TV) and armchair in front of window are upholstered in deep pink linen for accent. Woven blind echoes the pink. Rattan chairs have gray horsehair seats.
Raoul Pène du Bois repeats accent colors in a living-dining room

This living-dining room, created by scenic designer Raoul Pène du Bois, has the soothing look of a stretch of sand, sea, and sky. Shades of beige are mixed in wall-to-wall carpeting and upholstery in the living area. These are accented by pillows and Oriental wall panels in sky blue, willow green, and cerulean blue. The same cool sky and leaf colors are played up in the dining area on walls, chair, and floor. Notice the placement of the sofa-bed to help separate the two areas; it extends beyond the partial partition painted charcoal gray. Subtle touches of gilt, marble, brass, and black iron punctuate the quiet color scheme.

McMillen, Inc. adapts traditional grillwork to a modern storage wall

In an expansive mood, McMillen, Inc. decorates a built-in TV and storage wall with brass grillwork doors, turning the entire wall into an oversize breakfront. All the walls, including this one, are painted slate gray. For contrast, the deep-textured carpet is beige, curtains are natural linen painted in a pink, white, and silver design. Upholstery is a mixture of hearth colors: charcoal black on sofa and armchair, ember-red in nubby woven material on the white-painted French chairs in the foreground. Black-lacquered console table behind the sofa eliminates the need for end tables, holds lamps behind TV-viewers.

Joseph B. Platt Associates use blues to achieve depth

To give greater depth to a bed-sitting room, Joseph B. Platt uses cerulean blue tile floor, painted ceiling, and translucent plaid curtains as a channel of color between walls painted deep middy blue. It is hard to tell where the room ends and the skyline begins. To increase the illusion of space, upholstery is medium blue. Warm-toned green rug and 'live' greenery supply color contrast. This plan could be adapted easily to a one-room apartment. Sofa-beds are grouped in an L for conversation, separated from the entrance door by a storage chest. Desk is placed near built-in bookshelves. Dining table is across room.
John Gerald puts a wide range
of pinks in a bed-sitting room

Pinks, not the wan pinks so often used in bed­rooms, are combined in several textures and patterns throughout this bed-sitting room designed by John Gerald Associates, Inc. A Fortuny pink-printed fabric with variations of shading is used for curtains and shaped valance, dust ruffle, and slip cover on chair. White Chinese wallpaper has a tracery of pink silk threads. Carpet is looped in light and deep pinks. The shallow window bay is filled by a sectional sofa upholstered in the same deep pink silk fabric as the bed cover, and accented by a batch of pillows in Siamese silks. Furniture is a mixture of mahogany, brass, painted finishes.

Howard Rothberg uses color
for an illusion of space

To expand a small bed-sitting room, decorator Howard Rothberg suggests pastel yellow underlined by terra cotta. Here, taffeta curtains are tied back against walls painted the same pale yellow. Ceiling is white. To blend traditional French furniture into the background, large pieces (such as the Louis XV day-bed) are upholstered in terra cotta velvet to match the rug. Black leather upholstery accents Régence open-arm chair at writing table and Louis XVI bergère. Grouping of 16th-Century terra cotta drawings on wall above the day-bed completes the look of a sitting room.

Dorothy Draper Inc. shapes
a triangular room around TV

Television, concealed behind doors which are decorated with pictures and gilt carvings, is the focal point of this dramatic library-TV room. The triangular-shaped room, devised by decorator Dorothy Draper, is blacked out for TV-viewing by walls and ceiling painted seal-brown. Sofa covered in a black, brown, and gold textured fabric seems to retreat into the background. For light contrast, the rug is white and black wool, glass curtains are a gold-printed white sheer. Vivid orange highlights are contributed by textured overcurtains and upholstery on chairs. TV stools and sofa pillows distribute bright notes of cerulean blue.
Dorothy Liebes interlines
a living-dining room with brown

By alternating light and shadow colors, designer Dorothy Liebes creates harmony between living and dining areas yet gives each one the feeling of a separate room. In the living area, coffee brown predominates in upholstery and in shantung wallpaper on end wall. Other three walls and ceiling are enameled white. Against coffee-colored walls in the dining area, white Italian linen is used, where it will take least wear, on chairs and dining table. Color accents in a woven Liebes blind (greens, pinks, oranges) are repeated in sofa-pillows. Kick-off note is the accent rug, designed by Miro in bougainvillea pink and white on brown.

Mrs. Henry Parish II arranges
a flowered chintz TV-library

To convey a mood of relaxation in a library-TV room, Mrs. Henry Parish II uses a soft-spoken chintz as the pivot of the color scheme. A floral design in lime green and yellow on off-white, it is used on a comfortable sofa and armchair. Walls and wool rug are pastel sandalwood to harmonize with the chintz background color. Another sofa facing TV is upholstered in a textured stripe that blends with the colors of the chintz. Lime green is repeated in Siamese silk upholstery on pairs of benches that tuck away under console table behind sofa, and stand in front of book-TV wall. Furniture in light finishes sustains the airy feeling of the room.

Elisabeth Draper, Inc. designs
a two-way TV room

In this library-TV room designed by decorator Elisabeth Draper, TV is silhouetted against dark bronze walls, but it can be concealed when not in use by means of white louvered screens which cover the entire book-TV wall. The color scheme is a subtle variation on greenery outside the window wall. Solid walls painted dark bronze, rug in avocado green (a lighter tint of the walls) are a good foil for brilliant-colored upholstery, in this case, raspberry pink. Console table-desk is placed at right angles to the window for good reading light. To darken the room for TV, woven blinds can be drawn across the large area of glass.
Mrs. McFadden Harrison's New York apartment is enlivened by flower-petal pastels

Pastel colors and pretty chintzes with country freshness were Mrs. McFadden Harrison’s choice for her New York apartment. In the living room (left), a pale pink background brings out the character and delicate coloring of flowered chintz upholstery. Mrs. Harrison often entertains 24 guests in this room, likes to wear pale pink or blue. In the bed-sitting room (above), a confection-striped chintz with blue butterflies is used against muted blue walls. Chairs are covered in Siamese pink for accent. Decorated by Baldwin Inc.
How to live with taste

Taste is an elusive quality, in decoration as in fashion. It is not acquired by accepting each new trend that comes along. It is a matter of weighing, sifting, and considering the idea to discover whether or not it suits you. In the final analysis, taste is a sense of what is appropriate to your way of life.

Every room is an empty vessel into which you pour the ingredients of good living. This is the way the purpose of a room is fulfilled. By surrounding yourself with the things that are suitable to your pattern of living, you express your own taste. The goodness of your taste depends on these ingredients and the way in which you blend them. The net result is decoration that reflects your personality. Here and on the next seven pages we show you how certain women of taste live and entertain. Their rooms give you a wide-angled picture of current decoration. The interesting point is that no two rooms are alike: each bears the imprint of the individual for whom it was created.

As you study these rooms, you will find new ideas for your own home. You will discover new ways to integrate your own cherished possessions into your rooms. It is the most natural thing in the world to combine the objects of your affection, old and new alike, for taste transcends time. But you must know where to stop. You must apply the same sense of proportion to your decoration that you use in daily living. Too many lamps, too many pictures, too many tables can have the same effect as too much mustard or too much salt. Good decoration produces a pleasing mood. The point is to create a background in which you and your family will feel easy and comfortable. In this way, you will escape the mold of mediocrity and achieve a measure of distinction all your own.

ALBERT KORNFELD
Editor-in-chief
Modern and traditional furniture blend with Far East motifs in Mrs. Erwin Bry's living room.

The living room of Mrs. Erwin Bry's St. Louis apartment is a subtle interplay of Far East, traditional, and modern influences. Grasscloth walls, comfortable sofas and chairs, indirect lighting, and cork floors are modern touches. With them, Mrs. Bry uses a Coromandel screen in pastel pinks, browns, and white, an old Chinese temple table, and Lowestoft china. Curtains are Indian raw silk and rugs are antique Moroccan. Orange, beige, and soft gold accent colors complement the delicate shading of the screen. In this room, Mrs. Bry serves cocktails to her guests before small buffet dinner parties. Interior designers, Bernoudy Associates. Decorated by Warfield Shops.
A mural painting brightens Mrs. Henry B. Hyde's dining room

In a New York brownstone house, Mrs. Henry B. Hyde has decorated the walls of her dining room with murals that suggest a Roman landscape. By combining maroon, beige, and green oil paints, muralist Frederico Pallavicini achieves a gradation of gold and amber tones that blend with the delicately painted antique Adam chairs and brocaded seats. Pale green trompe l'oeil curtains are painted on the screen which separates kitchen from dining room. On her table, Mrs. Hyde uses an old Lowestoft oval souptureen and plates with crystal goblets, wine glasses, and candlesticks.
Mrs. John Pierrepont lives with family heirlooms
in a modernized 17th-century farmhouse

Mrs. John Pierrepont likes traditional furniture and uses it against simple pastel backgrounds. In the living room of her Far Hills, New Jersey, farmhouse, a handsome mahogany Queen Anne secretary dominates one wall. Flanking it are two straight chairs of the same period, and in the foreground is a round English tea table which folds up. To emphasize the patina of polished wood, Mrs. Pierrepont prefers neutral backgrounds (she likes to match curtains to the wall color), with colorful accessories, such as modern paintings, old china and brass. Margaret B. Weller assisted Mrs. Pierrepont in the decoration.
Mrs. Percy Straus, Jr. prefers a monochrome scheme, natural textures

In her Houston, Texas, house Mrs. Percy Straus, Jr. makes use of natural textures and earth colors for decoration. Fireplace wall of the living room is paneled in copper foil; the other walls are rift oak plywood. Beige rugs partially cover but do not conceal a handsome Arizona flagstone floor. In this room are Mies van der Rohe chairs upholstered in brown leather and contemporary furniture within the beige-to-brown scale. The painting above the ledge stone fireplace is a Diego Rivera. Shelves of books make a color point above the piano. Decoration by John Thomas Rather, Jr., A. I. A.

Parchment white walls set off family portraits in Mrs. Robert Winthrop's dining room

In the dining room of her Georgian house in Westbury, Long Island, Mrs. Robert Winthrop collects things which are sentimental to her: family portraits, a superb Irish Waterford chandelier, pieces of old crystal, and Crown Derby china. As a background for the gallery of portraits, walls are painted a rich parchment white with gold moldings. In this room, Mrs. Winthrop has a black and gold lacquered screen, Chippendale chairs with parchment-colored leather seats, polished mahogany oval table.
The pastel color scheme of Mrs. Albert D. Lasker's bedroom is taken from modern paintings.

After a busy, varied day serving on many committees ranging from the National Heart Council to the Museum of Modern Art, Mrs. Albert D. Lasker likes the restfulness of pastels in her Dutchess County bedroom. In this cheerful room, decorated by Dorothy Draper, the background is white, blended with pink on the sofa and a pink bench near the bed. Over the fireplace is a Degas pastel from Mrs. Lasker's collection of modern French paintings. Blue from the dancers' bodices is picked up in a delicate flowered chintz which lines the bed canopy and in the antiquing on the contemporary chest. The painting above the chest is by Salvador Dali. Accessories are 18th-Century English china. In the study (right), bowl of flowers on desk emphasizes the colors of a Braque painting.
The virtue of optimism

BY ELIZABETH BOWEN

ranking British author who penetrates the depths of human nature in countless novels and short stories, writes here of optimism as a deep-down and sober belief in life

Optimism is one of the slighted virtues—perhaps it seems too ready-to-hand? Indeed, that it is a virtue has been contested; it has been seen, rather, as the happy endowment of some temperaments. On the whole, it is felt, the optimist gets off light, so should agree to rank as a lightweight character, well enough liked, but disregarded. 'Oh, one cannot possibly go by what X says! X simply says what is easiest, or what will make one like him. For his own sake, he wants to have everyone in the best of moods!' Such, often, is the satiric verdict. Optimism is charged to the wish to please or, when not that, to escapist policy.

Yet the real thing is neither facile nor superficial. Genuine optimism is hard won, needs courage, is based on staying-power. And, unlike the synthetic product, it does not advertise. Ostentations 'cheeriness', the automatic, slightly-too-bright smile have little connection with what is, in reality, a deep-down and sober belief in life. Does it seem too much of a contradiction to say that the genuine optimist is serious, or, at least, reserved? Hopeful, yes; but a certain amount of suspense attaches to even the strongest hope. When one cares, everything matters. The optimist does not merely believe that the good will win, he is intensely concerned that it should do so. One cannot stay passive and simply expect the best; the best needs active co-operation.

There may be something dangerous, or false, about this stated idea of the good 'winning'. Life, unlike a game or a campaign, seldom shows scores or arrives at declared results. Day by day, our objectives alter; values shift and change with the changing scene; so much so that what once we most desired may have come to mean less, or almost nothing, by the time fate places it in our hands. The optimist learns not to be disconcerted by the extreme slowness, or still more by the inscrutability, with which destiny works out its underlying pattern for the nation, the group or the individual. Expectations or hopes, if they are to be valid, must be long-term. One may say, indeed, that optimism involves the long-term view; one believes (albeit, with sobriety) that ultimately matters will work out well; but, what will ultimately prove good may be far from what seems good today!

So far, I have referred to the optimist as 'he', as one tends to do when speaking in the abstract. In fact, though optimism, like other virtues, is not the special prerogative of either sex, it is needed and should be sought by women. We need it not merely for our own support but for the sake of those with whom we are in contact. Rare, and perhaps unfortunate, is the woman whose fundamental attitude to life does not affect at least one other person; and generally it is a matter of several more. In the home, it is the woman who sets the mood; husband or children can but react to variations in the emotional weather-chart. Domestic relations, it must be said, are a most searching test of the true or false; in dealings with one's own flesh-and-blood, in weathering the crises of the home, superficial optimism is fatal. The methodically cheery

(Continued on page 228)
Do it with curtains

How to frame problem windows with practical materials

The tug of war between windows too high, too low, too narrow, too long, and radiators that obtrude beneath them, needn't end in a draw if you apply the solutions suggested by designer Edmund J. Motyka on these pages. Each presents a pose common to families who have to take living space and window arrangements as they find them. But the problem window can often be a blessing in disguise if you learn how to flatter it with curtains, unify its faults, camouflage pipes, beams, ungainly bays and corners without sacrificing light or heat. With a little ingenuity and the materials described here, you can give the problem window a focal point of view in any room. Before tackling the problem, keep these general rules in mind: to add height to a low window, hang curtains to the floor. To widen a narrow window, add width to the curtains on either side. Don't skimp on valances. They should be about 12"-14" deep as a rule, otherwise they look scanty. Don't overlook the convenience of traverse rods equipped with separate stops so that curtains can be drawn independently, or in pairs. If you have a small window, misplaced in relation to your room scheme, and not vital to ventilation, you can treat it decoratively at little cost. Use an airy, self-printed sheer with a pattern like snowflakes, shirring the material on top and bottom rods. Apply ordinary picture molding to frame the window curtain. Rods and sockets can be concealed behind frame; curtain removed for laundering. To curtain a window wall with a door opening on a patio or garden, you can treat it as a solid wall at night, keep the view open by day, and control sunlight and shade. A wall-to-wall (Cont'd on page 224)

Sheer curtain material with a self print like snowflakes is shirred on top and bottom rods to cover a single window treated as a wall picture. Plain or colored molding can be used to make frame. Tablecloth of same material has ruffled skirt, fringed border.

Washable white nylon, hung in folds from ceiling track, curtains a large window wall without obstructing door. Track is equipped with stops to operate curtains independently. Use graduated bands of metallic thread in Greek key pattern on white, to trim ends.
Strawberry-dotted sheer curtains give privacy and garden-like air to a dining ell with open glass areas. Bands of tape to match berry colors are glued to side walls, ceiling.

Gray suiting flannel makes quiet, curtained frame for a library window-door. Outside edges are trimmed with bright red strips of silk ribbon, \( \frac{3}{4} \) wide. Ribbon motif, pasted or tacked on gray valance, is decorative when curtains are drawn.

Starched netting framed with narrow panels acts as permanent screen for window with a corner view. Screens slide behind each other on a ceiling track leaving the radiators free.

Organdy table runners with appliqué design give interest to bay window treated as a sitting corner. Runners are hung separately on black metal rods, white bone or plastic rings. Use smaller runners at top for valance.

Stencilled leaf pattern on bamboo blinds gives an attractive air to louvered windows. Lightweight bamboo rolls up for circulation through slats. You can stencil any design in washable paint to match room scheme.

Café curtains of theatrical gauze in pastel stripes conceal radiators under a small bay window. Upper tier is hung on brass rod and rings across mullioned frame. Sides can be pulled back separately, or drawn together to form unit with lower curtains for privacy.
A one-room apartment can live well, look well

To Walt Whitman, every cubic inch of space was a miracle. But to many young people who are furnishing a one-room apartment today, it's a problem. When wall space is cut into by doors, windows, and closets, it's difficult to find room for the essentials of round-the-clock living: beds that double as sofas; chests for storage; tables for dining, writing, playing games. Here we show you ingenious ways to beat the space problem: first, by using a fabric in colors that give unity; second, by grouping furniture to achieve comfort in a one-room apartment. The denominator that binds the room together and gives a feeling of spaciousness is the color scheme, which is based on a new material by Moss Rose called 'El Misti.' Named after a mountain in Peru, it is textured cotton with a hand-loomed look similar to native Peruvian weaves. It comes in an unusual and brilliant range of colors. Here we show it in two shades of green (olive and bitter) and in a plaid which interweaves the two greens with white. The versatility of this textured cotton is proved by using it throughout the room, on studio beds, armchairs, and at the windows. Tailored plaid petticoats, olive green coverlets, bolsters, and pillows (all of which are ready-made by Craig Creations) turn the studio beds into trim, comfortable sofas. The curtains (also ready-made by Craig) are hung like café curtains, on big brass clips, so that they can be easily washed and ironed. The coverlets and petticoats are lined in order to hold their shape. If you want to make tie-on seats for pull-up chairs you already have, you can buy the cotton by the yard.

The armchairs, too, are upholstered in bitter green textured cotton to blend with the studio beds. The furniture is from a new Provincial collection inspired by designs of France, Italy, and Spain (the 'Mediterranea' Group by Heritage-Henredon). The variety of soft, shadow-colored walnut finishes, the slate and flagstone tops on chests and tables, the touches of parquetry and brass hardware, give this room a mellow, lived-in look. These pieces are mixed with contemporary dining furniture, proving once more that good designs of any period go together. Like the proverbial iron hand in a velvet glove, the fabrics and furniture not only appeal to the touch and to the eye, but they take a lot of wear with very little care. Everything in the apartment at Lord & Taylor. For shopping information see page 214.
Textured cotton in two greens covers studio beds in living area.

Game table, grouped with barrel chairs, doubles as a desk.

Dining area is punctuated by black chairs, pink tablecloth.
A dining room yields life-long dividends

A cheerful dining room such as this is the core of home to many an American family. Around the dining table parents and children can review the day's activities in an atmosphere of comfort and relaxation. In this room, which is actually a combination dining room and study (see sketch on opposite page), mellow Italian Provincial furniture is set off against a background of whitewashed walls and brick floor. A yellow cotton rug and cerulean blue chair seats point up the warm fruitwood finish of the furniture. Yellow is repeated on the table in pottery, linen napkins, chrysanthemum centerpiece. The blues of chair seats, place mats, and sheer silk curtains are echoed in the 18th-Century French painted screen. Furniture by Kindel; upholstery and curtain fabrics, Kandell; rug, Lees.
Today’s dining room often doubles as library, music, or hobby room; tables for dining are set up anywhere in the house.

The dining room has broken out of its shell. Partly because space is limited, partly because household help is nearly extinct, walls no longer define where we eat. Instead of an isolated room that lives from one meal to the next, the dining area is now integrated into family life. It is often built and decorated in combination with a living room, study, music room, kitchen, or even a patio. This way, it is able to lead a full, round-the-clock life.

Our patterns of entertaining have relaxed, too. Although seated dinners will always be popular, particularly for family dinners, we have found gay, informal ways to organize large parties. Today, many a party begins at a buffet table set up in an alcove, foyer, or patio, and then branches out to small tables and trays with individual place settings. Today’s hostess has discovered it’s simpler to serve a large number of people this way without the help of servants. To come to her aid, there are lots of versatile tables and trays that go easily through setting-up exercises (unfolding, stacking up, stretching out). Table-carts can wheel a complete meal from the kitchen to the terrace, the TV room, or a cozy spot in front of the fireplace.

If you have a separate dining room, there is a great deal you can do to improve its comfort and usefulness. You can turn it into a study-dining room by having bookshelves and storage units built-in on one wall. You can bring in music by installing radio, TV, and high-fidelity units. You can make it double as a hobby room, a sewing center, or an extra sitting room for grown-ups when younger members of the family give parties. If art plays an important role in your family life, you might turn one wall of the dining area into a picture gallery. (See the combination dining room-picture gallery on page 166. Pegs were inserted in one wall to enable the owners to change and rearrange pictures from time to time.) In short, today’s dining area is as versatile as today’s hostess.

On these pages, we show you 26 different ways to set the scene for dining anywhere in your house, and some unusual ways to set the table, as well.

Shopping information for these eight pages, page 214.
In his compact New York apartment, designer William Raiser expands the dining area by means of a marble console table placed in front of the window. This arrangement takes advantage of an East River view, and composes a friendly setting for a small group of Sunday supper guests.

Twelve attractive ways to set tables, trays, and roll-out carts for parties

1. Tin lanterns filled with red and orange zinnias make exclamation points of color for a casserole lunch. To create a gay, Mexican feeling, combine tin service plates, terra cotta pottery, and pale yellow glass.

2. To dramatize a fruit dessert, slip glass bowls into individual straw baskets. Brilliant orange raffia butterflies, perched gaily on top, pick up colors of tray rims. Coffee pots also carry cream and sugar.
This step-down passageway to a terrace garden provides a pretty, practical dining area in the New York house of Harold E. Schwartz. The storybook setting is framed indoors by a giant, potted nephthys. Chairs are Biedermeier; yew-topped table was designed by Mr. Schwartz.

A flagstone terrace at the Far Hills, New Jersey, home of Mr. and Mrs. John Pierrepont adapts to any number of guests. Candle-flare lamps set on black iron standards punctuate a gay, party mood and accent its outdoor charm. Margaret B. Weller, decorator.

3. Wheel coffee and dessert to the fireside, or near your favorite view. Black tea cart is roomy enough for pots-de-crème, plus coffee service.

4. Make a focal point of a buffet table in a dining alcove or foyer by using brilliant blue and white earthenware on a tablecloth in two tones of blue. Rings of white carnations in a pair of epergnes point up a casual, colorful setting.

5. Set off pink and silver china on polished walnut dinner trays placed on stands and used as individual dining tables. Give each tray its own centerpiece: pink fuchsias in a Venetian glass shell.
A round table seats everyone for dining and good viewing at a teen-age television party. Against a background of antique white walls and a water-green carpet, a pink still life design of fruit and flowers makes a gay splash of color on hold green-and-blue checked curtains. Soup is served in individual green pottery tureens. Serving plates are pink; straw mats, pale green. Surrounding the centerpiece of daisies are LP records (dance orchestras for the boys, singers for the girls) to be given as favors. TV set rests on bench which can be used for serving or to sit on while tuning in programs. The Biala painting which completes the TV wall grouping serves as a strong vertical accent.

TWELVE WAYS TO SET TABLES continued

6. When your guests outnumber the chairs around your dining table, plan a festive soup and sandwich buffet. Fringed blue cloth sets off soup pitcher, bowls, china fruit in globe.

7. Set up a black perforated-metal tray-table for television dining. Covered white bowl keeps soup hot en route. Accent setting with earthenware in blue, white. Suave white bird with blue dots is fillip.

8. Use outsize champagne glasses as fruit com­­potes and centerpiece for a luncheon dessert. The dining table is a card table, set with white plates, cool blue cloth, green glasses.
An intimate dinner for two is set on a wrought-iron table in a combination dining room-study. Notice how a circular linen tablecloth in pale green dresses up its practical glass top for a candlelit dinner. Contrasting linen napkins in mustard color echo the tones of the silk upholstery which snaps over the backs of the chairs. Centerpiece is formed of three white candles in white porcelain Japanese saki cups inverted and used as holders. Furniture storage-wall arrangement, on which a collection of paintings rests, consists of a desk, sliding door unit with shelves and drawers, with a bar-buffet shown at the right. Mahogany units have hazelnut finish, with white lacquered inside trim.

9. The lines of this ironstone tureen harmonize unexpectedly with Japanese-inspired green and white earthenware for a luncheon soup course. Other colors are from vegetable centerpiece.

10. Serve a one-dish meal on a small olive green metal tray that has short legs to rest on a window seat or on the floor, and also folds flat for storage. Earthenware is blue and white; green mat; ceramic fruit for salt.

11. Each guest composes his own salad at a buffet table highlighted by pink lilies; black, brown, and white accessories. The table folds into a console, or can be used as a room divider.

Table setting 12 on page 235
How to create a dual-purpose dining area in your home

These six dining areas prove that you can have your cake and eat it, too. While they are intended primarily for serving everyday meals, they take on a number of other tasks with equanimity. The furniture in each case turns the trick. These pieces were designed to fit into small space: a dining alcove, the dining area of a living room or of a living-kitchen, a corner of the recreation room or children's room, or an enclosed porch which serves as an extra dining room. The table tops made of laminated plastic are more than a match for anything they come in contact with (hot dishes, alcohol and other liquids which stain less hardy surfaces). What is more, these plastics are in attractive new textured patterns and subtle colors that are easy on your eyes. Many of the chairs designed to go with them are upholstered in foam rubber and shaped to fit your back. All of this, plus the fact that the furniture has a trim, light look, encourages you to use it anywhere. If, for example, you don't have a spare counter for arranging flowers, you can spread out vases, shears, and flower holders on a plastic-topped table the minute the breakfast dishes are cleared away. You can use the dining table between meals for clipping and filing recipes and planning menus. You can follow up an evening card game by serving coffee to your guests at a game table in the corner of your living room or recreation room. Here are six good ways to use this small-scaled dining furniture in your own home. These pieces not only save space but spare you work because they are easy to care for. Shopping information, see page 214.

Arrange flowers on a plastic-topped table in an enclosed porch or breezeway. Placed at right angles to the wall, the table doubles as a durable work counter. Dining chairs have curved backs for comfort, plastic upholstery which matches the tweed pattern of the table top. The Howell Co.

Serve Sunday-morning breakfast in a dining corner of the living room or living-kitchen. The contour top of this table is made of laminated plastic, which means that you can bring your automatic appliances to the table and prepare coffee and toast on-the-scene. Kuehne Manufacturing Company,
Treat your children to a soda party at home. Ice-cream-parlor chairs in assorted colors are grouped around a metal table with white enameled plywood top. National Chair and Furniture Co.

Use the dining table as a desk when you want to clip and file recipes, plan menus. This one has a spice-patterned plastic top, set off by a stainless-steel apron. Designed by Raymond Loewy Associates for Arvin Industries, Inc.

Round out a game corner with a circular table, topped in soft-gray woodgrain laminated plastic and barrel chairs. Bring snacks to the table on a roll-out cart. Daystrom Furn.

Set the scene for an informal buffet party near the window in your living room. You can add a leaf to this table and have plenty of space for plates and flatware, chafing dish and casseroles. For easy upkeep, the top is made of laminated plastic which resembles walnut; the frame is black metal. Chairs, upholstered in nubby-textured plastic, have black tubular-metal legs which are mounted on glides so that you can shift them around the room easily. Virtue Brothers.
This kitchen puts work to one side and keeps the center area free for dining. Every inch is planned with an eye for detail, color, and surfaces that create a pleasing atmosphere for family meals as well as informal parties. But no matter how attractive a kitchen is, if it does not produce good meals with minimum effort, it loses its primary objective. The kitchen shown here has an air of well being. It was designed for a small house without a dining room. Built into its polished surfaces and steel cabinets are materials of lasting service. Steel cabinets are the color of mocha, topped in Dresden blue. Ceramic wall tiles in delicate fruit patterns, china and glasses in full view behind glass doors, add to the decoration. The equipment chosen serves as a pleasing background for the French Provincial dining table in fruitwood, with its side chairs covered in black plasticized fabric that is easy to clean. To keep the most active housekeeping and food preparation area away from the dining group, the sink was placed in the corner of the kitchen. Flanking it are base cabinets for cutlery and linen storage. The gas oven, installed next to the counter-height cooking top, cooks by retained heat to save you cost of fuel. Once you set the dial for roasting or baking, heat maintains itself at that temperature and the gas needn’t be left on. This practical device also helps to keep room temperatures down. All of the equipment is

(Continued on page 234)

Large refrigerator stores ice cubes, frozen foods

Two-door refrigerator sketched above, has a full-width freezer chest for ample supplies of frozen food, both the packaged varieties and fresh food which you have processed yourself for freezing. Ice-making device molds non-sticking cubes, drops and stores them in basket holding up to 98. Refills for parties are automatically supplied as needed. Lower section has storage shelves on door, deep partitions for all other foods. Defrosting is automatic. Finish of large refrigerator is in H&G's mocha to blend with the color scheme of base and wall cabinets and over-all equipment.
A wall-wide shelf of pink marble holds the ingredients of a buffet dinner in the dining room of this New York apartment. Pegs have been inserted in the wall above to accommodate paintings and drawings of assorted sizes. Silhouetted against a simple, off-white background, are paintings, old English serving pieces, and a carved chandelier of Italian origin. Oval dining table in the center of the room is covered in green linen with an overcloth of French nettedidy. The marble serving shelf frees the table for plates (modern coupe-shaped china by Lenox) and flatware (Heirloom’s new Coronation-year pattern shown on the opposite page). Centerpiece of chrysanthemums, green grapes, pears and limes in a silver epergne echoes the delicate coloring of the room, which was decorated by Edward J. Wormley.
A treasury of desserts

Here are some unusual recipes on which you can make your reputation as a hostess

BY JOHN AND MARGARET STORM
from a forthcoming book to be published by Simon & Schuster

What happens last is remembered best. Selection of the right dessert, therefore, is no casual matter where good food is served. It has to be planned with the same diligence as the main course. Its temperature must be guarded as that of the wine. It must be served attractively. Then it will cast a spell over what has preceded it to the table and send the diners to their easy chairs satisfied and happy.

The dessert is unique among dinner courses in that it often serves as the sole refreshment for a party, a dessert-bridge, tea, or small reception. For these occasions, the chocolate cake wrapped in cellophane or the frozen fruit pie from the grocery store is a rather limp manifestation of hearty hospitality. It takes very little additional effort to serve Crêpes Monte Carlo, Bananas in Orange Butter, or Mocha Brandy Cream Puffs!

Actually, preparation of desserts need not be difficult. There are innumerable charming delicacies which are hardly more complicated than warming canned soup. There are also many more desserts which appear to be elaborate affairs to the uninitiated, but which, in the making, are extremely simple. It is wonderful to behold your friends' and family's delight when first you set before them your own homemade Biscuit Tortoni or Peaches Barbara. And finally, you will ultimately want to produce, if for your own satisfaction only, those intricate and enchanting creations you associate exclusively with the pastry chefs of fabulous European restaurants.

There is little special equipment necessary for dessert-making. Get a couple of heavy canvas pastry bags and a dozen assorted tubes. You should have an electric refrigerator; and you will be happier when you have an ice-cream freezer, either hand driven or electric.

The bulk of the paraphernalia is to be found in the average kitchen: an adequate assortment of mixing bowls, wooden and metal mixing spoons, casserole dishes, pie tins, cake tins, cooky sheets, muffin tins, spatulas, a rotary egg beater, a wire whisk, a nut grinder, a nut chopper, and so on. For dessert recipes and sweet sauces, see page 192.
Judged by any standards Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres is one of the greatest nineteenth-century French painters and therefore of all times. Yet he is also one of the least approachable and least appealing of artists. There is something in the chilly perfection of his art—those infinitely suave nudes, those astonishingly precise pencil drawings—that rebuffs our sympathy even when it excites our admiration. It is much the same with the man himself. Pompous and dictatorial, with a sense of his own importance that occasionally reached the point of fatuity, Ingres is hardly an amiable figure, and during his lifetime his defiant conceit alienated from him most of his contemporaries. When, for example, in 1846, he was asked to lend some of his pictures for a charity exhibition, he insisted they be hung in a room by themselves, separated from the work of the hoi polloi, 'if not by walls at least by hangings.'

Such an incident (and it is only one of many, his violent and prolonged persecution of Delacroix being the most notorious) lost him the sympathy of his colleagues. And when he wrote that 'the more sublime efforts of art have no effect at all upon uncultivated minds,' he offended the bourgeois class from which he sprang. Finally, to make a clean sweep, he infuriated the highbrows of that passionately romantic age by denying the importance of sensibility to the artist. 'One must learn to draw stupidly,' he was fond of advising his pupils. Yet, all things considered, Ingres is a mighty figure. This irritable little man created an art that, in its finer flights, is elevated, serene, and touching; this badly educated provincial succeeded, by means of his wonderful gifts and his belief in the existence of an ideal beauty, in relating his art to that of the greatest idealists, the ancient Greeks and his adored Raphael.

Ingres' life was a long and busy one—he died, encumbered with official honors, in 1867, at the age of 87—but it was hardly exciting. The son of an artisan, he was born at Montauban in Gascony, to whose museum he bequeathed the entire contents of his studio, thus making it the richest repository of Ingres material in the world. He never returned there after his departure for Paris at the age of 17, but he remained his whole life by temperament and in appearance (he was strikingly handsome, dark-skinned and with glowing black eyes) a man of the warm-blooded South.

Ingres was as precocious in talents as he was in self-assurance. 'Ingres today is exactly what he was at the age of 12,' he would often remark as an old man. But, oddly enough, at one early moment he was seemingly unable to choose between the careers of painter and violinist. The violin he played sufficiently well to be judged by professional standards, and during his struggling student days in Paris he supported himself by performing in an orchestra in a theatre on the boulevards. Indeed 'un violon d'Ingres,' a phrase referring to an avocation almost as serious as a vocation, has passed into the French language. But when, still a child, being shown a copy of Raphael's Madonna of the Chair, he wept for joy, his true course was set. All his life, however, he remained passionately fond of music, and musicians, notably Cherubini, were among his closest friends.

When Ingres arrived in Paris in 1797, David was the leading painter of the day and Ingres lost no time enrolling under him as pupil and assistant. As such he painted part of the background and furniture of David's (Cont'd on page 194)

OPPOSITE

Ingres' pencil drawing of Madame Horace Vernet, dated Rome 1835

COURTESY OF KNOEDLER GALLERIES
In this 12-page portfolio on remodeling, House & Garden shows why there's good living in

Old houses with new ideas

- Americans today are discovering that the house they have and the house they want may, with certain alterations, be one and the same. These alterations range all the way from easy do-it-yourself jobs (amateurs are applying to their own walls 75% of all paint sold) to major remodeling jobs which run to some billion dollars annually.

What makes remodeling worth all this time, money, and effort? A nostalgic feeling about the past? A fine piece of property? The luxury of more space than could be built today for the same price? Or the old fascination of before-and-after, or ugly-duckling-into-swan? Whatever the reasons why they did it, the owners of a successfully remodeled house are sure of one thing: their old-plus-new house is far more interesting than a completely new one. It has a story to tell, a human story of obstacles overcome, problems coped with. If its design is less than perfect, if there have been some frankly make-do compromises, these seem only to add to its charm.

Actually, remodeling is worth it (1) if the property is desirable, (2) if what you do like about the house is something which cannot be supplied by building new, and (3) if what you don’t like about it can be remedied by modernization. But, if all it lacks are 1953 ideas, it can be brought up to date. Three dark little rooms can be opened up to one big, expansive living room. A wall cut up by mere peek-out windows can be replaced by one of sliding glass sections, the better to enjoy indoor-outdoor living. Modern equipment can be installed, storage space built in, a few personal whims indulged. Result: like the houses on these and the following pages, your old house may have more new ideas than many a house being built today.

1 Suburban house remodeled for outdoor living

- Remodeling old houses has proved many new things, among them the paradox that fewer rooms can mean more space. When Mr. and Mrs. Emil Rutz remodeled their house, they proved exactly this, and confirmed an old belief that building in easy stages is one good way to get exactly what you want. Their big English Cotswold house now lives bigger and better than ever before. It has fewer rooms, more space, and is packed with ideas that have come about naturally, as a result of knowing well both themselves and their house. Mr. and Mrs. Rutz

(Continued on the next page)
Above, before remodeling; below, after.
(Continued) had good reasons for wanting to stay right where they were. They had a fine piece of suburban property near San Francisco, on which they had already built a swimming pool and pool-playhouse. Their teen-age daughter, Joanne, was happily established in the local high school, and had no desire to be separated from her friends. The house itself was big, solidly built, and pleasantly traditional. On the other hand, there were certain things that they didn’t like: it was cut up into too many small rooms; its floor plan was awkward; it was dark and had little connection with the grounds; the garden, pool, and large terrace around it could be really enjoyed only by going outdoors.

The remodeling of the Rutz house started right at the front door. The old traditional door was replaced by a simple, modern one, and beside it a wide glass panel was installed to admit light. At the left of the front hall, where originally there was a small study, a living room and a dining room, there is now one enormous living-dining room. This was accomplished by pushing the left wall out several feet, and knocking down the partition walls. To complete the transformation, and join indoors and outdoors, wide windows were installed across the rear. In back, at the right of the dining area, is an efficiently replanned, newly equipped kitchen-laundry. Upstairs, both master and daughter’s suites are enlarged, and both open onto a new balcony overlooking the garden and pool. But this is a mere skeleton outline of the major architectural changes; the real story is (Continued on page 207)
Rear of house now has wide windows and second-story balcony (above and below) to open both upstairs and downstairs to swimming pool, pool house and new garden. The success of the indoor-outdoor planning is summed up by Mr. Rutz, who says that before remodeling the house they hardly appreciated the garden. Pool house, at left, has bedroom, sitting room, bath, two showers, and a barbecue grill. Terrace around pool is brick.
City house remodeled for privacy on a 30' x 90' lot

Before and after of exterior is clearly shown by photograph of Mrs. Williams’ house as it is now (left), and house next door, which is duplicate of her house before it was remodeled. Note high wall and gate at front lot line, for complete privacy from the street and traffic.

New entrance garden, above, is secluded from street by wall. You pass this charming spot before reaching the front door; garden is also enjoyed from the living room. Large picture, right, shows new house front from street with new wall, gate, chimney, windows.

OWNER: Mrs. C. S. Williams
ARCHITECTS: Douglas Freeret and Albert Wolf Jr.

Sometimes the best reason for remodeling instead of building new is simply that you want an old house. For Mrs. C. S. Williams, of New Orleans, there was no question about what she wanted. She wanted a small city house in the uptown section, one which would have both 1953 convenience and a traditional atmosphere suitable for her antique furniture. The house she found was a small city house; otherwise, it met exactly none of her requirements. It was dark, undistinguished, had neither a garden nor the privacy in which to enjoy one. Now, after remodeling, it has a fine architectural character, a new front garden and rear patio, and provides a delightful way of living indoors and out. All this was accomplished with a few structural changes and within a tiny 30' x 90' lot now enclosed by garden walls to give complete seclusion. (Continued on page 207)
Dining room has new rear window-wall, which seems to bring the patio inside. Here, as in other rooms, are furnishings from old house: painted chandelier, antique sideboard.

Rear patio-garden, looking toward spiral stairway which leads up to Mrs. Williams' study and sun deck. It is paved with flagstone, has center geometric design of pebbles set in concrete. Behind louvered doors, the new utility room; at right, a wall fountain niche.

Plot and floor plan show how every inch of space has been used for indoor and outdoor living in complete privacy because wall borders 30' x 90' city lot. Shaded area, rear left, is new utility room which houses air-conditioning system to heat, cool house.

Covered porch links dining room to rear patio, which is screened from entrance passage by door. Right, looking from patio to porch and door. Left, close-up of corner of porch. Canvas curtains pull across to give protection from sun during very hot weather.

This is the story of a family who had every reason to stay in their neat little Colonial house and every reason for wanting a big, modern house. Their solution was a happy compromise. They went ahead and made genuinely modern additions to a genuinely traditional house, and in doing so proved to their own satisfaction that old houses and new ideas do go together, and with highly exhilarating results.

All four members of the Edward M. Benesch family, right down to 10-year-old Tom who redecorated his own room, knew well the advantages of staying right where they were. The biggest advantage was the property itself. It was a secluded site in Pikesville, Maryland, just 10 miles from Baltimore; it was much the same as being far out in the country, but had the suburban conveniences of easy transportation, nearby shopping, friends, schools and club. The house was soundly built, and it made good economic sense to start with what they had and add to it. But the Benesches not only wanted more space; they wanted better space, planned for better living as a family and as individuals. They wanted a modern house, one with pushbutton equipment, and built-ins, and big window walls to let in the outdoors. And that is exactly what they have in the new additions.

Both inside and outside, this house is a combination of new and old that looks interesting, and works and plays as easily as a good house should. Downstairs, few major changes were made in the existing house; (Continued on page 178)
Front of house, above, shows new white brick living room wing joined to two-story clapboard house. Few structural changes were necessary to enlarge original house.

New front door, above, has mobile door bell. Push red button and brass disk strikes note. Rear of house (below) shows new bedroom suite (left) and window wall that links living room, terrace and grounds.
(Continued) the old kitchen and maid's room were opened up into one big kitchen with all new equipment. Part of the original living room was divided into a bathroom and dressing room for a new bedroom that was added, making a luxurious and private master suite. The balance of the old living room was used for a maid's room, with sound-proofed walls, and a new entry was cut through. Added to the left is a thoroughly modern wing: a flagstone-paved entrance hall and a huge living room with two walls of glass which open to a covered terrace. The second floor is exactly the same as before, with one important living change; now it all belongs to the children. Fourteen-year-
old Eve has taken over the old master bedroom, Tom has moved into Eve's former bedroom, and Tom's old room has been made into a private sitting-recreation room for the younger generation. The new living room is 32' x 17'8", and seems even larger because it is visually joined to both front hall and rear terrace and because one whole wall is an uninterrupted line of individual storage cabinets. The visual link between front hall, living room and terrace is flagstone flooring although in the living room it only borders the carpet. An indoor-outdoor feeling is achieved by the fact that the terrace roof and living-room ceiling are one unbroken line. Both are supported by nine-
(Continued) feet-high steel columns painted white, and both have flush ceiling lights. Concealed lights in the trees carry the eye still farther. At the left as you enter the room is the storage wall, seven teakwood cabinets, each 34" wide, which house a bar, portable refrigerator, records, record-player, radio, games, and books. In the corner at the right is a grand piano, for this is a music-loving family. There is a big sofa in a textured beige fabric, comfortable armchairs in natural linen, an oyster-white rug. Natural Indian silk floor-to-ceiling curtains at the window walls open or close automatically by an electric switch. All these quiet, neutral colors are a background for what the Benesches consider their gathering-around spot. This is a large modern table with four modern armchairs upholstered in clear, strong colors that sing: one terra cotta, one yellow, one blue, one plum. Siamese silk pillows on the sofa are also sparkling color accents.

Mr. and Mrs. Benesch planned their own new suite with equally modern ideas so it would function as a sitting room-bedroom. To get the extra space they needed they added a new room 15' x 17'6" with windows at one end flanked by side windows. Here two armchairs were placed with lift-and-lower ceiling lights above each, and an ottoman between. (For breakfast in their room, a bedside table fits over the ottoman.) Built into the wall opposite the beds are three cabinets; the center one conceals their television set, which pulls out on rollers, two have drawers and shelves for accessories. The color scheme is gold and white, set off by harlequin-patterned bedspreads which are quilted and therefore wrinkle-proof. Adjoining their bedroom is a dressing room lined with closets, and with a small built-in writing desk for Mrs. Benesch; (Continued on page 212)
New master bedroom, above, top, includes storage wall. TV set is kept in one section and can be rolled out or watched from bed. Chests are built into closets.

Bedside table, on rollers, becomes a breakfast table. It was designed to roll over the ottoman between two big armchairs in Mr. and Mrs. Benesch's bedroom. New window end of this room acts as private sitting room.

Dressing room between master bedroom and bath includes desk countertop covered in durable plastic laminate. It gives Mrs. Benesch a handy place for household accounts and notes.
How to insulate your house to cut fuel bills

Follow these ten sure steps for a weatherproof house, comfortable in winter and summer

1. Here are the three types of cotton batting insulation material you'll need. At left is aluminum foil backing with perforated foil in front for use under floors. Center, aluminum foil backing with perforated paper in front, for the side walls. At right, aluminum foil backing with exposed cotton batting for use in unfinished spaces.

2. Begin with the side walls. Measure the areas where insulation will lie, such as between the studs, vertical wall framing, or above. Use large shears for the job, or tin 'snips', small hand shears designed to cut through sheet metals. Insulation is pliable, easy to use.

6. Under the exposed floors, fasten insulation between the joists or framing members. Here you can fasten batting directly to the surface of the joists, as no finished ceiling material has been planned here. A T-shaped support of two sticks helps hold loose end of blanket.

7. Ceiling insulation is fastened in place in the same manner as the blanket for the walls. First staple the aluminum foil with exposed cotton batting to the ridge pole at the peak of the roof. Then, with loose ends supported, work down on either side.

8. If you find the space between studs is narrower than standard, or wherever an extra stud cuts into the spacing, as above, all you do is squeeze the blanket together until it conforms. Staple into position as before.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ian Fischman's remodeled house sits on a sloping acre of land above a river. Past their back door rushes a three-story waterfall. The resulting high moisture level of air made it imperative that the insulation chosen for the house include a vapor barrier that would keep dampness from penetrating into the rooms. Long, cold New England winters dictated a thorough job if the house was to be warm and comfortable during these trying months. Though they chose natural cotton batting, many other types of flexible insulation—fibers of glass, mineral, wood or vegetable—are equally efficient and easy to install. Natural cotton is completely non-absorbent and, for insulation purposes, has been made fire-proof by the manufacturer. Because of the large number of air cells trapped in the material, the batting type of insulation is especially effective in eliminating heat losses from inside the house.

The budget-minded 'week-end builders' were also aware of the fact that a good insulating job is an excellent fuel saver. Properly installed it can cut fuel bills 20% to 40% depending on climate, locality and construction. Supplementary)

(Continued on page 203)

To attach insulating material to side walls, your next step is to fold a few inches of the batting over at one end. This strengthens the end of blanket before stapling it to rafters, studs.

You'll need a staple hammer to put up the batting. A row of staples is loaded in the handle. With each blow a staple is hammered into place. Using the staple hammer, attach folded-over end of insulation blanket to the heading beam. Hammer three or four staples in place to support batting until attached to sides.

Note that the flange is not stapled flat on the stud surface. Otherwise aluminum foil would touch inside face of finished wall, destroy the reflecting value of foil.

If you have an irregular section or a very narrow area to insulate, cut the batting to fit the section. Trim it with tin snips. Allow enough overhang to form a flange. Pull out a little of the cotton blanket along the cut edges of the insulating batting to make the new flange. Staple this section in place in same manner used for standard lengths.

All spaces where wood meets masonry around doors and window sills will probably need calking to supplement insulation and prevent any air leaks. The calking gun, shown above, makes the work easy and fast. To seal cracks, use standard calking compound to load the gun. One pull of the trigger forces the calking out of the nozzle to fill up spaces.
Making a house comfortable in winter would seem to be simply a matter of waging war against the outside weather. Cold, dampness, wind, snow, and ice outdoors are enemies to be combatted by heating the house. But in reality it isn't as easy as all that. Winter comfort, to the degree that you are happily able to enjoy it in your home today, depends on much more than a large heat output from furnace or boiler. It means, also, combatting the indoor enemies of comfort as well as those outdoors. These indoor enemies, sketched across the bottom of these two pages are: the interior that is (1) too hot, (2) too drafty, (3) too dry, (4) sooty, (5) too cold, (6) too spottily heated, (7) the interior with outmoded, space-wasting equipment.

Thanks to the great progress in home heating in recent years, you can combat these conditions effectively. To do so calls for regulation of air temperature, air movement, air cleanliness and moisture content. It requires a constant balancing of indoor and outdoor temperatures and control of the temperature of surrounding walls, floors, and ceiling surfaces. Well-engineered heating systems, automatic controls, and other aids can achieve these things for you today and give you a truly comfortable indoor winter climate.

(1) The interior that is too hot. Usually it is a room or two, not the whole house, that tends to get overheated. Thermostats that regulate the heat supply are sometimes located in a drafty front hall or in a cold corner and so demand more heat constantly. When this is added to the sun heat pouring into rooms on the south and west sides of the house, overheating is inevitable. Locate your thermostat in a more neutral position. A frequent reason for overheating in older houses is a lack of insulation in walls and roof. Aveather-stripping or storm sash on windows and doors. The heat loss is so continual that the heating system has to keep going because the house would turn chilly if it didn't. This is heating which is expensive and never comfortable. A system which can be thermostatically regulated to turn on frequently but only for short runs will avoid overheating.

(2) The interior that is too drafty. Drafts are caused by warm air currents meeting cool air. This was frequent in old-fashioned air heating systems which ejected blasts of hot air sporadically. Warm air met cool air along the windows and outside walls and created unpleasant air motion through the room. Cool air entering the house through window cracks or other openings created more motion. The solution today is use of new registers, convector, and baseboard.

Is your heating problem one of those sketched below? Here is how to cope with it to give your house new comfort this winter.
heating equipment which diffuse warm air gently, often providing a blanket of warm air across windows and outside walls. Low-temperature radiant heating panels which warm the air only slightly minimize drafts, too. Wall and window insulation, calking of cracks and joints, the use of weather-stripping and storm sash also keep out drafty cold air.

(3) The interior that is too dry. Dryness is a form of winter discomfort usually found in cold-climate houses where temperatures are kept high. The solution is to include a humidifying device, which adds moisture to the heating system, and a humidistat control. The benefits are considerable. Hot, dry air can give you headaches and sore throats. More seriously, it's a natural medium for bacteria and viruses which produce colds, gripe, and other respiratory illnesses. This is not true of the air in moderately humid rooms (a medium of 50% humidity is a desirable standard). The cracking of furniture, leather, books, the withering of plants are additional consequences of acute dryness. New, forced warm air heating systems and year-round air conditioning systems include means for humidifying the air.

(4) The interior that is sooty. Cleanliness is an increasingly important factor in winter comfort and in any new heating installation. One of the chief appeals of year-round air conditioning is its elimination of dirt and soot through a dust-catching filter. An electronic air filter, attached to a heating system, does an even more complete housekeeping job for you. The advantages of air cleaning are many. It shuts out pollen, bacteria, and germs as well as dust. It cuts the cost and frequency of repainting and cleaning the rooms of your house. It saves replacement of upholstery, curtains, and the like. Proper insulation of your exterior walls and roof will also help reduce dust and dirt to some extent by preventing the passage of dust-laden air currents through walls and ceiling.

(5) The interior that is too cold. Cold walls, cold windows, cold floors are the usual causes of rooms that seem chilly. It isn't often that the heater itself is under-sized since it is usually selected with a capacity to meet the coldest weather. But cold, uninsulated walls, windows and floors draw warmth from you even if the air temperature in a room is high. New baseboard heating, warm air perimeter heating and radiant panel heating of walls, ceilings or floors warm these surfaces directly so they don't cool you or the air around you. And wall and floor insulation, double glazing, weather-stripping of windows help keep these surfaces warm. Your rooms may also stay cold if the thermostat that regulates heating is in a sunny room. If it is warm it turns off the heat. Relocate it in a neutral spot.

(6) The interior that has spotty heating. This is the two-faced house that gives you comfort in some rooms but not in others. Usually several rooms face cold north winds and never get any sun. But in rooms on the south and west sunlight pours in adding sun heat to the house heat. A single thermostat, trying to provide an even temperature for the whole house, may find it impossible to balance the opposite demands such hot and cold rooms make. The solution is zone control. Warm or cool parts of the house become separate branches of the heating system with individual thermostats to deliver heat according to different needs. Zone heating is also a means of fuel saving. Heat can be reduced in a bedroom wing which is unused during the day while the rest of the house maintains normal temperatures.

(7) The interior with outmoded, space-wasting equipment. This seventh enemy, found in older houses, makes a more indirect but no less personal assault on your comfort. Outmoded, space-consuming furnaces and boilers, dust-catching, old-fashioned radiators and heating pipes need constant care and attention from you. They add greatly to the work of household maintenance and they steal floor and wall space from your rooms. By modernization such problems can be readily solved. Present-day heating equipment is so compact and space saving it can fit into a closet, match laundry or kitchen appliances, be concealed in floors, baseboards or ceilings. It may not even require fuel, chimney or piping. And, with new automatic controls, it cuts down on labor.
Living room corner, left, shows row of geraniums in bright rose and pale pinks, pots of African violets, and a large, red-leaved begonia, Dorothy Grant. In close-up above, pots are set on metal screening stands in copper tray. Water added to the tray provides humidity for the plants.

A gallery of plants leads from garage to house. At left are varieties of fragrant-leaved geraniums, begonias, Sprenger asparagus fern. Plants at right include amaryllis on floor, climbing ivy, wax plants, crab cactus, epimedium, anthuriums. At far end, oleander in tub.
Diary of a plant detective

Mystery writer Rex Stout has 475 witnesses to prove the case for house plants

In a north window of the passageway from my garage to my house is a lace curtain that has been there twenty years and has never been washed. It's an asparagus fern in a six-inch pot with a dozen or so eight-foot stems, and when a stem starts to brown with age I cut it off, and here comes another to take its place. If the window is left open and rain comes in, the curtain, far from being bedraggled, is bespangled. I paid a dime for it in 1933, and the only care it ever got has been water as needed, a little liquid fertilizer now and then, and repotting every three or four years. I figure I owe it around seventy dollars, the amount saved on curtain launderings and replacements, but it never duns me.

Not that I keep books on all my 475 house plants on a dollar-and-cents basis. Some of them would be so far in the red it wouldn't be funny. To keep the three apple-scented geraniums in good shape takes around twenty hours a year, amounting, at $160 an hour, which is about what I make at my profession of writing stories, to $3,200 annually. $38,400 for the twelve years I've had them. They get red spider, white fly, mealy bugs, and dead leaves with tough stems—or at least they constantly try to. But I keep them at strategic spots where I frequently pass, and every time I go by I get a good whiff of their fresh and pungent fragrance. I haven't got down to figuring the cost per whiff, but whatever it is, it's worth it. After years of monkeying with scented-leaved geraniums, and trying more than thirty, the only ones besides apple that I still hang onto are apricot, crispa (lemon) and fragrans (nutmeg). They all smell good even before breakfast, which is my acid test for odors.

I have found that with all house plants strategic placement is half the battle, with reference both to my own enjoyment and the health and happiness of the plants. I have no greenhouse—chiefly because I'm afraid it would keep me from ever getting to my typewriter—but the passage from the garage to the house is glassed on both sides, and big windows are everywhere, with exposures on all sides. I like plants to be part of the family and refuse to keep them where there are few passersby. Since the seven-feet-wide window at the breakfast table faces east, it is reserved for African violets, bi-color maranta, an apple geranium, blue-flowered rosemary, the tall slender begonia Mrs. Kimball, and an assortment of various small plants. A window wall at the end of the room extends around each corner so that it totals 32 feet of glass, south, west and north. The south side is for zonal geraniums, of which Single Pink Bird's Egg, Mrs. Hawley, Daybreak, La Fiesta, Martha Cook, Mrs. Lawrence and Picardy are my favorites. On the west are spotted-leaved and small-leaved (Continued on page 248)
Decorate with house plants that look well, live well, grow well in city or country rooms

Branching ivy lines lower steps of Mrs. Sheldon E. Prentice's New York apartment, leading from hall to rooms above. At bend of stair are primroses, small pots of flowering Tolmica menziesi.

Fish-tail palms (Caryota) in pottery tubs form an exotic background in Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fowler's Florida living room. Jagged, feathery leaves resemble tails of tropical fish. The long, curving stems branch across the patio window wall and make a decorative leaf-and-shadow pattern when full-length curtains are drawn at night.
House plants, like house pets, have engaging characteristics. Like poodles and parakeets they demand little of you except regular care and feeding, fresh air and sunshine, a certain amount of resting time, a place to put their feet down, and an occasional pat on the head for good performance. It has taken them quite a number of years to move off the kitchen window sill and porch railing into dining rooms, patios, halls and stairway corners. But today the great variety of forms, textures and colors give house plants a decorative value in every room of your house. You can contrast living green foliage with plant designs repeated in window curtains, slip cover fabrics, ivied wall coverings, ferns, Japanese grasses, palm fronds, showy exotics. If you have wide stretches of window glass you can soften glare, diffuse light through a row of plants such as rose geraniums, begonias, cyclamen or oleanders in beds, pots and (Continued on page 244)
Collectors' items among house plants

Aechmeas form a natural vase for cut flowers

Episicia fulgida has silver-veined foliage

If you are making your first acquaintance with house plants, or want to add three spectacular performers to your collection, the trio described here is caviar to kitchen window boxes, becoming to living-dining rooms, and shares one virtue in common: a preference for shade. Although the anthuriums, colorful episias and the 'vase-plant' aechmeas originated in the tropics, they like a roof over their heads, and unlike 'mad dogs and Englishmen' they don't 'go out in the mid-day sun.' Your usual house temperatures will suffice to keep them in good condition. Not being hothouse delicacies they don't require artificial light, pampering, or special diets.

You will find the trio easy to keep in small spaces, especially useful in rooms with northern exposures where cheerful plant colors give a zest to winter days. All three are interesting above the ordinary, decorative even when not in bloom. Long-flowering anthuriums, exotic aechmeas (relatives of the pineapple family), and episias with scarlet flowers on slender stems have exceptional value as foliage plants. They are surprisingly easy to grow. If you have raised African violets, cattleya orchids, a geranium, or even a water poppy in a goldfish bowl, you are already wise in the habits of house plants. Allow a little margin for error (some plants take time off to languish), don't expect a landslide of profusion, and equip yourself with a small set of window garden tools. (But don't make the mistake of trying to prod plants into action when they go into a long sleep.)

ANTHURIUMS. The anthuriums, which are somewhat rare, have the same measure of success around the house as do cattleya orchids. They belong to the arum family, are related to the calla lily, the Jack-in-the-pulpit, and to those ornamental outcasts of swamp woods and wild gardens, the skunk cabbages. Two groups are cultivated: those whose flowers predominate; those with extremely decorative foliage. The leaves may be plain green, heart-shaped and glossy, or they may be arrow-shaped, beautifully marked or variegated, depending on the species. The flowers are unusual in form and coloring, consisting of a large red, pink, or creamy spathe which forms a thick-textured background for the long white spike, or spadix. The buds take a long time to open, but once in flower, the blooms last for two months or even longer. The fruit of the flowers is a berry. Best varieties for house plant fanciers are A. andraeanum and A. scherzerianum for their bloom; A. veitchi and A. crystallinum for their foliage.

A. andraeanum is a native of South America. Its large green leaves are heart-shaped. Its exotic red blossom is known as the flamingo flower. The flaming red, leathery spathe contrasts with a creamy spike and, on established plants, may attain a length of five inches. Flowers and leaves are borne on slender stems which have a curved, twisting grace. New leaves have a bronze and green translucence.

A. scherzerianum has somewhat smaller leaves, the flower spathe may be red, yellow or white-spotted; spadix, yellow. A. veitchi produces leaves which may grow to a length of 30” in mature plants. The foliage is drooping, green and veined underneath. The flower is white and insignificant.

A. crystallinum has exquisitely marked leaves which may attain a length of one foot. New leaves, especially, look as if sprinkled with tiny crystals. All the leaves have a thick, velvety texture, are deep green.

(Continued on page 245)
ENJOY 1/3 of your life -

IN COMPLETE COMFORT!

You spend a lot of time in bed... why not enjoy it! Now you can be completely comfortable with RESTONIC, the truly modern mattress that supports your body where you need support. See the three cushions? Each end cushion has just the right firmness for correct support of your head, shoulders and the lower part of your body. The center cushion is firmer for the proper support of the heavy middle part of your body. You naturally sleep more comfortably... on the level... the restful RESTONIC way!

Only RESTONIC offers Triple Cushion Comfort -

The Comfort You Can See!

A. The three easy-to-see cushions support your body in its natural position for healthful sleep.
B. The way you float proves your body's need for extra mid-section support for comfortable sleep.

1. ONLY RESTONIC Triple Cushion construction gives firmer center cushion for on-the-level support.
2. ONLY RESTONIC patented construction locks upholstery layers to coils... eliminates lumps and hollows.
3. ONLY RESTONIC combines it all with a smooth no-button top... springs never tied down or restricted.

Buy RESTONIC - You Can See The Comfort!
The eight basic recipes

The basic "Gênoise" recipe
Originally this light spongy dough was the creation of the elegant bakers of Genoa. It took the French little time to adapt it to their own art of pastrymaking, where it has long been the prime favorite of cake batters.

4 eggs
% cup granulated sugar
% cup sifted flour
% cup melted sweet butter
1 tsp. vanilla extract

Beat eggs and sugar in the top of a double boiler until light and frothy. Set top a dish of hot water over boiling water and continue to beat until mixture doubles in bulk and begins to thicken. Remove from heat. Add vanilla extract and continue to beat very gently until mixture is cool—about 5 minutes over a pan of cold water. Gently beat in the sifted flour. Add the melted butter, beating lightly. Pour into 10-inch cake pan, buttered and floured. Bake at 350 degrees for 15 minutes, or until cake leaves the sides of the pan. The secret of the successful "Gênoise" is: Do all the mixing with an extremely light hand.

The basic biscuit recipe
This delightful dough is the favorite crisp dough of the French pastry cook. Whenever a waferlike cake or cookie is required, the "biscuit" dough is the most satisfactory answer.

4 egg yolks
3 stiffly beaten egg whites
1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup sifted flour
3 tsp. vanilla extract

In a large mixing bowl beat the egg yolks until they are lemon-colored. Add the sugar slowly, continuing the beating. Stir in the sifted flour until completely blended. Add vanilla extract. Very gently fold in the stiff egg whites. Continue to fold until butter is evenly blended. Pour onto greased and floured 9-inch cake pans to %1/2-inch thickness. Bake at 350 degrees for about 15 minutes, or until the top of the cake springs back when lightly touched. Remove to a cake rack at once and allow to cool completely before further handling.

The basic pie crust recipe
2 cups sifted flour
% cup lard
% tsp. salt
6 Tb. ice water

Blend the flour, lard, and salt in a cold mixing bowl, using either two knives or a pastry blender. Do not use your hands. Add ice water, one tablespoonful at a time. Stir briskly with a fork until dough is firm and slightly moist. Wrap in waxed paper and chill for 30 minutes. Roll out on a well-floured board. Bake at 450 degrees until crust begins to brown. Reduce heat to 300 degrees and bake for 30 minutes.

The basic cream puff recipe
% cup milk
% cup water
1 cup flour
% lb. melted butter
4 eggs

Combine milk and water and heat them to the boiling point. Add melted butter and heat to the boiling point. Add flour, stirring rapidly. By the time the flour has blended with the other ingredients, the batter should leave the sides of the pan. Remove immediately. Briskly beat in the whole eggs, one at a time, and continue to beat until the eggs are thoroughly absorbed in the batter. Spoon the batter onto a well-greased cookie sheet. If you spoon out the batter half a teaspoonful at a time, allow 1 inch clearance around each puff. If you make large puffs—a tablespoonful of batter—leave 2 to 3 inches clearance. Bake at 425 degrees for 5 to 7 minutes. Reduce heat to 200 degrees and bake for 30 minutes. This is enough batter for 72 small cream puffs or 16 large ones.

The basic puff paste recipe
Modern refrigeration has done wonders for puff paste. It used to take from six hours to four days to make. But the modern freezing unit has made it possible to turn out this most delectable pastry in as short a time as one hour, without a jot loss of quality.

2 cups sifted flour
% tsp. salt
% cup ice water
% lb. sweet butter

Work in a cool place and be sure all utensils are cool! This is your most important rule in the making of puff paste. Mix the flour, salt, and water to make a firm, moist dough, but be careful that it is not soggy. It is better too dry than too moist.

Fold the dough in waxed paper and set it in the freezing compartment of the refrigerator or freezer for 10 minutes. Now, roll the dough out into a 16-inch square on a very-well-floured board. Divide the sweet butter into three equal-sized slabs. Lay one slab in the center of the dough. Put the other two slabs in the refrigerator—not in the freezing unit. Fold two parallel edges of the dough over the butter, overlapping one about an inch over the other. Then gently but firmly roll the dough to %-inch thickness, using a rolling pin. Do all your rolling in one direction only. Turn the dough over and fold it lengthwise in thirds. Roll it out to %1/2-inch thickness again. Now the dough is square once again. Once more repeat the folding and rolling until the dough is again square. Then wrap it in waxed paper and set it in the freezing compartment for 10 minutes. Remove the second slab of butter from the refrigerator; after the dough has set in the refrigerator for 10 minutes, work the slab of butter into the dough in precisely the same manner as you worked the first slab. And again, set the dough in the freezing compartment for 10 minutes. Repeat the entire operation again with the third slab of butter, but instead of setting it in the freezing compartment after you have rolled it to a square the second time, roll it out to %-inch thickness. Fold it into thirds, then into a large square, and set it in the freezing compartment for 15 minutes. Remove it to the floured board and roll it out to %-inch thickness. Set it on a lightly floured pan and prick it well with the points of a fork. Bake at 250 degrees.
Twelve fabulous desserts

Le Croquembouche

See THE BASIC PIE CRUST RECIPE
THE BASIC CREAM PUDDING RECIPE
THE BASIC BAKERY CRÈME RECIPE

In addition, set out the following ingredients:

\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. almond extract} \]

2 large navel oranges, peeled and segmented

\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{ cups granulated sugar} \]

\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{ cup water} \]

1 Tbs. liquid glucose or unrefined corn sirup

Rind and juice of one orange

Prepare one-half THE BASIC PIE CRUST RECIPE and bake it in a 10-inch cake tin. Set to cool. Prepare 36 small cream puffs according to THE BASIC CREAM PUDDING RECIPE. Fill each cream puff with THE BASIC BAKERY CRÈME to which \( \frac{1}{2} \) teaspoon of almond extract has been added as soon as mixture is removed from stove. Allow pastry cream to chill for 2 hours. Puffs are best filled by using a pastry bag and No. 1 pastry tube inserted into underside of puffs.

The next step is the preparation of the glaze: Boil the sugar, water, orange juice, and grated orange rind until it spins a thread. Add the glucose or corn sirup and stir it in rapidly with three or four turns of the spoon. Remove from the heat immediately. Plunge the saucepan into a bowl of cold water and stir for 1 minute. Then, place the saucepan of glaze over a bowl of hot water. Now, one by one, by holding each on the end of a two-tined fork, dip the segments of the navel orange into the glaze and set them out on the pie crust, arranging them so that they cover entire surface of the crust. At this point, make sure you are working in a cool, dry place. You will have best results if you put crust and oranges directly in a draft. With the two-tined fork, dip each cream puff into the glaze, making sure that the entire puff is covered. Set the cream puffs to cover the platform made by the pie crust and orange segments. Then very carefully pile the remaining hot dipped puffs into a tall pyramid, using the platform as a base. With the help of a toothpick, secure a single segment of orange—like a crescent moon—to the topmost cream puff. Keep in a cool, dry place. Do not put in refrigerator. All in all, Le Croquembouche is a very spectacular dish. It is most effective when served at parties, showers, and receptions, where it often doubles as a centerpiece.

Little Horns

See THE BASIC BUTTER CREAM RECIPE

In addition, set out the following ingredients:

\[ \frac{1}{4} \text{ cup granulated sugar} \]

2 Tbs. sifted flour

2 Tbs. finely ground blanched almonds

2 stiffly beaten egg whites

2 Tbs. melted butter

Assorted food colorings

Add the sugar to the beaten egg whites a tablespoonful at a time, beating steadily. Add the sifted flour. Continue (Continued on page 195).
famous portrait of Madame Récamier. David's fondness for classical subject matter—when his pupils asked him for advice he would tell them to read Plutarch—naturally appealed to Ingres but the younger man had less enthusiasm for the older's revolutionary political ideas. Within a few years the two artists had a falling out, though for what exact reason has never been made clear. It seems not unlikely that David became jealous of Ingres' rapid rise to fame, another instance of the proverbial touchiness in the pupil-teacher relationship.

A commission from Napoleon for a state portrait of himself as First Consul was Ingres' first stroke of real good fortune. In a very short time his reputation as a portraitist was established and from these years date some of his finest paintings in this genre. He equalled, but never surpassed, the three splendid likenesses of Monsieur and Madame Rivière and of their daughter which now hang in the Louvre, and his handsome portraits of painter friends are delightfully free of that over-attention to manner which mars some of his later work.

This first period came to an end in 1806 with his departure for Italy to take up a long-delayed scholarship at the French Academy in Rome. The journey itself made a great impression on him and at its end two memorable experiences awaited him. At Ostia two great natural forces, Ingres and the ocean, confronted each other for the first time ('nothing in the world has moved me to such admiration'). In Rome he found himself at last face to face with the painting of Raphael.

Ingres stayed on in Italy, first in Rome and then in Florence, until 1825, not even returning home to be married. He had, in Paris, got himself engaged to a young girl but broke it off when his fiancee made the fatal mistake of disagreeing with him about painting. On the second occasion he took no such a chance. He learned that a suitable person was available in France, went her a portrait of himself as recommendation and married her upon her arrival in Rome. It was characteristic of him to have turned this unromantic situation into an extremely happy marriage. She shared with him, and cheerfully, the good fortune and the bad. For though he worked industriously during his whole Italian sojourn it took all his courage to see him through difficult times, 'I never lost sight of my star,' he would say when reminiscing about those days, 'but only in my old age have I had bread.' It was primarily to ease acute financial troubles that he executed his famous pencil sketches of the rich foreigners who swarmed over Italy at the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars. These drawings seem almost without number and they are surprisingly even in quality. In no other part of his work is the idealization of the human form more convincingly. Such paintings as The Liberation of Angelo, The Death of Leonardo da Vinci, and Molière and Louis XIV cannot be admired as storytelling in paint and some of them are ludicrous. His strength as well as his sense of drama is not to be found in these foolish historical tableaux but in the portraits where he realizes the model with an intensity comparable to Holbein's.

Ingres' portrait of Monsieur Bertin in the Louvre, that stolid businessman who seems to personify the triumph of the bourgeoisie under Louis Philippe, is one of his most remarkable pictures. Bertin has left some account of how it was painted and, from that, it would appear that Ingres, with portraiture had not lessened his feelings of anxiety over each single picture. Sketch after sketch was made, Bertin relates, and at one sitting the artist burst into tears of exasperation at his inability to arrive at a satisfactory composition. Then, one evening at a party, Ingres, observing Berlin in a natural pose, said to him, 'Come tomorrow, Your portrait is as good as finished.' Such a picture shows Ingres at his best, following his own ideas of de

(Continued on page 204)
to beat. Scatter in the ground almonds. Slowly pour in the melted butter. Pour onto a slightly greased cookie sheet, a teaspoonful at a time, to make rounds approximately 3 inches in diameter. Bake at 400 degrees until faintly brown. Remove from oven. Quickly lift the rounds from the cookie sheet with a spatula and twist them into little horns or cornucopias with your fingers. Set the sugar and almonds and at a time—points down—in a small tumbler. Let them cool completely before removing.

Divide the butter cream into three or four small mixing bowls. Flavor and color the portion of the butter cream as desired. Fill the little horns by forking the variegated butter creams through pastry tubes. You can achieve some delightful effects with these charming little pastries.

**Polkas**
See also THE BASIC PIE CRUST RECIPE.
THE BASIC CREAM PUFF RECIPE
THE BASIC PASTRY CREAM RECIPE

In addition, set out the following ingredients:
1 cup gooseberry jam
2 Tbs. orange curaçao or brandy
½ cup chopped and blanched almonds

Prepare one-half of each of the three basic recipes. Roll the basic pie crust recipe out to ⅛-inch thickness and cut it into rounds 2 inches in diameter. Lay the rounds out on a well-floured cookie sheet. Puncture each round several times with the points of a fork. With a No. 5 pastry tube pipe a crown of the basic cream puff recipe approximately ⅜-inch high around the edge of each pie crust round. Bake at 450 degrees for 7 minutes. Reduce heat to 200 degrees and bake for 30 minutes. Allow to cool thoroughly. Combine the jam, the chopped almonds, and the brandy in a small dish. Mix well. Now, fill the pastry shells with the basic pastry cream, flavored with vanilla extract, and on top of the cream spread a generous spoonful of the jam mixture. Return to oven and bake at 400° for 5 minutes. Cool thoroughly and serve.

**Les Religieuses**
See also THE BASIC PIE CRUST RECIPE.
THE BASIC CREAM PUFF RECIPE
THE BASIC PASTRY CREAM RECIPE
THE BASIC BUTTER CREAM RECIPE

In addition, set out the following ingredients:
1 tsp. Turkish coffee
1 tsp. pulverized instant coffee
4 tsp. ground sweetened chocolate
½ pt. heavy cream, whipped
1 Tbs. crème de cacao or crème de menthe

Prepare one-half of the basic pie crust recipe and bake 8 tartlets about 3 inches in diameter. Prepare the basic pastry cream recipe. Let it cool thoroughly. Prepare the basic cream puff recipe and slowly squeeze out 8 tiny (⅛-inch in diameter) cream puffs and 2 small éclairs (3 or 3½ inches long). Bake and allow to cool. Prepare the basic butter cream recipe. Add the two pulverized coffees and the ground sweetened chocolate. Mix thoroughly.

First: Flavor the whipped cream with the crème de cacao and fill the little cream puffs with it.

Next: Fill the éclairs shells with the basic pastry cream.

Next: Fill the tartlet shells with more of the basic pastry cream.

Then: Pipe a ruffled cross of the basic butter cream over the pastry cream with a pastry tube.

Then: Set three éclairs on end in the pastry cream and put a filled cream puff atop them.

Finally: Squeeze little rosettes of mocha butter cream between the standing éclairs. Shower with confectioners' sugar. Chill for a couple of hours. Serve.

**Tarte Saint-Honoré**
See also THE BASIC PIE CRUST RECIPE.
THE BASIC CREAM PUFF RECIPE
THE BASIC PASTRY CREAM RECIPE

In addition, set out the following ingredients:
1 cup granulated sugar
⅔ cup water
1 Tbs. kirsch
½ tsp. almond extract
10 large, pitted black cherries
2 stiffly beaten egg whites
½ pt. heavy cream, sweetened and whipped
½ cup gooseberry jam

Prepare the basic cream puff recipe and one-half the basic pie crust recipe. Prepare the basic pastry cream recipe. Divide it in half. Flavour one half with the kirsch, the other with the almond extract. Begin construction of the torte by rolling out the pie crust dough in a circle 10 inches in diameter. Perforate it with the points of a fork. Place one-half the basic cream puff batter in a pastry bag and force it through a No. 6 or No. 7 pastry tube to form a crown around the rim of the pie crust. Use the remaining cream puff batter to spoon out a dozen tiny cream puffs on a greased tin. Bake the pie crust and its piped crown and the little cream puffs at 450 degrees for 5 minutes. Reduce the heat to 300 degrees and bake for 30 minutes. Set aside to cool thoroughly. Now put the granulated sugar and water to boil in a small saucepan. Boil to the hard crack stage (310 degrees) and set over boiling water. Fill the tiny cream puffs with the almond-flavored pastry cream. Stick them on the point of a coating fork and, one at a time, dip them in the hot sirup. Set them immediately on the crown of the baked pie crust, leaving ⅔ to 1 inch between each puff. When the cream puffs are securely in place, dip the cherries in the hot sirup in the same manner and set them in the crown between the cream puffs. The torte is now ready to be filled. Fold the stiffly beaten egg whites into the kirsch-flavored pastry cream. Spread the inside of the pastry crown lavishly with the gooseberry jam, then fill the crown with the kirsch-flavored cream. Top sumptuously, with the sweetened whipped cream. Keep in a cool, dry place, but not more than an hour or so, before serving. Sometimes the whipped cream is tinted pink.

**Vacherin a la Pompadour**
⅓ cup finely ground almonds
3 unbeaten egg whites
(Continued on page 198)
You can avoid dark, disfiguring stains on your light sills and siding—by insisting on screening of Alcoa® Aluminum.

Leading weavers make this screening from tough aluminum alloy wire, specially developed by Alcoa. You can get it now in wood or metal frames, tension-type screens, or in combination screen and storm window units. Or, if your present screening is worn out, replace it with aluminum.

To prevent screen stain, look for the Alcoa label—and eliminate all screening worries.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA,
1927-K Alcoa Building,
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

Modern lighting is the clue to a more comfortable home

Lighting in today's home is no longer just so many lamps scattered about at random. It is planned as an integral part of the house. These five pictures show you how to create various changes of moods.

Over-all ceiling lighting bathes these modern wood-paneled bedrooms in soft, relaxing glow. Swivel point-of-use wall lamps give adjustable light for counter desks located under windows. Architect, John Ridley.

Built-in panel of light becomes an integral part of the cabinet behind bed, is ideal for reading. Lighting inside of cabinets or the night use of telephone. Separate switches permit one or more sections to be used when full complement is not needed. The Architects Collaborative.
**PARIS makes the difference**

If it were possible to single out any one reason why the authenticity of French furniture created by Bodart is beyond question, it might be this:

PARIS

In Paris, focal point of French culture, Bodart specialists maintain an unequalled documentation of authentic French furniture. From Paris, Bodart's New York designers receive true French furniture designs which are interpreted for adaptability to American living.

Skilled craftsmen working with fine woods, recreate these designs with meticulous care in Bodart's American factory. Thus, from Paris itself comes this truly unique French furniture.

The fascinating story of Bodart furniture is contained in our attractive brochure. Please enclose 10¢ for your copy.

**BODART FURNITURE, INC.**
385 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

CONSULT A SPECIALIST: Expert advice costs no more. Because your purchase of furniture should bring you a lifetime of satisfaction, Bodart suggests that you seek the opinion and guidance of a professional decorator... either in the interior decorating department of your favorite store or an independent consultant.
2 cups granulated sugar
1/2 cup sifted flour
1/2 cup water
1 pt. heavy cream ice cream
1 pt. heavy cream, whipped and flavored with vanilla or almond extract
5/8 cup crushed or frozen strawberries
1/4 cup shaved pistachio nuts
Combine the almonds, 1 cup of the sugar, the eggs, and the flour and mix thoroughly. Spoon 24 daubs of this batter 1/2 inch in diameter on a greased and floured cookie sheet. Bake 2 to 3 minutes in a moderate oven for 500 degrees, then reduce heat to 250 degrees and bake for 15 minutes. Remove from the heat and immediately roll each cookie into a little cone, using a paste tube to obtain the shape and a toothpick to smooth the sides. Allow to cool in a cool, dry place. Spread the rest of the batter on a well-greased and floured cookie sheet 101/2 inches by 15 inches. Bake in the same manner as the cookies. When this sheet is baked, roll it carefully over a 2-pound coffee can to form a cylinder. Trim the edges of the cake so that the top and sides do not overlap. Leave the cake to cool wrapped around the can. Boil the remaining cup of sugar in the 1/2 cup of water until the syrup reaches the hard crack stage (300 degrees). Set the pan on a boiling water. By dipping a pastry brush into the syrup and wiping it across the edges of the cake wrapped around the can, seal the edges and make a firm cylinder of the cake. Allow a few minutes for the caramel to harden, then remove the can and stand cake on end. Now, brush the top of the cylinder, 1 inch at a time, with the caramel syrup. Quickly brush one of the little cones with the syrup and stick the cone to the cylinder. Repeat the operation until the top of the cylinder is crowned with a row of the little cones. Set the cylinder on your serving dish. Pipe a vertical ruffle of the sweetened whipped cream to cover the seam of the cylinder, then pipe three or four more vertical ruffles parallel to the first one. Pipe a generous ring of the whipped cream around the top of the cake. Cover the remainder of the cake with the whipped cream. Sprinkle lavishly with the shaved pistachio nuts. Serve at once. The whipped cream in the little cones can be colored delicately with vegetable coloring and flavored with brandy, rum, or fruit cordials of almost any sort. A tiny heightening of the dramatic effect of this spectacular dish.

Charlotte Malakoff

See the basic "genoise" recipe

In addition, set out the following ingredients:
2 lbs. sweet butter, softened but not melted
1/2 cup confectioners' sugar
1/2 cup ground almonds
1/2 cup kirsch
1 pt. heavy cream, whipped
1/2 tsp. almond extract
Prepare the basic "genoise" recipe in a rectangular pan. Allow to cool thoroughly. Cut out a piece of wax paper to cover the bottom of a 61/2-inch spring form. Cut the genoise in 11/2-inch strips and set them vertically around the walls of the spring form. Beat the sugar, sweet butter, ground almonds, kirsch, and almond extract to a very light paste. Gently stir in 1/3 of the whipped cream, putting a cup of the whipped cream aside to be used in decoration. Pour the mixture into the spring form and chill for at least 2 hours. Unmold the charlotte on a plate by inverting it. Remove the waxed paper and decorate the top with rosettes of whipped cream and serve.

Crepes Monte Carlo

1 1/2 cups sifted flour
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup finely grated blanched almonds
1/2 cup melted sweet butter
1 cup milk
5 whole eggs, beaten well
Grand Marnier liqueur

Cherry Heering or kirsch
Crème de menthe
Yellow chocolate

Combine in order, the sifted flour, granulated sugar, and grated almonds with the beaten eggs. Add the melted butter, stirring briskly to form a smooth paste. Fold in the pastry cream and fill a large piping bag with the mixture. Pipe a thin layer of batter into the pan. Bake until the pancake draws away from the sides of the skillet. Turn it and allow it to bake on the other side. Transfer to a sheet of brown paper in a warm place. Stack the pancakes five to a serving, brushing each pancake generously with a different liqueur. Shower with confectioners' sugar and serve hot.

Sweet omelet in flames

6 eggs
3 Tbs. granulated sugar
1/4 cup finely grated toasted almonds
2 Tbs. gooseberry or currant jelly
1/4 cup finely grated blanched almonds
1/4 cup powdered sugar

Beat egg whites and salt until very stiff but not dry. Beat egg yolks and sugar to a froth. Fold beaten whites into yolks. Mix gently but thoroughly. Heat a large iron skillet. Wipe it with greased wax paper. Pour in the egg mixture and cook over a moderate flame for 3 minutes. Place the skillet in a moderate oven (350 degrees) and bake for 20 to 30 minutes, or until omelet is golden brown. Remove to a hot serving dish. Quickly encircle the omelet with the jelly, sprinkle with the toasted almonds. Pour the rum over the jelly and ignite it. Serve flambé.

The queen's eggs

1/2 cup crushed pineapple, drained
4 Tbs. orange curaçao, cream sherry, and brandy
3 Tbs. lemon juice, 1 Tbs. cream
3 Tbs. gin
3 Tbs. apricot brandy
3 Tbs. Grand Marnier
4 Tbs. orange curaçao
6 well-beaten egg yolks
1/2 cup granulated sugar
2 cups milk
1/4 cup toasted almonds, chopped
5 stiffly beaten egg whites
1/8 cup confectioners' sugar

Marinate the pineapple in the liqueur. Combine the beaten egg yolks, the
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We’re Putting it Right on the Line...

Bonded GLOSHEEN® is the Only Decorating Fabric of its Kind With a Money Back Guarantee of Satisfaction... Even After Countless Washings and Exposure to Sunlight!

GLOSHEEN IS BONDED

...and Waverly’s wonderful Glosheen costs no more than ordinary fabrics! There are scores of new decorator designed Glosheen patterns and plain shades to choose from to make every room in your home a conversation piece.

See them at your favorite department or drapery store and look for the important words “A Waverly Bonded Fabric” on the selvage.

WAVERLY Decorative FABRICS
DIVISION OF F. SCHUMACHER

We aim to produce the best possible merchandise at the lowest possible price.

WRITE FOR DECORATING BOOKLET AND SAMPLE SWATCH

Waverly Fabrics, 60 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

Send 10c for our helpful new 28 page booklet “Ideas from Decorators for Your Home,” which includes an actual sample of Glosheen so you can see and feel its beauty.
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Bach to bagpipes, boogie to Bartok

College tastes in music are special

College tastes in listening to music are special. If students like Beethoven, they want to hear it performed only by Toscanini. If they want hot jazz, it must either be the original Dixieland Jazz Band, or such ultra-moderns as Stan Kenton, the Dave Brubeck Quartet or the Mulligan Quartet, or Norman Granz and his Jazz Philharmonic. "They go in for kicks," one record dealer explained. Translated from academic to popular-lingo, this means they go on a kind of musical binge for one thing only which may last for weeks on end.

If Beethoven quartets are the fail, only the performance of the world-famous Beethoven quartet will make them happy. If it's musical comedy, only the original cast recording will satisfy them. In the field of folk music bagpipes and folkways albums of native tunes of China, Japan, Ireland, the Caribbean islands, and Armenia are favorites. Perhaps the most astonishing best-seller in collegiate history turned up at the University-owned co-operative record shop in Princeton, New Jersey, where a Columbia album of "The Liturgy in English, According to the Uses of the Episcopal Church" has been a leading item for months, closely followed by another Columbia album devoted to the Dances of Bali. Sound tracks from musical films such as "Call Me Madam, An American in Paris, Stars and Stripes Forever," or Hans Christian Andersen seem to sell well as soon as the films have been shown locally.

Harvard University itself is in the record business, with the Harvard Vocarium Discs, edited by Associate Professor F. C. Packard, Jr., and distributed by the Harvard College Library. These are non-musical; most are devoted to poetry or drama. Poets such as Edward Jeffers, T. S. Eliot, Archibald Macleish, Robert Hillyer, and Robert P. Tristram Coffin have recorded their own works. Actor Robert Stack has recorded William Blake's "The Everlasting Gospel, some of John Donne's Divine Poems, and several of Keats' poems, including "To Autumn" and "Ode to Melancholy." Of special local interest to students are three Harvard Band albums.

Odd as it may seem, the names of Pergolesi, Purcell, and Stravinsky are almost as familiar at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, just down the Charles River from Harvard, as those of Bunsen, Lavoisier, and Einstein. Dr. Klaus Liepmann, former head of the Yale School of Music who now directs the music department at MIT, believes that engineers are attracted to music because appreciation of it requires the same kind of mental discipline demanded by mathematics. Many of the most ardent participants in MIT's Glee Club, Choral Society, Concert Band, and 80-member student symphony orchestra first became interested in the technique, for example, of tape recording before they were at all attracted by the music itself. Dr. Liepmann claims that the caliber of music broadcast over WIMIT, the student radio station, compares favorably with that of the ultra-highslew Third Programme of the BBC.

Four M.I.T. graduate students who own $6,000 worth of electronic equipment, which virtually monopolizes their house in Cambridge, are not considered odd by the rest of the student body, only more fortunate than the majority. If a few students can afford $6,000 worth of equipment, every student at M.I.T. has access to the Music Lounge in the Charles Hayden Memorial Library, which has between 23,000 and 27,000 books, records, and scores, including all of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms. The most requested composers are Bach and Bartok.

The record library at Princeton consists of 630 LP albums (150 music divisional records) and more than 10,000 78 RPM records, all classical and ranging from Gregorian chants to modern electronic music. The most popular composer is Beethoven, whose 3rd and 5th symphonies lead the field. The most popular opera is Bizet's "Carmen," with Mozart's "Don Giovanni" as the runner-up. In modern music, Stravinsky's choral Symphony of Psalms and Albert Berg's opera, "Wozzeck," are equal favorites. In the scholastic year 1952-53, the library lent 15,739 records to 3,358 borrowers on a take-it-home-and-play-it basis. In the dormitories, the musical taste of 3rd year students is likely to run to Kostelanetz and musical comedy favorites, while seniors are more likely to mix up 'pure' Basin Street jazz, Stravinsky's orchestral works, and an occasional ballet or opera. This wide variety of tastes is naturally reflected in the recorded music played over WPRU (called "Prune"), the student radio station.

The Music School at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, has a collection of 2,015 record titles, all of them serious, along with 7,141 scores and 7,758 books on musical subjects. The LPs must be listened to on the premises, but the 78 RPM albums may be taken out overnight if they are returned in time for classes the next day. An estimated 150 to 200 students draw on the collection each day. They prefer Bach to Beethoven, and Bartok leads all modern composers in popularity, although their tastes such as Thalhobsky and Ruchmaninoff have a fair share of requests. At the Baca Record Shop on Sherman Street, potential purchasers listen to music on high fidelity equipment and many buy London, Westminster, and 27,000 books, records, and scores, including all of Bing Crosby, the new Mercury recordings by label because of their fine tone qualities. Comparatively few Northwestern students own their own high-fidelity equipment. This is partly explained by the fact that half of the resident students live in fraternity houses, where they are apt to shift rooms several times a year.

Measured both by what students buy and borrow, the musical taste of the generation now in college is good and getting better all the time.
A new Provincial collection...

"Mediterranea"

by

Heritage-Henredon

Factories at High Point, Morganton, Mocksville, N.C.

SEE HERITAGE-HENREDON'S "MEDITERRANEAN" AT DEALERS' LISTED ON OPPOSITE PAGE
Look! Compare!

See the ROTO-TRAY Wash Dishes
3 Times Cleaner Than by Hand!

American Kitchens
ROTO-TRAY
DISHWASHER

See how the Roto-Tray Dishwasher washes dishes 3 times cleaner than by hand—saves you more work every day than any other appliance you can own!

It's the Roto-Tray that makes the big difference! It turns like a Lazy Susan to make loading easier and constantly turns top-tray dishes through the super-heated streams of water so that every surface of every dish is scrubbed specklessly clean. Yes—the American Kitchens Roto-Tray Dishwasher does all the work... pre-rinses, washes, triple-rinses, cleans the tub, dries, stores.

Find out how you can own this dishwasher for less than 10 cents a day!

American Kitchens, Dept. HG-10
AVCO Manufacturing Corp, Connersville, Indiana

Here's 25c. Please send me full-color 8 page booklet on the American Kitchens Roto-Tray Dishwasher, as well as catalog of kitchen layouts.
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AMERICAN KITCHENS DIVISION
CONNERSVILLE, INDIANA
granulated sugar, and milk. Beat to a froth until sugar is dissolved. Pour into a 1-quart casserole set in a pan of hot water and bake at 250 degrees for 1 hour. Remove from oven. Sprinkle the top of the custard with the chopped almonds. Then spread the marinated pineapple. Add the confectioners' sugar to the softly beaten egg whites and top the pineapple with this meringue. Place in the oven at 400 degrees and bake for 30 minutes. Allow to cool slowly.

Mocha brandy puffs
See THE BASIC CREAM PUFF RECIPE
THE BASIC PASTRY CREAM RECIPE

In addition, set out the following ingredients:
1 oz. bitter chocolate, melted
1 Tbs. pulverized Turkish coffee
1 tsp. pulverized Mocha and Java, or instant coffee

1/4 cup brandy

Prepare the basic cream puff recipe and bake the puffs. Prepare the basic pastry cream recipe with the following changes:
1. Add the melted chocolate to the combined egg yolks and sugar.
2. Reduce the amount of milk by 1/4 cup and add the brandy in its place.
3. Add both the pulverized coffees to the sifted flour.

Allow the pastry cream to cool completely, then force it through a pastry tube to fill the puffs. Dust with confectioners' sugar to which you may well add a little pulverized Turkish coffee.

Biscuit Tortoni
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup macaroon crumbs
1 egg white
1 Tbs. brandy
2 Tbs. maraschino liqueur

Beat egg white until stiff. Then beat in 1/2 cup sugar while stiff and add vanilla extract. Pour into a deep casserole which has been well greased. Place in the oven at 400 degrees and bake until the custard is browned. Pour on top of the custard:

1 Tbs. Calvados or brandy
1 tsp. cornstarch

When the custard is almost done, add half the cream. When the cream is almost done, add half the custard and repeat. When the custard is done, add the rest of the cream and spread the meringue on top of the custard. Allow to cool, then serve with a drizzle of sour cream.

Cherries jubilee
1 qt. pitted Bing cherries
1 cup orange juice
1 cup granulated sugar
1 tsp. cornstarch
2 oz. kirsch
1 Tbs. Demerara rum (151 proof)

Combine the orange juice and sugar over low heat. Stir until sugar is dissolved. Add cherries. Cook them gently until they are soft but holding their shape. Remove from heat. Drain. Dilute cornstarch in two tablespoons of cold water. Stir this into the cherry liquid and stir well while it thickens. Set the liquid in the top pan of the chafing dish and bring it to a simmer. Stir in the cherries. Pour over the kirsch and rum and set ablaze. Serve while flaming.

Port oranges
8 small, thin-skinned Valencia oranges
1/2 cup brown sugar
1/2 cup ruby port
3 Tbs. butter
1/2 cup chopped and blanched almonds
1 tsp. vanilla extract

Sour cream

Boil the whole oranges for 1 hour in about 3 quarts of water. In a large skillet which can be covered securely, combine the brown sugar, port, and butter and bring to a boil. Boil 5 minutes. Drain the oranges. Place them in the boiling sauce. Reduce heat, cover securely, and allow to simmer for 15 minutes. Add the chopped almonds. Remove and simmer for 1/2 hour. Lift the lid occasionally and roll the fruit about. Remove from heat and add vanilla extract. Cook for 15 minutes. Set in individual sherbet dishes and chill thoroughly. Serve topped with a drizzle of sour cream.

Pouched tangerines with rosemary
8 tangerines
1 cup granulated sugar
2 cups water
2 inch vanilla bean
1 Tbs. rosemary

Peel the tangerines. Pick off the fibers and break them into segments. Combine the sugar, water, vanilla bean, and rosemary, and cook to a light sirup. Poach the tangerine segments in the sirup 3 or 6 minutes. Remove vanilla bean and chill for several hours. Serve.

Nesselrode apples
2 cups smooth applesauce
3 eggs
1/2 lb. butter
1/2 cup crushed almond macaroons
1/2 cup glazed fruits
1/2 cup flour
1 Tbs. Calvados or brandy

Separate eggs and beat white stiff and dry. Melt butter in a saucepan. Stir in sugar and cook until sugar is dissolved. Add fruit juice and rinds and cook over a low flame for 5 minutes. Remove from heat and add applesauce and brandy. Pour the mixture into a chafing dish. Lay the quartered bananas in the sauce and turn them gently as they heat. When the bananas are soft, serve with a couple of spoonsful of the sauce. Be careful that bananas do not overcook and become soggy.

THERMADOR
the original Bilt-in electric range

Planned for a budget-conscious family of four...a brightly colored kitchen with satin-finish, easy to clean, stainless steel THERMADOR COOKING TOP...white ceiling, red walls and red counter tops...extra work space around the cool, electric THERMADOR COOKING TOP...comfortable cork floors...easy work level THERMADOR BILT-IN OVEN...added storage space under both THERMADOR units...an integrated kitchen made possible with THERMADOR.
IGNES continued from page 194

sign and yet being restrained from exag­
eration by having to consult the model at each moment. Another beau­
iful example of how he drove fact and
lancy with a single rein is the portrait
of the Comtesse d’Haussonville in the
Frick Collection. It is obviously a good
likeness and was admired as such by
Madame d’Haussonville and her family.
Yet it is also an idealization of rank
and youth and beauty. For Ingres was,
at moments, capable of painting what
Hazlitt called ‘faces imbued with in­
teractable sentiment, and figures that
stand in the eternal silence of thought.’
Possibly Ingres’ most famous his­
torical fantasy is The Apotheosis of
Homer, painted in 1827 for the Louvre.
It was his singular idea to depict the
father of the arts being crowned with
glory in the presence of his most dis­
tinguished offspring through the ages.
The poet is solemnly enthroned. At his
feet sit his two handsome, sulky daugh­
ters, The Iliad and The Odyssey, and
in the select assembly one can recog­
nize Racine, Mozart, Dante, Molière,
Michelangelo, Frédéric, and Shake­
speare. The invitation list for this cere­
momy gave the painter no end of trou­
hle. He was perpetually adding or
excluding one figure or another. Not
without some humor he would refer to
different versions as ‘new editions.’
It was not until the late 1840’s that
Ingres returned to Paris for good and
all. By then he was advanced in years
and sufficiently famous and favored to
attract enemies. It was the most pro­
voked of these, Delacroix, who de­
scribed Ingres as ‘the complete expres­
sion of an incomplete intelligence.’
Ingres was less subtle in his attacks
on his rival. When in the same room
with Delacroix, he would sniff at the
air and say, ‘I seem to smell brimstone.’
Their lengthy and bitter quarrel
was about the respective merits of
drawing and color. Ingres considered
the latter of secondary importance, pay­
ing little attention to it. whereas for
Delacroix color and expression were
practically synonymous. Both positions
were too extreme, but that of Dela­
croix is the more honored today. For
the great achievement of the Impres­
sionists and of the Fauves has been the
liberation of color. Alone among Ingres’
followers, Degas was able to carry on
the great linear tradition, though he
diverted it into ways that Ingres would
have judged bleak and ungraceful. The
genuine Ingres tradition expired with
the late nineteenth century French aca­
demic painters, the Gérômes and the
Bouguereaus, who slipped into hope­
lessly trivial vulgarity with their ver­
sions of what Henry James called ‘the
conscientious nude.’ Ingres will never,
and rightly, lack admirers, but, since
his death, academic painting has had
to suffer from his insufferable convic­
tion that art is a matter of rules and
precepts.
WEATHERPROOFING and the elimination of cracks around exterior doors and windows will also add to the efficiency of insulation.

Here we show you a simple step-by-step way to protect your house with insulation, keep in the heat in winter and help make rooms dry and comfortable all year long. Insulation, too, will reduce costs of fuel bills, repainting, and cleaning. If you have a storage attic, sound weatherproofing can turn it into an extra guest or hobby room.

The first step to adequate insulation is to determine how much material you'll need. Start with rules, or architect's scale, and the blueprints of your house. Get a blueprint measure off the square footage of all exterior walls, roofs, ceilings and floors to be covered. Insulation should act like a blanket covering this available area of a house. Be sure to include any crawl space under the first floor framing if there's no full basement. Subtract outside door and window areas and, to the total figure, add a little extra to take care of waste.

Here's one tip about installing any kind of flexible insulation that has a reflective facing: be sure to fasten it to the studs so that there will be at least a 1/4" gap between the shiny surface and the finished inside wall material. Without this space, the reflective surface cannot function properly.

Write to H & R Reader Service for WEEK-END BUILDER'S Data Sheet. List of building materials below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation</th>
<th>Aluminum backed cotton insulation, Lo-K by Lockport Cotton Batting Co.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen, utility, laundry room</td>
<td>Antique, Yale &amp; Towne Mfg. Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat room and entrance hall</td>
<td>Tongue and groove Redwood boards: kitchen, Douglas Fir vertical boards; bathrooms and beds, plaster, ceilings: Living room, dining room, coat room and entrance hall, tongue and grove Redwood boards; kitchen, acoustic tile ceiling: others, plaster, floors: Kitchen, utility, laundry and baths, plastic tile, Karosol Crystalstone—Shane Blaun Corp.; others, oak strip flooring, hardware: Locks, brass finish—Schlage Lock Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing</td>
<td>Weatherwear by Malott and Petersfield-Grundy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Building DATA continued from pages 173 and 175

Rutz house building data


WILLIAMS house building data


MASONIC TELEVISION

THE PROVINCIAL 24
Latest achievement in Big-Picture TV. New 24-inch screen with Chromatic Filter in a superb cabinet of antiqued fruitwood. Two high-fidelity speakers. All-Channel UHF-VHF tuner built in.

ONLY MAGNACOPE BY MAGNAVOX HAS
Super Power to capture full-color fidelity, Chromatic Optical Filter and Reflection Barrier to defeat annoying glare and improve contrast.

Better Sight... Better Sound... Better Buy...
THE MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX
TELEVISION

The Magnavox Company, Ft. Wayne, Ind. • Makers of the finest in Television and Radio-Photography

OCTOBER, 1953
and sugared. Bake at 350 degrees for 45 minutes. Serve hot with Cider Sauce (page 227).

**Peaches Barbara**

8 fresh peaches, peeled and halved
1 cup granulated sugar
½ cup water
1 inch vanilla bean
3 Tbs. Grand Marnier liqueur
½ cup tomato jam or black currant jam
½ pt. heavy cream, whipped
1 egg white, beaten stiff
2 Tbs. kirsch
Flaked pistachio nuts

Combine vanilla bean, and the water, all but two tablespoons of the sugar and cook until the sugar is dissolved. Lightly poach the halves of peaches in this syrup until they are soft but have not lost their shape. It is better to undercook them than to overcook them. Set the peach halves aside. Add the Grand Marnier liqueur to the syrup and continue to cook until it is thick. Remove the vanilla bean. Lay the peach halves on a flat serving platter. Fill the center of each peach half with the tomato jam. Pour over the kirsch. Now beat the cream until stiff and dry. Beat the egg white until stiff and dry. Fold in the beaten egg white. Let this mixture rest in the refrigerator for 1 hour. Then pipe it over the peaches with a pastry tube. Garnish with the flaked pistachio nuts and chill well before serving.

**Sweet sauces**

Brillat-Savarin, the brilliant philosopher of food, said, "The discovery of a new dish does more for human happiness than the discovery of a new star." Among sweet sauces, you will find the most fertile spot in culinary art in which to make a notable discovery all your own. Ice cream, sherbet, parfait, mousse, fruit, pudding, pancake, cookies or cake scraps—any of these can be the foundation for an exciting dessert when they are combined with an appropriate sweet sauce.

**Applesauce Orientale**

1 cup puréed applesauce
1 Tbs. honey
1 tsp. ground cinnamon
½ tsp. powdered ginger
¼ tsp. grated nutmeg
Grated rind and juice of 1 orange

Grated rind and juice of ½ lemon

Heat the applesauce in the top of a double boiler. One at a time, stir the other ingredients into the applesauce. Allow to boil for 1 minute. Remove from heat and allow to cool. Chill in refrigerator for 24 hours. An excellent spread for waffles or to roll in French pancakes.

**Banana sauce**

2 ripe bananas
5 ¼ cup powdered sugar

(Continued on page 226)
REMODELED CITY HOUSE
continued from page 174

It was the careful advance planning of both Mrs. Williams and her architect that made possible such a perfect result. For example, mantels, side lights and chandeliers were removed from her former large house before it was put up for sale. Then the mantel, dining room furniture, and a huge old English breakfast bookcase were taken to the new house, and tried for size and scale. It was not until after these and other preliminary skirmishes that remodeling plans were finally started.

To accommodate a fine old pine mantel without reducing the size of the 12' x 20' living room, a chimney was added to the outside front of the house, and the two existing small windows were replaced by floor-to-ceiling ones. To make room for the breakfast bookcase, the two windows on the right side wall were closed in; then, in this solid wall, a recess for the breakfast was built and two air-conditioning ducts were concealed by wainscoting in the two corners. (The house has year-round air-conditioning.) Three new moldings and cornices were the major changes in the living room.

Both the pleasantly wide side entrance hall and the dining room were enlarged by pushing the existing wall out about a foot; and in the dining room, between two recessed windows on this wall, is just enough space for an old sideboard. To enlarge the dining room visually, and to open it to the newly created rear porch and patio-garden, a glass window-wall was installed. Adjacent to this is the dining room is the modern kitchen in the house, and its brightly lighted window is large. The new wood cabinets, a red tile floor, beige mosaic tile countertops, and is strategically planned and efficiently equipped for serving parties: sit-down dinners for eight (Mrs. Williams' most frequent way of entertaining), buffets for sixteen to twenty, occasional cocktail parties for as many as fifty guests.

Upstairs is Mrs. Williams' bedroom, and in back of it, two smaller ones furnished as guest-sitting rooms. Together they make a comfortable suite for Mrs. Williams when she is alone. There is a small study at the back, which opens to a new sun deck. Outside, leading from the deck down to the rear patio, is a romantic little spiral stairway, white wrought iron with grape vines twined around it.

Bordering the lot on all four sides are garden walls; and within them, complete seclusion. The patios are paved with flagstone, and in the gardens are small flower beds, and shrubs, and potted azaleas, camellias, gardenias. (There is no grass to cut, very little garden maintenance.) Both house and patio-gardens are dainty and exceedingly small in scale, and give evidence of Mrs. Williams' own interest in them. This personal interest is what has made her remodeled house so exactly right for the way she likes to live.

Buy defense bonds

REMODELED SUBURBAN HOUSE
continued from page 172

The new living-dining room is both a wonderful family room and a wonderful place for parties. Built right into the formal dining room are the television set, radio, record-player, record storage, and, behind folding doors, a movie screen. (Mr. and Mrs. Rutz make frequent trips to Europe, and like to show color movies of their adventures there.) Built into the front wall are bookshelves, storage cabinets, bar and sink. The walls are paneled in redwood and the fabrics are in natural wood tones, a monotone combination guaranteed to add to a feeling of spaciousness. The fact that there is plenty of space for almost any number of people is shown by an observation made by Mr. Rutz. He says that in the old days, before remodeling, it was impossible to keep party guests together: they used to scatter into different rooms, but now no corralling is necessary to keep them assembled.

Just as important from both family and party points of view is the new kitchen. Before remodeling, it was necessary to go through the breakfast room to serve the dining room. Now, right next to the dining area, quite sensibly, is the kitchen. Only a counter divides it from the breakfast room; this joins the utility room and laundry, with stairs leading up to the new servants' quarters.

Upstairs, Mr. and Mrs. Rutz have a very handsome suite, but it is their daughter's suite that is the envy of her teen-age friends. Her bedroom has been extended at the rear by the addition of a modern, large bay window. The bay window end, of course, is the sitting area, and opens onto the balcony.

Looking back on the remodeling of their house, the Rutz family is satisfied that they couldn't possibly have done it as well by building new. They like the traditional look of the addition and the more modern, large bay window. The bay window end, of course, is the sitting area, and opens onto the balcony.

Supply all your household needs with 2 temperatures of hot water from one tank at the same time!

180° water for automatic washer and dishwasher
125° water for bathroom, lavatory, other needs

The Ruud-Monel duo* temp LAUNDRIMARYSTER Automatic Gas Water Heater is specifically designed to provide enough really hot water fast enough to operate any automatic washer continuously.

Ruud-Monel has exclusive rust-proof tank of solid Monel—nature's wonder metal—your lifetime assurance of sparkling hot water, spotless washes, perfect sanitation. Ruud-Monel safely stores water at 180°.

RUUD-MONEL *
* Monel is an alloy of nickel and copper—both metals urgently needed in the country's defense program. Production of Ruud-Monel water heaters is on a severely curtailed basis, limited by the amount of these strategic metals available for civilian use after the needs of the defense program have been met. Distribution of Ruud-Monel water heaters is restricted by government order to those areas in which public water supplies are of maximum corrosiveness, and this advertisement is not intended to indicate general availability of water heaters with Monel tanks.

RUUD MANUFACTURING CO. • General Offices: Pittsburgh 1, Pa. • Toronto 14, Ontario
It's the mark of fashion
FOR YOUR LIVING ROOM TODAY

Trend-setting designers are choosing rich, nature-marked Enchanted Walnut to add fresh interest and natural beauty to living room furniture. They've discovered that Enchanted Walnut's mellow shadings and distinctive markings give modern the same warmth, and prized air of permanence, that walnut has always imparted to favorite traditional styles.

The result: You will now find both exciting new modern and authentic traditional living room tables, desks, chests, chairs, cabinets and television sets in this luxury cabinetwood. See the wide range of styles, finishes and prices . . . and you'll want some Enchanted Walnut in your living room.

AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE 24-PAGE BOOKLET SHOWING NEW LIVING ROOM FASHION FAVORITES IN ENCHANTED WALNUT

AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFACTURERS ASSN.
666 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

Please send me your free 24-page booklet titled "159 WAYS TO GIVE YOUR LIVING ROOM THE FASHION LOOK."

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY______ZONE______STATE______

Rear view shows how this side of the house now invites the outdoors in. Fine old trees, garden, pool can be enjoyed from all major rooms.

New second-story balcony, new window walls in owners' and daughter's rooms let them enjoy garden and terrace views from upstairs. Remodeling gained new dressing room and storage, new bath for master bedroom. The bay added to the daughter's room serves as sitting room, for overnight guest. The bedroom and bath added over the service end of the house can be used as a guest or servant's room.

Living and dining rooms now form one large room which looks better, adds up to greater ease and pleasure in both daily living and entertaining.
REMODELED SUBURBAN HOUSE
continued from page 173

Sitting area in daughter's bedroom is made by new bay built out onto second-floor balcony. Room gains character as well as air, sunlight, and full share of the view.

Master bedroom on second floor now is one with treetops and sky. Draw curtains eliminate daytime glare, slide back to let in nighttime coolness and view of the stars. Breakfast on new balcony outside is an improvement on breakfast in bed.

New dining room bay steps directly down to the brick terrace, opens wide to admit sunshine as well as sights, scents, and sounds of garden.

for the pride of unquestioned good taste

modern tables by TONK

Newest in modern luxury...
gracefully contoured ... elegantly smart ... inspired designing ...
exquisite good taste. With the natural charm of genuine Enchanted Walnut ... with appointments of satin brass ... with top inserts of clear or marbled glass. See "Sophisticate" tables by Tonk where selling the finest is a proud tradition. Get them for a room to proudly express unquestioned good taste.


QUALITY AND INTEGRITY FOR OVER 80 YEARS
Set a scene of sunny color in every room with friendly Brandt Anniversary Pine. Use several pieces for exciting new combinations, a single piece for dramatic accent with darker pieces. For a truly breath-taking effect, select a complete pine dining room group. Look for the 35 open stock Anniversary Pine pieces at better stores everywhere. You can identify them by the hang tag and Brandt seal.


**HOME FASHION TIME**
September 24th to October 3rd

No. 626 Pine Chest Server. About $120.*

No. 5231 Pine Pembroke Table. About $37.*

No. 5302 Pine Tier Table. About $39.*

No. 5304 Pine Cocktail Table. About $39.*

*Slightly higher in some areas.

**THE BRANDT CABINET WORKS, Inc., 745 Pennsylvania Ave., Hagerstown, Maryland**

REMODELED CITY HOUSE continued from page 175

New front door, at side of house, has large-scale Georgian doorway topped by pediment. Canvas curtains can be pulled across entrance as sun shield. Side passage (only 8' wide) connects new front garden and rear patio and is sheltered by screening wall.

Fence posts serve as mail and package box. Paneled doors in lattice fence open for mailman or delivery boy. Side wall, with camphor trees, gives privacy from house next door while admitting light through lattice fence.

The entrance gate has open lattice to match that of wall. A trailing crape myrtle adds a welcoming, colorful touch.
Breakfront bookcase was built into living-room wall so it wouldn't protrude and overpower room. Space on either side conceals ducts for the air conditioning.

Second-floor plan is largely unchanged. Sun deck is roof of new first-story wing which houses air-conditioning equipment. An iron stair connects it with patio. Study and adjoining bedroom form suite, can be used by visiting guests. Mrs. Williams' bedroom is at front of house.

In new open-plan kitchen-laundry the new equipment includes mosaic tile countertop for cooking units, twin-built-in ovens of stainless steel.
E-Z-LITE lamps

If you take pride in possessing the unusual as well as the finest—then Stiffel should be your choice in lamps. The name Stiffel means rare beauty and the highest standards of quality. Precise craftsmanship and magnificent design combine to make Stiffel Lamps the World's finest.

The E-Z-LITE is a plus feature—so typical of Stiffel Lamps. Available at fine furniture and department stores everywhere—

$29.95

Other Stiffel Lamps to $300

Write for the name of your nearest dealer

THE STIFFEL COMPANY
CHICAGO 10

REMODELED COUNTRY HOUSE
continued from page 180

it is next to the master bath which includes a built-in dressing table, stocking dryer, laundry hamper and generous medicine chest storage behind sliding mirror doors.

Upstairs, the children have plenty of space and all the necessary gadgets and equipment for themselves and their friends. Their sitting room is done in bright blue and white, and is complete with television, radio, phonograph, bulletin board and, most important, their own telephone extension. Tom's room is a rugged mixture of bold plaid and damage-proof furniture; Eve's is strictly feminine, in green, blue and violet with floral-print bedspreads.

Rolling lawn spreads out at back of the house and slopes down to meadow. There is a delightful view at all seasons from the covered terrace outside new living room or from the open flagstoned terrace. Plant beds link terrace and the lawn.

Sliding glass windows (prefabricated units, which include sliding screens on separate tracks) link the length of the living room with outdoor terrace. Roofed portion of terrace provides shade, keeps unwelcome sun from the room.
Service entrance is still where it was, at side of old part of house. New louvered fence screens it from newly located front doorway. Flagstone path serves both entrances. Bright yellow front door, set in white brick wall, opens into new entrance hall which connects new living room wing and the original two-story house.

Son decorated his own room upstairs choosing a multi-colored paper of horse figures for walls and black-and-white fabric for bedspreads. Bulletin board over dresser is catchall for reminders of school events, games, etc.

There's no need to guess about color schemes when you paint. With the WALLSHEEN Color Suited Selector (which contains hundreds of modern decorator approved colors), it's surprising how easy it is to give your home "The New Look". You'll achieve perfect results when you use WALLSHEEN with Miracle Syntheran, the new odorless Alkyd flat enamel.

SIMPLY SELECT FOR DESIRED EFFECT FROM
- GO-TOGETHER COLORS
- COMPLEMENTARY COLORS
- ACCENT COLORS

Playing card symbols show you how easy it is to harmonize your color schemes.

Breiniq BROTHERS INC.
FIRST & HARRISON STREETS, HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
AT ALL LEADING PAINT SUPPLIERS
When you travel across America, the view, the weather and the accents change. But one view remains unchanged in any direction — the windows of home — hung with crisp white cotton organdy curtains.

Home lovers have learned that nothing equals the sparkling sheerness of cotton organdy — no white is so snowy white — no texture so cracking crisp.

But remember that organdy's beauty is cotton's beauty. So you couldn't do better for your windows than Berkshire curtains — combed cotton organdy at its very best. Heberlein-processed for permanent loveliness. In bright white and eight decorator colors.

Berkshire Fine Spinning Associates, Inc. Makers of fine combed cottons used in home furnishings and in quality clothing for men, women and children.

THOSE BEAUTIFUL CURTAINS BY

Berkshire®

FAVORITE WINDOW

U.S.A.

Shopping Information

One-room apartment
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 155.

For prices on the items below, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

Top
Ladies' lounge chair, curved seat and back, covered in white cotton velveteen by the yard, a rayon and cotton textured fabric in cerulean blue. Curtains are made of 'Cathay' pale turquoise silk taffeta. Both by Kindell, Inc.

'Cira' gold cotton rug by James Lees & Sons Co.


Accessories on table: Italian pottery plates, yellow with green band, Cranborne. 'Kungsholm' water and claret glasses; Swedish decanters; 'Hoganas' yellow pottery bowls; all from Bonniers. 'N.Y. Copper casserole; Bazar Francais, N. Y.

White china-handle flatware, 6-piece place setting, Clement Co.

Porcelain pepper mill and salt dish, Sitterle Ceramics. Enamel cigarette trays in bitter green by Drayson, Jan Howell.


Brick wallpaper on floor, by Art Craft Wallpaper Studio. Custom-made movable shutters by Paul Reuinely.

Directions in dining
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 139-161. For prices on the items below, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

Page 158
Louver left
Table setting photographed in Bloomington's Pan American Shop, N. Y.

'Italian Provincial Dining Group', Terra cotta earthenware: plates with flower design; casserole dish, Glass beer mugs. Tin service plates and bread and butter plates.

Heavy straw place mats; cork mat (under casserole).

Napkins by Leacock.

Accessories: earthenware bell; carriage lanterns (holding zinnias).

Table: Mexican chairs; straw screen in background; all available at Bloomington's, N. Y.

'Marbleborough' 6-piece sterling silver place setting, by Reed & Barton.

Louver right
Encanto' dessert plates and demi-tasse cups, Gladding, McBean & Co. 'Brown Windsor' silver coffee pots, Friedman Silver Co.

Raffia-bound orange tray, Bloomington's. Round covered straw baskets, Georg Jensen, N. Y.

'Cream.GetObjectErrorField' Chinese porcelain plates, from Penthouse Gallery. 'Silver Wheat' 6-piece sterling silver flatware setting, Reed & Barton.

Colorfast orange linen napkins, John Matouk.

(Continued on page 215)
SHOPTING INFORMATION

(Continued from page 214)

Framed prints from Bloomingdale's.

Page 159

Lower left

‘Marseille Fleur’ potts-de-crème, and tray, Mediterranean Shop.

‘Silver Wheat’ 6-piece sterling silver place setting, by Reed & Barton.

Leerdam steel blue glasses and liqueur decanter from A. J. Van Dugteren & Son.

Italian glass and brass espresso cups, pots, and tray, Bloomingdale's.

Italian hand-made napkins, Mediterranean Shop.

Fluted brass trays, Bloomingdale's.

Ash tray and match box, McCutcheon's, N. Y.

Black teacart by Paul McCobb at Bloomingdale's.

Center

‘Blue Fire’ tureens and dinner plates; ‘Frisco’ cheese dish, tile, and namekins, all Rostand.

Cylinder pitcher and slim tumbler, Teresa pattern, D. Stanley Corcoran.

‘Silver Wheat’ 6-piece sterling silver place setting by Reed & Barton.

White porcelain salt dish and pepper mill by Sitterle Ceramics, at Georg Jensen.

Rough-textured table cloth and napkins, made to order from America House.

Lower right

‘Gabriel’ California swirl plate, Fisher-Marks.

Crescent salad bowl, contour pitcher, goblet, wine, and ash tray, all by Fosteria Glass Co.

‘Silver Wheat’ 6-piece sterling silver place setting, by Reed & Barton.

Venetian glass shell vase, Martin Freeman.

Salt, pepper, and mustard condiment set, McCutcheon.

Linen napkin, John Matouk.

Wood tray inlaid with rare woods, America House.

Page 160

Lower left

Blue and yellow striped soup bowls, plates, and pitcher, Carbone, Inc.

‘Marlborough’ 6-piece sterling silver place setting, Reed & Barton.

Wicker wine cradle, Bloomingdale's, 16" hurricane globe by Dunbar Glass.

White china fruits, C. S. Goodfriend.

Wooden salt and pepper mill by Sitterle Ceramics, both Georg Jensen.

Floor lamp by Lightolier.

Center

Earthenware covered dish; plate; and butter plate; blue dotted dove; all Carbone, Inc.

Clam-like ceramic salt and pepper shakers, Martin Freeman.

‘Shadow on Snow’ ice tea and wine glasses, D. Stanley Corcoran.

‘Marlborough’ 6-piece place setting, Reed & Barton.

Napkins by John Matouk.

Perforated black metal tray, wrought-iron legs, from Designed for Living.

English pottery salad bowl; Danish bone salad servers; and small Japanese lacquer bowls.

Raffia handled Danish coffee pot, cream and sugar.

English pottery coffee cups.

Byttan Swedish wine tumblers.

(Continued on page 217)
Mechanics of living

Fall is a good time for taking stock of your house. Are there small details you would like to improve? Many new products, much new equipment is available to you. Here are some good examples.

**Automatic gas water heater**

has copper tank inside a heavy steel shell. Does not rust, crack or peel, resistant to corrosion. Controls are concealed behind tilt-out door. Available in sizes from 20 to 80 gal. Under $200 "up to 40 gal. Trager Copper Works, Inc., Maspeth, N. Y.

**Portable room heater**

provides radiant and fan-circulated heat. Yields 52 cu. ft. of warm air per minute. Safety switch cuts current instantly if heater is upset. 12" high, 11½" wide, 13" long, weighs 7 lbs. Silver-gray enamel finish. Unit tilts vertically for use as air circulator. $18.95. Arvin Industries, Inc., Columbus, Indiana.

**Spray action hose brush**

has 24 jets for water to flow through. Flow of water can be regulated by turning aluminum handle which is 9½" long. Horsehair brush prevents surface scratching. Use for washing cars, porch furniture, windows. $3.95. Howard Dustless-Duster Co., Dorchester, Mass.

**Lighting dimmer**

can replace light switch on wall of room and give any graduation of light from complete darkness to full brightness. Just turn knob. Easy to install in old or new houses. Controls lights totaling 360 watts. Wall plates suit any room decor. About $30 plus installation. Superior Electric Co., Bristol, Conn.
**SHOPPING INFORMATION**

continued from page 215

Italian decanter.
Swedish square bread dish.
Elm extension dining table by Bruno Mathsson.
Vases, imported from Holland.
Salt dish, fringed napkins, all at Bonniers, N.Y.
'Silver Wheat' sterling silver place setting, Reed & Barton.
Top.
'Teadown Lace' china by Haviland and Co.
'Etiquette' glasses and decanter, Imperial Glass Co.
'Chantilly' 6-piece sterling silver place setting by Gorham.
Round linen table cloth and napkins, John Matousk & Co. and 'Blue Ribon' green metal flower holders in matching charcoal or silvery coal gray; black gunmetal legs. Size: 30'' W X 40''.

Blowtorch is for amateur fix-it-yourself enthusiasts. Use it for removing paint, refinishing furniture, laying asphalt tile, thawing frozen pipes, etc. It is safe, easy to light (with a match), easy to handle. Has a replaceable cylinder of liquefied petroleum gas which burns for 15 hours. About $6.95. Otto Benz Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Fluted brass tray from Bloomingdale's. Porcelain and rosewood salt and peppers by Sitterle Ceramics, at Georg Jensen.

Dual-purpose dining

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 162-163. For prices on the items below, write to House & Garden's Reader Service.

Page 162
Larger left
Dinette table with 'Blacontex' (tweed pattern) laminated plastic top in charcoal gray; black gunmetal legs. Size: 30'' W X 40''.
Chairs upholstered in Bolsflex plastic in matching charcoal or silvery white. By The Howell Company.
On table: Leerdam smoke glass vases; French black luster bowl, Bloomingdale's, N.Y.
'Blue Ribon' green metal flower holders and 'Daisy' pinpoint holders; French Mousseau shears; Henkel budning knife; set of vase grills, all from Max Schlicting Seckman.
On shelves: Three Japanese cane baskets; round wicker baskets (set of three); hexagon basket; Queen Art pewter pitcher; and Leerdam glass vase; all from Bloomingdale's.

Stainless steel garden tools with rosewood handles, set of seven. The Voos Seedsmen.
Three Japanese cane baskets; round wicker baskets (set of three); hexagon basket; Queen Art pewter pitcher; and Leerdam glass vase; all from Bloomingdale's.

Packaged window units make it possible to assemble a pair of window sash or a whole window wall yourself. Units consist of fixed glass panels (Thermopane insulating glass) 4'' wide, 24'' high, 4%'' thick. Louvered ventilator units are made in matching widths to be placed above or below fixed glass panels. Units interlock with splines and need only 2'' x 6'' wood cross bars to make completed structural wall. Solar Air-Flo Inc., Godshen, Ind.

Blowtorch helps doily with a new 8 in 1 table appliance — use it for deep frying, roasting, cooking, steaming, blanching, stewing, warming and serving. Big 4 quart size for family cooking. $23.95.

Trig helps daily with a dozen jobs needing hot water. In sparkling chrome-on-copper ($4.75) and 3 Color-glo aluminum colors ($4.30). 2% quarts.

There's nothing quite so pleasant as a delicious cup of coffee that is brewed right to the exact peak of flavor. It is neither too weak nor too strong — but just right. That's why coffee made in a West Bend Flavo-matic is the very best you've ever enjoyed. It automatically times every pot of coffee exactly the same. When your coffee is done, the Flavo-matic stops perking and keeps it hot for serving — all automatically. The Flavo-matic is a real economizer. It extracts every ounce of flavor from the coffee — gives more cups per pound. In color: Flavo-matics are available in Color-glo aluminum, top (cherry red, sunset gold, delphinium blue), only $13.95. Gleming chrome, $18.95.

WEST BEND ALUMINUM CO.
Dept. SRA, West Bend, Wisconsin

**OFFERED AT LEADING HOUSEWARES AND APPLIANCE STORES; PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA.**
**DUAL-PURPOSE ROOMS** continued from page 136

**How to group furniture in a living-dining room**

Sofa is used as a room-divider. Facing it, on other side of fireplace, is a corner grouping of chairs and table which allows free entrance into the room. Conversation area is tied together by an accent rug. Console table behind sofa doubles for serving buffet dinners. Guests can be seated at dining table in front of window (extra chairs are beside chest) and at game table (lower left).

**How to arrange furniture in a library-TV room**

TV and record player are built-in on long wall. Large comfortable sofa and armchair are placed so that they face TV without being shifted around. Ottoman beside fireplace, tuckaway benches at desk, provide extra seats for TV-viewing. Bookshelves are built-in behind sofa. Desk is near window for light.

**How to place furniture in a bed-sitting room**

Sitting area centers around twin bed in corner of room, grouped with cocktail table, pull-up chair. Benches on each side of chest pull up to round out conversation group. On opposite side of fireplace, another twin bed serves as a chaise longue next to built-in desk. Books, lamps are on shelves built-in behind each of the beds.

**Fabrics to grace the home**

**House & Garden**

is for Thermostat
there on your wall,
with Chrysler Airtemp...
you set it... that's all!

Just a touch of your finger and like magic... Chrysler Airtemp goes to work in your home.

All winter you'll have warm, properly humidified air at just the right temperature for health and comfort.

In summer there's cool, crisp air that makes living more enjoyable for you.

All year there's less cleaning and more healthful surroundings because dust and germs are filtered out of the air that's circulated.

Send for free Alphabet Book. It shows many benefits of Chrysler Airtemp "Year around" Air Conditioning.
Vibrant colors in a beautiful new fabric
Hand crafted texture with bright fresh colors
have now been brought to a brand new fabric—El Misti.
The high Peruvian Andes inspired their design . . . the tang of mountain air is in their hues . . . sturdy Inca self-reliance in their weave. Perfect for your decorating, and smart for wearing apparel, pre-shrunk, and colorfast—all-cotton El Misti fabrics are yours at modest prices.

MOSS ROSE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Philadelphia 33
Renaissance

design becomes texture
when this shadow-gray arabesque
is delicately traced
on the luminous ivory tone
of FRANCISCAN fine CHINA

Franciscan fine China

FRANCISCAN fine China and FRANCISCAN Ware are made by Gladding, McBean & Co., Los Angeles, Calif. Established 1875
Notes on music

This year, 273 members of the National Association of Music Manufacturers showed their latest products in a pre-view of music equipment in Chicago. Here is a spot news report on items of interest. Most of the models are already in the stores, and those not available now will be ready in plenty of time for Christmas giving.

Pianos. Styles of pianos invariably mirror design trends in other furniture, so it should come as no surprise to readers of HOUSE & GARDEN that French Provincial is one of the leading styles in spinets this year. Sohmer & Co. has produced one of the handsomest, in mahogany and fruitwood finishes ($1,175).

For those considering a spinet-style piano for the study, recreation room, or children's room, you will be interested in Jesse French & Sons' 'Cre­scendo,' which is finished in a combi­nation of wood trims and surfaces protected with vinyl plastic fabrics, which are scuff-proof, waterproof, and from which most stains can easily be removed with soap and water. This one is available in five different colors.

Both Story & Clark and Krakauer have introduced spinet models in which the back has been screen and finished so that the instrument may be set at right angles to the wall. This enables you to create a music corner in your living room or to use the spinet as a room-divider in a one-room apartment.

Steinway, celebrating its hundredth birthday this year, will unveil a new centennial model, October 19th, designed by Walter Dorwin Teague. Legs are narrow, round, and taper into brass cups in Swedish modern style; keyboard itself is at normal height, but the lower edge of the case below it has been extended so that a listener sitting in a low modern chair doesn't see the underside of the piano.

Organs. A Spinette Organ by Wurlitzer is available in five different finishes: cherry, walnut, Salem maple, blonde oak, and ebony. It costs $1,325 (FOB factory), weighs 275 pounds, has a handle on the back which is said to be waterproof, stain- and heat-resistant.

A new portable ($695) and the other large parties at home.

Magnavox, and Westinghouse are offering instruments in a wide range of styles and prices, with enormously improved fidelity of reproduction. One of the most elaborate is Zenith's $1,250 Stratosphere, which includes AM-FM radio, and Zenith's Cobra-Matic record player with stroboscope indicator, a kind of spectroscope which plays all records at the speeds at which they were recorded.

Stromberg-Carlson's 'Custom 400' contains a Garrard three-speed changer, 10- or 25-watt amplifier, and a 12- or 15-inch speaker in its acoustical laby­rinth, engineered to tame the 'wild tones' which escape from the back of most speakers, and keep them under control. The armchair model with separate speaker is a simple, well-designed modern piece, as well as a first-class musical instrument. The match-organ 'Imperial' (in mahogany or walnut, $1,095) and 'Royale' (in blonde wood at $1,125) combine the equipment with a 24-inch TV screen.

RCA Victor is introducing a matched line of components which the Hi-Fi enthusiast can assemble for as little as $350, as much as $1,000. All are built around the well-known 'Olsom speaker,' designed by Dr. H. F. Olson, director at the acoustical research laboratory at RCA's Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N.J. The 15-inch Duo-Cone speaker, designed by Dr. Ol­son primarily for the broadcast field, is now available for home use for the first time.

The deluxe Magnavox 'Regency' combination is not only a first-class radio-phonograph, but, considered as furniture, a handsome example of cabinet-making. The same organization's 'Magnasonic' model, which reproduces sound up to 12,000 cycles on four speakers, costs less than $200.

Webster-Chicago, RCA Victor, Wilcox-Gray, Magnavox, Columbia, and the V-M Corp. are among those who have produced simply designed high-fidelity table model phonographs at around $150; Motorola has an­nounced a high-fidelity combination with a frequency range up to 8,000 cy­cles at $99.95; it's called the 'Sonata.'

The 'Imperial' (in mahogany or walnut, $1,095) and 'Royale' (in blonde wood at $1,125) combine the equipment with a 24-inch TV screen.

RCA Victor is introducing a matched line of components which the Hi-Fi enthusiast can assemble for as little as $350, as much as $1,000. All are built around the well-known 'Olsom speaker,' designed by Dr. H. F. Olson, director at the acoustical research laboratory at RCA's Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N.J. The 15-inch Duo-Cone speaker, designed by Dr. Ol­son primarily for the broadcast field, is now available for home use for the first time.

The deluxe Magnavox 'Regency' combination is not only a first-class radio-phonograph, but, considered as furniture, a handsome example of cabinet-making. The same organization's 'Magnasonic' model, which reproduces sound up to 12,000 cycles on four speakers, costs less than $200.

Webster-Chicago, RCA Victor, Wilcox-Gray, Magnavox, Columbia, and the V-M Corp. are among those who have produced simply designed high-fidelity table model phonographs at around $150; Motorola has an­nounced a high-fidelity combination with a frequency range up to 8,000 cy­cles at $99.95; it's called the 'Sonata.'

Odds and ends. Emerson has an­nounced a portable 'pocket radio' which weighs less than a pound, fits into a woman's purse, or tucks into a man's breast pocket. Many other Emerson models are available in House & Garden colors, Wilcox-Gray has found a way to improve the appearance of tape recorders. Their answer is the 'Re­cordo Grand,' an attractive cabinet of contemporary design, which when closed looks like a phonograph. Ampro has a simple remote-control device for their tape recorder which consists of a metal plate in a rubber case, 137 feet of cord; the machine plays when you hold the plate, otherwise it is inopera­tive (about $10).

Bestcraft Products at 626 Broadway, New York 12, has produced an indoor antenna designed to eliminate TV rabbit-ears. It is lies flat on top of the set like a leatherette desk pad, is said to be waterproof, stain- and heat-resistant.

ALVIN STERLING designs are noted for pleasing every taste and desire in fine table settings . . . for today's glamorous debutante and tomorrow's gracious hostess . . . because they are . . . fashionable . . . authentic in design . . . styled for today's mode of living . . . made by master craftsmen to insure correctness in detail and highest quality for your lastring satisfaction.

Choose your ALVIN original from your regular dealer

Write for free illustrated price folder showing all ALVIN patterns to

THE ALVIN SILVERSMITHS
DEPARTMENT 1-10
PROVIDENCE 7, RHODE ISLAND

MAKERS OF EXCLUSIVE SILVER DESIGNS FOR OVER SIXTY-FIVE YEARS

*Trade Marks
Dream of luxury come true...  
a comforter of Skinner Satin

You drift off to dreamland amid clouds of glowing color, but you're wide awake to the practical virtues of Skinner Satin, too. Made expressly for comforters, this satin is petal-smooth to the touch, every inch interwoven with Skinner superior quality. As ever, the Skinner name is your assurance of enduring loveliness. Look for the name on the label.


So easy to sew

New machines make an art of plain and fancy stitching

Thirty million women are sewing at home these days, many of them discovering for the first time how easy it is to turn out work with a professional finish, on the new machines. Aside from eliminating tedious basting, these new machines sew straight lines straighter, even do the family darning. They not only make buttonholes but sew on buttons, snaps, hooks and eyes. A number of them do zigzag stitching to create a variety of decorative embroidery stitches in two- and three-color effects. The result is a renewed interest in fine, craftsmanlike work that was thought to be too time-consuming and specialized for inefT fingers. These machines enable you to discover pleasure in doing creative work and save money at the same time.

Needle and presser bar of this new portable Singer are slanted at a 90° angle toward the user for better visibility, more relaxed posture while sewing. Legible markings on the throat plate act as guides for stitching seams or hems straight and true. Extra long, hinged work surface on the portable. With handsome natural-colored linen carrying case, $227.50, on sale October 1st. Same machine in a spinet console, $298 with matching stool. Instructions on use, fashion stitches with and without attachments, and other sewing assistance, available at all Singer Sewing Centers.

The Bell portable will be of interest to women with a limited amount of space or a small budget. It weighs only 4½ lbs. by itself, 10 lbs. complete with carrying case, foot control, free arm clamp, and 14 attachments. A flexible presser foot makes it possible to sew over pins, thus dispensing with the tedious step of basting. Can be clamped to the edge of a table to form a free arm for darning, sewing on sleeves, etc. About $69.95.
Free arm of this Elna Supermatic zigzag portable makes darning, sewing tubular fabrics simple. Beautiful embroidery stitches are automatically fashioned by inserting disks for different designs. Does two-color effects with dual needles and makes serpentine seams which prevent threads from snapping on stretchable fabrics such as jersey. Bobbins are at the top, can be changed or rethreaded without removing work. Also sews on buttons, overcasts seams, blind-stitches hems, makes buttonholes and monograms without attachments. Case opens to make worktable. $299.

New automatic zigzag stitching for embroidery eliminates working levers by hand. New adapter has Wonder Wheel which automatically controls needle to make design you select. New Necchi machine comes equipped with adapter; present owners can have it installed. Each adapter, complete with set of two Wonder Wheels, 28 different designs, $32.50. Necchi also sews on buttons, makes buttonholes, blind-stitches hems, darns. Desk model and chair (shown), $382.25. Others, $148.50 up.

Numbered dial on this Pfaff machine controls plain or fancy zigzagging. With it you can change the width of the stitch to suit your design, adjust it for buttonholing, sewing on buttons, hooks and eyes, whipped-on lace. Sews on heavy upholstery fabrics as easily as on sheers, works with two or three needles for different color effects in parallel lines. Sews evenly at high or low speeds. Console cabinet (shown above, right), in light or dark woods, $350. Other models from $119.50.

A Lesson in Grammar becomes... A DECORATING DELIGHT!

Schumacher's
"MIND YOUR MANNERS"
Just one of the many unusual fabrics from Schumacher's... the name synonymous with smart decorating, the world over.

Available only through interior decorators and decorating departments of better stores.
Companion wallpaper available

"Quality is a Schumacher Tradition"
F. SCHUMACHER & Co. • 60 W. 40th St., N.Y. 18, N.Y. • FABRICS • CARPETS • WALLPAPERS
DO IT WITH CURTAINS
continued from page 152

ceiling track with a stop on the rod allows you to pull one section of curtain across the window wall to the door. Another pull draws a separate curtain across the door. Each section operates independently, forms one curtain when closed. Heavy, sheer white nylon material should be hung from the ceiling track to the floor. Trim ends with bands, or grommets, of gold metallic threads in a Greek key pattern on white. Trimming comes in graduated widths, available at notions counters.

A small dining ell with open glass areas poses a problem in privacy. You can turn it into a garden-like room by making a background of sheer, washable curtains dotted with a strawberry pattern in red and green. Hang curtains on loops over rods attached a little more than halfway above the middle of the window walls. This gives sufficient light from the top, and screens the dining area attractively. To frame the ell, bands of tape in a red and green and white pattern matching the berry colors can be glued in vertical strips to the wall edges, between top sections of glass panels, and along the ceiling as a border. If you have a library-study corner, and a desk placed by a door leading to your garden, treat the door in the same manner as you would a window. For a quiet background, use full-length draw curtains made of gray suiting flannel. Accent them with bright red strips of silk ribbon on the outside edges. Paste or tack the same ribbons motif on oblong designs on a gray valance, with the bottom placed so that the door can open and clear it. A corner window with radiators is a problem shared by most households. Our solution: decorate the window for a complete corner view; keep the radiators free to be used. You can do this with clean-cut simplicity by borrowing a tip from Pacifica island living. Use a starched netting framed with narrow panels attached to a ceiling track so that they slide one behind the other. The screens have an air of freshness, utilizing sunlight, making radiator grilles without shutting out heat. Traditional bays make cozy tea corners and window-seat niches if you treat the area like part of a sitting room. Curtains the bay with a series of sheer appliquéd organdy table runners. Attach runners to mullions and window frames on black metal rods with white bone or plastic rings. Use smaller runners in narrow widths at the top, to act as a valance. Bamboo blinds that roll up and allow free circulation of air, are no problem to louvered windows. This is a particularly good idea for recreation and game rooms where only the lower sections are leovers. You can decorate the blinds with simple stencil patterns, cutting out designs and choosing colors that fit your room scheme. Stencil kits with knife, brush, and paper are available at art supply stores and are easy to work with. Paints, for the most part, are sunproof, runproof, and washable.

To conceal radiators under a small bay window in a bedroom, two tiers of

(Continued on page 231)
SHOPPING INFORMATION continued from page 217

Right
‘Charcoal Medley’, dinette table, bow shaped, has Textolite plastic top, 30” x 40”, 48” square, black enamel legs, Upholstered chair seats and backs, in matching Textolite plastic, tubular black enamel frames and legs. By Kuehne Mfg. Co.
‘Northland’ Wm. A. Rogers stainless steel by Oneida Ltd.
‘Princess’ stainless steel electric coffee maker, 2-5 cup, Camfield Mfg. Co.
Wooden toast rack by Jan Howell.
Honey jar and butter crock, both Bloomingdale’s.
Linen napkins by John Matouk.
Black wall sconce, Wire Frame Shop.

Page 163
Top left
Ice cream parlor table enameled in white, comes in 24”, 30”, 36” diameter.
Ice cream chairs in House & Garden colors, by the National Chair and Furniture Company.
‘Northland’ Wm. A. Rogers stainless steel ice tea or soda spoons, Oneida Ltd.
‘Terrastron’ black cocktail napkins, Beach Products, Inc.
Oval straw basket, Bloomingdale’s.
Circus print by Fernand Leger, F. A. R. Gallery.

Center
‘Spice’ dinette set, designed by Raymond Loewy Associates, has laminated plastic top with black peppered pattern on white, stainless steel apron, black metal legs, top-jacketed in white. Size: 30” x 40”, extends to 48”. Koresal upholstered chairs, tubular legs. 5-piece set by Arvin Industries.
‘Stonewall’ sculptured wallcovering by Katerouch & Warren, Inc. ‘Lattisahde’ white woven basswood shade, custom-made by Columbia Mills, Inc.
Imported copper molds; sunburst, Turk’s head fish, all from Pomerantz Associates, Inc.
Lobster copper mold, Hammacher Schlemmer.

Right
‘Coloramic’ round table has Daystrom top in gray, or limed-oak woodgrain black tubular legs, 42” diameter. Matching serving cart. Barrel chair has black wire back and tubular frame, foam rubber, washable upholstery. All by the Daystrom Corp.
‘Salem Star’ wallpaper by F. Schumacher & Co.
Canastas pad and magnetic pencil; Fanfare plastic coated playing cards in black and white, both Dempsey & Carroll, Inc.
‘Le Film’ hand-made pleated paper shade; ‘Primavera’ after-dinner china coffee cups and saucers; Rosstrand china tea plates; ‘Cultura’ stainless steel coffee service, pot, cream and sugar dish; French ceramic ash trays; all from Bonnier’s.

Linen left
Dinette table with laminated walnut woodgrain top, black metal legs, 35” x 48”, extends to 60; Duran plastic upholstered chairs, foam rubber seats, black tubing legs with ‘smoothie cushion’ glides. By Virtue Bros.
Universal ‘Coffeeomatic’ coffee maker by Lenders, Frary & Clark.
Ernest Sohn white ceramic chafing dish with copper cover, matching creamer and sugar, Jack Orenstein Associates, Condiment set and ceramic servers, by Raymor.

Kitchen
The following merchandise is shown in the kitchen on pages 164-165.
Hallmark cabinets—Nellis Industries, Inc.
Oven and cooking top—Chambers Corp.
Counter-height refrigerator—General Electric.
11 cubic foot refrigerator (gas or electric)—Servel, Inc.
Hand-decorated tiles—Terry Designs.
Linoleum—Palomio Products Inc.
Blue Micarta counter tops—Westinghouse.
French Provincial round fruitwood table and chairs—John Widdicomb Co., Inc.

On table:
Herend china of Hungary; Lobnuyer crystal; Steiff ‘Williamsburg’ sterling; all from Findlay Galleries, Inc., Chicago.
Porcelain salt dish, salt spoon and pepper mill—Sitterle Ceramics.
Carafe—Lietzke Porcelains.

On counter:
‘Denby’ casserole dish imported for Winia Miller Harriman, Ltd.
‘Hallite’ aluminum saucepan, anodized copper lid—Wear-Ever.
Serving dish—Hallcraft dinnerware.
Black and white dishware—Marxco.
Demitasses, charrold glassware—Santos China—Rosenthal-Block China Corp.
Italian brass coffee server—Europa Commerce Inc.
Ice bucket—Henry & Miller Industries.

In cabinets:
All white Hallcraft dinnerware.

Colored glasses:
Libbey Glass
Bryce Brothers Company
Viking Glass Company
Morgantown Glassware Guild
Deco-Cut Glassware, Inc.
Raymor Manufacturing Company

Yellow French Provincial china—Art Imports Co.
Pink striped ceramic—The Vaco Co.
Ernest Sohn while ceramic chafing dish on counter.

195 PHOTOGRAPHIC MASTERPIECES 
—in Brilliant Color

Landslapes, portraits, still-lifes, travel, fashion, experiences by 17 famous photographers, all re-produced in brilliant full color. Notes and technical data give camera, lens, film, lighting, exposure for each picture. A treasury of a new art form. Handsomely bound, to 9 1/2 inches.

The following merchandise is shown in the kitchen on pages 164-165.

The most distinctly different toaster in the world! This new toaster is so automatic it will amaze you. It even lowers the bread for you. Power-Action, through a unique electric motor, lightly takes the bread right out of your fingers! It lowers it, starts it toasting, and serves it up fast. The new "Toastmaster" Super De Luxe Toaster gives you perfect toast every time—light, dark, or in between. Toast rises extra high, so small slices are easy to remove. ... Years of faithful performance have resulted in more people owning "Toastmaster" Toasters than any other kind. ... "Toastmaster" is a registered trademark of McGraw Electric Company, makers of "Toastmaster" Toasters, "Toastmaster" Water Heaters, and other "Toastmaster" Products.

\$2750

Takes the bread right out of your fingers! (AND GIVES IT BACK PERFECTLY TOASTED!)

1 Power-Action automatically...
2 ... lowers bread for you...
3 ... starts it toasting...
4 ... serves it up fast—
   all by itself!
THE IMPERIAL—24 inch Panoramic Vision TV picture—Custom 400 High Fidelity AM-FM radio; three speed record changer— in a Georgian period cabinet of hand-rubbed Honduras mahogany veneers.

STROMBERG-CARLSON.

There is nothing finer than a STROMBERG-CARLSON.

SWEET SAUCES continued from page 206

1 Tbs. maraschino liqueur
1/2 pt. heavy cream, whipped
Peeled and mashed the bananas to a smooth paste. Beat in the maraschino liqueur and sugar. Fold in the whipped cream. Try this sauce poured over stale vanilla wafers, cake scraps, or macaroons.

Biscoff sauce
1 cup dry sautéine
1 cup water
1 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup dry seedless raisins
2 Tbs. shredded almonds
1 orange
1 lemon
Combine sautéine, water, and sugar in a saucepan and heat to a boil. Grate the orange and the lemon and toss both rinds and pulp into the wine mixture. Boil gently for 7 minutes. Extract the pulp of the orange and the lemon. Add the raisins and almonds to the mixture and boil for 5 more minutes. Remove from stove, cover, and let stand for at least 1 hour. Serve reheated with cabinet puddings or over chilled half-pears.

Black-cherry sauce
2 cups drained black pitted cherries (stewed or canned)
2 Tbs. lemon juice
2 Tbs. finely grated lemon rind
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1 Tbs. maraschino liqueur
1 Tbs. Calvados
Combine sugar, lemon juice, lemon rind, maraschino, and Calvados in the top of a double boiler. If there is not enough liquid to dissolve the sugar, add 1 or 2 tablespoonsful of the cherry juice. When mixture begins to bubble, remove from the bottom of the double boiler and place over low direct heat. Add the cherries. Allow to simmer 7 or 8 minutes.

The black-cherry sauce can be served hot or cold with ice cream or a pudding.

Brandy hard sauce
1 cup sweet butter
1 cup confectioners' sugar
1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg
1/2 tsp. ground ginger
2 Tbs. brandy
Set the butter to soften, but do not allow it to melt. Beat in the sugar, a little at a time, and continue to beat vigorously for 10 minutes until sauce is very smooth and creamy. Beat in nutmeg, ginger, and brandy until they are completely absorbed. Chill for several hours.

Use branded hard sauce in a pastry tube to decorate fruit and puddings. A little vegetable coloring brightens its effect.

Brandied orange sauce
3/4 cup confectioners' sugar
2 egg whites
3 Tbs. brandy

(Continued on page 227)

There's more than just the luxurious feel of deep-pile richness added to your home when you insist on VELVAIR under your floor coverings.

VELVAIR is top-quality rubber. It will outlast any carpet, while adding years to that same carpet's life. VELVAIR is allergy-free and moth-proof, too. It lies permanently flat under any type of floor covering and retains its resiliency indefinitely.

The Rubber Carpet Cushion with all the wanted features

VELVAIR is allergy-free and completely moth- and vermin-proof.

VELVAIR is easy to shape and install. Lies permanently flat.

VELVAIR is used by many of the finest hotels in the country.

VELVAIR OUTLASTS AND ADDS YEARS TO THE LIFE OF ANY FLOOR COVERING

VELVAIR is easy to shape and install. Lies permanently flat.

VELVAIR is used by many of the finest hotels in the country.

VELVAIR is allergy-free and completely moth- and vermin-proof.

VELVAIR is easy to shape and install. Lies permanently flat.

VELVAIR is used by many of the finest hotels in the country.

VELVAIR is allergy-free and completely moth- and vermin-proof.

VELVAIR is easy to shape and install. Lies permanently flat.

VELVAIR is used by many of the finest hotels in the country.

VELVAIR is allergy-free and completely moth- and vermin-proof.

VELVAIR is easy to shape and install. Lies permanently flat.

VELVAIR is used by many of the finest hotels in the country.

VELVAIR is allergy-free and completely moth- and vermin-proof.
SWEET SAUCES continued from page 226

1 Tbs. orange curaçao
1 Tbs. grated orange rind
3/4 tsp. salt
Beat egg whites and salt until stiff. Gradually pour in confectioners' sugar, a little at a time. Stir constantly. One at a time, add orange rind, brandy, and curaçao. Chill. This is a remarkably delicious sauce served over fresh sliced peaches, apricots, or bananas. We are very fond of it poured over slices of large navel oranges.

Butterscotch sauce

1/2 cup granulated sugar
1/2 cup dark corn sirup
1/2 cup heavy cream
1 Tbs. dark rum
1 1/2 Tbs. sweet butter
Combine sugar and corn sirup in the top of a double boiler over boiling water. Stir occasionally until sugar is melted. Combine rum and sweet butter in a cup and beat until smooth. Add rum and butter to the sirup. Stir in the cream, slowly. Cook approximately 20 minutes, or until butterscotch is thick and creamy.

This butterscotch sauce is handy to have in the refrigerator. It will keep well for as long as two weeks, and it will miraculously create a glowing dessert out of odd bits of cake, puddings, soufflés, etc. It is something special at room temperature poured over chilled bananas.

Chartreuse sauce

(See the basic pastry cream recipe) In addition, see out the following ingredients:
2 ozs. green chartreuse
1 tsp. finely grated lemon rind
Proceed as for the basic pastry cream. Add the lemon rind to the sifted flour. Beat in the chartreuse when the cream is cool but not cold. Chill.

This chartreuse sauce is at its best poured over gooseberries, black raspberries, or cherries.

Chestnut cream sauce

2 cups boiled chestnuts
1/2 pt. heavy whipping cream
1 1/2 Tbs. granulated sugar
1 tsp. vanilla extract
Drain chestnuts and mash them through a puree sieve twice. Stir in corn sirup. Beat in granulated sugar. Fold in whipped cream. Add vanilla.

This sauce serves wonderfully as a topping for a cake. We often use it on cold stewed prunes.

Cider sauce

1 cup sweet cider
1/2 cup maple sugar
2 Tbs. lemon juice
1 Tbs. sweet butter
Combine maple sugar, lemon juice, and butter in a saucepan and stir until mixed.

(Continued on page 232)
Envision a sheer casein in a heavenly lime at your windows... an accent of persimmon slipcovering your favorite chair... your sectional upholstered in a toast tweed with subtle undertones of gleaming gold Luxe... all distinctively textured! Or create a color scheme to express YOU. You'll find just what you've dreamed of in this color-coordinated line of decorative fabrics at a cost so low it will amaze you.

so practically priced!

Fincastle Fabrics by LOUISVILLE
LOUISVILLE TEXTILES, INC., LOUISVILLE, KY.

THE VIRTUE OF OPTIMISM
continued from page 151

and smiling lady, the automatic looker upon the bright side is likely, by sheer power of irritation, to provoke gloomy resistance in those around her. Worries and griefs will be hid from her, troubles are brought her way, for it seems evident that she cannot (or still worse, that she simply still not) plumb them. To ignore, deny or underrate sufferings in some way is to insult the sufferer; thus one drives away confidence. The man, the child or the adolescent are all likely to bring their troubles to one by whom they will be understood. Help, advice and consolation are only possible where there has been realistic sympathy— that is, where the extent of the trouble and, still more, its particular grievance for a particular person, has been fearlessly faced out and computed. It is in the matter of "facing-out" that genuine optimism comes into play and fosters this, too, is required the long-term view. The professional problems of the man, with those obsessing anxieties that attend them, are almost certainly capable of solution; what he must have are time, courage, a certain amount of vision and, above all, confidence in himself. If only one can gain this; then the three can be reinforced by the friend who most truly loves him, knows his position and shares his fortunes: in his wife he is right to seek such a friend. The emotional agencies of adolescence are, as one can well see by middle-age, disproportionate; the best one can probably do for the young victim is to recall one's own memories of those growing-pains, but to add, 'All the same, it's extraordinary how one lives through things and how, gradually, things fall into place.' One may also, in bad cases of love, suggest that the power of other persons to hurt one is far less than one's power to hurt oneself. You can take this: you're not going to let this break you up!

The savage dramas of childhood, whether connected with play-time competitive sport, goaded work, need, above all, sympathy, plus a sense of proportion: one seldom in vain addresses oneself to a child's good head; in fact, in some issues it may appear that children are more reasonable than adults.

In all, the optimism that helps most is the expression of confidence in a person. Life is a compound of events, many of which cannot but be outside one's own control. When one speaks of confidence in life, one means, really, confidence in the power to live it. It is easier—or, should one say, more natural?—to be aware of that power in other people (and to remind them of it, when they need aid) than to rely on it constantly in oneself. We women, if we are honest, are self-critical, rather too quick to feel that we have failed. Perhaps we are too much given to self-analysis. A degree of optimism, not of the blind kind, does no harm in one's view of one's own character. One may not be much, but at least one has made out so far. At home, in her social relationships and her friendships, and in, if any, her professional or her public work, a woman is the better for self-confidence. Of herself, she can at least hope the best! On that hope, however modest, she bases good morals, and good morals, like its opposite, is infinite.

At almost every moment, more than we are aware, we affect and work upon other people—not so much by "influence" (which is always suspect) but by getting around us, we help or hinder, we go, the psychological air in which we live. Of men and women this is equally true—indeed, it is masculinities and femininities which have, so far, moulded the exterior world. The more personal, intimate world remains woman's province; not only the home but society are our domain. Need it sound reactionary to suggest that what a woman is— that is, is herself—almost always is more important than what she does. Our being, our existence is not plumb work, a woman is the better for it, not less its effect upon other people, is a matter of what she believe and feel. We act out an un- worded philosophy. Just that, just such a philosophy, is optimism. It need not sound reactionary to suggest that what a woman is—that is, is herself—almost always is more important than what she does. Our being, our existence is not plumb work, a woman is the better for it, not less its effect upon other people, is a matter of what she believe and feel. We act out an un- worded philosophy. Just that, just such a philosophy, is optimism. It need not sound reactionary to suggest that what a woman is—that is, is herself—almost always is more important than what she does. Our being, our existence is not plumb work, a woman is the better for it, not less its effect upon other people, is a matter of what she believe and feel. We act out an unw-

DECORATION
continued from page 136

Decorators William Pahlmann visualizes a pink living-dining room with accents of bronze in the living area, here- na seats on the dining room chairs. The dining room floor is tiled in black with a border of blue, the living room carpeted in a heige, tan, and black. Black and white striped silk for contrast. The over-all scheme is cool and well-suited to traditional 18th- and 19th-Century English furniture.

Decorator Charles Sorel sees it has pal grayed-mauve ceiling, walls, and wood-

(Created at page 210)
A new idea—furniture that reflects your flair for gracious living!

FINE FURNITURE, beautiful furniture—but furniture above all, with a quality of graciousness that's the very essence of pleasant living.

You'll find superb Heritage-Henredon pieces for living room, dining room, bedroom—constructed with custom care, by new methods that make possible the very practical prices. Here are just a few pieces in the lovely Old Amber group.

For your home—for gifts in perfect taste—always look for the Heritage-Henredon hallmark!

Restful and regal! The superbly designed bed comes in Old Amber and regular mahogany, as does the night table which has a 3-way outlet. The double dresser provides worlds of space. This group also from an open stock collection.

Beautiful and functional! The mobile chest has a cork top, removable cork-top trays; travels on concealed casters. The table expands to a generous 44" x 71". All pieces in Old Amber, including chairs and buffet, are open stock.

Heritage Henredon

CUSTOM QUALITY at PRACTICAL PRICES
Factories at Morganton, High Point, Mocksville, N. C.

Intriguing furniture book, $0.95! Page after page of pictures of other pieces of furniture for living room, dining room, bed room! For your copy, write Heritage-Henredon, Dept. HG-10, Morganton, N. C.

SEE HERITAGE-HENREDON FURNITURE AT DEALERS' LISTED ON OPPOSITE PAGE
Let's Celebrate! Anniversaries, ours, yours...
birthdays... newlyweds... call for celebrations! Call for Libbey's celebrated party glasses to kindle conversations... spark friendships! (Other celebrated qualities: Designed by Freda Diamond. Rims* defy chipping. Permanent colors. Gift-boxed!)

*Rims guaranteed against chipping. "If the rim of a Libbey 'Safedge' glass ever chips, we'll replace the glass." At leading stores everywhere. Prices slightly higher in the South, West and Canada. Look for the Libbey on each glass before you buy.

(These patterns available in other sizes and shapes.)

Copyright 1953, Libbey Glass, Division of Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo I, Ohio

HOSTESS SETS
by
LIBBEY GLASS
DO IT WITH CURTAINS continued from page 224

cafe curtains will do the trick. We suggest using theatrical gauze in alternating pastel pink, white, and gold metallic stripes. Attach lower tier on brass rod and rings across radiators. Pair of gauze curtains on the upper tier can be pulled back for sun and air. Theatrical gauze is light enough to admit radiator heat, so the lower tier remains permanently drawn across the pipes.

Support your Community Chest

Blue Danube CHINA

the World's Most Famous Dinnerware

Through the ages, lovely BLUE DANUBE CHINA has attained the highest pinnacle of world-wide popularity. This favored design, in true Meissen Blue, pleasingly contrasted with beautiful soft gray china, personifies simplicity and charm. BLUE DANUBE harmonizes perfectly with all settings.

Now available at a new all-time-low price

5-pc. place setting as illustrated... only $4.25 retail
20 pc. service for four... only $17.00 retail

Write for free leaflet, showing complete dinnerware selection in open stock and matching decorative accessories.

LIPPER & MANN, INC. 225 Fifth Avenue New York 10, N. Y.

Make push-button easy

Blackstone combination laundry

Completely Automatic Washing, Drying and Ironing In Only 72" Of Wall Space!

Think of it! An automatic washer that gives you complete control of its automatic cycle... an automatic dryer featuring infra-red heating and vacuum drying... a remarkable automatic ironer that banishes 'ironing board fatigue' forever! And, wonder of wonders, these three Blackstone marvels are perfectly matched into a complete laundry unit so handsome it will be a showpiece in your home. Constructed like fine watches, these washday magicians run smoothly, quietly—need no bolting down. Yes, if only the finest will do for you, the answer is Blackstone. And remember, in most states the entire cost may be included in your mortgage. See Blackstone today!

Write for Free Booklet, "Blackstone Practical Laundries"
SWEET SAUCES

continued from page 227

ture is smooth. Add cider. Boil for 5 minutes, stirring briskly. Cool.

This makes a delightful sauce over blackberries, fresh sliced pears, or peaches.

Coconut sauce

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{1}{4} \text{ cup butter} \\
&\frac{1}{2} \text{ cup confectioners' sugar} \\
&2 \text{ egg yolks} \\
&2 \text{ stiffly beaten egg whites} \\
&1 \text{ cup dry grated coconut}
\end{align*}
\]

Combine butter and sugar and beat a full 10 minutes with a fork. Beat in the egg yolks one at a time. Beat in the grated coconut. Fold in the stiffly beaten egg whites. Chill.

Coconut sauce is an excellent topping for steamed puddings.

Cordial sauce

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{1}{2} \text{ cup butter} \\
&\frac{1}{2} \text{ cup flour} \\
&2 \text{ Tbs. granulated sugar} \\
&1 \text{ tsp. vanilla extract} \\
&1 \text{ Tbs. light rum}
\end{align*}
\]

Melt butter in a small saucepan. Remove from heat and stir in flour until smooth. Return to heat and add sugar slowly, stirring continually. Pour in milk immediately, a little at a time. Continue to stir until thick and creamy. Remove from heat. Stir in vanilla extract and rum.

"Dip" either hot or cold makes an excellent dessert atop fritters or waffles. Or try it on a baked apple.

English toffee sauce

\[
\begin{align*}
&1 \text{ cup cream} \\
&1 \text{ cup granulated sugar} \\
&\frac{1}{4} \text{ cup salt butters} \\
&1 \text{ Tbs. Gold Label Cuban rum} \\
&\frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. vanilla extract} \\
&\frac{1}{4} \text{ tsp. almond extract}
\end{align*}
\]

Combine cream, butter, and sugar in the top of a double boiler, stirring frequently until mixture boils. Remove (Continued on page 233)
from stove. Stir constantly for 2 minutes. Add rum, vanilla, and almond extract. Cool.

English toffee sauce can make an attractive and delicious dessert of odd scraps of cake. Try it on stewed fruit for something quite different.

**Foamy sauce**

- ½ cup sweet butter
- 1 cup confectioners’ sugar
- 1 stiffly beaten egg white
- ½ cup boiling water
- 1 tsp. vanilla extract

Combine butter and sugar and beat until light and creamy. Beat in the Marsala and vanilla. Pour boiling water in very slowly, beating continually. Quickly fold in the beaten egg white and continue to beat vigorously until the sauce is completely foamy.

Ladle your foamy sauce over steamed puddings, soufflés, and stewed fruit or berries.

**Gooseberry jelly and kirsch**

- 1 cup gooseberry jelly
- 3 Tbs. kirsch

Place your jelly in a warm place (not hot) for 1 hour. Add the kirsch and beat with a fork until jelly is broken into small globules.

Red currant jelly can be treated the same way. And sometimes brandy or Calvados is used in place of the kirsch.

These macerated jellies add a jewel-like appearance to molded puddings particularly. They are also wonderfully appealing to the palate.

**Grand Marnier sauce**

- 4 egg yolks
- 1 cup milk
- 1 cup heavy cream
- ½ cup granulated sugar
- 4 Tbs. Grand Marnier liqueur
- 1 tsp. vanilla extract

Scald milk. Beat egg yolks until light and fluffy in the top of a double boiler. Beat in sugar. Pour a little of the scalded milk over the egg mixture and mix well until sugar is dissolved. Add the rest of the milk and heat to the boiling point, stirring continually. Stir in the cream slowly and cook until the sauce coats the back of a wooden spoon, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat and allow to cool. Add the Grand Marnier liqueur when the sauce is at room temperature. Do not chill.

**Hot rum sauce**

- ½ cup granulated sugar
- ⅓ cup brown sugar
- ½ cup water
- ¼ cup Jamaica rum
- Juice of ½ lemon
- 2 Tbs. butter

Boil sugar, water, and lemon juice for (Continued on page 236)
A DINING-KITCHEN
continued from page 164

comfortably arranged for waist-high work.

To facilitate serving drinks, the man-of-your-house can tend bar from a counter-height refrigerator across the kitchen from the cooking activities. Cabinets for bar glasses, ice buckets, and a wine cooler are built next to the refrigerator which also holds the trimmings for salads and cool desserts. A larger, ten-cubic-foot refrigerator supplies a steady stream of ready-made ice cubes; ample space for frozen food storage, as well as refrigeration for all other foods. Working wives, who combine two jobs in one, know how easy it is to plan a dress-up party around frozen or pre-cooked foods, ready-to-heat-and-serve dishes. This advantage, plus the speed and efficiency with which the kitchen operates, gives an impetus to entertaining.

The kitchen also operates like a silent butler. Rubber roller catches on cabinet doors, rubber bumpers and ball-bearing slides for the drawers allow them to glide out, open and shut noiselessly. The cabinet shelves are adjustable to hold all sizes and shapes of your cooking utensils, china, glass, and silver.

To provide this dining-kitchen with pleasant, general lighting, corrugated translucent panels with concealed fixtures were installed from cabinet tops to ceiling. This flood the room with diffused, pinkish light. Direct light on the work centers is built in under the wall cabinets. To give the room a feeling of space and richness, the steel Hallmark cabinets were finished in H & G's mocha. Brass hardware (repeated in coffee service and brass nail studs on the dining chairs) adds a sparkle and snap to base cabinets. Refrigerators are finished in the same color as the base cabinets. Completing the plan of uninterrupted color to wall areas, the cooking equipment has an antique copper finish. Kitchen freshness is gained by painting the inside of the wall cabinets clear white, with white repeated in the decorative wall tiles, designed in fruit patterns of H & G's cerulean blue, persimmon, and sand. Background tones of the floor linoleum blend with the over-all color scheme for an effect of larger space. Countertops are equipped with mar-proof, laminated surfaces in Dresden blue. The whole effect is one of good decoration and practicality in a kitchen that is easy to work in, pleasant to dine in by any standard.

Shopping information, see page 214.

BUY DEFENSE BONDS

FROM THE CONTINENTAL-AMERICAN COLLECTION... accent pieces and co-ordinated groupings for all interiors made with superb raw materials... fine Mexican handcraftsmanship... original designs by Edmond J. Spence. Write for free brochure.

Available through leading decorators and decorating departments of fine stores.

SECOND AVE. AT 64TH ST., N. Y. 21

INDUSTRIA MUEBLERA S. A.
Put a cocktail table into service for a lunch for two, and sit, Oriental fashion, on floor cushions. Salads served in black wood bowls may be seasoned to individual tastes. Brown and white striped pottery plates offer lively contrast to the sleek table.

Shopping information, page 214.

Pictured is the six-drawer chest from our Consulate group of Directoire-Empire bedroom furniture. The amber-colored fruitwood veneers are highlighted by columns of ebony black. At better furniture and department stores. Send three-cent stamp to Dept. G for booklet.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

FALMOUTH, a reproduction of an old quilt
Brunschwic & Fils
509 MADISON AVE. • NEW YORK 22
Philadelphia • Boston • Chicago • Los Angeles
San Francisco • Dallas • Toronto • Paris
*SWEET SAUCES* continued from page 233

5 minutes. Remove from heat and beat in butter. Allow to cool for about 10 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add rum and stir in.

If you enjoy the flavor of rum, you will probably have some of this sauce over pancakes, dumplings, fruit, and puddings.

**Hot sherry sauce**

- 6 egg yolks
- $\frac{1}{4}$ cup cream sherry or Madeira
- $\frac{1}{2}$ cup heavy cream
- 1 cinnamon stick, or $\frac{1}{4}$ tsp. powdered cinnamon
- 3 Tbs. granulated sugar
- Grated rind of 1 lemon

Scald cream with cinnamon stick. Beat egg yolks until pale yellow in the top of a double boiler. Add lemon rind and sugar. Pour in sherry very slowly, beating continually. (If you use the powdered cinnamon, combine it with the granulated sugar.) Cook over hot water until sauce commences to thicken. Remove from heat and stir in the scalded cream slowly.

Served hot, the sauce is as delectable over stewed fruit as it is over steamed puddings.

**Maple sugar sauce**

- 2 cups maple sugar
- 2 eggs
- cup lime juice
- $\frac{1}{4}$ cup lemon juice
- 2 ozs. salt butter

Beat eggs until frothy in the top of a double boiler. Slowly pour in the maple sugar, stirring steadily. When sugar is completely absorbed, add lime juice and lemon juice. Cook over water for 20 minutes. Remove from stove and beat in the butter, Cool.

Maple sugar sauce is delicious with pancakes or waffles, of course. But it is extremely good served hot over chilled fresh fruit such as peaches, peaches, or bananas and served cold over cantaloupe.

**Marmalade sauce**

- 2 egg whites
- 4 Tbs. granulated sugar
- 4 Tbs. orange marmalade
- 4 ozs. Madeira or dry sherry
- 2 Tbs. lemon juice
- 4 Tbs. orange juice

Dissolve the sugar in the wine. Stir in the marmalade, the lemon juice, and orange juice. Beat the egg whites until stiff and fold them into the mixture. Then beat the entire sauce for 2 minutes with a rotary beater. Chill.

The marmalade sauce goes happily with ice cream but is probably most effective served with a cold chocolate soufflé.

**Milk-chocolate sauce**

- 2 egg whites
- 4 Tbs. granulated sugar
- 4 Tbs. orange marmalade
- $\frac{3}{4}$ cup Madeira or dry sherry
- 2 Tbs. orange juice
- 2 Tbs. lemon juice
- 2 ozs. salt butter

Dissolve the sugar in the wine. Stir in the marmalade, the lemon juice, and orange juice. Beat the egg whites until stiff and fold them into the mixture. Then beat the entire sauce for 2 minutes with a rotary beater. Chill.

The marmalade sauce goes happily with ice cream but is probably most effective served with a cold chocolate soufflé.

**Marmalade sauce**

- 2 egg whites
- 4 Tbs. granulated sugar
- 4 Tbs. orange marmalade
- 4 ozs. Madeira or dry sherry
- 2 Tbs. lemon juice
- 4 Tbs. orange juice

Dissolve the sugar in the wine. Stir in the marmalade, the lemon juice, and orange juice. Beat the egg whites until stiff and fold them into the mixture. Then beat the entire sauce for 2 minutes with a rotary beater. Chill.

The marmalade sauce goes happily with ice cream but is probably most effective served with a cold chocolate soufflé.

**Milk-chocolate sauce**

- 2 egg whites
- 4 Tbs. granulated sugar
- 4 Tbs. orange marmalade
- $\frac{3}{4}$ cup Madeira or dry sherry
- 2 Tbs. orange juice
- 2 Tbs. lemon juice
- 2 ozs. salt butter

Dissolve the sugar in the wine. Stir in the marmalade, the lemon juice, and orange juice. Beat the egg whites until stiff and fold them into the mixture. Then beat the entire sauce for 2 minutes with a rotary beater. Chill.

The marmalade sauce goes happily with ice cream but is probably most effective served with a cold chocolate soufflé.
SWEET SAUCES
continued from page 236

Mi cup heavy cream
Vi cup water
V/4 inch vanilla bean

Scald cream, water, and vanilla bean. Combine ground chocolate and sugar in the top of a double boiler. Add scalded cream combination slowly. Stir well and allow to cook for approximately 30 minutes.

A milk-chocolate sauce is handy to have in the refrigerator. It will keep for several weeks.

Mocha sauce

See the basic pastry cream recipe In addition, set out the following ingredients:

1 Tbs. instant coffee
1 tsp. salt

Condense the instant coffee with the sugar. Add the salt to the flour. And proceed to follow the recipe for the basic pastry cream.

Molasses almond sauce

Vi cup light molasses
Vi cup orange juice
1 tsp. grated orange rind
1 tsp. grated lemon rind
Vi tsp. vanilla extract
Vi tsp. almond extract
1 cup almonds—blanched, toasted, and shredded
1 Tbs. flour

Blend orange juice, brandy, molasses, and flour to a smooth paste in the top of a double boiler. Cook for 5 minutes. Remove from heat. Beat in butter. Then add the fruit rinds, flavoring extracts, and the almonds.

It is hard to think of a sweet treat that beats this sauce atop a mound of French vanilla ice cream.

“Neggin”

3/4 cup granulated sugar
2 egg yolks
1/2 cup strained prune juice
2 Tbs. lemon juice
1/2 cup boiling water
2 Tbs. cornstarch
2 Tbs. Calvados or cognac

Combine sugar and cornstarch in the top of a double boiler. Add boiling water and stir until mixture is clear. Beat egg yolks until light in a mixing bowl. Add sugar and cornstarch to the egg yolks, beating steadily. Return the mixture to the top of the double boiler. Add lemon juice, prune juice, and Calvados. Continue to beat with a rotary beater until sauce begins to thicken. Remove from heat and chill.

Here is a sauce that seems to combine as happily with fresh sliced peaches as it does with a steamed pudding.

Peach Melba sauce

1 cup fresh raspberries
1/2 cup currant jelly

(Continued on page 239)
**BOOKLETS**

**GLASS, CHINA AND SILVER**

**The Reference Book of Fine China.**

The makers of America's world-famous fine china (Lenox) tell you how to identify fine china; how it is made; how to choose a pattern; correct table settings for breakfast, lunchroom, tea, dinners, etc. Also instructions on the care and use of fine china; budget-wise ways to buy, 25c. Lenox, Inc., Dept. 9, Trenton 5, New Jersey.

**FURNITURE**

**Your Bedroom and You . . .**

Kling book shows how to make your bedroom a reflection of you . . . illustrates groups of fine Kling bedroom furniture, decorating ideas, how to care for furniture, approximate wall space needed for pieces, features to look for when buying furniture, 25c. Kling Factories, HG-10, Mayville, New York.

**Pennsylvania House Furniture.**

A story with pictures about the creation of America's handmade glass. Fascinating book tells the complete story of how treated Viking glass is made; includes several patterns, 25c. Toledo Glass Co., HG-10, Toledo 3, Ohio.

**More and Better Closets.**

Informative booklets tell how to plan basic closets proper depth, width, etc.; how to "do it yourself" with Brown's Super-cedar closet lining that eliminates fumbling, never needs painting. George C. Brown & Co., Inc., HG-9, Greensboro, N. C.

**The Idea Book of Tile.**

Handsome 4-color folder shows how to get the most out of your tile and its story. Highlights some patterns, which is 5c. McLean Publishing Co., Inc., HG-302, 225 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

**Glass, China and Silver.**

The makers of America's world-famous fine china (Lenox) tell you how to identify fine china; how it is made; how to choose a pattern; correct table settings for breakfast, lunchroom, tea, dinners, etc. Also instructions on the care and use of fine china; budget-wise ways to buy, 25c. Lenox, Inc., Dept. 9, Trenton 5, New Jersey.

**BOOKLETS**

**GLASS, CHINA AND SILVER**

**The Reference Book of Fine China.**

The makers of America's world-famous fine china (Lenox) tell you how to identify fine china; how it is made; how to choose a pattern; correct table settings for breakfast, lunchroom, tea, dinners, etc. Also instructions on the care and use of fine china; budget-wise ways to buy, 25c. Lenox, Inc., Dept. 9, Trenton 5, New Jersey.

**FURNITURE**

**Your Bedroom and You . . .**

Kling book shows how to make your bedroom a reflection of you . . . illustrates groups of fine Kling bedroom furniture, decorating ideas, how to care for furniture, approximate wall space needed for pieces, features to look for when buying furniture, 25c. Kling Factories, HG-10, Mayville, New York.

**Pennsylvania House Furniture.**

A story with pictures about the creation of America's handmade glass. Fascinating book tells the complete story of how treated Viking glass is made; includes several patterns, 25c. Toledo Glass Co., HG-10, Toledo 3, Ohio.

**More and Better Closets.**

Informative booklets tell how to plan basic closets proper depth, width, etc.; how to "do it yourself" with Brown's Super-cedar closet lining that eliminates fumbling, never needs painting. George C. Brown & Co., Inc., HG-9, Greensboro, N. C.

**The Idea Book of Tile.**

Handsome 4-color folder shows how to get the most out of your tile and its story. Highlights some patterns, which is 5c. McLean Publishing Co., Inc., HG-302, 225 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
SWEET SAUCES continued from page 237

late—the most horrifying color combination of all time. Youngsters thought the “combination” was delicious.

**Port sauce**

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{2} \text{ cup red port} \\
1 \text{ Tbs. granulated sugar} \\
1 \text{ Tbs. sweet butter} \\
2 \text{ egg yolks} \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. grated lemon rind} \\
2 \text{ Tbs. lemon juice} \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. salt} \\
\frac{1}{2} \text{ tsp. cinnamon}
\end{align*}
\]

Combine sugar, salt, cinnamon, lemon juice, and lemon rind in the top of a double boiler and heat thoroughly. Beat egg yolks until frothy, then stir them into the mixed ingredients quickly, and stir briskly until mixture is well blended. Using a rotary beater, beat the sauce vigorously, at the same time adding the port slowly. Continue to heat until the sauce thickens. Be careful it does not boil. Remove from heat and serve immediately.

This port sauce is a delicious topping for custards and steamed puddings. Over baked pears or baked apples it makes a memorable dessert.

**Rhubarb sauce**

\[
\begin{align*}
2 \text{ Tbs. granulated sugar} \\
2 \text{ Tbs. cornstarch} \\
4 \text{ Tbs. honey} \\
1 \text{ cup orange juice} \\
6 \text{ Tbs. lemon juice} \\
2 \text{ Tbs. grated lemon peel} \\
1\frac{1}{2} \text{ cups rhubarb, cut fine}
\end{align*}
\]

(Continued on page 241)
**FASHIONS IN DECORATION**

continued from page 228

work. The floor alternates red and black-brown tiles. Deep bronze predominates on large upholstered pieces, with pale pumpkin pillows for accent. Pull-up chairs lacquered black (or made of black wrought iron) carry the accent color, bright mauve. To unify the scheme, the accent rug is off-white.

Irene Sharaff, designer of Broadway shows, introduces a gamut of sulphur yellows for a bed-sitting room. Walls and carpet are one shade of yellow; upholstery and curtains are various tones of sulphur yellow from the palest tint to a deep vibrant shade. For the latter, she specifies raw silk which will shimmer rather than shine. Small chairs and pillows bring in accents of red ochre, henna, and perhaps a touch of coral. This combination of colors is particularly effective with furniture made of natural light woods, caning, and rattan.

Smyth, Urquhart & Markwald, Inc., suggests gray-green and oyster white accented by coral red for a bed-sitting room in a city apartment. Walls, doors, trim, and built-in storage cabinets are painted a soft, medium gray-green inspired by the original wall color of a paneled room in the recently restored 18th-Century Hunter house in Newport, Rhode Island. A contemporary sofa-bed and armchairs are slip-covered in natural linen printed in a conventionalized design of roses in two shades of green. These pieces are mixed with French Provincial tables and chairs. The floor is stained dark walnut to harmonize with the fruitwood and walnut pieces. Accent rug and unlined taffeta curtains are oyster white. The accent color is coral red, in textured upholstery on the seats of side chairs.

John and Earline Brice devised a combination library-TV wall that could be adapted to just about any size of room. The basic design looks like a three-paneled floor screen on a brass base. The TV unit is set into the center panel of frosted glass; this is flanked by sections of bookshelves. Blinds roll down over the bookshelves to eliminate distracting colors of book jackets when the TV set is turned on. A restful color scheme for this room is blueberry blue (blinds and carpet) and sky blue (curtains on adjacent window wall).

Floor plans on page 218 show you how to arrange furniture in the three types of dual-purpose rooms.

**Manuscripts**

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to give them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for their return.

---

**Wilson LOCKBACK® TILE**

the fine plastic tile that LOCKS TO YOUR WALL

Just like the dove-tail joints in your fine furniture lock together for generations of use . . . so mastic is forced beneath the exclusive undercut on the edges and ribs of LOCKBACK plastic wall tile, securing the tile firmly to your wall. You'll enjoy the inexpensive, easy-to-care-for beauty of Wilson LOCKBACK tile for years to come! LOCKBACK's decorator-chosen colors (over 20 to choose from!) go through the tile, won't fade or wear off, and LOCKBACK tile is made of finest quality virgin polyvinyl—can't chip, craze, or peel. Sizes and shapes to work out any design you fancy . . . and easy to install yourself!

No other plastic tile has these famous 45° undercutts that mean LOCKBACK® locks mechanically to your wall. Ribs prevent "dishing" or "cupping", too.

Wilson LOCKBACK® tile carries the Hallmark of U. S. Dept. of Commerce Bureau of Standards for hardness, uniform quality, and another fine tile . . .

**Wilson's Econ-O-tile**

The only high-quality, budget-price virgin plastic wall tile that guarantees color match . . . perfect for playrooms, utility rooms, or for that extra touch of tile on window sills, sink splashboards, etc. WRITE FOR your free, full-color Wilson Catalog H-63 to help you plan your beautiful walls with Wilson LOCKBACK® *Trade Mark

WILSON PLASTICS, INC.

SANDUSKY • OHIO
SWEET SAUCES continued from page 239

Blend sugar and cornstarch. Combine orange and lemon juices in a saucepan and bring to the boiling point. Use 2 or 3 tablespoonsfuls of the orange-lemon juice to thin the sugar and cornstarch. Stir until smooth. Now, first add the honey, then the cornstarch mixture to the simmering fruit juices, stirring continually until the sauce thickens. Remove from the stove and beat until smooth. Stir in the finely cut rhubarb. Replace on stove and allow to simmer about 10 minutes—until the rhubarb is tender yet holds its shape.

Hot rhubarb sauce is fine over cake scraps or cold puddings.

**Richelieu sauce**

1 cup granulated sugar  
1 tsp. cornstarch  
2 Tbs. kirsch or maraschino liqueur  
2 Tbs. shredded toasted almonds  
3 ozs. glacéed cherries  
1 Tbs. grated lemon rind  
1 cup water

Mix cornstarch with a tablespoonful of water to make a thin paste. Boil sugar and the cup of water for 5 minutes. Add cornstarch and continue to boil until mixture clears. Toss in lemon rind and glacéed cherries and allow to boil for 1 minute. Remove from heat. Stir in almonds and liqueur. Cool but do not chill.

Richelieu sauce is at its best over puddings and ice cream.

**Sherry cranberry sauce**

2 cups cranberries  
1 cup granulated sugar  
½ cup coarsely ground walnut meats  
1 cup dry sherry

Prick the cranberries with the point of a knife. Dissolve the sugar in the wine over low heat, stirring continually. Add the cranberries and walnut meats and allow to simmer until cranberries are thoroughly cooked but not mushy. Serve hot or cold.

Cold, it is good atop a lemon sherbert or ice cream. Hot, it is unusual and wonderful over apple pie.

**Swiss honey**

1/2 cup granulated sugar  
1/2 cup honey  
1/2 cup heavy cream  
1 tsp. vanilla extract  
Cream butter. Add honey and beat vigorously until well blended. Pour cream in slowly, beating continually with a wire whisk or a rotary beater until mixture is fluffy. Stir in vanilla.

Swiss honey is delightful over ice cream when freshly made. It can be kept in the refrigerator and served elegantly on waffles and pancakes.

**Syllabab**

1 cup heavy cream  
2 ozs. Marsala or Madeira wine

(Continued on page 243)
What I learned from a neighbor who broke a leg

In the hospital, Joe read up on Dutch bulbs, and I put a border along the fence. While I planted, we got to talking home improvements, and he said, "After busting this leg putting up storm windows, I'm ordering Burrowes Combinations."

"Hm! Wonder if I can afford 'em," I said. But after thinking it over, I called the Burrowes man myself. It was really my wife who got me to sign up, when she saw how we'd save money with permanently installed, lifetime aluminum Burrowes Windows.

And she was right. We've cut down fuel bills, doctor bills — and cut out that back-breaking drudgery I used to have twice a year with heavy, old-fashioned storm windows.

Now, we slide storm sash into place any time — in minutes, from inside the house. They're so light they slip out easily for washing, too.

Maybe you ought to send for the free folder on Burrowes all-aluminum Windows — or call in the Burrowes man, like I did.

AMERICAN FASHIONS IN DECORATION

continued from page 136

The living-dining room in Mrs. Morris Rudofker's Philadelphia apartment, decorated by Melanie Kahane, is ingeniously planned for entertaining. With the quiet precision of a watch, it keeps time with a variety of activities: cocktails and conversation, dinner, games, TV-viewing, music. At one end of the room, sofas placed at right angles to the window wall act as room-dividers. Behind one of them is a bar in a handsome breakfast, painted mustard and white to blend into the room scheme.

Television is built into the wall alongside the breakfast and concealed when not in use by a 19th-Century French painting. Behind the other sofa, in a window bay, are a Directoire table and Louis XV chairs for games. Four more Louis XV chairs are used around a circular dining table at the opposite end of the room. With the addition of a pair of armchairs (next to the piano) and the Empire chairs flanking the breakfast, there is plenty of seating space. And, because of the simple over-all color scheme, the room has a feeling of harmony and composure.

seat extra guests with
TELL CITY
Folding CHAIRS

... the only authentically styled dining chairs that FOLD — exact duplicates of regular Tell City Chairs, that provide "full-fashion"!

EXTRA seating plus space-saving store-ability!

Write for Free Decorator Book containing additional details on this new concept in small-space seating convenience!

DEPT. X-1, TELL CITY CHAIR CO., TELL CITY, IND.

SOLD THROUGH BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE

Burrowes Combination Windows

Send for Free Folder
THE BURROWES CORPORATION
Window Equipment Since 1873
DEPT. R-10 • PORTLAND, MAINE

TRADITIONAL OR MODERN

Woodbine®

Or

Lifetime Ware

by Watertown

Whatever your preference — the delicacy of the exquisitely embossed Woodbine pattern or the smart, functional lines of Lifetime Ware — you now have your choice at your favorite department store. Guaranteed dinnerware...made of Melmac.

Write for FREE illustrated folder
THE WATERTOWN MFG. CO.
100 PORTER ST., WATERTOWN, CONN.

Lights Out?

Why tolerate the blown fuse nuisance any longer? Why hunt fuses in the dark...or break off in the midst of preparing a meal to go to the store for the new fuses you forgot to buy? Why stumble down dark cellar stairs and fumble in the old fuse-box wondering what to do? The Cutler-Hammer Unit Breaker ends this annoyance forever. It is installed in the kitchen or any other convenient place. And when service goes off, all you do is reset a tiny lever that has snapped out of position. Nothing to buy...nothing to replace! Service is restored in the twinkling of an eye...even by a child! The average new home can have this modern and safe protection for very little additional cost. Also easily installed in old homes. What are all the facts? Write today for our free booklet "Goodbye to Fuses." CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc., Pioneer Electrical Manufacturers, 1397 St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

FREE BOOKLET: Tells facts about new, better home electrical protection. Write TODAY for your copy.

The Nicest Thing That Can Happen To A Cherished Photo Is to Frame It in an Overton Original PHOTO FRAME

AT BETTER STORES AND STUDIOS

Write for free "HOW TO FRAME" Booklet
S. E. OVERTON CO., South Haven, Michigan

Lights On!

Why tolerate the blown fuse nuisance any longer? Why hunt fuses in the dark...or break off in the midst of preparing a meal to go to the store for the new fuses you forgot to buy? Why stumble down dark cellar stairs and fumble in the old fuse-box wondering what to do? The Cutler-Hammer Unit Breaker ends this annoyance forever. It is installed in the kitchen or any other convenient place. And when service goes off, all you do is reset a tiny lever that has snapped out of position. Nothing to buy...nothing to replace! Service is restored in the twinkling of an eye...even by a child! The average new home can have this modern and safe protection for very little additional cost. Also easily installed in old homes. What are all the facts? Write today for our free booklet "Goodbye to Fuses." CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc., Pioneer Electrical Manufacturers, 1397 St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

FREE BOOKLET: Tells facts about new, better home electrical protection. Write TODAY for your copy.
SWEET SAUCES continued from page 241

1 egg white
1 cup diced fresh peaches
2 Tbs. confectioners’ sugar

Sprinkle the fresh peaches with the confectioners’ sugar and allow to stand only as long as it takes to prepare the rest of the sauce. Beat the cream until stiff. Beat the egg white until stiff. Add the wine to the peaches. Fold the beaten egg white into the cream. Fold the cream and egg-white mixture onto the peaches.

We have served this in melons and on cake scraps as well as with fritters. In many places in the south Syllabub is served as a dessert or party refreshment by itself.

Thick chocolate sauce

See the basic pastry cream recipe

In addition, set out the following ingredients:

- 2 ozs. bitter chocolate
- 3 Tbs. granulated sugar
- 1 tsp. sweet butler

Melt chocolate and butter in the top of a double boiler. Stir in granulated sugar and water. Allow to cook for 10 minutes, stirring occasionally. Prepare the basic pastry cream recipe, beating in the chocolate mixture immediately after adding the flour.

Tutti-frutti sauce

- 1 cup assorted glazed fruits
- 1 Tbs. blanched almonds
- 1 cup orange juice
- 1 cup lemon juice
- 1/2 cup pineapple juice
- 2 cups granulated sugar
- 1 Tbs. white corn sirup

Combine fruit juices and sugar. Cook for 10 minutes, or until mixture reaches 220 degrees. Add corn sirup, glazed fruits, and almonds. Turn down heat and allow to simmer for 20 minutes. Cool or chill.

Fresh fruit, puddings, and ice cream can become delicious and unusual refreshment when topped with this tutti-frutti sauce.
TEXTURED FINISH

TODAY'S VOGUE IN DINNERWARE STYLING

WOODCREST

Here is the happy fulfillment of the latest trend in dinnerware styling. It's the new Blue Ridge Woodcrest shape, with lovely hand painted patterns especially designed to match its striking textured surface. Modern-minded homemakers are loud in their praise of Woodcrest charm. As on all Blue Ridge Ware the hand painted patterns are sealed under the glaze for permanent protection. At your dealer's now.

SOUTHERN POTTERIES, INC. ERWIN, TENN.

Woodcrest No. 4301 Woodcrest Blue Ridge Woodcrest No. 4302 Woodcrest

THE KITCHEN OF YOUR FUTURE...

HALLMARK CUSTOM STEEL KITCHENS

The kitchen of your future includes cabinets by Hallmark... Choose your spacious Cabinets in any of several modern decorator colors and have your refrigerator, washing machine and dishwasher spray-matched by your Hallmark Dealer for a custom kitchen—personally yours.

Write today for free literature.

Hallmark Kitchens

NELLIS INDUSTRIES, DEPT. 1, KREAMER, SNYDER CO., PA.

DECORATE WITH HOUSE PLANTS

continued from page 189

tubs. Room dividers in small living spaces take on a snap of color with the addition of a plant box in which you can tuck blue ageratum, coral or white geraniums in niches between books, records, glassware, storage compartments. The arrangements we show you here offer a number of ways to use house plants imaginatively. Each makes an effective decorating point which you can apply to various room plans.

If you have a short flight of steps between a hallway and rooms above, you could line it with tiny pots of primroses and branching ivy to fill in angular corners. Or, on a stairway landing you could build a metal-lined planting box for climbing vines and ornamental foliage under a broad window. You'll find that leafy textures and bold or pastel plant colors can be used freely in modern or period rooms. If you collect pictures or china or pewter, green leaves and flowers will give your collection an air of freshness and informality.

It is characteristic of most flowering house plants to establish blooming periods, then rest on their laurels after color goes. Whatever your color scheme is, in plants or backgrounds, you can replace small plants during their resting time with other varieties in different blooming periods. Tried-and-true standbys such as geraniums and begonias can be planted in your outdoor borders in summer, moved indoors before frost. For decorative year-round greenery indoors, it's a good idea to choose plants native to your locality and condition them to moderate house temperatures.

Once a house plant is accustomed to your surroundings, it will repay you with its best efforts. There are very few prima donnas among standard house plants. All they need is a little care and an occasional airing. More about the care of your favorites on page 250.

Correction

We regret that, through an oversight, we omitted the following from our listing of 'Who has H&G colors' in the September issue:

Ivana, Inc., 1000 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill., manufacturer of Ivalon vinyl sponges in gay H&G colors; Waring Products Corp., 545 Fifth Avenue, New York.

DELIGHTED... with this new Clean Heating after 25 years with Radiators

You can change an old-fashioned radiator heating system to Webster Baseboard Heating... enjoy the beauty of floor-length drapes and wall-to-wall carpeting... have more room in every room.

Or you can replace obsolete hot air heating... Get folder "Wonderful Webster Baseboard Heating" and booklet "Questions and Answers about Webster Baseboard Heating."

Address Dept. HG-10

WARREN WEBSTER & CO., CAMDEN, N. J.

WEBSTER TRU-PERIMETER FORCED HOT WATER BASEBOARD HEATING

IT'S BEST TO Climb Stairs Sitting Down

Whether or not you have a health handicap, you can add energy to your days and years to your normal life span by eliminating the strain of stair-climbing. A home elevator will give you the modern convenience of one-story living in any type house... and the cost is only that of one of the lower priced cars.

Write for full information and name of nearest dealer.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA

Plasurer of simplified passenger lifts for the home.

ECHLORAP is a low-cost installation for straight stairways. Operates on home-lighting circuit. Pulls against wall when not in use.

"Elevator" can be installed in stairwell, direct or corner and operates on home-lighting circuit. Custom-built to fit any space. Completely safe for all ages.
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2208 Paxton Blvd. Harrisburg, Pa.
with paler green veining that are like finely etched lines.

During times of active growth, anthuriums need a room temperature of 72 to 75 degrees. After budding, a cooler temperature of 65 degrees (but never less than 55) is satisfactory. Good drainage and sufficient humidity are a must. Do not allow the pot to stand in water but place it on a tray filled with crushed granite, pebbles or broken pottery. You can spray the plants with water, but not when they are in flower, as water ruins the blossoms.

Summer is the resting time for anthuriums. Most shade is recommended, but in warm weather you can move them to protected spots on porches or terraces, avoiding intense heat or direct sun.

If you want to try an interesting experiment you can propagate by seeds sown in sand, covered with glass and kept at a temperature of about 75 degrees. Much quicker is the method by rooting cuttings in the sand.

Containers need not be large. A six-inch pot is sufficient for a blooming-size plant. Allow room in the tray for plenty of drainage materials, and select a pot with a top wide enough to accommodate the wrappings of sphagnum needed at the base of stems for moisture and humidity.

Aechmeas. The aechmea is of tropical origin, with leaf bases so constructed as to form a receptacle for water. In some varieties this natural cup may be used to hold small cut flowers. The plants themselves form a natural vase for the flowers they produce.

Aechmea belongs to the bromeliad family, which is a relative of the pineapple. Some are particularly worthwhile for their blossoms; most are valued for the diversity of their leaves alone, which have a stiff, dramatic beauty; others have a stark, almost ugly effectiveness and almost all put forth flowers of striking color and longevity.

Among the most unusual aechmeas are: A. fasciata, an urn-shaped plant (Continued on page 246)
The Sumnergrade Bedroom Ensemble in the Celanese advertisement on page 28 is at the following stores:

- Little Rock, Ark.: The M. M. Cohn Co.
- Denver, Colo.: The Denver Dry Goods Co.
- Jacksonville, Fla.: Furchgott's
- Atlanta, Ga.: Davis-Quaxon Co.
- Champaign, Ill.: Robeson's
- Topeka, Kans.: Crosby Bros.
- Lexington, Ky.: Wolf Wile Co.
- Atlanta, Ga.: Davison-Paxon Co.
- Evansville, Ind.: The Curtain Shop
- Lincoln, Neb.: Hardy Furniture Co.
- New York, N.Y.: W. & J. Sloane
- Milwaukee, Wis.: Gimbels
- Lubbock, Tex.: Hembill-Wells Co.
- Wichita Falls, Tex.: McClurkan's Inc.
- Milwaukee, Wis.: Gimbels
- Cheyenne, Wyo.: S. H. Caminsky Co.
- Philadelphia, Pa.: Gimbels
- New York, N.Y.: W. & J. Sloane
- Fort Worth, Tex.: The Fair Store
- Lubbock, Tex.: Hembill-Wells Co.
- Milwaukee, Wis.: Gimbels
- Cheyenne, Wyo.: S. H. Caminsky Co.

**COLLECTOR’S ITEMS**

with green tooth-edged leaves banded in silvery white. A cone-shaped flower head appears in summer and consists of rose bracts and blue flowers which, over a period of many weeks, deepen through purple to rose. A. caudata has a yellow flower head, strap-like leaves vertically striped in green and white. A. fulgens, with silver and purple leaves, produces red berries when in flower. A. marmorata possesses a water cup so deep that you can use it for small cut flower arrangements. Its leaves are mottled green and dark red. In spring it bears a flower head of pink and blue. A. weilbachia sends up long-lasting flower spikes, slender leaves of copper and green. The vase-shaped A. calyculata comes from Brazil, has bright green foliage; a yellow flower springs from its center stem.

Aechmea hybrids have been created to give the plants more color and better form. Some have wine-red leaves with a flat gloss like varnish. At their bases the wine-red changes to green. In winter they bloom with dark blue berry-like flowers.

A. pinelliana produces soft-tipped leaves in shades of red-brown and dusty rose. The flower stem bears rose-colored bracts, topped by a flower head of bristles. A. eriadeniana is strangely colored with black mottlings which splash the pale green, saw-toothed leaves. In winter white flowers bloom on an orange stem.

The plants should be repotted after blooming time, in equal parts of sand, peat and loam, or ½ loam, ½ sand. The pot should have a drainage hole covered with a flat piece of broken pot, and a layer of broken pot or pebbles to a depth of one inch. Set the plant so that the soil surrounds the thick stem, but does not extend above the leaf bases.

Do not water to excess. Keep leaf cups filled, for that is almost all the water required. Plants can be held under a faucet once a week to wash the leaves. Use mildy cold water in a gentle stream. Wax paper can be placed over the soil to avoid soaking or washing out; or the plant may be sprayed or washed with a common insect spray recommended by dealers. When the soil in the pot dries out, water it lightly.

Fertilizing should be done infrequently and with great care. Use liquid or pulverized manures or a fertilizer suggested by the grower from whom you obtain the plant.

Temperatures for the tropical aechmeas should not go below 55-60 degrees. Avoid hot sun, and place plants in a window or corner with partial sunlight, but not too close to window glass.

**EPISCEAS.** The reddish stems of the episcia are slender and drop in joined sections, each section a potential new plant. The manner of growth is somewhat like the strawberry geranium, with leaves of value as a foliage plant, and flowers of brilliant scarlet.

The leaves are rough and pebbly.

(Continued on page 245)
COLLECTOR'S ITEMS
continued from page 246

heavily veined in pale green as a contrast to darker green leaf colors and reddish tones underneath. The edges are scalloped, the texture thick and velvety. Bright red-throated flowers, about one inch wide, have a trumpet-like appearance; petal edges are fringed.

E. cuprea produces downy leaves with a coppery luster, veined and lined with red. The flowers are scarlet. E. splendens is a more sturdy plant than cuprea; its leaves are mottled silver and green, flowers red. E. coccinea's red leaves have metallic-looking, silvery centers. E. viridifolia bears shining green leaves and crimson flowers.

Propagation is easy for beginners if a few rules are followed carefully. Leaf cuttings may be rooted, but the quickest, simplest way is to root the stem joints. Place in low dishes or pans of sand and allow plenty of light. The amount of sun needed for the plants is very small, just enough to filter through glass curtains on too-bright days. Temperatures should not go below 55 degrees. Episcias prefer to live chiefly in shade. Cuttings and rootings can be placed on a window sill but sheltered from direct sun. A piece of cardboard placed between the plants and the sash will admit sufficient bright light without burning new cuttings. After they have rooted, remove them carefully by turning a spoon or window-box spade under the roots. Lift out with as little disturbance to the tiny root system as possible.

Pot up in 2-inch pots, in soil consisting of ½ sand, ½ loam. Mix in about a quarter teaspoon of bonemeal or dried cow manure to each quart of soil. As these pots become filled with roots, transfer to pots two inches larger; make further shifts as growth progresses.

Pests are not a problem if plants are kept clean and healthy. But if mealy bug appears in the form of tiny, cottony tufts, remove with a toothpick dipped in soapsuds (not detergent) or alcohol. If aphids are seen, spray with a nicotine solution in commercial form, and follow directions implicitly.

The best containers for episcias are hanging pots or baskets which provide for their trailing growth.

—EDITH SAYLOR ABBOTT

Manuscripts

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except, of course, to give them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for their return.

YOU'RE SAFE
from bowl overflow

with the Case
NON-OVERFLOW
Water Closet
...first of its kind!

Ask for the bathroom fixture that has set a new nation-wide style in fine homes. The Case® Non-Overflow One-Piece® is the water closet with the built-in safety of a non-overflow bowl—preventive insurance against water damage! Low over-all height allows you extra freedom in planning. Unsurpassed in quality of construction and choice of 32 colors, or white. See "Case" in your Classified Telephone Directory, or write.

Case
Fine Vitreous China

NEW FOLDER SHOWS 32 COLORS... PLANS

NAME:______________________
ADDRESS:__________________
CITY:______________________
STATE:______________________
These fine stores carry the PARA Shower Curtains
Illustrated in color on the inside back cover

PLANT DETECTIVE continued from page 187

begonias, particularly B. fousina, one of the loveliest plants ever pot ted. In between are large, contorted cactus for punctuation. Here and there, for variation, is a bowl of hydrangeas or succulents, a Hoya carnosa (wax plant), a tri-color maranta, a coral ardisia, or a scented-leaved geranium.

On the north side of the window are rex begonias. (They're wonderful plants.) Not only are their fantastic, many-colored leaves interesting and attractive, but with the right treatment they last for long periods through the winter. Their only drawbacks are that they need a lot of room and there are so many sorts of desirable varieties that you have to keep them within bounds. To propagate them cut off a healthy leaf, usually the size of your two hands together, and with a razor blade make a little slit at seven or eight of the vein junctions. Put the leaf flat on moist peat moss or vermiculite (or even sand if you keep it moist), strike it down with toothpicks, and in a few weeks you have seven or eight new plants.

Some plants such as camellias and orchids never get inside the house because they grow best in the passage from the garage to the house. The temperature in the passage goes down to fifty degrees at night from October to April. Its concrete floor is frequently sprinkled, and the cool moist air is welcomed by camellias, garderias, azaleas, many begonias, some orchids, passion flowers, all geraniums, citrus plants, and others. By keeping the camellias pretty wet from August 15th to October 15th, the tragedy of bud dropping in March and April is kept to a minimum. I have only fourteen camellias, but at the height of their season no one ever goes through the passage without stopping for a look. They are kept at the coolest end, next to the garage, on the north side, and the semi-tropical beauties love it.

In the middle of winter it is a pleasure to enter my house—at least it is for me, and others agree. You drive through snow or sleet or frosty gales, or all three, with outdoor nature gone below and all hatches battened down, into the garage, climb out, shut the garage door, cross to the far corner, to the door to the passage, open it, and enter. The smell of soil and live growing things is so sudden and keen it is almost a physical shock. On either side is a jungle of green—ivies of many colors: two tones of green, gives a soft, supple hand. Colors: rose figure treated in a pleasing and interesting manner, into points of decorative interest and give added charm to your rooms. Send today for a scented-leaved geranium.

To operate—no special wiring. A virtual necessity for those who cannot or should not climb stairs. Write for complete literature, THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO., 8002-83 Brotherston Road, Cincinnati 9, Ohio.
Here's real Protection
FOR YOUR HOUSE AND GARDEN

And a Stewart Iron or Wire Fence protects the youngsters, too. It's a friendly fence, and it affords the protection you need. What's more, it beautifies your home and its surroundings. Stewart Fences are made in many styles. Write for illustrated literature. Please say whether you are interested in a wire or iron fence. No obligation.

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO., INC.
2014 Stewart Block, Cincinnati 1, Ohio

Stewart Chain Link Wire Fence

ZIM-MATIC!
THE IMPROVED CAN OPENER
LID CAN'T PLOP INTO FOOD!

After opening a can, the ZIM-MATIC holds lid firmly. Mayet will last the life of the opener. Opens any shaped can, cuts cleanly without splinters. Attaches to any wall—folds up flat when not in use. Cadmium $5.50. Chrome $5.50.

ZIM-MATIC TWINS
This remarkable 2-in-1 unit solves all opening problems. ZIM-MATIC Can Opener and ZIM Jar Opener mounted on same base. The Jar Opener is a real dilly—opens anything that wears a cap—screw, pry-off, friction, vacuum or crown cap; also has bottle opener. Cadmium and white enamel $5.50. Chrome $8.50.

FLAT IRON REST
Attached to any board, leaves entire surface for ironing—10 to 12 sq. to. more. Kilgo line on companion items. For wood boards $1.50, metal boards $1.75.


varieties, maricas, philodendrons, wax plants, ferns—walls of green; and then you see the spots of color. Of course always the abutilons' orangy red; and, according to the season, the fragrant white flowers of the Ponderosa lemon, geraniums, gardenias, begonias, camellias, coral aridias, others. I admit you will also see the bright 'something' of Christmas cactus. I say 'something' because the blossoms of that popular plant are not in my opinion of a mone
tionable color. I would like it better if it never bloomed. Why do I have it? Oh, you know, people have things.

Anyway, I claim it is a happy way of entering a house. It is much more affable than if you have to say after dinner, 'Come on to the greenhouse and let me show you a wonderful specimen of Pelargonium echinatum;' and your guests, relaxed in easy chairs with their cognac, say with feigned enthusiasm, 'Sure, we'd love to see it;' and they all reluctantly make the trip.

One of the spots of color catching your eye in the passage in midwinter is a passion flower, but as I grow those plants, winter blossoms are only a by-product. Every May I root six cuttings, pot them, grow them all summer in the shade of an apple tree, move them inside the last of September, give them good culture until May 20th, and then take them from the pots and plant them outdoors in a warm sunny spot by a wall in the court. They bloom all summer right up to frost, when I turn my back and let the frost have them. It would be next to impossible to take up roots enough for them to thrive in a pot again; and anyhow, I already have my six new plants on the way for next year. Besides, they've had their share of adulation all summer, from the family as well as guests.

I must mention, at least in parentheses, that among the jungle in the passage are big pots of parsley and chives and tarragon. It's a pity that it is a good twenty paces from the kitchen to the passage, but they do much better there.

I don't spend a lot of money on all this indoor horticulture. If I did it would still be a source of lively pleasure, but of a somewhat different kind. I doubt if I've spent more than twenty dollars a year for the past ten years for house plants. I do a fair amount of propagating of various kinds, including starting new plants from seeds. It is simple to build a root­ing box, say 18 by 30, with a compartment below for a 25-watt electric bulb for bottom heat. With it, in the course of a year, you can root enough cuttings to start a small nursery.

A few plants will not root, at least not for me. Years ago a friend gave me an infant plant, one little stem with a few leaves, called Daphne of Crete. It is now in a five-inch pot and has spread into a recumbent mat of the loveliest gray-green leaves I have ever seen. Many friends have admired and coveted it, and I would like another plant or two for myself, but there is absolutely nothing doing. I have tried over and over, using all known mediums and all degrees of moisture and temperature, at all seasons of the year, with the same invariable result:

(Continued on page 259)
Have you thought of Fall like this?

Spring isn’t the only time to care for your trees. Fall has its own advantages.

Even after the leaves have dropped, trees continue to feed. If you feed yours now, they’ll be the stronger to withstand winter’s burden of wind and ice. Weakened branches and V-forks that might split should be cabled and braced. And damage left by summer storms or drought can more easily be repaired during the Autumn, when your grounds are not in use.

Davey Tree experts are trained in every type of tree service. They can give your trees the care they deserve in the shortest time. Also, their equipment is the most modern in the world. Even if you should want to grace your home with that established look which comes only from well grown trees, a Davey man can transplant one in all its mature beauty at the lowest cost. Fall is a good time for that, too.

PLANT DETECTIVE continued from page 249

none. I may as well admit that this is the compelling reason for my writing this piece; possibly someone will write to tell me how to root Daphne of Crete.

This paragraph is for people who like oddities. Its hero is a plant called Ceropegia Woodii, and if you like fussing over nothing, “C.W.” is ideal. It sends out shoots, multitudes of them, from its crown, and each shoot becomes a flexible rubbery stem and goes on growing, lengthening, forever—anyhow, practically forever. All along each stem, spaced frugally but most effectively, are dainty little grayish leaves with dark mottles; and also along each stem are curious little bell-like affairs which “C.W.” doubtless thinks are flowers. They too are dainty and very attractive close up. If you’re lazy or busy for the next three or four years you can merely let the stems go on lengthening and matting, but if you want to fuss it is a superb opportunity. Stick a stiff wire about twenty inches long upright in the middle of the pot, and on it, extending ten or twelve inches to each side, erect a wire lattice, with uprights every two inches and horizontals every three inches. (These distances are not mandatory; indulge your personality.) Then, as the shoots lengthen, arrange them and train them on the lattice. For the first two or three years it will look a little skimpy, but as the decades flit by and your grandchildren begin to cluster around, you will begin to realize, and so will others, that in “C.W.” you really have got something. The stems will go on lengthening, the dainty little leaves and curious little bells will multiply, repelmitually, and fill all the spaces. The first thing you know you will have a triumphant and completely pleasing answer to the question, “What did you do when you were young, grandpa?”

As far as that goes, there is hardly a single one of all my 475 house plants that I wouldn’t be willing to trot out as a vital part of my answer to that embarrassing question.
How to condition the soil when you pot or transplant

A conditioner rightly used will improve texture of hard-packed soil, permit better drainage, and keep the roots of potted plants in good health.

1. Measure out dry soil to be treated; break into small particles until no clods remain.

2. For a 4" potful sprinkle % level teaspoon of soil conditioner over the crumbled soil.

3. Mix the soil conditioner thoroughly with the earth; be sure it is evenly distributed.

4. If soil is powdery, water lightly and rework; if necessary add water for uniform moisture.

5. The treated soil should now form a firm ball, crumbly in texture. It is ready for potting.

6. Cover drainage hole with a layer of crock or gravel; make mound of soil to half fill pot.

7. Set plant on mound; spread roots; add soil pressed firmly to within 1" of the pot rim.

8. Water the plant immediately, but lightly. Do not soak it for at least twenty-four hours.

It will provide house plants with every nutrient they need to grow and thrive best!

Can you imagine anything easier?

Now you can feed your house plants while you water them. You can be sure—all winter long—that your "window garden" gets a full supply of the food elements plants need from the soil to bloom best.

You simply dissolve Instant Vigoro in water—two level tablespoons per gallon. Use this solution in place of a normal watering every four to six weeks. Nutrients are quickly absorbed for plant use. With Instant Vigoro, as with regular Vigoro, you get the results that come only from feeding complete plant food—fine flowers with large, healthy blooms and more of 'em.

*Vigoro is the trade-mark for Swift & Company's complete, balanced plant food.

Also available for your convenience—regular Vigoro in handy tablet form.
For cutting, pruning, and trimming, put a power saw to work

You can use it without outside help to prune fruit trees and woody shrubs, to cut firewood, fence posts and rails, fell trees, clear brush
Circular saw attachment for Gravely tractor is 18" in diameter, useful for clearing brush, cutting sprouts and small timber, sawing lengths of firewood.

Gravely Tractors, Inc., Dunbar, West Virginia.

Sirunk chain saw has 19" blade, is gasoline powered, weighs 28 pounds. Cuts in any position; will saw trees up to 30" in diameter to ground level, leaving no stumps to project. Strunk Equipment Company, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.

Rotoelectric chain saw uses electric power from Rototiller generator or any 110 volt electric outlet. 14" blade cuts trees, logs, to 20" diameter. Rototiller Inc., Troy, N. Y.


PEONIES • IRISES
BULBS • DAY LILIES • POPPIES

BUY U. S. DEFENSE BONDS
Ideas for doorside gardeners

The Hortulus Club of Greenwich used native plants to create this tiny Connecticut garden.
Presenting
the latest and loveliest
in shower curtains

WONDER-WEARING Krene®
Discover the thrill of a shower curtain that
fills your bathroom with beauty. The rich
drape, the glowing colors of luxurious Krene
give a lift to the whole scene. And this is love-
liness you'll delight in month after month.
For wear-defying, waterproof Krene comes
smiling through many a shower without stiff-
ening, sticking, cracking or discoloration . . .
at just wipes clean . . . even resists mildew.

Use the lasting beauty of work-saving
Krene to brighten your living so many ways.
From sparkling, spot-resistant tablecovers to
handsome hard-working inflatables, you'll find
the better products are made of Krene —
product of the finest facilities and highest
standards. To be sure, look for the Krene tag.
symbol of quality, style, value.

"Rose Petals", top, (about $5.50), and "Jubilee", right, (about
$13) are made by Pero Manufacturing Co., Inc., nearest 7,
S. F. They come in a wide range of colors and matching win-
dow curtains are available. Printed and textured by Towery
Fabrics, Inc., New York, N. Y.

For name of store nearest you, see page 246.

BAKELITE COMPANY, A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Really relax on a GRACE LINE CRUISE
to the CARIBBEAN and SOUTH AMERICA

The "Santa Rosa" and "Santa Paula," especially designed for tropical cruising, provide every comfort and luxury: large, outdoor tiled swimming pools; light, airy dining rooms on top decks; excellent cuisine; gracious public rooms; beauty salons; sun decks; attractive cocktail lounges; dance orchestras; shipboard entertainment and interesting trips ashore. Every room is outside, each with private bath.

Twelve Day Cruises from New York every Friday.
A so 16-18 Day Cruises every Friday from New York on cargo-passenger "Santas." See your travel agent or

GRACE LINE
10 Hanover Sq., New York. Agents and offices in all principal cities.